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Statistical structural analysis, as developed by Bruno 
Sander of Innsbrttck, has been little used In Britain In study of 
rocks deformed by flow. This is particularly true of structural 
analysis on a microscopic scale which has come to be viewed as 
an introspective study generally unrelated to tectonic investiga-
tion on larger scales. Contributing to the Incorrect perspective 
of this view of structural analysis, held by many structural 
geologists in Britain, has been an Indifference to or an ignorance 
of the importance of statistical symmetry of fabric in kinematic 
analysis. To neglect of statistical symmetry can be traced the 
controversy which has in the past surrounded the recognition of 
"— and -lineations" In the rocks of the Scottish Highlands and 
the consequent suspicion of structural analysis present in the 
minds of many British structural geologists. 

The first part of this Thesis consists of six papers 
(some of them describing studies made jointly with other struc-
tural geologists) concerned primarily with principles and tech-
niques of structural analysis • The results of experimental 
deformation of dolomite rook are outlined and examples of A.V.A. 
are given. The fabrics of marbles from Greece are described 
and the geometry and dynamic interpretation of twin-lamellae pro-
duced in calcite by deformation are discussed. "Unrollable" and 
"non-unrollable" folds are described from the scottish Highlands 
and a simple method of constructing structural block diagrams to 
scale is given. The geometry of internal rotation of passive 
structural surfaces is described in order to shew how differen-
tial behaviour of structural elements can affect symmetry of 
fabric and give an appearance of superposed deformation. In the 
last paper of the first part are summarized the writer's views on 
the significance of symmetry in tectonites. The concept of ac-
tive and passive behaviour of structural elements is extended to 
structure on a large scale, and geometry and symmetry of struc-
tures produced by simple and superposed deformations are outlined. 
Fabric axes are defined for fabrics with monoclinic, triclinic 
and orthorhombic symmetry, and possible lines of kinematic and 
structural evolution in a uniformly stressed layered body are 
traced. 

The second part of the thesis contains four papers in 
which structural analysis is used in regional studies. A pro-
Carboniferous i-axis trending east-west is recognized in the 
Caledonian rocks of Vestspitsbergen. In the Basement System of 
Kenya, structural mapping of the Turoka area proves the struc-
tural geometry of the rocks to be different from that suggested 
by geologists of the Colonial Geological Survey. A kinematic 
interpretation of the geometry is suggested in terms of weakly 
developed A.L '-tectonics. A summary is given of an incomplete 
Investigation in the rocks surrounding Loch Leven in Argyllshire. 
The area Is shewn to be one ofU A&'-tectonics on a large scale. 
Some important conclusions bearing upon the age and nature of 
movements in the Moine thrust-zone, arising from a study made 
jointly with other geologists from the University of Edinburgh, 
are briefly described. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

1tructural analysis, namely, the kinematic and 

dynamic interpretation of statistically determined struc-

tural geometry, is one of tho youngest of the important 

branches of geological science. 	its origin can be traced, 

perhaps, to several sources, but, without doubt, the most 

important of these is the unique genius of Professor 

Bruno Sander of iunsbrIck,who remains today, as he began, 

on a somewhat lonely plane of understanding far removed 

from and ail but inaccessible to most structural geologists. 

From Austria, the aims, princikies and techniques of 

structuxal analysis nave been very slow in spreading to 

the English-speaking world. To 4rs. .B.Xnopf iust be 

given the credit for first introducing to the United 3tates 

and Britain the elements of structural analysis on a 

microsco4c scale (now, unfortunately, distinguished in those 

countries as "structural petrology") in a memoir of the 

Geological 6ociety of America written jointly with 'an 

Ingersun (193). 	iiiis work retudns today the most 

authoritative anu faithful statement, in English, of 

iander'u views. 

The most important development iii the field of 

kinematic, 
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kineuiatic and dynamic interpretation of the rnicrofabric 

of tecturu.tes to have occurred outside Austria is, without 

doubt, the programme of experimental deformation of rocAs 

begun b' iavid Griggs, r.J.Turner and others of the 

Universitj of California (Griggs and Ailler, 1951; Tlandin 

and Griggs, 1951; Turner and Ch'ih, 1951; Griggs, Purner, 

Borg and Jo8oa, 1951; Griggs, Turner, Borg and aosola, 

05; Borg and Turner, 193;  Turner, Viggs, Heard and 

Weiss, 1954; Turner, 4riggs and Heard, 1954). 	This 

approach to problems of deformed rocks is very different 

from the approach made for the last forty years by sander, 

ut it is no less important; in a way, it is complementary 

to tn.e studies of the Innebrack school. Already, numerous 

papers have been pubiished - as a direct outcome of the 

experimental wort - in which kinematic and dynamic inter-

pretations of the fabrics of naturally deformed rocks 

(especially of marbles and dolomite rocks) have been des- 

cribed, whicn would have been impossible on the basis of 

investigation of naturally deformed fabrics alone (see, 

for instance, lurner, 053;  cintyre and Turner, 1953; 

.eiss, 1954a; Gilmour and Carman. 1954;  Clark,  1954; 

eiss, 1954b; weies, h!clntyre and Kitreten, 1955;  Weiss, 

1 i 55/ 
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1955). 

In Britain, application of techniques of struct-

ural analysis to probleras of deformed roecs can be said to 

date Zroxri the publication in 1937 of F .0 .Phillips' very 

important investigation of the microfabric of the Maine 

schists. Since that time, a handl of papers has appeared, 

nost..Ly dealing with parts of the Scottish Highlands, in 

which techniques of struoura1 analysis have been employed, 

generally to a sqiail extent (for instance, Ritchey, 1947; 

Philiips,1949; i1son, 1950; Mcintyre, 1951; Sutton and 

watson,,1952; i?iinn, 1952; jelachlan, 1953; Phemister and 

Williamson, 1954). 	o be grouped with these regionai 

studies is a paper by ...Anderson (1948) which deals with the 

kinematic significance of linear structures in rocks 

deformed by flow; and, problems of the Norwegian (a1edonides 

have been brought more sharply into focus for British 

readers by the publication in 1953 of a paper by Kvale 

i4vhicb parallels are drawn between structures in 

cot1aiid anu Norway, and certain inferences are made. 

Those papers mark, in Britain, a slowly 

increasing awareness of the importance in tectonic invest-

igations, both descriptive and interpretive, of the 

study/ 
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stuuy, on all scales, of the internal geometry of deformed 

rock; but, reading through the papers cited above, a 

relatively impartial tecton.ician becomes aware that struct-

ural analysis has brought with it to Britain a degree of 

confusion. This confusion can be traced most surely to 

the impact upon an established view of structure and 

kinematics of demonstrations that this established view 

is inadequate to explain, completely, observable structural 

geometry. 	Phillips' was the first geometrical demonstration 

tnat th acctpted view of structure and movement in the 

iioines was inadequate. This demonstration was made, un-

fortunately, on the smallest of tectonic scales, namely, 

the microscopic; but this was to be expected: it is generally 

much more difficult to make a convincing demonstration on 

a large scale than it is on a small scale because a large 

scale structure can never be directly examined in its 

entirety, whereas a single exposure, a hand specimen or 

a thin section can. 	.his fact is locally responsible for 

the recognition in the deformeLi rocks of the Highlands of 

major structures which, although they are generally inferred, 

agree with accepted structural syntheses, and minor struct-

ures which, although they can be observed and even handled, 

perversely/ 
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perversely refuse to do so. Perhaps if the first app-

iicatioxi of techniques of structural analysis to the 

rocks of the highlands had been made on a larger sca.e, 

further application would have followed more quickly. 

s it was, field geologists, hypnotized by the strike of 

foliation, could not be expected to follow, immediately, 

difficult and alien teonniques of structural analysis 

encloseu in an esoteric terminology in a foreign language, 

and performed with a piece of apparatus as rare and 

forbidding as a universal stage, especially when the 

results obtained were so at variance with those obtained 

from a study of major structures. At this time, also, 

was born in the minds of many British geologists the 

impression that structural analysis on a microscopic scale 

waki 8oaething apart from structural geology and tectonics 

sensu lato, sonetkiig only io be attempted by experts and 

not to be taken very seriously as a contribution to a 

study of structural geology. This impression has persisted 

until the present day, and it is vexy rarely in Britain 

that a paper is published in which aicrofabric analysis 

is ussu in a proper fashion as an integral part of structural 

analysis. 	It is not to be wondered, therefore, that 

structural/ 



structural analysis in Britain made little further head- 

way until. McIntyre (1951), in 3trathaey, and Wilson (1953), 

in rain ykell, demonstrated the same geometrical 

relations, on respectively the megascoic and macroscopic 

scales, as .ihilUs had demonstrated on the microscopic 

scale. The way was then open for the re-examination 

01 !iihland tectonics that is now gathering momentujj. 

The controversy started as a result of Phillips' 

work is concerned largely with relations between linear 

structures, fabric axes and "directions of movement" 

(although what is moved where and in what fashion is rarely 

stated). No fully satisfactory definition of the fabric 

and kinematic axes - a t  b(B) and c - defined by Sander 

exists in English for fabrics with different types of 

symmetry, and it is doubtful if, even today, the full 

significance of .Iander's purpose iii defining these axes 

has filtered through to the nglish-speaking world. ?here 

is no doubt that the significance of these axes has been 

imperfectly understood by some geologists who have attempted 

to recognize them in the rocks of the Scottish Highlands. 

To correlate lineations with "directions of movement" with-

out first determining geometry and symmetry of strain can 

leaa/ 



lead only to confusion and controversy. 

ith few exceptions (see Anderson in discussion of 

Elwell, 1955), most  geologists in Britain are now agreed 

that many of th linear structures in the rocks of the 

Highlands, especially in the Moine schists, are parallel 

to "B-axes". For this agreement to become general has 

taken about twelve years from the date of publication 

OfPhillips' initial study; twelve years to establish a 

view which, in many of the localities discussed in the 

controversy, coulu be established satisfactorily in a 

eingie afternoon, What was the reason for this protracted 

and rather futile controversy which is not completely 

disposed of at the present time? To the writer, it seems 

that misunderstandings can be traced to two rnairauses; 

first, to the use of terms and the application of concepts, 

derived from the writings of bander, which have been 

rarely defined and, sometimes, imperfectly understood; and, 

second, to an underemphasis of the importance of symmetry 

of fabric in kinematic interpretation. The only structural 

geologists to have emphasized symmetry are Anderson and 

hvale, and these, on what appear to be unsound grounds, 

have questioned the validity of "the principle of symmetry" 

(see/ 
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(see page 117 of this thesis). Otherwise, structural 

geologists in Britain have been indifferent to fabric-

symmetry of rooks deformed by flow, irrespective of the 

fact that it is the most important criterion in the deter-

mination of fabric axes. 

+ 	 + 	 + 	 + 

This thesis presents the results of some investi-. 

*tions of the fabrics of rocks deformed by flow made, on 

scales rangiLAg from the microscopic to the megascopic, 

over a period of several years in a variety of geographical 

anu tectonic environments. One of the investigations was 

made in conjunction with Professor P.1.Turnar at the University 

of California, u...tt: the remaining investigations were 

carried out from the University of bdinburgh. The ten 

separate papers, such one complete in itself, of which the 

thesis consists, fall into two definite groups; the first 

part of the thesis consists of six papers concerned, basic-

ally, with princip.es  and techniques of structural analysis; 

the secoiid part, containing four papers, is concerned with 

application of tnese principles and techniques to regional 

studies iu pitsbergen, Africa and Scotland. Important 

features of each paper are as follows: 

Part/ 
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Part I .he papers in this part are in a chronological 

order that corresponds also to the development of the 

writer's views on symmetry, as expressed in the last, most 

irnportan paper. Papers 1, 2, 3 and 5 are already pub- 
lished; paper 4 is in press. Paper 6 18 to be prepared 

for publication at a later date. 

I. Plastic ueforinatioa of Dolo;njte Rook at 3600C: (jointly 

with F.J.Turutr, ..rriggs and i.Heard); this investigation 

was made in 1953 at the University of California. The 

paper contains an example of 

analysen - Ramaauer, 1941); this, together with another 

published by the writer (Weiss, 1954), constitutesthe only 

example of A.\T.A. published outside Austria. Also of 

importance in this paper is the account of translation 
-

gliding on &0011 -planes and the resultant internal rotation 

of 021 -lamellae (1!9 ) in dolomite. 	These rotated 
lwnellae now havG been found in naturally deformed dolomite 
rocks uY mir. J.i.Christje of this Department, and are being 

used in studying the kinematics of the Moine thrust-zone 

(see paper 10). 

2. Fabric Lualysis of some Greek Marbles and its Application 

to chaeo12gy; this paper is included for the studies it 

contains of the fabrics of some marbles from Attica in Greece. 

14/ 
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In these are used the technique of dynamically interpreting 

patterns oX iul litj -twi.iung in calcite developed as a 

reuLt of the experimental deformation of Yule Marble (see 

Turner, 1)53). ALSO, some geometrical controls of these 

patterns arising from tin geometry of twinning in calcite 

are tiscussed, and reference is made to"unrollble" and 

"uon-u.aroiabie" folds in marble. 

	

. 	Contrabted tyieEi of olding iu the Hocicu of Ora han, 

d-trathsey (otiy with .i.i3.;c.Lntyre and :.rsten); 

4fold of quartzite is shown to have a homogeneous structural 
iriprit, with orthorhombic s'inmetry, in itw microfabric. 

riie quartzita t  it is suggested, acquired a preferred orientation 

of quartz b, cataclastjo flow followed by recr,stalljzatjon 

The fabrics of folded marbles and dolomite rooks are described 

and contrasted with the fabric of the quartzite. 

onst rue U.on to Scule of Jiocic )iarus in Orthographic 

roection (jointly with ).;.fTcIntyre); a method of preparing 

ortl%rapiic block diagraas of known scale in any direction 

is described. The term form-sur face is introduced. 

.k'abrie .xi1ysis of u Triciiuic Tectonite and its Bearing 

upon the Geu.4alry ci' low in Rooks the importance of this pape 

lies in its use or principles of internal rotation on a scale 

other/ 
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other than an intragraiauiar scale. It is shown that 

iifferent structuri elements cn acquire different geometry 

anu symmetry during a single deformation in a fashion 

decided by txAeir stroturai. behtviour. 	This is the first 

statement of the writer's views on active and passive 

behaviour of structural elements,  

The Siguific&xlce Of mmetry in ectosiites; this 

paper summarizes the writer's present views on the im-

portanoe of symmetry in btructurai analysis. The concept 

of active and passive structural behaviour is extended to 

structural e1emetu on a lrgeacle; 1,rimaxj and secondary 

y: me 	of fabric and S-active and -asrivc flow are 

introduced. 	The geometr 1i of coc1e aw superposed strains 

is outiued. 

Part II, aertj 7 and 10 are already published, paper 6 is in 

the ress and paper 9 is a preliminary summary of an 

uxicom14eted investiatjon. 

Tectonic Features of the Hecla Hook for:natiori to the 

South 1  bt.Jonsfjord "feat s it s  bergen; this paper describes 

linear structures in the Caledqriiau metamorphic rocks of 

i40sbsrgE1u, and demonstrates the existence of a pro-Carbon-

iferous B-ax..s trending approximately east-west, normal to 

the/ 
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the regional strike. A simple kinematic "unrolling" is used. 

itructural Analysis of the Basement System at 

Kenya; This long paper, written for the Colonial Geological 

Survey, outlines some principles of structural analysis 

anu applies them to a st.idy of the Basement System of 

southern Kenya. A few sections and diagrams from paper 

6 are reproduced in this paper for the sake of completeness. 

Structural Analysis at Loch Leven1  Argyllshire; this is 

a very brief preliminary summary of the results of an 

investigation (still uncompleted) of the tectonics of 

the rocks to the north and south of Loch Leven. In the 

interests of brevity the full evidence for the conclusions 

drawn has not always been cited. Afl example of BAB'-tectonic 

on a large scale is described, 

; lQ• Appendix to "The joine Thrust - its Discovery, Age 

and Tectonic Significance" by D.B.1cIntyre (jointly with 

i..iclntyre an .i..  Christie) ; this brief appendix records 

some observations bearing on the kinematics of the Moine thrust. 

The uiost important connecting thread of these 

papers is the emphasis which is throughout laid upon the 

study of statistical symmetry of fabric, so neglected in 

Britain. But the thesis is intended also to stress the 

essential/ 
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essential unity of structures produced by flow in rooks, 

irrespective of scale. The term "structural petrology", 

used in Britain and U.S.A. to denote structural analysis 

on a microsopic scale, is, in the view of the writer, 

an unfortunate term which should be discarded. It makes 

an unnecessary distinction between study of structures 

on large and small scales and obscures the essentially 

homologous nature of structures in tectonitea, irrespective 

of sale, 

In iaost of the papers that form part of this 

thesis, references are ,nude to the writings of Sander, in 

particular to his recent exhaustive treatise on the fabric 

01 rook bodiesSander, 1948 and 1950). The information 

contained in this great work is only very slowly becoming 

available to English-speaking slructural geologists, mainly 

because of the great difficulties experienced by non-German 

readers ill fo1lowii Sander's written arguments. The 

writer cannot claim to be an exception to the general rule 

of ignorance of this work; but he has attempted to assimilate 

some of bander's philosophy of a geometrical and "syrnznetro-

1oica1" approach to structural ahalysis, although, as has 

happened in the past, it is possible that some of Sander's 

views/ 
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views have been misinterpreted. For this reason, the 

writer must take full responsibility for the views which 

appear in the following papers under his name alone. 

Advice and assistance received by the writer during 

the preparation of each part of this thesis are acknowledged 

individually in each paper; but the writer would like to 

record his especial indebtedness to Professor ?,J.Turner 

of the University of California, Dr.D.B.r4clntyre of Pomona 

Qollee, California and Professor A.Holmes of the University 

of Edinburgh for assistance in a multitude of ways during 

the last few years. Thanks are due, also, to Martin 

E.fIrsten of Bonn, Germany, for much assistance in the study 

of German literature. 
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PLASTIC DEFORMATION OF 
DOLOMITE ROCK AT 380'C. 

FRANCIS J. TURNER, DAVID T. ChUGS, HUGH HEARD, 
AND LIONEL W. 

T 	

WEiSS 

ABSTRA .A cylinder of dolomite rock from Dover Plains, New York was corn-
pressed 9.4 percent at 380C.. 3000 atmospheres confining pressure. Deformation was 
plastic but the dolomite rock is less ductile and three times as strong as Yule marble 
ilciornied under coniparabte conditi ons . 

Fabric analysis shows a rather weak pattern of preferred orientation of c and of a 
cnstal aNis prior to deformation. This is somewhat modified in the deformed rock, but 
reorientation has not proceeded far enough to give a pattern symmetrically related to 
the s stint of applied stress. Before anti after deformation the fabric is essentially 
homogeneous within the field of a thin section. Two mechanisms of plastic deformation 
have been demonstrated: (1) twin gliding on {0221 }, the sense of shear being such that 
tipper layers of the crystal lattice are displaced downwards from the upper end of the c axis: (2) translation gliding on (0001), with the a axes as probable glide directions. 

INTRODUCTION 

A block of almost pure dolomite rock of lower Cambrian age, collected 
by Mr. U. V. Carroll from South Dover quarry, Dover Plains, New York has 
been selected for experimental deformation. This paper records its behavior 
when deformed dry at 380°C. under it confining pressure of 3000 atmospheres. 
Detailed analyses of the microscopic fabric before and after deformation, 
with special reference to preferred orientation of the component crystals, 
are Presented; and from these certain inferences are drawn regarding the 
mechanism of gliding in the dolomite crystal lattice. 

EXPERIMENTAl, WORK 

A cylinder cut normal to the 5 plane fig. 1) was compressed 9.4 per-
cent at 380 0 C., 3000 atmospheres confining pressure, dry. The apparatus, 
procedure. and method of reduction of the data are described elsewhere (e. g. 
Griggs, Turner, Borg. and Sosoka, 1953) . The stress-strain curve is shown 

S 

lig. I. Block of I )iivir Plains dolnutit' sliiivi ig mutual relations of numbered faces ;in,]  color-banding S. 

ill figure 2. \Vlic,i the -tress began to (10)1), indicating the onset of shearing 
fracture. the load Oil the specimen as released. The specimen was rcro ('re(l 
rliole. w tim no evident macroscopic shear. The jacket was not brokcti - The 

thin section shows grain separation which suggests that intergranular colic- 
siomi was being reduced liv a process of distributed shear. One other experi- 
mciii nit Dover Plains dolomite has been performed—a I cylinder deformed 
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at :)00':(... 5000 atmospheres pressure. This specimen was 15 percent stronger 
thall the S cylinder at 380°C. It failed by shearing fracture after 11.5 Jier. 
cent total strain. 

ilieC two experiments are very similar to those done by Dr. .1. W. 
Ilandin at the Shell Laboratories ill Houston. in which Ilasinark dolomite 

as uscd. Although the Hasmark rock has quite a different fabric froth that of 
the Dover Plains dolomite. Handins stress-strain curves for 300 0 C.. 5000 
atnio-.piieres are nearly identical with ours, and shearing failure occurred 
after about the same total strain. Our experiments were exploratory ill nature. 
testi rig s hether the Dover Plains dolomite had similar properties to those 
of the Flasniark rock. 

In our experience at 300°C.. 500() atmospheres. and at 380°C., tOOt) 
atrnophieres. dolomite is not as ductile as marble and it is roughly three tunes 
as strong. Dolomite is weaker by a factor of two and is more plastic than 
either basalt or granite under these same conditions. 

ttEstTi:rs OF t'ETJtOt-\hiiiI(; AN\l.\ STS 

la/,rie of orizu,a/ rock.—Tl,e Dover Plains rock consists almost eniti rely 
of dolomite. Calcite is completely absent, and colorless mica and quartz are 
minor impurities. No foliation or lineation is visible either if,  hand specimen or 
in thin section, but there are traces of color banding (S in figure 1 t normal to 
the 'I' surface of the block. (;rains tend to he equant and sharply bounded liv 
nearly plane surfaces few of which. humever, approximate to simple crystal-
lographic planes. Alost grains have mean diameters between 0.2 mm and 
1 mm. 

The optic axis of a dolomite grain is readily located by direct measure-
ment with a universal stage.' so that analysis of the fabric is a much 
lengthy procedure proedure than is the case with even-grainue(I calcite marbles where it 
is commonly necessary to measure a series of ordinary ray directions to locate 
lie e axis of a calcite grain. Lamellae are conspicuous b u t rather sparsely 

developed I pl. IA 1 . They imariably are parallel to )'022211, 	I. a nd seldom 
are thick enough to allow optical identification as t'viruiied structures. jAl os l 
grains carry only one or tio sets of lamellae. Characteristically they are 
sharply defined that the observed angle J to e is within one or two (legrees of 
he true value.  e. 621.  

Preferred orientation of the dolomite lattice in the undefornieul rock is 
reeorde(l in the four orientation diagrams of figure 3. A plot of 150 e axes 
measured in, three traerses across a single thin section brings out tile essential 
pattern (tiff. A) —a girdle ithin which there is a broad arc of co ncen -
trallon in the ripper-right an d loo er-left quadrants. The lialtern is eorrfiruuuel 
by a diagram (fig. 311) based on 500 e axes inn the satire section. arid a loli 
degree of l uomo v er , ety  of fabric ithinu tIle field of one thin section is 
estallilied. 	lie girdle axis is normal to 'F and so lies in the plane of rolot- 
hauurhinig. S. File optic axes tend to he orientated at rather high angles to S. 
I If h,nisjitiers of lwfiactiw index 1.619 are uiset, inorrelin of tilt is nif-sa,v prided tori, the c axis and / tainf-t!ae are tocateil by tmriir g ir, g  them i,arallef to the  
E-W rotation axis of the universal stage. 
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Fig. 2. 	trcss-strairt curve for 5 cylinder of Dover Plains dolomite (specimen 403), 

	

cojil rrscd 	at 30 
11
C.- 30W :t ii splicres confining pressure, dry. 

'File three a axes in each of 100 grains, selected at random from those of 
figure 3A. i(rc nrcatired and plotted in figure 3C. This shows three maxima 
60 °  apart on a rt-tI rn-Ic, suggesting some preferred orientation of a as well 
as of c. Tins i confirmed by Plotting (in fig 3D) the a axes of 19 grains 
whose c axes he within 200 of the normal to the great circle containing the 3 
maxima of figure %C. In Ilgir re 31) thei-e is marked clustering of axial points 
around the general (1-axis maxima, and in 7 grains coincidence of all three a 
axes (crosses) is exact. 

Figure 1E shows a plot of all conspicuous (0221 ) lamellae (112 lamel-
lae measured in 100 grains) The blank central area constitutes a "blind 
spat"  within which would lie the roles of lamellae inclined at low angles to 
the section and consequently inaccessible to observation. Taking this into ac-
count. there seems to be no significant pattern of preferred orientation of 
(0221) lamellae. 

Fabric of the rl/orn,crI tol.- -file microscopic appearance of a I section 
of specimen 103 15 cylinder. shortened 9.4ci 'I is shown in plate 111. The 
most obvious result of deformation is a general increase in development of 
,0221 1, iarnellae which may be so abundant as to render individual grains 
semiopaque in ordinary light. In a number of grains coarse parting   has de- s 

 approximately parallel to (1120). There seems also to be a faint 
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Fig. 3. Orientation dia g rams, undeforno-d Dover Plains dolomite, I section. 
c axes in 150 grains. Contours 3%, 211c, 0.7 1/c per 1% area. 
e axes in 500 grains, including those of A. Contours 3%, 2%, 1%, 0.2%, 
per 1% area. 

a axes. 300 in 100 grains. Contours 3%, 2%, 1%, 0.3% per 1%area. 
ii axes in 19 grains whose e axes fall in the area hounded 1w the small circle 
at the east and west margins. Crosses show grains whose three a axes all fall 
within the circular areas corresponding to the maxima of diagram C. 

tendenuv for reduction in average grain size and for alight elongation of grains 
parallel to the NE-SW' diagonal of the photograph. 

In figure 4, orientation diagrams for c axes (13), a axes (I)) and c(in-
spicuous [0221) lanieflae (F) are compared with corresponding diagrams 

A. C. li) for the tindefornied dolomite. The initial orientation pattern of 
the lattice has been modified in Iwo ways: I I the concetil ration of c axes 
has been condensed and displaced counterclockwise so that the mean inclina. 
I ion of c axes to the axis of compression is somewhat reduced. 2 ) the z-axis 
laltein of ligure IC has been partially obliterated. Neither the c-axis nor the 
(/-axis diagram is symmetrically related to the axis of compression. A Plot 
of 185 e axes I fig. SA I brings out the state of preferred orientation of c 
axes more clearly hiatt does the 100-grain sample hown in figure 411. 

Prominent 1,0221 1, larneilae in the deformed dolonii te show almost 
random orientation. i6th a slight tendency for concentration at high rather 
than at low angles to the compressive force 01,u. IF) 

I!oflrOgenity of Jubric.—F;om the chose similarity between C-axis (ha. 
grams for 100-150 grains and for 51)0 grains measured in the same section, 
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the fabrics of the undelormed and deformed rocks appear to be essentially 
homogeneous within the field of a single thin section. This conclusion is con- 
firmed by analyzing the (lisIriliutlon of c-axes of various orientations within 

'ig. 4. Orientation mi diagrams lam- undefornied 0, C, F) amid deformed Dover Plains 
doiiiite (11,  1), F'). I)efnrnmed s1ivt'j,iien (403) was shortened 9.4 1/c in direction shown 

by arron. 
A. e axes in Is)) grains. Contours 3 1-/(., , 211f, 0.7% per 1% area. 
It. r axis in 100 grains. Contours 3%, 2%. 1% per 1% area. 

u axes, 300 in 100 grains Contours 3%, 2%, 1% (in C only), 0.3% per 
area. 

F. 	(101151iduhiiis '0221', lamellae, 110 in 100 grains. Contours We, 2%, 1%: per 
1% area. Note rentral "blind spot." 

F. Conspicuous W221} lamellae, 142 in 100 grains. Contours 3.3%, 2%, 0.7% 
per 1% area. Note central "blind spot." 

22 
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a particular field, according to the method described by 1{amsaucr 1, 1941) 

and Sander 1950. p. 161-192) as Achsenverteiluiigsanalysc or A. V. A. The 
C axes of all grains within the area photographed Ili plate ]A urideformed 

dolomite) are first measured. The grains are next divided into live groups 

according to orientation of c axes. Two of the orientation groups correspond 

to the two sectors of axial concentration in figure 3B, and the other three 

are arbitrarily defined. ()ii a tracing of the photograph (pl.  IC) the grains 

of each group are marked by a distinctive symbol, so that any tendency for 

grouping of similarly oriented grains in space becomes obvious." Little of-

no such grouping is apparent in plate 1C. In a corresponding area of the 

deformed dolomite 11)1. fl'), D) the fabric is still essentially homogeneous 

except possibly for a slight tendency for similarity oriented grains to he 

aligd ne parallel to the NE-SW diagonal. 

1};cItANIst OF GLIDING IN DOLOMITE' 

Precious ideas.—John sen (1902)   recorded experimental evidence that 

dolomite crystals deform plastically by gliding on [0001 1, - e, parallel to 

an a. axis. From petrofabric analysis of natural dolomite fabrics. lairbaiI'll 

and i{awkes 19.1.1) concluded that dolomite may also deform by t in clidimn. 

on [0221) J, the sense of shear being such that upper layers of the lattice 

are displaced downward from the c axis (elsewhere we have designated this 

sense of miiovenieiit negative as contrasted with positive sense of tvin gliding 

on {0112 1, in calcite) . The same two mechanisms have been invoked by 

Bradley. Burst and Graf 1953 ) to explain the observed effects of progressive 

grinding on thermal and X-ray properties of po dered dolomite. More re-

cently still Flandin and lairbairn I 1953 11 have prodnied / twinning in (1010-

mite in the laboratory at 300°C.. and have confirmed the conclusion of Fair-

bairn all(] I lawkes that tile sense of shear is negative. 

,New eiidenec of twin gliding on (0221). —In experimentally defornieci 

Dover Plains dolomite conspicuous lamellar twinning on 10221 ] appears 

in about. 15 percent of the grains—usually in (inc. soniet times in two sets per 

grain. Many other grains have one or two very thin but still dist inctiv twinned 

/ laniellae, associated with more numerous lamellae that are too thin to Ii 

optically recognized as twins. For any twin lamella the sense of shear tb 

reference to the ax i s of compression is OhviOliS. Iltit the sense in relation to 

crystallographic coordinates such as tile C axis can be determined only if it is 

known which of the two lattices in the grain is tIme ori ginal and which the 

newly twinned lattice. Converging evidence from four independent sources 

bears on this proliemo 

1 	In an 	grain with oil(- set of iamneliae there is a predotuinatiimg 

''host lattice," and a 'laniella lattice which in aggregate makes nip lut a 

minor fraction of the total \olurne of the 'rain. Al-cur of half-h med 

grains makes it improbable that the majority of the grain-S tIm I lamcliae are 

in fact approaching a completely twinned condition. The probable alternative 

The critical rvali-r is advised to rotor each iricntaliofl grow[ 	f ptatc IC and t) tis- 
0 nctivcly in order titer to evaluate the homoguiwity of I iw fabric. 
a Personal continuum iation, November, 1953. 

ià: 
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li 	I I. 	I 
Photomicrographs ( X 7) of 'I' sections of Dover Plains dolomite before deformation 

A) and after deformation (B) - Distribution of grains of various orientations in the 
photographed areas is shown in C (before deformation) and D (after deformation). 
Orientation of optic axes in C and D corresponds to the 6 divisions of the inset projection. 

- 
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is that the host lattice is original, and the lamella lattice is the result of twin 
gliding. 

Where two sets of / lamellae are present in one grain, the lattice to 
which both / planes belong must be original. This is invariably the host lattice. 

The orientation of c axes in 485 grains in the deformed rock is 
shown in figure 5A, which combines the data of two selective diagrams: 
figure 58. 407 grains in which reiognizahle {02 1) twins are absent or 
insignificant; and figure SC, host lattices of 78 grains with obvious {0221) 
twinning. The complementary nature of figures 58 and C is readily explained 
on the assumption that the host lattices of the twinned grains are the original 
lattices; for twinning would then have developed only in grains of one orien-
tation, and almost every grain so oriented would have twinned. Moreover the 
observed slight reorienting of grains that are suhparallel to the compression 
axis would be compatible with the relatively low degree of deformation of the 
specimen. (The percentage of grains having the c axis inclined at 250 or less 
to the compression is 2% before, and 9% after deformation.) On the other 
hand, two highly improbable implications arise if the host lattices of figure 

E1 

Fig. S. 	OJlIititj,,n 	liagia:ii, for dvlornied Dover I'tai,is (IllIlilIliti, siiiilliiit 403 
shortened 9.4%, in direction of arrow. 

c axes in 485 grains. Contours 3%, 2%, 1%. 02% per 1% area. 
c axes in 407 grains showing little or no {0221 I twinning. 
c axes in 78 grains showing obvious {0221 } twinning. 

SC are interpreted as products of twinning: first that 78 grains whose e axes 
initially were inclined at 500.900 to the compression axis twinned almost 
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completely, while many other grains of similar orientation (in fig. 5B) re-
mained untwinned; and secondly that some 60 grains whose c axes initially 
were inclined at 25 0  or less to the compression axis have become completely 
reoriented by some means not involving twinning. 

(4) In calcite we have found that when lie lattice becomes completely 
twinned on an (0112) plane e 1 , a pre-existing lamella e2  of different orien-
tatioti  rotates internally through the lattice to a new orientation L that can he 
predicted from the geometry of twinning (Borg and Turner, 1953, p. 1349; 
Turner, Griggs and Heard. 1954). Similarly a pre-existing {0221} lamella 
12 in dolomite will rotate internally to a new orientation during twin gliding 
on /1. And this new orientation can be computed from the geometry and 
sense of twinning on (0221), it can be shown that if shear on f is negative, 
an original / lamella rotates internally through 21° and so comes to co-
incide with f2 of the twinned lattice /'2 in fig. 6B) . If shear on were 
positive the angle of rotation in the opposite sense would he 28° and the 

Fig. 6. Equal-are a  projections for dolomite. 
Mutual relations of {10I1} = r, {0221} 	I, and c axk. 
Twin gliding on /i induced by vertical compression. c, /i  and /2  are in original 
lattice; c', r'3  and f'2 are in twinned lattice. Internal rotation of 12 to /2  corres-
ponds to the sense of shear on h indicated by arrows. Shear in the opposite 
sense would rotate /2 to r'. 
Internal rotation of .1 to L. explained by translation on (0001) = c in the 
sense shown. 
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ultimate position of the rotated /2 structure would coincide with r3  of the 
twinned lattice W. in figure 6B). We have measured a number of dolomite 
grains in which an early set of /2  twin lamellae are deflected within i)rOLId / 
lamellae of later origin. In every instance the deflected lamela is parallel to 
12 of the lattice formed by twinning on /1.  The sense of shear on /' must be 
negative. 

We conclude that the sense of shear for twinning on (0221) is negative 
(fig. fiB), and that conspicuous twinning is restricted to grains whose c axes 
were originally inclined to the axis of compression at angles between zero and 
250 (fig. SC). The observed tendency for slight outward migration of c axes 
from the immediate vicinity of the axis of compression is attributed to external 
rotation of grains through a few degrees in the sense opposite to that of twin 
gliding. 

New evidence of translation gliding.—In dolomite, as in calcite. the 
most satisfactory evidence of translation gliding is provided by lamellae of 
anomalous crystallographic orientation (Turner. Griggs arid 1 leard. 1951) 
These can be identified, in dolomite, as early-formed (0221) lamellae that 
have been internally rotated through the grain to their present anomalous 
orientation, in the course of translation gliding on some steeply intersecting 
invisible glide plane. Since the axis of internal rotation is the intersection of 
the glide plane and the rotated lamella, the pole of the glide plane on a pro-
jection must lie on the same great circle as the poles of the larnella, respectively 
before arid after rotation. Choice of a glide plane is further limited by two 
additional requirements: the observed sense of rotation must conform to the 
requirements of the system of applied stress, and the coefficient of resolved 
shear stress, S. for the postulated glide system must be high. The problem. 
then, is to find a crystallographic glide system that satisfactorily accounts for 
the internal rotation of f0221,1  lamellae in a number of clitTerently oriented 
grains in a given specimen. 

In the deformed specimen of Dover Plains dolomite numerous grains 
have a set of lamellae. which we designate L. intersecting rational (0221 
lamellae, /1, at 60.100.  Fortunately it is possible to locate the c axis and both 
11 and Jo lamellae within about 10, so that the direction and sense of internal 
rotation may be determined satisfactorily in most grains. 

Figure 6C illustrates an ideal orientation to which most grains with Jo 
lamellae closely approximate. The planes /, L 9 , and (0001) = c are cozo-
nal. The pole of LI lies between those of / and c and is 6°.10° from the pole 
of f. The pole of c is 400.500  from the axis of compression. Gliding oil C 

parallel to one of the a axes completely accounts for all these conditions, for 
S has a value of 0.4.0.5. and tile sense of observed rotation accords with that 
demanded by the orientation of c in relation to the axis of stress. No other 
glide system satisfies the requirements imposed by the observed data of ro-
tation. We conclude that grains with Jo lamellae have deformed by gliding 
on (0001 ) e. with one of the a axes as probable glide line. 

To test this conclusion, assuming translation on (00011 parallel to a, 
we now compute the shortening, r. of grains with L1 laniellae, from tile equa-
tion 
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cot a - cot 'a 	Sin y, 

where a = angle L 9  to c 	521/2° - 561/120, 

angle J 1  to c 	62 1/2 0 , 

y= angle a. (glide line) to U2 (rotation axis) 	60°, 

and 	5 1 	0.4-  0.5. 

From this, r is computed as 7-14ç, a range of values which accords with 
the mean of 9.4 for the lw(inIr7l as a whole. 

The above discussion applies to the great majority of grains with anoma-
lous lainellac. There are a few grains, however, where the observed data of 
rotation are inconsistent with gliding on NOW). It is not certain whether 
these rare discrepancies indicate some other mechanism of gliding or merely 
lack of precision in measurement. Further consideration must await future 
experiments in which it is hoped to achieve strains high enough to resolve 
such ambiguities. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Dolomite rock compressed at 380°C. and 3000 atmospheres has 
been plastically deformed to give a permanent shortening of 9.4 percent. The 
rock is less ductile but three times as strong as Yule marble deformed under 
comparable conditions. 

One of the mechanisms of plastic deforrnatioii in dolomite is twin 
gliding on {0221 }, the normal to the intersection with f 0001} being the direc-
tion of gliding. The sense of shear is negative. i.e., upper layers of the lattice 
are displaced downward away from the c axis. 

A second and perhaps more important mechanism is translation 
gliding on {0001 }, probably parallel to one of the three a axes. This leaves 
no trace of visible {0001} lamellae in thin sections; but it Causes internal 
rotation of pre-existing {0221) lamellae to an anomalous orientation L, 
such that the angle L 9  to {0001} is less than the angle {0221) to (0001). 

Shortening of a cylinder of dolomite rock by 9.4 percent leads to 
slight changes in the Pattern of preferred orientation of the c axes, consistent 
with plastic deformation of grains by the two mechanisms just mentioned. 
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FABRIC ANALYSIS OF SOME GREEK MARBLES 
AND ITS APPLICATIONS TO ARCHEOLOGY 

L. F. WEISS 

ABSTRACT. It is suggested that petrofabric analysis may assist in the restoration of 
fragint'nta ry inscriptions and works of art made of marble. Petrotabri C principles which 
tiay be of i niportance are discussed, and a nethod of preparing "fabric ictures' shIll-

marizing distinctive features of the fabric of individual specimens of marble is outlined. 
Seven specimens of niarhle from quarries in Greece are ai,aivzed in this Way, and it is 
concluded that distinctive fabric pictures will be obtained froin most ma rides. Procedure 
in applying these techniques to specific problems is demonstrated for hypothetical cx-
aniples. 

THE PROBLEM 

In a recent paper Herz and Pritchett (1953) have demonstrated to stu-
dents of Attic epigraphy the imporlahile of describing specimens of marble 
in the systematic manner used by petrologists. Epigraphists, and most arche-
ologists, use unsatisfactory petrographic terms to describe fragments of 
marble; and a definite locality of origin for individual specimens of marble 
is commonly assigned on the basis of a superficial examination of color and 
general appearance. Herz and Pritchett slate that color alone is not a criterion 
of the place of origin of a marble; the quarries in Attica which they have 
examined show that there is a considerable variation in the color and texture 
of the marble within any one quarried mass, A more complete descriptive 
analysis using not only color but grain size, composition (accessory minerals 
present), and orientation of foliation' and lineation is suggested. Examination 
of these features ill two or more fragments of marble in many instances will 
give sufficient information to enable one fragment to be related to another. 
By examining the orientation of linear structure in two specimens of marble 
previously supposed to have formed part of one stele. Herz and Pritchett 
successfully Ien,oe-tiated that these fragments could not have formed part 
of one block of marble (1953. p. 81-83), thereby solving an archeological 
problem. 

Careful study of immediately visible features of fragments of most 
marbles will indicate readily whether or not they are parts of one small block. 
Fragments with distinctive colors, accessory minerals or, in some instances. 

..4 planar and axial structures almost always can he readily matched, both gen-
erally and, by careful use of vectorial data, with regard to their specific ori-
entation' in relation to each other. 

Throughout this paper the term foliation apples to the most strongly developed planar 
structure visible in the marble, regar hl,s of whether or not it represents sel men tary 
bedding. 
2  It should he noted that orientation refers to the attitude of a structure with respect ti 
geographical or other directional coordinates it should not lie confused wi thi position 
which defines a location. 
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It is the purpose  of this eijier to outline an extension of the method of 

descript i' e analysis suggested by Herz and Pritchett to include the study of 

features of the microfabric of marble, such as the preferred orientation of 

the [0001 -axe of craiuis 01 calcite, which will either confirm a common 

origin of fragments already suggested by other features, or, what is more 

Important. will enable fragments hich show no recognizably distinct features 

to be compared and contrasted on a basis other than that of general appear-

ance. it is with the techniques now to be described that the simplicity of the 

method vanishes. The principles and techniques involved cannot be applied 

except by an experienced worker with a knowledge of structural petrology. 

The interpretation of statistical diagrams for the preferred orientation of 

calcite requires specialized knowledge and considerable experience. It must 

be stated. therefore. that the time-consuming techniques now ,  to be described 

should be applied only hen simpler methods have proved unsatisfactory. 

There are three main problems concerning the mutual relationship of 

fragments of ( arN ed or inscribed marble: 

Are the fragments part of a block of marble quarried in one piece? 

If so, what was the orientation of each fragment? 

Is it possible to assign to a marble a definite locality of origin? 

It is the purpose of this preliminary paper to discuss whether fabric 

analysis of marble u ill assist in solving these problems. 

DISCUSSION OF' PRINCIPLES I\VoI,\I:t 

Petrofabric analysis of marble generall' sho 	that the grains of calcite 

have a greater or lesser degree of preferred orientation of their 10001 )-axes 

c-crystallographic axes . An examination of the existing published diagrams 

for 100011 -axes shows that two main patterns of preferred orientation comii-

nionly occur and these grade one into the other: 

An area or areas of high concentration at a high angle to the foliation 

where present) ; for example, in Yule marble (Turner, 1949), and the 

Sonora marble (Turner. 1953) 

An area or areas of high concentration at a high angle to the foliation 

spreading into a more or less distinct girdle the pole of which may he parallel 

to a visible lineation in the fabric: for example. in marbles from Tomiuitoiil 

and Dulnaiui Bridge(McIntyre and Turner. 195M. and in marble from the 

Mojave Desert (Weiss, 1951 - 

The kinematic significance of these p1tterm1s in terms of rock flou age and 

mechanisms of gliding. tininiulg, and rotation of grains does not concern us 

here; only the general form of the common patterns of Preferred orientation 

should he noted. That i5. in marbles which are S-tectonites with foliation and 
no lineation I planar control of fabric ) there is a tendency for 10001 j  -axes 
to lie at a luiii anle to the plane of foliation: whereas iii marbles ' hichi arc 

undoubted B-tectonites o ith marked lineation s luich may be paralleled b 
small-scale folds (axial control of fabric). 10001 1-axestend to lie in a girdle 

with one or more maxima normal to the lineation I B-axis - 
Marble used for making stelai and for building may show either a planar 

or axial control of fabric to a high degree. Those used for sculpture lend to 
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have weak linear and planar structures as these are directions and planes of 
weakness in the fabric. The most sought-after marbles for this purpose will 
he the freestone" varieties: that is :  marbles which break with approximately 
equal ease Ili all directions. Ili such marbles preferred orientation of 00011-
axes will he correspondingly weak; however, as will he shown below by 
analysis of a fragment of Parian marble, statistical analysis shows that in 
even the most equiuranular and megascopically isotropic marbles a distinct 
preferred orientation of the calcite lattice may be found. 

The Purpose of studying the preferred orientation of calcite in the present 
context is to decide whether or not the patterns obtained will define a direc-
tion or plane in the fabric which will he constant in orientation throughout 
a block of marble of a size suitable for a stele or a piece of sculpture. There 
are t o features of the patterns of preferred orientation of 100011 -axes which 
may be important in this respect. namely, the area of maximuni conc -enitrationi 
and the girdle. 

It has already been stated that the 10001 i-maximum tends to be oriented 
at a high angle to the foliation. This angle can vary ithin one body of marble 
Weiss, 1954, p.36-37 . How much it varies ithin a small block of marble 
he size of one stele ill depend upon file tectonic style of the particular rock, 

l'or instance, if tile foliation is regular and unfolded, then it is possible that 
the maximum of 10001 'axes 'c ill be inclined to the foliation at a constant 
all--le I I]- I-a - If, however, on the scale of the block under consideration, 
he foliation is folded. [bell. depending upon [lie type of fold, 1%%I)  simpl i lied 

possibilities may be suggested Sander. 1951 

mi 

Fig. I 	'OTflt' it0.sihIc ictationstiiis in ori(-ntatjoIn hrtweeii [00011-axis maxima and 
f0 liatiol , in  different marbles. 
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P 1. If the fold is capable of being "unrolled, that is, produced by rota-
tion (flexure) of a fabric such as that illustrated by figure 1-a, then the 
100011-axis maximum will ha e a different orientation with reference to the 
coordinates of the block in different parts of the fold (fig. 1-b).  Ideally, the 
angle between the maximum and the foliation should he constant. 

2. If the fold is incapable of being "unrolled probably the common 
type of fold in marble which has suffered plastic flow), there may be an 
approach to direction-homogeneity of orientation of [00011-axes (fig. 1-0. 

From tlie.c considerations, it is concluded that a single maximum of 
[0001]-axes in a orientation diagram will tiot, by itself, define a direction 
which is likely to he constant throughout one worked block of marble. If a 
marble has direction-homogeneity of preferred orientation of 00011-axes, 
then orienting it single maximum may be used to match fragments with a 
unique orientation determined by the presence of one inscribed surface, as 
of a stele. However, if matching of fragments is to be extended to initially 
large volumes of marble, such as single blocks from xAich a piece of statuary 
has been made, then a single [0001 -axis maximum will be insuflicient to 
define a unique orientation for broken fragments even if the preferred orien-
tation is uniform iii ii !hiout the block. The maximum can define only one 
constant directiri and riot the sense of this direction. 

The sec.)1nl featu it of the patterns of preferred orientation of [0001 I-
axes is of more importance in the present context. Petrofabric analysis of 
marbles and other rocks has shown that B-axes, defined by the normals to 
planes of symmetry in the fabric. tend to assume, in strongly deformed rocks, 
regular orientations over large areas. It is reasonable to suppose that a B-axis, 
even if it i defined only by the girdle pattern of 100011 -axes, generally will 
be constant in orientation throughout a quarried block of a suitable size to 
he worked, and probably throughout one large quarry. The B-axis will, like 
the direction defined by a homogeneous preferred orientation [0001 I -axis 

in a nna\imuim. admit a twofold ambiguity in sense I fig. 2f 

OR 

pI 

13 - 

a 	 b 
Fig. 2. Orientation diagrams viewed along opposite senses in the direction of the 

fl-axis. 
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The maximum or maxima of 10001 -axes generally to be found around 
the periphery of girdles are subject to the same variation in orientation with 
respect to foliation and geographical coordinate s  as are the single maxima 
to be found in the orientation patterns prepared from fabrics with planar 
control. 

It is to be concluded from these consideration s  that the preferred orien-
tation of calcite risidered alone ill provide, in many instances, insufficient 
lilformnation to t-tahIish the relative orientation of fragments of marble where 
no other guide i rient;iliiui is present. It is necessary to seek other means 
of obtaining cumitant di meet otis in the fabric of a block of marble. Such a 
means exists in the technique of dynamically interpreting 11 01 -12 twin lamel-
lae in marbles witl i  postkinematic crystallization first described by Turner 

1953). and subsequently applied by McIntyre and Turner (1953). Weiss 
1951). Gilmour and Carman (1954). and Clark 1954.). The underlying 

principle is briefly as follows: if the {0112 twin lamellae in a marble have 

been produced by stress, then it is possible to construct for each grain two 
mutual!perpendicular directions of applied stress (a compression and a 
tension which would most readily account for the observed twins. If these 
directions are plotted for many twinned grains within one thin section and 
are found to lie in distinctly defined areas of the projection, then it is possible 
to say that either it compression or tension or both applied in the directions 
defined by the corresponding maximum concentratio ns  of J)oints could have 
prod i.iced the twinning visible in the marble. 

In all marbles with extensive postkinematic crystallization in which the 
ti inning has been studied in this way, either the points of compress , jon or 
tension or both have been found to lie in distinct and usually strong maxima. 
Thi s  preferred orientation suggests that in marbles with l)ostkinematic crystal- 
lization the twinning has been produced at a late stage in the history of the 
rock. generally after the preferred orientation of 100011-axes has been ac- 
quired. A marble is defined here as showing postkinematic crystallizati on  if 
the grains of calcite are clear and unstrained with no intense ti inning on 
closely spaced 0112) plamie. no bending of lamellae or undulose extinction, 
and no rotated relict twill laillella e  indica ti ng  comple t e  or nearly complete 
tii inning of grains Rore and Turner, 1953'). Marbles with crystallization 
defined as pre- or piirakinematic show some or all of these features as well 

deuce of grain rotation during penetrativ e  movenlent (Weiss. 1954) 
Points of compression and tension constructed for twinned gi-ains in these 
mmium-ldes do not lie ill simple ditimict maxima but fall in coincident ac-girdles 
itrolln(l the B-axis of rotation. These patterns are a result of ant apparent 
I()tatiflhi of , ti 11\es around B tatised bN relative rotation of individual 
grants as Illel become twinned and retwinimed during penetrative Inovememit, 
ibis rotation destroys interlocking !ouuidarie.- letweell grains amid, in some 
marbles, produces granulation. 

It is thus possible to distinguish marble s  i i th dominantly postkinematic 
cm - vstalhizati ou  front these with dominantly prekinemnatjc crystallizatio n  by 
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micro ., ( opic observation. This is important. for only marbles in which a ieak 

stress at a late stage has affected a completely recrystallized fabric will ha e 

twin lamellae suitable for the construction of points of compression and ten-

io,i. If this stress becoiiics tin> pronounced it ill cause twinning upon 0112 

planes Nkidi low coefficients of resolved shearing stress, complete or nearl 

l-onlplete t innine upon {0I12 -planes with high cOeflt(ients of resolved 

shearing stres. and. when the movements become truly pe11etratie. relative 

rotation of grain. All ol these processes will tend to weaken and disperse tile 

initially strong maxima of compression and tension points Nibich it is possible 

to construct for very weakly developed [Wi11 lamellae in the marbles with a 

crystallization defined as postkiiieniatii. 

Several marbles which appear to have suffered postkinematic crystalliza-

tion have already been analyzed. and it is known that in specific areas the 

orientation of Consti toted points of compression and tension ma\ be constant 

throughout (ill>' ltiiiil sl)(5 ('iITlell. in two hand spei1w11s collected one loot apart 

\1lntvre and 'Itirtier. 1953. p. 231.. figs. 5a and Ii and even throughout 

one quarry I Gilmour and Carman. 1951. p.  SH (. It is likely that examination 

of the twin lamellae in fragments of one worked block of marble ithi post-

kinematic crystallization may make possible the recognition of one or two 

directions (preferred orientation of axes of compression and tension w huh 

haeac onstant orientation w ithin the block. The seven specimens of marble 

from Greece. the fabrics of hich are described l>eloii . all show postkinemat ic 

crystallization, and. indeed. it i to he expected that most marbles ('hOsell for  

their beauty will be of this kind. Marbles with prekineniatic crystallizat ion 

have uneven grain size and a correspondingly dingy appearance whemi Pol-

shed. 

The di reel ions defined by the maxima 01 points of compression and 

tension thus may be constant throughout a varying but generall considerable 

ohiime of marble I so far as Is kmioi n. as large as the olume of one quarry 

In addition, it soluletiflies proves to be the case that tIie.e directions are mdc-

pendent in orientation of structures such as foliation. lineation and preferred 

orientation of 1 0001 ] . axes.  features which are intimately related to a major 

penetrative deformation. The rientatiOii of points of compression and tell-

sioli can never be entirely independent of the orientation of 1 0001 I-axes 

for instance. if a coinpressioti is applied panullel to all 1)1)01 -axis niaxininmo. 

hucii no grains are in it position to twill an 1, 01 12 )' -plane, The position of a 

~ Iahsli cal lfltI\imflhilll of l) 1 lts Of compression or tension may thus ho' modified 

hightiv b the preferred orieiutatioll of 1 0001 - axes. especially if it is strong. 

llo\>e\er. tIII\ depamtllre- ill the c ollArlicled 1iit1ts ((I lollijile sUill alol t('OsiOIi 

Irmo the a>tuial points so caused kill be present to it silililal de FCC ill all dia-

mrains prepared from one homogeneous block. Another control of tIn- orienta-

ion of the compression and tension points which should be appreciated is 

the purely geometrical one of a strong preferred orientation of [0001 -axes in 

a girdle, if the t'5 inning is not produced by stress. The assumption that t6n- 
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nilig on {0112} is Induced by applied stress is made because of the statistical 
maxima which appear in diagrams constructed by measuring numerous grains 
in one thin section. However. suppose that the twinning S not mechanically 
induced and that the ss inned lamallae are of random development. If a strong 
preferred orientation of 100011-axes into a girdlewith a pronounced maxi-
mum is present, then this 's ill be accompanied in many instances (McIntyre 
Mid Turner. 1953, p. 2.3. fig. 4a and I) by a similar and coincident preferred 
orientation of the polc> (if [0112)-planes. This follows from the crystallogra. 
phy of calcite; but there appears in such cases to be an additional preferred 
orientation of f0112 -planes so that too out of the three in each grain lie 
with their poles in the plane of the 0001 I - axis girdle.  This orientation is 
demonstrated hr the strong preferred orientation of the edges [e1  :c 2 ] between 
strongly marked (0112)-lamellae e-lamellae) in each grain into a single 
sharp maximum at 13 I Mcintyre and Turner 1953. p. 235. fig. 5c and d 
Thus, if there Is fortuitous twinning of (1 0112) planes at a late stage in the 
history of the marble, then the chances are two to one that the twin lamellae 
o ill lie with their poles ill or near the plane of the 1 000 I1 - axis girdle. In 
addition, since there is a strong maximum of 100011 -axes  in the girdle. and 
since the point of maximum tension 1 1  19° from [0001 by construction) 
00011. the poles of 1 0112). and the point of maximum compression (71 0  

from 100011 hr construction ) lie in the same plane, the pattern of l)Oilits of 
lolnpressioli and tension. o hich must follow geometrically, is a maximum 
of points of tension coincident o ith but weaker than the [0001 1-maximum. 
and a girdle of points of comprvssion in the ac-plane with maximum concen-
trations 71° from the 10001 I-maximum. This pattern could easily be mis-
interpreted as indicating a tension at the [00011 -axis maximum with a com-
pression approximately 900 away in the ac-plane. Thus, patterns ill which a 
maximum of points of tension coinciding exactly oith the 10001 !-maxinl,un. 
and a maximum of points of compression in the ac-plane and approximately 
normal to the tension maximum, occur together should be doubted as a guide 
to the orientation of a possible system of stresses. Such Patterns may he 
a faithful guide. but (her may equally s eli he a geometrical consequence of 
preferred orientation of I 0( U I -axes. In a rock tth a random orientation of 
crams, the ioiistrnctcd points of compression and tension would likes ise he 
random if tht- 0112) twin lamellae o crc not deformation structures. 

It folloo from the aliove considerations that strong maxima for points 
of compression and tension Ili grains of calcite with a oeak preferred orien-
tItii)Ii must he significant. Is en iii marbles with a strong preferred orientation 
of 10001 I-axes. If the I oiistrnctt'd maximum for tension does not coincide 
X\ Oh Ibe 10001 -tnairnnni_ or if either or liotli the compression and tension 
maxima lie outside Ilic or-plane as deliuied by the 100011--girdle, then the 
pattern of orientation of stresses so deduced must be significant. In most 
of the marble' s from Greece analyzed below there is little doubt that the in-
ferred axes o compression and tension are significant. In some specimens 
both maxima lie outside the I )0(1 i-girdle; in others only one does so. Only 
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in specimens I and 6 do the tension maxima lie near the 100011 -maxima, and 
even so. the tension girdles spi cad tint in the ac-plane but in it plane normal 

to the compression maxima. 
The significance of the technique of pl o tti ng  statistical applied stresses 

has been discussed in some detail because of the importance which will be 

attached to it in the following synthesis. 
From the fabric of an equigrantilar marble ith postkinematic crystalliza-

tion we can expect to obtain two, three. or. ery rarely, four directions. the 
mutual inclination and orientation of which will be constant for volumes of 

marble of limited size. These directions are defined by: 

The maxima of [00011-axes. 
The axis of the girdle of 100011 -axes. 
and 4. The maxima of points of compression and tension constructed 

from {0112J t%% in lamellae. 
OnIs- 2. 3 and 4 are likely to he an infallible guide to the orientation of 

it fragment. and even two of these may coincide. But in many marbles the 
three directions will be mutually inclined and will define a unique orientation 
of the fabric. When this state of affairs preai1s. we can expect to be able to 
solve the first two and possibly. eventually, the third of the 1troltletis listed 

at the end of the first section. 

ANALYSIS OF SEVEN SPECIMENS OF GREEK M.\RttlI: 

In order to decide how far the dominantly theoretical principles dicused 
in the last section apply to the more common Greek marbles, seven specimens 
collected fruni important quarries in Greece Lv \. Herz of the U. S. Geological 

Survey ha (, 
hecii examined. The specimens ale till fortunately unoniented. and 

no conclusions of regional importance can be drat n. 
Table 1 records the data supplied by Herz concerning these specimens 

\%hich now form part of the rock collection of the Department of Geological 
Sciences at the University of California at Berkeley. The numbering in the 
second column is based upon the British Military Mediterranean grid system:  

the first two numbers represent the east coordinate and the last two the north 
coordinate. The first two specimens are presumably the "H vntetl iati marble 
and specimens three to six the i'entelic" marble of the epigraphers. The 
seventh specimen is of Panian statuar marble from the island of Paros. 

From each specimen two mutually perpendicular oriented thin sections 
ttere cut; ideally three sbould be cut. epeciallv from a marble diitii is 

nearly iotiopic_ I n  each section 150 1 0001 I-axes were measured and 1unhltS 
of i-oIluhtressiotI and teiiioll ' crc 1ilott'l for lietis een 20 and 25 grains 

markedly twinned on 1,01 12 laniellae_ i'htis for eat-li specilliell three diagitite 
irene oI)Luitid, one for 10001 I-axes, one for points of compression. and one 
for points of tension in ti inned grains. These diagrams are reproduced in 
figures 3 to 23. Table 2 summarizes the more obvious features of each spt"i-

melt visil)le in hand specimen. 
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LADLE I 

(_niiisitv 	ii 
(:tiiirirnia IIerz 
Number Niiiiiltci- 

4211-1 

153-l-2 1211-Z 

133-\1.3 5O54-lc 

It 

Coordinates 
I!. \t. \1 .G.S. Remarks by llerz 

12.5 	x 	41.2 From 	Mount 	IlviiitLtus, just east 
of 	Athens. 	front 	an 	nit) 	Rionari 
quarry apparently worked in mod-  
'.1 - 11 	times. 

12.2 	x 	41.2 Saint 	(1) 

50.7 	x 	51.3 - 	Fritin 	Mount 	Pentelittn. 	jii,.t 
north 	of 	Athens 	front 	the 	S1tjl a 
l)aveli 	quarry. 	This 	was 	Ow 

 of 	the 	Lint - not 	( ;rc-k 
iia rrir-. 

- Qiiarr 	just 	east of 	(3) 

50.35 x 56.5 Front 	l)jitnvsus quarries 	ott 	iitirtii 
slope of Mount Peiitelicoii. Qitat - 
lies 	date 	front 	Last 	hail 	if 	ltli 
i t 0 t iii V. 

51.25 x 	53.1 F'i'iiiii 	sinai1 	ancient 	( 

on southeast slope of 	\lttiiiit 	Lcii_ 
teIiiiit 	above 	I tlatanak a. 	Flies. 
(luarril's 	are 	in 	narrow 	hands of 

dippin g  steeply 	in 	schist. 

62_1 	x :18.8 Front 	.iiuicnt 	l,V(ItIljt('s 	niarlili 
.Agliias 	Minor. Pitrus. TLics.' 

nines produced the 	fatuous Pai- 
an statuary marbles. 

LADLE 2 

'i 1 eciiieli Color Foliation. 	beddin g  or lineation 

Faintly streaked with The 	gray 	streaks 	in 	the 	rock 	arc 	axial 	rather 
(I) 	153-NI-I white and pale gray than 	olanar. 	The 	constitute 	a 	faint 	lineatin 

almost irmisiblv iiptiii any but a cut anti bushel 

Clean and white with Nodl-trininaiih- 	strlictui - t 	alt —be 	Still 	fl 	tilt 
(2) 	153-M-2 very faint 	yellow rook 	except the 	faint yellow 	tiiaks tsliirh ma 

streaks tit-fnie it crude foliation. 
I 	white 	marble \fairlv 	troiionnt-td 	linear 	slrilt - turt- 	I,. 	tle)iiied 

(31 	i53-\t-3 with 	sonic 	flakes 	of liv the orientation of flakes of mica. No foliation 
mica glittining on is visible. 
I token 	surfaces 

lIe.) 	and 	green 	haiti!- The 	luver, 	of 	piedniontite 	and 	.-jlt!oir 	tb-hue 	a 
-ti 	iitar!tir 	i_avers 	a!- pronounced 	foliation 	wInch 	is 	f.tltlid 	(liii - 	foul 

-I) 	153-NI-4 teruatelv 	rich 	i 11 	pu - ti- axis 	is 	B). 
niontile 	and 	epidole  
(it - ill 	t lii 
a nil-. 

Ch-on 	%illile 	niu ii 	Ii Flit 	it- k 	i- 	. I lilt 	i"4-ot—ropic 	ti jilt 	no 	tI-jilt 	liii 
Lion or foliation, 

;rail) 	uliut.- 	uiarlilc The 	streaks 	ma 	dehite 	it 	crinlu- 	Itaniling 	but 
153-M-t, nith 	m - iv 	(unit they all 	ser) -  tstak and the pattern 	is uncertain. 

streaks 

i53-\t-7 F 1 lire 	%Allilv 	iitiililc- - ilue:iis. 	to 	itt- 	t-utniplet.-l- 	isotropic 	with 	no 	ftuiiii- 
tion 	or 	lineation. 

•0 
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It can be seen from this table that the seven specimens include tvpe-
hich show no obvious macroscopic struct ures. others may show a eak folia-

tion or lineation or both. All the marbles ex(-ept 153-M-4 are very pure and 
the structures. especially foliation, are correspondingly ill defined. Their 
orientation would be determined in orked material. if at all. only with great 
difliculty. For this reason their orientation has not been shown upon the orien- 
tation (liagratil-. 

From the data contained in figures 3 to 23 i t is possible to const ruct 

fabric pictures:' one for each specimen. containing the salient features of 

the oriental ion diagrams. The data \ hich can be recorded are as follow- 

e 

Fig. 3. 	300 bOth I-axis ill sprciiiit-n 153-\I-1. (.iitiitlr-.: 1-2-I', 	la - i 	iiil_ F ig. 
I. 50 axes of compression for twill lamellae ill spec imen 153-M - I. Cont o urs: 2-6-10-111' 
per ic -  area. Fig. S. 50 axis of telisioll for twin latn-lIae in specimen 153-\1-I_
tours: 24I 0- per I 	area. Fig. 6300 1 0001 J -axes in s.peii men 153-M-2. Commit", :  
1 -2-3-1"c per 1 ~ , c al-ra. Fig. 7 . 50 axes of colllllresnfl fo r twill 11L11)tIIat in (.illieiI 

153-M-2. Contours: 2-6-I0-I4"3- per 1% area. Fig. 8.50 axes o f tension fir to ill  hillollac 
in steenierl 153-\1-2. (ontours: 2.6-I0-I4 per area. 
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The maximum .11 or maxima .1/. 11— and so oti, from the orieiitatioii 

diagrams for 10001 I-axes. If one maximum is appreciably higher than all 

others, then only I It s should he recorded: if. ho ever, there are several max i 

ma of equal strength. then all shookl he retorded. laih tlia\irnUm i. te(Ot(le(l 

as the (enter of gravity of the area em-hosed by the highest (lintour. 

The great circle 11 defining the greatest spread of the [00011-axes 
from thit nizixiniutii il. If there are se\ era! maxima, then II(;  should as nearly 

as hiiUs!l)le IOU-s tliruituli all of them. It i at l'et a compromise. 

IiL 	11111411 I,i\.. 	iii 	PetI11ii1 	t3-\t.. 	at- 	I2-3-'I.-5'( 	t 	t' 	ova. I'i14Z. 
tO. 	.00 ivxc, III 	IiIii)r(o.ioa for twill tahlilItili 	 1 iiIitiiijr.: 2-0-10-11; 
per 	area. 	Fig. t I .a()ax r ol U-n-iiiii for R%i tauiiettae ill specimen 153-\t.3. 1:11. 
tours: 2.h-1O 	per I 	area. Fig. 12.30(1 100011-axes Iii specimen 153-NI-4. toritours 
I-2-3 	per 1 	art-a. 	Fig. 13. 	50 axe- of corntiressjo(I for twit Iatnettae ill s ,viiiiieii 
153.\I.1. I ontouU-: 2-6-10 	per 114 area. 	H. 14.50 a\t 	of tilNiorl for t1jil, IanijIai 
in spriinnii 153.M-1. (:ontotus: 2-6-10-14 	per ]% art-a. 

I 	 60 
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II 	.'Ilt 	 I 	iil&ur: 	1-2-:14 	I' 

00 	 On 	III lilhilillat 	III 	(i(hihliihi 	IS-\i- 	( 

0-12' 	per 1i arva. 	Fi g . 17. 	40 tlxe 	UI ichiiihh lit miii lanitiltic 	 1-\1.5. 

Contours: 3-0-9-12C per 1- area. 	Fig. 111.300 10001 J-axe in spieiineii 153-\I-6. (:ill)- 

toms: 	 per I'f aria. 	Fig. 19. 	50 a\v,  of iuuuiujiiissiiin for twill ItuiuuuIIae ill 

puiin1en 153-\t-0. I :iuituuur: 2-0.10-11 	per 17 area. 	Fig. 20.50 a\cs of illusion for 

tisihl laruiellac in specimen 153-\l.6. (iuuutuuuuus: 2-6-10-1-V 	icr 	area. 
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N 

(O 

\ ° o / 
23 

Fig. 21. 300 10001 I-axes in specimen 153.M-7. Contours: 1-2-3% per 1% area. 
Fig. 22. 40 axes of Compre-.ii ii for hvin lamellae in specimen 153-M-7. Contours: 3-
6-9% per 1% area. Fig. 23. 40 ax-s of tension for twin lamellar in specimen 153-M-7. 
Contours: 3-6-9% per 1% area. 

26 	 27 
Fig. 24. Fabric picture for specimen 153-AT-1. Fig. 25. Fabric picture for specimen 

53-M-2. Fig. 26. Fabric picture for specimen 153-M-3. Fig. 27. Fabric picture for 
specimen 153-M-4. (In each diagram, small dots are A. L and pole of M0; circle with 
dot is compromise B-axis: large dots are M, M 1 . 412; full line is trace of M 0  Cr1155 is 
C; dotted line is trace of Ce: open circle is F: broken line T0 .) 

--- 
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0 
o\ 

Wo 
Fig. 28. Fabric picture for JPt'ji1liii 153.M-5. Fig. 29. Fabric picture hr shed-

nw 153- 1 1-6. Fig. 30. Fabric picture tire for specimen 1.53-M-7. iii each ii ingrain. small 
lots an ,  4. L ant pole of Mn : vin-le with dot is compromise B-axis: large dots are Al. 
M. M: lull iine is trace of Mu : vioss is C: doncd line is trace of C;: open circle is 
1: broken line is trace of Tin 

3. The center of gravity L of the largest area of zero concentration of 
[0001]-axes. For an orientation diagram showing a strong girdle concentra-
tion of [0001] axes, L will be the pole of M 0 ; but where the girdle of [0001]. 
axes is wide and diffuse, L may diverge a greater or lesser degree from the 
pole of M( . For a fabric which is weakly B-tectonitic the true B-axis (B) 
will he a compromise between L and the pole of M. 

I. The IliaximlInI C or itiax ilna (,'. (_. and so on. for points of com-
pression deduced from .(0112 ) twin lamellae. These also are plotted as centers 
of gravity. 

a. In some instances the points of (-om})res1011 s1,i-ead into a distinct 
girdle from C. C 1 . and C. The trace of this girdle Cu  should be recorded. 

The maximum T or maxima T 1 . T. and so on for points of tension. 
deduced from (0112) twin lamellae. 

The girdle T spreading from the maxinitim or maxima of points of 
tension. 

o. The trace of a visible foliation or bedding plane S. where present. 
should be recorded: also any lineation or fold axis A which can be seen 
in the specimen. The center of the triangle of error L. A. pole of Mu  should 
Ile taken as the B-axis in a marble which is a I3-tectonite. Planar structures 
in the seven marbles are so weak that they have been omitted from the fabric 
pictures. 
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Most of the directions and planes defined above ill help to fix the onen 

tation of the specimen for hich they are plotted. As has already been stated, 
not all of these dat a air ( .li abl e  indices of orientation. The [0001] -maxima 
and the foliation and 11111 rig planes can lie used to determine the B-axis 

the maxima lie on the ac-ti rdle and the foliation or beddiiip planes are tauto-
zonal about B) . alter o I i -Ii they may he. for simplicit y. removed from the 
fabric picture. Th e  fali ii pictures for the seven specimens are reproduced 
in figures 2-1. to 30. lacii picture has the sam e  orientation as the corresponding 
orientation diagrams in figures 3 to 23. 

\t Elt-loD OF i\Tt:Rl'nETt\c; I \titU(: PtcltRt:s \\i) ITS 1.1 \t IT\TlO\S 

General proeedure—The fabric pictures tan he used ill tNNo ways to 
compare fragments of marble: 

The salient features of the pictures should be directly compared. If 

they are similar in all of the important respects mentioned above, then it is 

likely that the fragments are part of one small body of marble. Obviousl y . un-
avoidable inaccuracies in the method of preparation of the orientation dizt-

grams mean that the resemblance will be inexact but complete dissimilarity 

of the fabric lflititres will mean that the fragments from which they were 

prepared cannot have formed part of one small block. 

Once it has been established that several fragments have similarity 

of fabric pictures strong enough to indicate a common ori gin, the t riclinic 
symmetry which. in most examples. will be a feature of the fabric pictures. 

will define for the fragments a unique Orientation. In order most easily to 

compare the pictures. those which show good axial control of fabric should 

he rotated until viewed along B. There are two senses to the direction B; but. 
if the pictures are plotted upon tracing paper. their they may be viewed also 

from back to front for purposes of comparing the opposite senses. provided 

that they are also rotated through 1800 about B with relation to the specimen 
fig. 31i. 

Vb 

/ I 

M. 

	

a 	 b 	 C 

F'ig. -1. 	Proc 	Ill t 	in 	rt ill iii. 	I ritig 	1 	i iritotiti 	IIagrtill 	ill 
B to is ill oppoitc senso of B. 

a. (I notation of tracinc in relation to the two senses of B. Arrow shows the sins( 

	

of iewiIn 	1? - 
I. Fr-i .1-f: rotation of tracing around vertical axis. 
c.Second step rotation of tracing around  B. The orientation diagram seen throu g h 

the tracing Impel ,  i now vii wed in the sen c shown by the arrow 

Av 
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If the pictures shots planar control of fabric, that is. 100011 -axis maxi-
ma without girdles. then they should be rotated until viewed along the direc-
tion defined either by the tension or the compression maxima uhe inure 
cleark defined direction is selected There are two senses and the pictures 
can be vi('\\i'd along either as shown in figure 31. 

Fig. 32. Fabric jicUire for specimen 153-\t-1 rotated until viewed along H. Fig. 33. 
Fabric picture for specimen 153-NI-2 rotated until viewed along B. Fig. 34. Fabric 
picture for specimen 153-M-3 rotated until viewed along B. Fig. 35. Fabric tuture 
for specimen 153-M-4 rotated until viewed along B. 

The fabric pictures reproduced in figures 24 to 30 have been prepared 
from unoriented specimens. However, specimens 1 and 2 are from the same 
quarry on Mount Hvmettus and the corresponding fabric pictures, when ro-
tated until viewed down the compromise B-axis (figs. 32 and 33), show 
similarity. Unfortunately, this cannot he checked against a known orienta-
tion. Similarly, the fabric pictures for specimens 3 and 4, collected from 
adjacent quarries on Mount Pentelicon, have a mutual resemblance when 
rotated ( figs. 31. and 351. Fabric pictures from the remaining specimen ,  are 
reproduced in order to show that front a variety of Greek marbles distinct 
fabric pictures are obtained by analysis. The most weakly defined picture is 

that prepared from the Parian stattlarV marble (specimen 7 ) but even in 
this picture the maxima of compression and tension are distinct and the B-axis 
is defined by the preferred orientation of 100011-axes (figs. 21 to 23 and 
fig. 30). 

General procedure in examining a set of fragments believed to he part 
of one worked block should lie as follows: 

Procedure with fragments believed to be part of one stele.—This is the 
simplest case as the single inscribed surface presumably present upon each 
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fragment uniquely orients the fragments in relation  to each other. Figure 36 
shovs a I1VI)Otiieti('ill restoration of a stele based 11 1)011  the orientation defined 
by tile inscribed surface. Certain fragments fit together along broken surfaces 

for example, fragments 6. 8 and 9: 1 and 2 3 and 4. This confirms immedi-

atelv that each group formed part of a single block, but does not confirm that 
tile three groups are similarly related. The circles inscribed upon the frag-
ments contain hvpolhetj(al idealized fabric pictures prepared from the respec-
tive fragments. lhe similarity in the position of B. T and C in the pictures 
prepared from fragments 1. 2, 3. 1. 6. 8. and 9 confirm that they were part 
of the same stele. The homogeneity of the block also is established. The pie-
hires for the remaining unattached fragments prove by their dissimilarity 
both from tile other pictures and amongst themselves that they are not part 
of the main stele or even of one stele. The variation in position and size of 
:11. .11. .11 shown in the pictures for the selected fragments in figure 36 is 
to show that such maxima can have considerable range in orientation in one 
block of marble. it is. ho'oever, important that the maxima should lie (lose 
to or on the great circle the pole of which is B. 

Fig. 36. tivpot hut ira I r't p rat 	of a fragmental side. Fragments 5, 7 and 10 are 
not tart of the sit-It. ( Full circle is trace of M (; : black dots are M. M 1 . M: cross is C; 
broken tint- is Ca: open circle is 1': circle with dot is B) 

0 
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Procedure ultIt )ragmv'nts heIieIe(l to be 	of a work in niurl)lt' other 

i/ian a stele.—Treatment of such fragnwnls presents much more dillieult v and 

is open to more error than is the treatment of fragments of a stele. For some 
of the fragments there will be no morphological elite to relative orientation. 

although nianv fragments x ill have their orientations fixed to some extent 

for instance, there is only a limited range of orientation of a loot or a head 
iii relation to the trunk of a statue. The first -tage in a 'o ork of restoration 
is to prepare fabric pictures from all large ifliportalit fragments. If there i 

axial control of fabric the pictures should be rotated until Niewed along B. 

'['it(- pictures then should be compared, and fragments xi itli pictures xi huh 
are obviously unlike the majority should he rejected at out-c. As in the last 
example. large fragments and groups of tilting fragments may be used to 
establish the degree of homogeneity of the fabric. 

OT 
- --0 -- 

71 ( 
X I 

I 

Fig. 37. 	'I'raeirig of the \pinmtitr of (vrr-ro- showing mode of rr--torittioii if 
st,itue had been found in fragmental and incomplete condition (only the head and anti-
are act tally missing). The eight fabric pictures prepared from the eight fragments 80 

rotated so that they are viewed along the same sense of the compromise B-ax is. Hue rela-
tive orientation of the Iragnrerne. so defined is itruts fixed. and the onli possible pcci t oninug 
of them is as shown i 

- 
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li. 38. Procedure in cutting and orienting thin ttt on. 

Parallel saw cuts made with rotary saw. 

Triangular leaves are snapped out and are made itito tlirr* iiiiiriiallv perdn-
dicular sections with known orientation. 
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determined with little difficulty. If, however. the symmetry of the l)icttlI'e IS 

monoclinic it is unlikely that it will be either orthorhombic or axial), then 
there will be two possible orientations for each fragment. Such ambiguities 
will in many instances he solved by considering the external form of the 
fragments. A hypothetical restoration of this type is shown in figure 37. 

This technique of restoration is thus largels-, as are so many structural 
techniques involving kinematic or dynamic interpretations, a matter of trial 
and error. No rule of thumb will ever be developed and each specific prob-
lem must be treated in a different manner. In many cases the technique should 
prove successful, in others it may fail; but in all it will require care. Patience, 
and an ability to evaluate the significance of data such as could he possessed 
only by an experienced worker. 

Procedure in cutting and orientation of thin sections.—Best results will 
be obtained by cutting three mutually perpendicular thin sections and measur-
ing data from each. The resultant diagrams should he rotated into one plane 
and combined. 

The actual cutting of thin sections from valuable fragments should he 
performed NA ith great care by a skilled technician. Sections are best made from 
broken edges and surfaces of fragments as shown in figure 38-a. Two parallel 
saw cuts are made to a suitable depth as close together as the nature of the 
rock will allow, and a triangular leaf is snapped out. after marking its orienta-
tion with respect to the fragment. This leaf is carefully mounted and made into 
a thin section of which the actual orientation relative to the fragment is ac-
curately known. Such sections are prepared from the three mutually perpen-
dicular planes as shown in figure 38-1). As an additional check upon the 
orientation of the thin section the fragment, after cutting, should be drawn or 
photographed and the exact orientation of the finished sections shown. This 
whole operation should be conducted with utmost care and accuracy as upon 
it will depend the significance of the analysis. 

After the sections have been cut. the narrow slots so left in the specimen 
are filled with plaster or another suitable filler, and the narrow band is colored 
most nearly to resemble the rock. If cutting is confined as far as possible to 
already broken surfaces, then the appearance of the fragment will not he 
harmed. Fragments with irregular or rounded surfaces may he dealt with in 
the same way. 

Time involved in analysis.—The measurement of the data from the thin 
sections is a time-consuming procedure. In a medium-grained marble such 
as those described above, to measure 150 100011-axes and 25 twinned 
fOl 12 -lamellae in each of three sections and to rotate and contour the dia-
grams into one plane will take an experienced worker from 15 to 20 hours. 
In some marbles with fine grain the time required may be longer, whereas 
in other coarse-grained marbles, with plentiful and marked twinning, it may 
he shorter. To complete one restoration of. say. 10 fragments would take a 
minimum of 150 workin g  hours. Most stelai should be dealt with in con-
siderably less time than this, as the fragments will generally he much fewer 
in number. 
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SIIMMAJtV OF CONCLUSIONS 

The foilo ilig conclusions are staled as simply as possible for use of 
geoIogit and archeologist alike: 

I. Detailed fabric analysis of marble indicates that from any one speci-
men of marble a ''fabric picture may be prepared hich in many instances 
will define a unique orientation in space for the specimen. The orientation 
is generally fixed by three direction-: 

a) The compromise B-axis deduced from the 10001 J-axis orientation 
of the grains of (al('ite and the megasco)ic lineation., where present. 

b and 	The statistical maxima of points of compression and ten- 
sion deduced from twinning 11 1 )011  '01121.  

Previous kkork indicates that these three directions tend to have ap-
I roxi niatelv constant orientation throughout bodies of marble of various 
ize. It is likely that the 	ill prove always to be constant in orientation 
hronghuiit a block of a size suitable for inscription or sculpture. 

Makin, use of the fabric pictures, it 	ill be possible to restore a 
-Lele or other (Irk in marble: firstly, by selecting those fragments which have 
.iiiIicieimtiy similar fabric pictures to be part of one block and. secondly, 
i y estahlisliiiig the relative orientation of each fragment. 

1. The seven slIccilliells of (;r&--k marble analyzed have all yielded stroii'z 
0(1 distinctive fabric pictures. ibis nggests that the principles outlined 
love will be applicable to niaiiv I)1)lIleIlis  of ancient (;reek art. 

5. It is nelessal v to point out that this paper is a preliminary description 
(1 a technique which is at the moment still unapplied. It is difficult to find 
-imitable problems outside Greece: : and, before the work is carried too far III 

a tialvzing specific examples, it would be well to visit the more important 
quarries in Greece and establish the degree of homogeneity of the marble 

lasses themselves. Incidental to tins study, the orientation of large and small 
5 ale structures within the marble-bearing formations of Attica should be 
e\amined. The separate identity of the Hymettian and Pentelic marbles has 
been questioned bv Kober 1 1029) and it is possible. as he suggests, that nappe 

ructures exist in Attica. lapping of axial structures in this region may well 
tove that much of the cry-lallinc series of Attica is homoaxial, and it may 
it . possible. by axial projection of a geologic maji. to prepare a tectonic pro-
fi and establish a definite structural relation between the various bodies 
o marble. Also, axial control of fabric may be limited to certain well-defined 
bodies of marble, thus limiting marbles which are B-tectonites to certain 
places of origin.  

Thus. application of tile technique outlined above should be preceded. 
0 iere er possible. iiv a field investigation of the marble-bearing formations 

In o mull tile ourkcd I FLi!I1ltilts Lire tll()llghlt to iia\e been derived. Obviomislv. 
cItLIlll specific ,roilpleni. iicli as the restoration of one Iragmentaiv steh'. 

could Nrl1Llt 5  be sOl\ to1 o ith no kunu ledge of tile field relations of time source 
marble: but systematic field investigation of the marbles in one general 
source area mna\ eventnalhv make possible not only the restoration of frag-
miit-rilarv otnik, of marble but also the tracing of the (1 11 arm. or at least the 
geteral area from which the marble had been obtained. It should certainly 
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be possible to asign a marble to a country of origin; for instant-c, it Ronitu 
copy in Italian marble of a Grecian original should be distinguishable readily 
from a true Grecian work in marble from Greece. 

It is possible that the field outlined in this paper can he enlarged coti-
siderably, perhaps. with increasing petrofabrie knowledge, even to include 
the restoration of works in rocks other than marble: but much groundwork 
remains to be done before the techniques suggested can be established soundl 
and applied widely. There is no reason, however. why certain specific prob-
lems should Ito! be tackled with the knowledge already to hand, as the writer 
intends to do in conjunction with Dr. W. Kendrick Pritcheti of the University 
of California. There must be many archeological problems of the kind sug-
gested which a small amount of work upon a small number of thin sections 
would solve simply and quickly. 
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Reprinted from the GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE, Vol. XCII, No. 1, 
January-February, 1955, pp.  21-36. 

Contrasted Styles of Folding in the Rocks of Ord Ban 
Mid-Strathspey' 

By L. E. Waiss, DONALD B. MCINTYRE, and MARTIN KURSTEN 

(PLATES I AND H) 

ABSTRACT 

On Ord Ban, quartzite in superposed recumbent folds trending 
north-south is separated by a slide from mica-schist, granulite, 
and marble folded in monoclines trending east-west. The reasons 
for distinguishing between these two styles of folding are given, 
and the characters of the two styles are contrasted. A fold in 
quartzite and a fold in marble are described in detail, and kinematic 
interpretations are attempted. It is concluded that evidence of an 
early deformation involving mylonitization has been preserved 
in the quartzitc, and that the latest tectonic event distinguishable was 
the production of the monoclines with attendant twinning of calcite 
and dolomite. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE trend of the folds in the Scottish Highlands was formerly 
believed to be dominantly north-east-south-west (e.g. Peach 

and Horne, 1930, fig. 27), but, as a result of the petrofabric work of 
Coles Phillips, the general trend in the Northern and Central High-
lands appeared to be north-west-south-east (Phillips, 1937, fig. 5). 
More recently it has been discovered (McIntyre, 1951 A) that the overall 
pattern is in fact complex, but essentially homo-axial regions up to 
100 square miles in area have been described (e.g. McIntyre, 1951B). 
On the small hill of Ord Ban above Loch an Eilean, near Aviemore, 
the tectonic relationships of the various rocks are exceptionally 
complex. One of us has already recorded that in the Ord Ban quartzites 
'The plunge of the fold-axis is remarkably constant, but it does not 
coincide with that of the schists or of the marbles except where the 
latter are closely associated with the quartzites" (McIntyre, 195 Ic, 
p. 50). This locality was visited in the course of an excursion to the 
Highlands after the Edinburgh Meeting of the British Association 
in 1951. One of the participants, Dr. Kvaie, was so impressed by 
the remarkable diversity which he had been shown that he has 
further emphasized the interest of the Ord Ban exposures (Kvale, 1953, 
p. 63). 

On the north-eastern slopes of Ord Ban, marble and quartzite occur 
in neighbouring outcrops. The fold-axis in the marble is nearly at 
right angles to that in the quartzite, and the forms of the folds in the 
two rocks are very different. A note on the megascopic structural 
characters of the quartzite has already been published (McIntyre, 

1 Locality map, McIntyre and Turner, 1953, text-fig. 1. 
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1951 c), and a petrofabric analysis of a specimen of the marble has also 
been recorded (McIntyre and Turner, 1953, PP.  236-240). In view 
of the unusual interest of this small but complex area, it seemed desir-
able to investigate the tectonics of the marble and of the quartzite in 
further detail. A number of features have emerged which are new 
to Highland geology, and, although much of importance undoubtedly 
remains to be discovered in the rocks of Ord Ban, we feel that it is 
now possible to outline the characters of two of the contrasted styles 
of folding in this area. 

The folds selected as typical of the two styles occur in rocks of 
different composition. In a body of quartzite, overlain by mica-
schist and siliceous granulite, superposed recumbent folds occur as 

10 

TEXT-FIG. I .—(a) Lineations (crosses) and fold-axes (dots) measured in the 
quartzite. 

(b) fl-diagram for quartzite. Circles with dots are IT-poles. 

illustrated by McIntyre (1951c, figs. 3 and 4). The axis of these folds 
(B 1 ) trends approximately north-south, with shallow plunge to the 
north. Such folds are found only in the quartzite. In the mica-schists 
and granulites overlying the quartzite, and separated from it by a 
zone of movement smeared with a thickness of several inches of mica, 
small monoclinal folds sporadically occur. In general these folds are 
about axes (B 2) trending approximately east-west and plunging 
gently to the west. About 300 yards to the north of the quartzite 
a very large fold of the same form involves also a thickness of coarsely 
crystalline marble (see McIntyre and Turner, 1953, p.  236, and text-
fig. 6a). This fold also overlies the quartzite which is carried under-
neath by the plunge of its north-south fold-axis. 

A strong lineation in the quartzite parallels the fold-axis of the 
recumbent folds (Text-fig. la). No megascopic lineation is present 
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parallel to the east—west trending fold-axis in the overlying mica-schist. 
A /3-diagram prepared from the quartzite (Text-fig. lb) shows a 
single strong maximum coinciding with the maximum concentration 
of lineation (B-axes). Text-figs. 2a, b, and c are /3-diagrams prepared 
from the overlying series of mica-schist, granulite, and marble. The 
first two are from homogeneous areas where monoclinal folds are 

N 

TEXT-FIG. 2.—(a), (b), and (c),fl -diagrams for mica-schist, granulite, and 
marble series. Circles with dots are IT-poles. 

developed; the third is from an area of irregularly undulating foliation 
which appears to be inhomogeneous. The -- . trending axis is 
clearly defined in Text-figs. 2a and b, whereas Text-fig. 2e suggests 
a compromise between the two axes. 

Folds of the two contrasted styles occur within three feet of one 
another separated by the zone of movement (Plate Ib). Text-figure 3 
is a diagrammatic representation of the structures visible in the rocks 
on either side of the zone of movement (slide). One fold of each style 
has been selected for fabric analysis. The fold in the quartzite (axis B 1 ) 
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is one of those shown in Plate La. The fold in the mica-schist, granulite, 
and marble series is the large fold described by McIntyre and Turner 
(1953). It differs from those shown in Plate lb only in its size and in 
that it involves marble. The kinematic and dynamic interpretations 
of phenomena of twinning and preferred orientation in calcite and 
dolomite, made possible by recent experimental work, make this the 
obvious choice. 

S3 

82 y  v 

TEXT-FIG. 3.—Relationship of planar and linear structures on either side 
of the slide separating the quartzite from the mica-schist, granulite 
and marble series. 

S1  micaceous laminae and layering in quartzite. 
S. axial-plane foliation of micaceous cores in quartzite. 
S3  foliation of the mica-schist, granulite, and marble series 

(separated from the quartzite by the slide). 
S,1  foliation developed in micaceous layer along zone of move-

ment. 
T trace of B 1-lineation. 
W, west; N, north; V, vertical downwards. 
Orientations are given on an orthographic projection (lower 

hemisphere) in inset. The use of an orthographic net in con-
structing this particular block-diagram is discussed elsewhere 
(McIntyre and Weiss, 1954). 
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ii. FOLD IN QUARTZITE 

Megascopic Fabric 

Plate la shows a profile of a recumbent fold in the quartzite of 
Ord Ban, one of several superimposed folds described by McIntyre. 
The fold is defined by layers of quartz grains of slightly differing size 
interspersed with micaceous layers (S,). In the core of the fold the 
micaceous layers are greatly thickened by material squeezed from 
the limbs, and are impressed with a foliation (S 2) defined by a preferred 
orientation of flakes of mica parallel to the axial-plane of the fold. 
This axial-plane foliation does not penetrate into the layers of quartzite. 
The axis of the fold plunges at 6° to N. 348, and is paralleled by a 
marked lineation defined, in the micaceous layers by the intersection of 
S 1  and S2  and, in the quartzose layers by a marked alignment and 
elongation of small grains. The symmetry of the structure is broadly 
monoclinic on the scale of the fold, with a plane of symmetry normal 
to the fold-axis. The lineation is in B. 

Microscopic Fabric 

Two specimens of quartzite have been selected for fabric analysis; 
one (08) is from a limb of the fold, the other (09) is from the hinge 
of the fold where S 1  is curved. Plates Ha and b are photomicrographs 
made with crossed nicols of specimen 08 in ac- and ah-section respec-
tively. The be-section is exactly similar to the ab-section. The rock 
consists of a mosaic of large, minutely interlocking quartz grains. 
Measurement of three mutually perpendicular dimensions shows that 
there is no tendency for the grains to be elongate in one direction more 
than another. The ratios of apparent grain dimensions in thin sections 
(specimen 08) obtained by measuring many grains are a: B: c = I 4: 
I 4: 1 3 The average mean grain dimension is 25-3 mm. 

Each of the large quartz grains encloses small rounded grains 
of feldspar. it can be seen from Plates ha and b that, whereas in 
ab-section the feldspar grains are elongate and arranged in lines 
parallel to B (true also of the bc-section), in ac-section they pepper 
uniformly the large quartz grains with no apparent regularity. The 
visible lineation in the quartzite is defined by this arrangement of tiny 
grains of feldspar which are undoubtedly the rolled and broken 
fragments of larger grains disrupted during a phase of penetrative 
movement. The arrangement of the fragments in lines and not in 
planes shows that the movements 1  during this phase consisted mainly 
of axial-flow of the rock mass along B 1 . 

Movement should not be confused with transport. Movement may be 
either parallel or normal to B, whereas, in a fabric with monoclinic symmetry, 
transport is always normal to B. For a discussion of these terms see Weiss, 
1954A, pp. 76-7. 
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The fragments of feldspar Constitute a B-helicitic structure,' preserv-
ing in their arrangement a guide to the orientation of the movements 
during the main phase of deformation which preceded complete post-
kinematic recrystallization of the quartz. The large quartz grains are 
unstrained (apart from slight undulose extinction); there are no de-
formation lamellae or bands to indicate incipient penetrative movement 
in the fabric. 

(1) Orientation Data.—The preferred orientation of quartz has been 
studied in four thin sections from specimen 08 and three from specimen 
09. The point diagrams obtained by measuring all grains in each 
section were rotated into geographical horizontal, superimposed and 

N 	 N 
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TEXT-FIG. 4.—(a) 396 [0001]-axes  of quartz measured in four sections cut 
from specimen 08. Contours: 1-3-5 per cent per 1 per cent area. 

(b) 312 [0001]-axes of quartz measured in three sections cut from 
specimen 09. Contours: 1-3-5-7 per cent per 1 per cent area. 
Broken lines show apparent (Okl)-girdles. 

contoured to produce Text-figs. 4a and b. The patterns of preferred 
orientation of [0001]-axes so obtained mutually agree. In each there 
is a strong maximum normal to B 1  spreading into two complete or 
nearly complete (Ok/)-girdles. The preferred orientation is inde-
pendent of S  and appears to be homogeneous. Unbending of the fold 
would destroy this homogeneity and not establish a pre-existing fabric; 
this style of fold is called " non-unrollable " by Sander (1951). 

The symmetry of the diagrams themselves is approximately ortho- 

The term Izelicitic structure is used to describe an arrangement of inclu-
sions which defines folded s-surfaces relict within a porphyroblast. Such an 
arrangement is a general case denoting a pre-existing, externally rotated 
(folded) s-surface. We suggest that this structure be termed R-heliciiie. 
The special cases are arrangements of inclusions in planes and lines. In 
the former the radius of curvature is infinite, in the latter infinitesimal. 
These arrangements could be termed S-/zelicitic and B-helicitic respectively. 
The structures must, of course, be determined in three dimensions. 
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rhombic, although the insertion of the trace of S 1  imparts to them a 
monoclinic symmetry. However, the diagrams do not have the marked 
monoclinic symmetry of ac-girdles with inclined maxima which are so 
often a feature of quartz-tectonites. 

(ii) Preferred Orientation by Recrystallization.—Study of the fabric 
of pure quartz-rocks which have been heavily deformed suggests that 
penetrative movements without recrystallization generally leads to a 
complete breakdown of an initially coarse-grained rock by granula-
tion. The present experimental evidence suggests that quartz cannot 
flow plastically in the manner of calcite (Griggs and Bell, 1938). 
The end-product of the process of granulation is a fine-grained mosaic 
of quartz grains surrounding fragments of any accessory minerals 
present. The style of the movement responsible for the granulation 
can generally be determined by a study of the arrangement of the 
accessory minerals. In some examples they are arranged in planes 
which may be smeared with mica; in others, such as the Ord Ban 
quartzite, they are arranged in lines. 

Granulation of quartzites occurs when the rate of deformation 
greatly exceeds the rate of crystallization. The process may be followed, 
as in the Ord Ban quartzite, by intense postkinematic crystallization. 
The folding and lineation of the Ord Ban quartzite have been produced 
by penetrative movement prior to recrystallization. No A.V.A. 1  has 
been made because the rock is too coarse-grained for an analysis of 
one section to yield significant results. But the partial diagrams 
prepared from the different sections in each specimen are strikingly 
similar, indicating an overall direction-homogeneity of orientation. 
In this and other features it resembles closely a quartzite described 
elsewhere by one of us (Weiss, 1954A, pp. 69-70, fig. 46, and plate viii). 
An A.V.A. made of this rock (of finer grain than the Ord Ban quartzite) 
proved that the orientation of quartz was direction-homogeneous. 
The pattern of preferred orientation, which was the same as that of the 
Ord Ban quartzite, was attributed to recrystallization in situ under 
stress without penetrative movement. Similarly, the Ord Ban quartzite 
shows no evidence of penetrative movement subsequent to or during 
crystallization. 

The pattern of preferred orientation in a quartzite which has been 
recrystallized from a fine-grained deformed quartz-schist or mylonite 
to form an unstrained, interlocking mosaic of quartz grains must have 
been produced by recrystallization in one of two ways 

(I) By unselective growth of seed granules formed and oriented during 
the phase of penetrative movement. The pattern so produced 
will reflect exactly the preferred orientation of the granules; 

Achsenverteilungsanalysen. See Ramsauer, 1941, and Weiss, 1954A. 
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(2) by selective growth of seed granules with a certain preferred 
orientation in an anisotropic medium. The anisotropy may 
be one of either fabric or stress. 

A preferred orientation produced in any one of these ways is likely 
to agree in symmetry with the structures produced during the main 
phase of movement. 

(c) Kinematic History of the Quartzite forming the Fold 

A quartzite, almost certainly of sedimentary origin, was strongly 
folded into superposed recumbent folds about shallowly plunging axes. 
The penetrative movement accompanying the folding reduced the 
quartz to a fine-grained condition, probably by granulation, and 
disrupted grains of feldspar which were also present. The folding 
does not appear to have been either flexural-slip or shear-folding. 
The main movement in the rock appears to have been elongation 
along B 1  as is shown by the " streaming" of the fragments of feldspar. 
There is no evidence that the foliation S 1  was at any stage a plane of 
marked transport or slip normal to B 1  on the scale of the fold. The 
style of the folding suggests hindered transport. The mass of quartzite 
forming the fold has been shortened normal to the axial-plane, slightly 
lengthened parallel to the axial-plane and normal to B 1 , and greatly 
lengthened parallel to B 1 . Although all folds possess monoclinic 
symmetry, the movements which produced this fold could have 
been ideally orthorhombic (cf. Weiss, 1954A, pp. 40-4). If the fold 
has been developed from a horizontal planar structure, then there 
must have been external rotation around B 1  of the mass as a whole. 
In the micaceous layers, which have been squeezed from the limbs 
into the core of the fold during shortening of the mass normal to the 
axial-plane, the mica flakes have come to lie with their {00I } cleavages 
in the plane containing the two direction of elongation, thereby 
producing the foliation S 2 . The fold is not a shear-fold since S. does 
not penetrate the quartzite layers as a visible slip-plane. The last phase 
in the history of the rock was recrystallization under static conditions. 

III. FOLD IN MARBLE 

(a) Megascopic Fabric 

The fold which affects the marble is shown diagrammatically in 
Text-fig. 5. Compared with the fold previously described, it has a 
very different style and it is about an axis which plunges 10-12 towards 
N. 282. When referred to the horizontal plane, the fold is mono-
clinal with one vertical and one horizontal limb. The only foliation 
visible is that forming the fold (S 3) and it appears to be sedimentary 
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bedding. The marble shows no megascopic lineation (see grain dimen-
sions given by McIntyre and Turner, 1953, p. 236). 

(b) Microscopic Fabric 

McIntyre and Turner (1953, pp. 236-9) have already described 
phenomena of preferred orientation and twinning in a specimen (03) 
collected from the fold. Three more specimens (1, 2, and 3) were 
collected from positions on the fold shown in Text-fig. 5. Specimen 1 
is a calcite-marble with layers rich in calc-silicates and plagioclase. 
Flakes of brown mica are oriented with {001} parallel to S,. Specimen 
2 is also a calcite-marble rich in calc-silicates, but no plagioclase or 

/ 

TEXT-HG. 5.—Profile of fold in mica-schist, granulite, and marble series. 
The preferred orientation of [00011-axes of calcite and dolomite 
in the four analysed specimens is shown in the superimposed 
diagrams. Contours: calcite, 1-3-4 per cent per I per cent area; 
dolomite, 1-3-5-7 per cent per I per cent area. (a) Specimen 03, 
(b) specimen I, (c) specimen 2, and (d) specimen 3. 

free quartz is present. Specimen 3 is a dolomite rock containing no 
calcite. Caic-silicates are abundant and S 3  is well marked. 

All the specimens appear to have suffered extensive postkinematic 
crystallization, for there is complete absence of either granulation or 
internally rotated deformation-structures in the grains. Specimens 1 
and 2 both show weak twinning on {0112}-lamellae in calcite. In 
specimen 1, twelve out of 100 grains are weakly twinned; and in 
specimen 2, twenty-one out of 100 grains. The grains in specimen 3 
(dolomite rock) generally have well developed lamellae or partings 
parallel to {0221}. The proportion of grains with only one set of 
lamellae is much higher than in the calcite-marbles. Thirty out of 
fifty show optically recognizable twinning on {021}. Sometimes 
two sets of twin lamellae occur in one grain. 

(i) Preferred Orientation of [0001].—Text-fig. 5 is a profile of the 
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fold with the orientation diagrams for [0001]-axes in the three specimens 
superimposed. The orientation diagram for specimen 03 is also shown 
(McIntyre and Turner, 1953, text-figs. 6/, and c). in all diagrams, 
including the one for the dolomite rock, there is a maximum concentra-
tion of [0001]-axes near the pole of the foliation (S). Such a preferred 
orientation has commonly been observed in marbles. 

The preferred orientation of [0001]-axes of calcite and dolomite 
is thus inhomogeneous with respect to the fold: in other words, the 
fold can be "unrolled" (Sander, 1951), to produce a more homo-
geneous preferred orientation which may have existed previously. 
This constrasts strongly with the preferred orientation of quartz 
in the fold previously described; unrolling of that fold will not restore 
a homogeneous preferred orientation. 

The symmetry of the fold is markedly monoclinic and the fold-axis 
is a B-axis. The symmetry of the diagrams is not readily determinable: 
there are no ac-girdles of [0001]-axes, and there is no marked plane of 
symmetry in the diagrams normal to the fold-axis. It is difficult 
to say whether or not the preferred orientation of [0001]-axes reflects 
the symmetry of the fold; it is not likely that it does since unrolling 
of the fold produces a more homogeneous preferred orientation. It is 
more likely that the preferred orientation of [0001]-axes was formed 
previously to and independently of the fold (cf. Weiss, 1954A, 19548). 

(ii) Phenomena of Ts'inning.—The twinning in the rock has been 
assumed to be a result of deformation and has been dynamically 
interpreted in the manner first described by Turner (1953). Points 
of compression and tension most favouring the twinning observed 
on {OlT2}-lamellae in the calcite-marbles and on {0221} in the 
dolomite rock have been constructed. The diagrams so prepared for 
specimens 1, 2, and 3 are shown rotated into geographical horizontal 
in Text-figs. 6a, h, and c respectively. 

The most pronounced maxima of points of compression and tension 
are given by specimen 3, the dolomite rock. This is probably because 
the stress required to produce twinning in dolomite is greater than that 
required to produce twinning in calcite (Turner, Griggs, ci al, 1954), 
and only lamellae upon which the maximum resolved shearing stress 
is very high would twin in the dolomite. In the calcite-marble {Ol 12}-
planes with lower maximum resolved shearing stress would be active 
twin-planes under the same applied stress, thereby weakening the 
pattern of preferred orientation of stresses. 

In general the points of compression for the three specimens lie 
in a vertical plane striking N.N.E.-S.S.W. The directions of applied 
stress necessary to produce the twinning would thus lie roughly in the 
ac-plane of B, the axis of the fold, which, as determined in the field, 
plunges 10-12° towards N. 282. In two specimens (Text-figs 6b and 0 
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the tension-axes show a preferred orientation parallel to the fold-
axis; in the remaining specimen (Text-fig. 6a) they tend to lie in the 
ac-plane normal to the compression maximum. The orientation of 
tension-axes in this specimen may be a reflection upon its position 
near the hinge of the fold (Text-fig. 5b). At such a point the tension is 
more likely to lie in the ac-plane. Specimen 03, a calcite-marble 
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TEXT-FIG. 6.—Points of compression (dots) and tension (crosses) constructed 
for twin lamellae in (a) specimen I. (b) specimen 2, and (c) specimen 
3. Great circle is ac-plane related to B, 

described by McIntyre and Turner (1953), has grains characterized by 
very pronounced twinning. In the majority of grains it is impossible to 
distinguish between the initial and the twinned lattice. McIntyre 
and Turner concluded that many of the grains are more than half-
twinned and they constructed a direction of compression from the 
maximum concentration of [0001]-axes in apparently untwinned 
grains. This direction (43 towards N. 320)  also falls near the ac-plane 
of the fabric. The preferred orientation of compression-axes in the 
ac-plane of the fabric in all of the specimens suggests strongly that the 
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twinning has been produced during the folding and deformation 
about B, 

It is interesting to note that in the vertical limbs of the fold the 
effects of the stresses responsible for twinning seem to have been greater 
than in the horizontal limb. In the calcite-marble (specimen 03) it 
has produced almost complete twinning, and in the dolomite rock 
(specimen 3) it has produced pronounced twinning. In specimens I 
and 2 from the horizontal limb, only few and weak twin-lamellae occur 
in the calcite. These specimens with weak twinning give additional 
evidence that the preferred orientation of [0001]-axes may antedate 
the folding. The system of stresses indicated by the twinning is oriented 
in the deformation-plane of the fabric (according to Sander the syni-
metry-plane is the deformation-plane in a fabric with monoclinic 
symmetry). This deformation-plane is related to the movements about 
B 2 , yet it shows incipient re-orientation of [000 1] in the twinned grains 
to form a vastly different pattern to the one present. If the [0001] 
orientation was produced by the movements about B 2 , it was produced 
in an earlier phase by stresses of greatly different orientation. In 
specimen 03 (Text-fig. 5a) the [000I]-orientation pattern approaches 
the form of an ac-girdle around B 2 . This orientation supports the 
suggestion of McIntyre and Turner (1953, pp. 238-9) that at least some 
of the [0001]-axes in this rock have been oriented in response to 
movements about B2 . 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The contrasted features of the two styles of folding described 
above are summarized in the following table:— 

Folding about B1 . 

(I) Superposed recumbent folds 

North-south trend 
S2  unfolded 
No evidence for folding by 

flexural-slip. 
Strong lineation parallel to fold-

axis. 
Non-unrollable with respect to 

preferred orientation of [0001] in 
quartz. 

Found only in quartzite 

Involved mylonitization and 
streaming in B 1 , followed by recrystal-
lization of quartz. 

Could have been produced by 
movements with orthorhombic sym-
metry. 

Folding about B2 . 

Folds with one horizontal and one 
vertical limb, the axial-plane dipping 
towards the north. 

East-west trend. 
No unfolded S found. 
Folding by flexural-slip. 

Lineation weak or absent. 

Unrollable with respect to pre-
ferred orientation of [0001] in 
calcite and dolomite. 

Found in mica-schist, granulite, 
and marble. 

No evidence for mylonitization, 
streaming, or extensive crystalliza-
tion after folding about B 2 . 

More likely to have been produced 
by movements with monoclinic than 
orthorhombic symmetry. 
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Relationship of the Two Styles in Space 

Folds about B1  and B2  are closely associated in space, separated only 
by a thin micaceous layer on which there has been déco/lement of 
the overlying beds during folding about B. (see Text-fig. 3). Movement 
was thus concentrated in this layer which separates rocks of greatly 
differing competence. Concentration of movements in narrow 
zones in complexes of deformed rock is a common phenomenon 
(Weiss, 1954A, pp. 4-5). The kinematic principles underlying the 
production of these "movement-horizons" have been discussed by 
Knopf (1938, pp.  33-5). She has emphasized that " The smaller the 
participating elements in relation to a whole deformation the slower 
is the rate of differential nioveineizi necessary to produce a given change 
in shape in a given ti,ne " ( Knopf's italics). Knopf also points out, 
following Sander, that if movement is on the ionic scale (indirect 
coniponental movement), then "crystalloblastesis may predominate 
over cataclasis even in zones of intense differential movement. 
• . . Microscopic investigation is gradually bringing to light zones 
where intense differential displacement has been carried by elements 
that are so small in comparison with the size of the whole that the 
deformation is essentially continuous and the tectonic displacement 
large ". 

Displacement along a movement-horizon is by continuous deforma-
tion involving no rupture. The small thickness of rock, relative to the 
whole deformed mass, in which the movements are concentrated can 
in no way be thought of as a fault. The slides described by Bailey in 
the Scottish Highlands (1910, p.  593; 1909, pp.  53-4) appear to be 
movement-horizons of this type. Bailey has classified slides as faults, 
thereby implying that they originate by fracture. However, in a 
personal communication, he agrees that the term slide was intended 
to cover movement-horizons of the type described above. 

The close proximity of folds about B1  and B. with no axial-structures 
of intermediate trend between, suggests that the two axes are distinct. 
The n-diagram (Text-fig. 2c) prepared from an area of the mica-
schist, granulite, and marble series inimediately overlying the quartzite, 
and showing no B-structures, contains a diffuse maximum in the north-
west quadrant. The uniform attitude of the layers involved forbids 
precise interpretation of the maximum. 

Relationship of the Two Styles in Time 

Whereas the movements about B 1  are intensely penetrative and 
homogeneous, those about B. are hardly penetrative and inhomo-
geneous. A quartzite with fibrous structure is likely to survive slightly 

NZ 
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penetrative folding around B 2 , normal to the fibrous structure, because, 
without initial planar structures tautozonal about the axis of folding, 
flexural-slip folding is an impossibility. On the other hand layers of 
weakly folded marbles and mica-schists are unlikely to survive 
unaffected the intensely penetrative movement responsible for the 
folding of the quartzite about an axis, B,, lying subparallel to the 
layers. 

In an account of the fabric of the schists of the "Penmynydd 
Zone" of metamorphism, Anglesey, one of us has pointed out that 
"isolated intraformational folds sometimes preserved within fine-
grained quartz-schists . . . suggest that in localized 'sheltered' 
areas . . . earlier planar structures, perhaps bedding, perhaps folia-
tion produced under different dynamic conditions, may be found 
preserved (Weiss, 1953, pp. 109 and 115). The presence in the folded 
quartzite of micaceous cores, with unfolded S 2 , suggests that the uniform 
layering of the mica-schist, granulite, and marble series may have been 
produced by the movements which formed the folds about B,. If 
this is so, i.e. if S3  = S2 , then folding of S:i about any axis other than 
B, must have occurred later than the formation of S., and the operation 
of B,. 

(c) Regional Significance 

Systems of so-called double-folding have been postulated for several 
areas in the Scottish Highlands. The recognition of these systems 
is based on the strike of foliation (see Phemister, 1948, pp. 22-3), 
and this method has already been criticized by one of us (McIntyre, 
1952). Our recognition on Ord Ban of two B-axes, distinct in time, is 
based on geometric and kinematic analysis. The preservation of B, 
in the quartzite indicates that the tectonic history of the associated 
mica-schist, granulite, and marble has been highly complex. Perhaps, 
elsewhere in the Highlands, apparently simple structures in micaceous 
rocks may conceal complex histories. 

On Ord Ban neither B, nor B, agrees in trend with what appears 
to be the regional fold-axis trending north-west-south-east. Many 
folds on the east side of the hill have an axis which trends in this 
direction, and have some of the characters of the folds about both 
B, and B. (e.g. McIntyre, 1951, Text-fig. I). A study of these folds has 
not been included in our investigation. It appears to us that previous 
work has shown the complexity of Highland tectonics to be so great 
that detailed investigations of critical areas are necessary before a 
tectonic synthesis will be possible. The present study is intended as a 
contribution to our knowledge of one of these areas. 
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Some of the equipment used in this Research was purchased with the 
aid of a grant from the Moray Fund, University of Edinburgh. 
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36 	Contrasted Styles of Folding in the Rocks of Ord Ban 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES I AND IL 
PLATE I.—(a) Recumbent fold in quartzite. 

(b) Slide separating quartzite below from mica-schist, granulite, 
and marble series above. The slide is covered by the central portion 
of the hammer-handle. Monoclinal folds about B2  can be seen 
in the schist series; the quartzite is exposed in Bc-section (axis 
of folding, B1), and so appears to be unfolded. 

PLATE II.—(a) Quartzite in ac-section under crossed nicols. The layer of 
small quartz grains is parallel to S 1 . 

(b) Quartzite in ab-section under crossed nicols. The lines on the 
photomicrographs are 5 mm. in length. 
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4. Construction to .icale of Block Diagrams 

in Orthographic Projection. 

(doizLtly witn i.13.wcIntyre) 



NThU.TION TO S-~-,tLE OF bLCK LUS Ii ORTiiOGiiI 

PROJECTION 

Donald B. McIntyre and L. E. 'eiss 

IBSTRéiOT 

The papex ae s ~-:ribea a bin4.1e aetuo.i of 

contruting block i&grn to bc ale in ortL0r 1 ic 

projection by the use ol an ortho6r L phiu net. 	The 

proceuure is illustrated by referenoe to an actu.1 ex a&ple 

or con1aereb1e complexity. 	iin a1teuitive conotruotion 

u6in6 a stereorhic net i. lso given. 

INTROLUcT ION 

BloAc ciarau.s can be used ef.etively s 

i11utrations or rock structures (e.. Lobe-k, 1924), and 

Goguel (1952, 	il-116) hs ø.,cribei a oimple .onstruction 

for the re1rresenttion  oi tooraii relief in UZi uiruis, 

It i.., however, the case triat block-iamm8 nave s..liom been 

used to onov, oc.urate1' onu to ocle the structure or 

of rock. 	Tht nin reon ror t id6 is that tLAC --- ie 01  cx 

block uir& varies in different ciretions anu  

an1e 0i siht; in point-persective projections ..Lt is not 

onstnt/ 
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constant even in any one uirection. 	,ccurate x'.ere- 

sentation of uistrices ank anls aa6 tflere1'oe been 

supposed to be diiiicult (Billins, 1942, p. 

The special case of an ortaograzii 	rojecticn of 

a rectangular block, viewea frou sucfl an angle tnt all 

eges are toreanortneu equally, i,L6 been ui--cusseu b' 

Johnston anu Nolan (1937), an isometric rapn-paper to 

facilitate the construction is available commerilly (e.b. 

from H. K. Levis, 136 Gower Street, Loncion, W.C.I. 	lnd). 

It is the purpose of this paper to show now a bloWs uiram 

in orthographic projection may be constructed without 

difliculty, and foi any requireu angle of siht, from biven 

strutural data, so that scales along every Qirection are 

known, and all faces oi ti'e block Live aurate rereselitation8 

01 the traces of the structures on tnen. 

ORTHOGRAdHIL PROJETIOi' fiND THE OhTciOGRtrLiI IET 

4 projection is ortnoran 	if the lines of 

projection are mutually parallel anu normal to the lane of 

projection. The perspective of the projection is ueh that 

the vanishing-point is at infinity, and all lines vnich are 

parallel/ 
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pbrblkel on &XE object reziin 	rt1le1 uon its 1 rojection. 

An ortliobrtk1ic net can be prepireu in tie same 

warAner as c tereogrpxii net (see Hutchinson, 1909, pp. 105-

112; Wriiit, 1916) by projection of lines of ltituae and 

longltuue on a kemiphere onto ia plane containine, tz.je po..0 

axis. 	The clxcies 01 latitude project as strai.t lines 

and the meridian. of longitude de ellipses. 	Tae or.tiio graphic 

net compares closely with the view of a uitb1y in.eribed 

anci orienteu sphere from a alstance. 	It is the £in-in-the 

moon's view of the eartn and our view o 
.iL  the moon. 	Boue 

of this the orthographic net has been usea for 

plerit.tary bodies; for instance, orthogr tii nets (suzi-disOS) 

for the ceterndnation of latituue 	longltuuo of 6Lui spots 

were foxer1y ub1isheu for tne 	nyhurst (b.ervtcry by 

nu o. 	khote.r interebtin6 	1ication of the 

projection 18 in the calibration of sun-ulals. 	P.E. Wright 

(1907, 1911, & 1913) has pointed out that interferen 

£iure 	.e ortkAograxuic projections of interference 

phenomena in space, and has publisueci nets of 1 	(1907) 

and 20 cm (1911) diameter. 	We have reproaueci 	reuuctlon 

of/ 
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Figure 1. 	Uriograpnic net, based an Wright, 1911, 

.plate 4, with permission of the Trusties, 

Carnegie Institute of Washington. 



of crign 's 20 cm net in figure 1. 

Hilton (1917a & b) has publizhea metnis of 

rotation (itnout the use or nets) on orthobruj.ni, gnomonic, 

anu stereographic projections; and Wright (1932) i.us also 

contributea t this subjet. 	The equbtions for treat and 

small circles in these tLree. ire Jections, as well c4s in two 

related rojections, have been given by right (19); see 

also Hilton, 1903, 1904 9  1917a & b). 

Hilton (1904 9  & 1917b; see Barker, 192., p. 48, 

footnote) has snown how to determine uirections of crystal 

eues in orthographic projection from gnomonic an tereo-

graphic nets. 	He was also the first to point out that the 

orthographic net was the proper net for constructing drawings 

of crystals in orthographic projection. 	He d.evc1eu a very 

simple methoa of making such d.rawlngs (1917a, 1'iure 4)  and 

of constructing any given axial cross. 	This metkic is the 

basis oi the construction given by Barker (1922, 	. 49-54) 

and Phillips (1946 9  .p.  214-218). 

The three projection—nets, 6nomonic, sterograpnie, 

and ortLiogra.dhic, are closely interrelteQ ana CtIA be uerivea 

one/ 
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tatjori8, 
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one from another. 	The metnou 01 trzr,6 i o6in6 a 	irLt on 

a stereographic net into its equivalent position on an 

orthographic net is aescrlbeu below. 

USE OF ORTHOGRAPHL NET IN CONSTRUCTING AN AXIAL CROSS 

Since all points on the fuLUanMntal s.,heru are at 

the same distance from the centre ol the spier, lines 

joining any points on the proje.tion-net to the centre of 

the net are projections oi lines of equal lengtn. 	The 

three points u, IL & c, (figure 2) are tkue the projections 

of three mutually inclined lines of equal lengtn neeting at 

point 0. 	The ngles,,I, &between the lineL 	be reta  

off along the arcs of the great uirclea' shown. 	The three 

iine thus enclose a solid, angle, seen in ortnogrrdc 

projection, at a definite inclination to tiat illuriu of 

projection. 

i'rom figure 2 it will be seen that it i 	osible to 

conatruct/ 

On the ortuoreui net tiic 6rcLt  

Since, noever, these are rojeetions 01 great ircles on tke 

funaauiental sphere, tlAey will be referreu to tnrougbout this 

paper as great cirLle.. 



C 

iiuIe 3. Ortoraue proJection, lower hemisphere, of 

three orthogonal axes, a, b and c, intersecting 

at 0. 

a, Projection on be-plane. 
b. Aotation of x 0  about north-south diameter. 

C. Hotutiozi of y °  about east-west diameter. 
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construct an axial 	oneistin ot any nuLbr ox lines 

at any biven inelinbtions to each other a. 	lane 

of proj 3,Aion, so that uxit length along eacn line is accurately 

known. 	An an example we shall consicer the 

whicti will usually be requires ror a simple blc'k iagram; 

viz. tar mutually perpenuicular axeb at an arl.: to the 

plane of projection depenuant on tue angle of sirt chosen. 

From suet an axial cross it will be possible to enstruct a 

rectangular block in orthographic projection. 

In oruer to see all three Laces of the block, the 

orthogonal axes Lorminè, ita edges must all be Inclined 

to the plane of pr:jeotion. 	Also, sin.e it i6 -ommon 

practice for one edge to be vertical anu the tOk ur±'aee 

visible, the axial cross will be plotted in txi le.er 

hemisphere of the projection. 	Tue net Is orienteu with 

its polar cdameter in the east-west position. 	Tue 

inclinations to tth plane of projection of the triree axes, 

, 11 , & c, is best ciescribea in te=6 of rothtion about 

the cst-weat aria north-south uiameters of the rjection- 

net (figure 3). 	The three axes are shown (fiure 3a) pro- 

jected/ 



4. Urtxorapt.c prjection J.ower IeuisVnere, 
of three rthoona1 axes, a t  b and c, inter-
secting at 0; x= 	y = 400. 
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jeteU al;ing a line prllel to ; 21 & £. lie in tzie larie of 

projection. 	The axes are first rotated through 	angle, A, 

around the north-south aiaineter of the net, so tnt b moves 

away from the primitive uircle and a from the centre of the 

projection (figure b). 	A seeon rotction () -ruuna the 

east-west diameter inclines the plane 	and jielaces 

from the prilLitive circle (figure 3c). 	All tiree axes are 

now inclinea to the plane of projection according to tne given 

angles x and y. 	The choice of x and y will deenu primarily 

upon the relative importance of the data to be reresented on 

each Lace. 

To show ho the construction car. be  itC directly, 

without the intermediate steps riown in fig. 3 tL & b, we shall 

consiaer an example in which x = 30u and = 40°  (figure 4). 

Oc can be arawn along the nortn-s:utn aiameter cf the net so 

that c is 400  from the priihitive circle. 	The trce of plane ab 

is given by the great circle of which is the k ole. 	k ana a 

lie on this great cir.le; b 30 °  from the .k.rimtive circle anu 

a 900  from b, measured along this rat circle. 	The poitions 

01 lL three axes are now uetermined. 	Also, s -L- neD 	lines on 



the net are rojectiori of lines o ecku. iit 1  .e kno 

the scale along each axis. 

For three axes iutual1y inclinea at riles otner 

than 90° , the procedure is similar, although it is simpler 

in sucn cses to make the rothtione through x anck y a rate 

steps. 	To achieve a requireu final inclination ui the axes 

to the plane of projection, the values of x an y hill depend 

upon the initial position from which these rotations are to be 

made. 	If the three axes are labelled U, b, 	c the initial 

position should be with e lying on the primitive circle at the 

equatorial diameter and either the plane ac normal to the plane 

of projection, or the plane be paral1l to it. 

OTRUCTICN TO SCALE OF A BLOCK DIGRM AQ i0k GIVEN LTA 

To illustrate tue methou of con6tructir.6  a block 

diagralk from an axial cross, anu actual example will be taken 

(Weiss, McIntyre, & Kursten, 1954). 	The following data are 

given: 

A series of granulites and mica-scuists above, is separated 

75 

from/ 
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from a body of quartzite below by a layer of xi 	whiun 

marks a .11de. 	The grrtulite and mica-senist series is 

iolded in small monoclinal folds which nave tn liae as a 

plane of cAeeollement. 	Iiie axial surfaces2  of these mono- 

dines are parallel planes btriking 70 ana ipin 56 °N 

The axis of the folds 	trends 2570 and klun6ea 90W. 	The 

quartzite be1ov the allue is folded in superposed recumbent 

folds about an axis 	trending 3490 and plunging 6°N. 	Tiie 

axis is jaralieled by a marked lineation defined by tne align- 

ment and elongation of small grains. 	The ax11 uriaces of 

the folds are ;arallel planes striking2Z pin 1JW 

In the micaceous layers a foliation is developeu arallel to 

the axial-surface of the folds. 

1folLtion in quartzite folded about 

.2fo1iation in micaceous layers in quartzite, perallel to 

tie axial 6ixrface or folds ubout 

3fo].ition in gra1.Lulite-ILica--cL1i3t series Ioled about B 
 20 

S4the slide, parallel to S 2 
 and containing k, 

In/ 

2For discussion of the terms Lola-axis, profile, inge, and 

axial-surfce, see Clark and McIntyre, 1951a. 
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Figure 5.  construction of a diagram of an orthogonal 
Lick, ede8 1 x 1 x 2, seen in orthographic 

Projection; viewpoint given by x and y. 
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In the field, sketenes were arawn to scale rron, faces of 

known orientation, to sho. the form na diuen6i=6 of the 

structures in two dimensions. 

A block aiaarazu is to be construe teu .n the-form 

of e square (tetraonal) prism, of lent1'i equ.l tc twice the 

side of the square face, and oriented with the 14ng eues 

north-soutii and the short eases vertical and nriontal 

respectively. 	The angles of rotation of the .1ne of pro- 

jection from a vertical east-west plane (aral1e1 to the square 

f.ce of tne block) are x = 2809 and y = 180. 	Ti'e axial cross 

oi txie block i 	onstructeu a 	xibed above (figure 5a). 

The tnree lines OW', ON', and OV' 	e oriented east-west, north- 

south, aria vertically respectively. 	These lines are traced 

onto another sheet and form one corner of the biLek In ortho- 

graphic projection. 	Moreover, since these three lines are 

projections of lines of equal length, we have tie scale along 

each, and we can construct the block by men f parallel 

rule. 	From the initial three lines, whose actu1 lentha 

will depend uori the dismeter of the orthograhi net used, it 

is possible to construct the block to any a'ctul ize and with 

any/ 
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any require habit. 	Tie block uiar 	.:on in fLre 5b 

has been construted so that OW = 20W', OV = 20V', and ON = 40N'. 

Tae block ribS thus tile requirei ulmensional rtis. 

Onto this outline block aiaram, tne 	and relative 

1mens1onb of tile structure to be reprecntea n.ust now be 

transferreu in correct orientation anu perpective from tue 

field sketches. 	The complex example we are consiuering is 

unusual in tki.t fielu sketches made from two uiffe..rently 

oriented faces have to be employed. 	The rebson for triis is 

that we are dealing with two sytems of folain6 about axes which 

are nearly mutually perpendicular. 	Generally block uiaram 

will be constructed from one field sketch only. 	In orer 

to make an accurate construction from two r more fielu sketches, 

these should have a point in common. 	In the rcsent example 

they merely kive s plane -il, common (.4).  This 	lane has the 

sLthe orientation in the adjacent i3:alities from ihich the 

sketches were prepared, and in orcier to construct a block 

including both localities the portion above S xis been moved 

slitly 
southwards 

 alon' 	with respect to til portion below 

S4. 

One/ 
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One of the field sketches shows tae I om and 

relative dimensions of folds about B 19  the otLLer of ±'clus about 

Both sketches include S4 • 	Tae faces sketched are 

neither normal to tuAe fold-axes nor parallel tc any race of 

the block. 	However, since tne trena anu plunge of both 

fold-axes are known, it is possible to roject the sketches 

onto planes parallel to any face o.-L" the block. 	Face WOV 

is nearly normal to B so the sketcu srioin folds about B1  

%ili be projected onto this plane as viewed noruually. 

Similarly, Lace VON is uimoot normal to B 2' 	
the sketch 

sho.ing the folds about this axis will be projectea in the 

same mariner parallel toIn the particular case ctesuribed 

below there are exosure- surf ace s whicul Eire ner1y parallel 

to faces 01 the block. 	Since only s sz&ll correLtion is 

requirea in the field-sketches to effect tLeir erojeution on 

to these faces, we shall describe the proceur to be 

employed in a hypothetical general case. 

Exmp1e illustrating the general case of axial-r0jeCti0u i.e. 

projection from one plane to another not at r.grut angles or 

parallel to the first, both planes being oblLjue t. the fold-

axis. 	In the stereographic projection (fiure 6), the 

orientations/ 



Figure 6. stereographic projeotiou (lower hemisphere) 

of plane 1 (pole = k 1 ), plane 2 (pole = 
and fold axis (i3). Planes 1 and 2 intersect 
at ... 	 •L3_.LL 3.11 tE1e10B plufl) 1 
at 1 tn. l. plano 2 at 12 
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orientLitions of Planes 1 anu 2 anu 01 tie f ul,--axi6are 

iveii. 	It is required to ;roject, 	ra1l1 to B, tmces 

oi form-surfaces fron Plbnu 1 onto Piano . 	Fiuros 9 s, 

b and c represent Plane 1, Piane2, an the P1ne oritr 

B tnd the normal to Plane 1 (i.e. 1 ) respectively; in each 

case the planes are viewed noriialiy an tne necessary angular 

relations can be reau £om fit. 7. 

X-Y (i.e. I) is coion to P1ne.. 1 -.nu 2; 

L-M (i.e. I)  is eomiion to Plane 1 tmu B-P 1 ; und 

It-N (i.e. 1 2
Is cons.on to Plane., 	nu B-P. 

It follows t.t the point ja on Plane 1 rojts parallel to 

B to the position c on Plane 2. 	It is thus 	simple matter 

to uraA a 6riu on Piai.ie 1 (tue axes of the riu being parallel 

to X-Y and L-M respecti ely) sid to construct tue equivalent 

arid on Plane 2 (the axes being parallel to X-Y ano. L-N res-

pectively). 	Units on X-Y remain unehane tin tne to planes. 

A distance s on L-M be;oi.cs t on Is-N, wuero t = .sin 750/ 

sin 73 ° ./ 

iox-surface is any burface aeleetea to t utline the form of 

a structure. 	It is arialoous to s surveyor' form-line, 

i.e. a contour of unspeiXied aitituo.e, uuily urawn in by 

eye in tae fields. 
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sin 730 	The riece. sary uta corLbistL. A 	rAe 

vdiicti cn all be ru uirectly from a L, tereo'hi 	et by 

f.lottiL6 tflree erettt .ireles. 

	

On the block alagram in orthor 	rojtioxi, 

tu.. iaces are not viewec normally, but 6inve the scales nave 

already been uet..rrnine, it i. e, sy to rerc tne necessary 

ria to 4etort ti'e 6ketcnes into ortnoe5rtik iiiQ projection 

so that tliey eari be tr.nsferred to the aroriate Laces of 

the block. 	It Is tuen ossible to eoii.letc the block uiaran 

by contru..tion on tae orthoaraiu net. 

The successive z1nCe of one lolu vil1 intersect a 

Liven face alone the tra —ct of the axil-sur1see 01 tue Lid 

on that Lace. 	As an example 01 the ontru..tlon a fold about 

B, seen on WOV, aria clo.sin,6 to tue east abut Lali-y "own 

VO will be consluerea. 	e require te eliue 01 tue ior- 

surfaces on VON. 	lzlance B treui est to u.rtki, tue loures 

ap..earirig on VON will belon, to 	 wita ninaea 

passing to the est oi eage VO; i.e. On tue lane parallel to 

WOV these iiin6es 'hill appear to the east of VO. 	Tue field 

sketch must tnercf ore inluae Usta from beyOu the extent 

of/ 
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F1ure 8. Projection parallel to H 1  of hinges observed 
on WOV onto VON. 
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of the face WCV. 	The folds eoncerneu are .n in ortno- 

grephic yrojection in figure 8. 	Te An 	. successive 

lox -.surfaces intersect the trace of the axiI-surface 

of the folc at points P, P29  and so on. 	
The trace of 

the axial-surface on VON can be uetexmineu on the ortno- 

graphic net; the axial-eurfce ana the l'..Ct VON are plotted 

as great circles and the line joining their k oint of inter-

section to the centre of We net is the requirea trace (fig. 

10), which can be trnaXerrU uirectly to the block. 	Me 

hinge or any form-surface is pamllel to 	this can be 

plotted as a point on the net arn joineu to t._u aentre to 

4ve a direction which may be tranaferrec to any position in 

the block aiagran as the orthoraphic projetion or B 1  (fiure 

9). 	In this manner all the closures of 3 111in6 on VON 

can be plotted accurately. 

To finci the traces or the folus but B 2  Oh faces 

otner than VON, the same j.rocedUre i n  foilowou using the known 

orientation of the axial-surface of tuese foI and the known 

trend anu plunge of B 	 Tre various tra3un rejuireu in the 

c onetruction/ 
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Figure 9.  Orthographic projection, lower hemisphere, 

showi4g data necessary for construction 

o.Lock Ua.agran, iigure 10. 
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cortruction are again determined on the ortLrjhic 

net (figure 9) and trunsferrea uirectly witi the alu of 

a parallel rule to the block diagraui. 	Wien ll the 

closur 	iave been cieterii,ined, the traces c1' tue rorm- 

su.r1'aces are arazi in on the three faces ox txie block 

diagrama. 

All that remain. to be inertea . raer to 

complete the diagram is the trace Of 	'WOV and on VON 

is parallel to 4 ) 	rio the trace of ti'e lineation 

parallel to B on VON. 	The latter lies in the plane normal 

to VON ontain1n6 	(Lowe, 1946; Ularx an MIxityre, 1951b). 

The uireetion of the trace can be determineu en the ortno-

graphic net (figure 9) an. transxerre ciire.tly to the block 

diagram. B is oo nearly normal to WOV thtt the lineation 

parallel to B vill leave no visible tra.e. 	There is no 

lineation parallel to B to leave a trace on WOV or on EON. 

The completea diagram is ariown in fit. iQ. 

Block aiagrans of the kin aeseri.be can be 

constructed in any shape or orientation. 	Alo, the block 

may be parted along any given plane to as.t a three iien- 

sional/ 
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-Relationship of planar and linear structures on either side 
of the slide separating the quartzite from the mica-schist, granulite 
and marble series. 

S1  micaceous laminae and layering in quartzite. 
S axial-plane foliation of micaceous cores in quartzite. 
S. foliation of the mica-schist, granulite, and marble series  

(separated from the quartzite by the slide). 
S 1  foliation developed in micaceous layer along zone of move-

ment. 
T trace of B 1 -lineation. 
W. west; N, north: V. vertical downwards. 

.iure 1. Coileted block iagra.ii; contructioi 
described in text. 



eioneJ. appreciation of the structure, aria tiit. angle 

of zi6ht can be changed by simple rotation of the ortho-

graJhic net. 	Conversely to the construction ueseribed, 

it i 	osible, given a block diarm i ortirahic  

projection, to read from the net the angle ci sight and 

the scale Elong any direction in the uiagrn. 

ALTERI\JJIVE CONSTRUCTION USING i STERGRAPHIL NET 

If no orthographic net is availabl, all data 

can be plotted on a tereogrpnie net and the relevant 

points transposed by a simple construction into the 

equivalent position on an ortnogrphic net. 	The con- 

struction i shown in figure Li. 	Point S (xiure ll.) 

nas been plotted on a piece of tracing paper over a stereo-

graphic net. 	To trLnspose it to tuat equivient point in 

orthographic projection, the tracing paper iz, rotateu until 

the point lies on the polar diametex of the stereograpnic 

net (PP' in fi,ure lib). 	From the interset ion, S', of 

the primitive circle wita the small circle tiArough 8, a 

normal is drawn to the polar diameter. 	The Z ,Ant of inter- 

section/ 

M.  



07-4 

ijur 11. Transposition of point S in stereographic 

projection into equivalent point, 0, in 

orthographic projection. 



section, 0, iz the required position of S in ortho-

graphic; projection. 	This simple constructL.n can reaaily 

be understood if £i,ure lib is considered as d section of 

the £unazrenta1 sphere normal to the plane of projection 

(see Somerfe1dt, 1906). 
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1. 5. i1abrio Analysis of a Triclinic Tectonite 

and its Bearing upon the Geometry of 

Flow in Rocks. 
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FABRIC ANALYSIS OF A TRICLINIC TECI'ONITE 
AND ITS BEARING ON 

THE GEOMETRY OF FLOW IN ROCKS 

L. I. \VEISS 

\BS]'R tI .1. 	-' triclinic tectonite Irotti Anglesey showing asslnilletricallv tiritnttd (Ittartz 
and Utica girdles is analyzed geometrically and kinematically. Some important features 
of the geonlctrv of plane deformations \ttli nionoulinic s\uitnutrv are emphasized and 
ulisetissed: and on the basis of these principles the fabric of the triclinic tectuttite is 
interpreted in tennis of one monoclinic deformation involving solid how. It is concluded 
that a descriptive geometrical anahi SIS on all scales must precede kinematic interpretation 
of fabric data. 

I NrRoDtT(:TION' 

Fabric analysis of 13-1ectonites has demonstrated tile existence of it com-
monly occurring type of fabric in which a single girdle of 0011 _P0l of 
mica, agreeing in symmetry with the main features of the megas)o)ic fabric, 
is oriented asymmetrically i ith respect to an accotupanving single girdle of 
001 I-axes of quartz isaliallia. 1930: Turner. 19-10: \Vetik, 191-3: Phillips. 

1945: Kvale. 1953). \\ith  the possible exception of the granulite described 
by Saliama—in hich the svtnmel rv is dominantly otliiorliotitbit—in these 
fabrics. getterallv% an apparent monoclinic svitinielrv defined by the niega-
scopic fabric and the preferred orientation of mica is lowered to triulittic 
svmntetrv by the preferred orienlalion of quartz. The non-coincidence of the 
axes of the g irdles has been unix etsall interpreted to mean that tite pt-c. 
ferred orientation of mica and quartz has been effected by differently directed 
movements. Phillips (1945. p- 21o) writes. i%ith reference to the microfabtie 
of the Moitte schists : 'Studv of geographically oriented diagrams, however, 
shoi%s that there is frequently a slight discordance between the attitude of 
the tuna girdles on the one hand and the quartz girdles oil the other ill (hit 
grams for the same section. '  Phillips goes oil to suggest that this anomaly 
may indicate the effects of later movements upon an already existent pre-
ferred orientation of quartz. Kvale 1953. p. 60) likewise records discrep- 

ancies: 'ln some rocks, if the megascopic lineation deviates from the principal 
direction of lilOveItletit (east-south-east) tile micas form a girdle with the 

megascopic lineation as the b-axis, while the quartz axes form a girdle around 
all axis trending about east-south-cast. This seems to indicate that the quartz 
grains reflect a later stage of deformation  iou than do the tnicas.' Neglect i ttg 
Kvale's interpretation of the girdles and his views oil the importance of fabric 
svtntnetrv, it should be noted that he records quartz girdles more constant ill 
orientation than either the associated unegascopic fabric or the mica girdles. 
The i. riter has observed a similar ihctionietton in southern Anglesey, a pos-

sible explanation of which will be outlined later in the paper. 

In general. lit such fabrics, each girdle is smmel rologically an ac-girdle 
for the fabric component concerned, and associated lineation s  lying in the 
foliation are svmmetrologicallv B-lineations. The rocks are getierallv inter-
preted as BAB'-tectonites, with one B-axis (B) parallel to tile main lineation 
and axis of the mica girdle, and the other, later B-axis (13'), parallel to the 
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axis of the quartz girdle. Movements about B'. it has I ccii argued. were in-

siillicientiv strong to reorient the mica fabric and destroy the svninietrv of 

its megascooc manifestation (foliation. lineation and folds'). The Jilterllreta-

hon implies that quartz can acquire a marked preferred orientation in response 

to deformation mth little or no movement in the fabric: and thjs view has 

become generally held in spite of the absence of supporting evidence of any 

kind. 

This paper presents the results of fabric anal ysis of one such "BA B'-
teltollite from near Gaer en in Angiesev iN.'\ Wales'). analyzed (luring a 

reirional study of the fabrics of the Penmvnvdd schists. The orientation data 

are interpreted by the writer in terms of a single symmetry-constant movement 

invoking solid flow. Similar interpretations may be possible for sonic. but 

1101 necesarilv all, similar triclinic BAII'-fabrics referred to in the opening 

paragraph. 

I'ISF: I.i\1 I N \ RY t)IS(1SSI()N 

!W000ClitliC 1/oie in rocks.—For the purpose of this paper we consider 

only the type of deformation which has been called rotational strain (Becker. 

1893 1 and which is referred to more generally as slip upon one set of parallel 

s-surfaces IKnopf and I ugerson. 1938. p. 75-77: Turner. 1918.. p. 161-166). '  

This is a plane deformation with monorliiiir symniet rv of nioveiienit. The 

deformation plLntw is the symmetry plane of the movements and is also the 

symmetry plane of the structures flew/i lroIIti(e(I  by tile movements. 

For rotational strain to occur, the resolved shear stress on the slip llL1n' 

lutist exceed (lie resistance to shear shear strength) on that plane. Since 

pre-existing s-surfaces of many sedimentary and metamorphic rocks are planes 

of relatively low shear strength, it is to be expected that they ill commonly 

function as initial slip surfaces, even when the resolved shear stress acting 

UflOti (lien) is somewhat less than the maximum possible value. In other eases. 

the pre-existing s-surfaces are so oriented in the field of stress that resolved 

shear stress upon them is too low for slip to occur. Slip must therefore take 

place upon some other plane upon hich the resolved shear stress is high. 

The mode of development of tiii ne lv induced slip plane lies some% here 

between two extremes: 

Slip is concentrated upon parallel discrete surfaces separating layers 

of relatively undefornied material, as in displacement of a ])ark of cards. 

The slip surfaces are visibly expressed as strain-slip or fracture t'lea age. 

Slip is more or less evenly dispersed throughout tile deformed rock 

een on a microscopic scale. Intragranular gliding and recrystallization are 

important (onIpotienital movements. and the rock behaves 'piasticalIv.' Al-

though no discrete individual surfaces of slip develop, the deformation still 

can be pictured in terms of slip llj)0I1 Li definite plane, or of slip upon surfaces 

sh)a(e(l infinitesimal distance apart. The geoinet rv of the deformation Lip- 

NIIIIJIIIcII' 	tl-foI'maIIiIIIS involving sottil tlo 	with triclinic sVlllllletl'V alt -' Itivotict the 

scope II I 	pattr_ 
For a ItiCiI-'iOII of this usage of the term plastic see kitopf and Ingersoti. 193)). p. 179- 

18 1) 	turner. 1948. r. 225-237: and Fairiiairn_ 19-tV. p 90-115. 

90 
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proxiniates to that of plastic floj%L in a crystal or lainiiiar flow in a fluid ( KlloJ)1 
and Ingerson. 193$. . 33-36 

s-su rfaces and s-p/anes.-----The planar elements that are so characteristic 
of the fabrics of rocks have been termed s-surfaces (s-/lachen) by Sander 
119-1.8, p. 105-107). Those produced by deformation are. as we have just 
seen, of No extreme types which, although grading one into the oilier, may 
coii enientiv be distinguished. Ili this pap4r they are respectively designated 
s-surfaces and s-planes. 

s-surfaces are discrete, visible, more Or less continuous surfaces 
exemplified by structures such as bedding foliation. strain-slip cleavage, 
segregation banding. and so on. 

s-planes are defined statistically by preferred orientation of one or 
more constituent minerals. 'fittis. in the rock from Anglesey which forms 
the subject of this paper. sharply crystallized flakes of mica tend to be oriented 
with {001 inclined at a statistically constant angle to the foliation, but show 
no tendency to be positioned in discrete layers. This plane of preferred orien-
tation of mica although not megascopicallv visible is an s-plane of the fabric. 

Ili general. plastic deformation as defined above favors development of 
s-planes, idiereas discontinuous deformation favors appearance or accentu-
ation of s-surfaces. in rocks which have suffered flow. the degree of arrange-
inent into surfaces of elements such as mica flakes or grains of quartz with a 
preferred orientation is a guide to the nature of the deformation. If deforma-
tion is continuous, that is. if each grain behaves as a deforming unit regardless 
of the behavior of the fabric as a whole, then no inhomogeneities (s-surfaces) 
are induced by the movements. ()n the other hand, if movement is not con-
tinuous on the scale considered, then inhomogeiwities appear transgressing 
the whole fabric. Such slip surfaces can be on all scales, from microscopic 
S-surfaces separating Livers of the thickness of a single grain or group of 
grains, to great niovenielit horizons penetrating the largest of rock bodies. 

A/fine and non-affine dc/orion/ion bY slip—A monoclinic deformation 
involving penetrative slip upon one plane is said to he affine if straight lities 
and planar surfaces within the deformed body before deformation remain 
straight lines and planar surfaces. i-espectivelv_ after the deformation •A sl)I1eie 
becomes a triaxial ellipsoid mith the iuieait axis the axis of slip) as an axis of 
no change.  if, on the other hand. idiat were straight lines and planar surfaces 
before deformation, respectively become curved lilies (lying in one plane) and 
curved surfaces after the deformation, then slip is said to be non-alline Knopf 
and Ingersoit. 1938, p• 75-77: Turner, 1918. p. 16.1-166). Both afhine and 
lion-aihine deformation by slip are movements with monoclinic svninietrv. 
Non-afline slip is probably more important than afline slip in the evolution 
of rock fabrics. 

External and internal rotation.— in One type of non-affine deformation 
there is flexure of the slip plane giving flexural slip folding so that there is 

In rocks this axis is not atwavs an axis of no change. It is commonly an axis of elonga-
tion or axial flow ( Weiss, 1951 1  p- 70). , and tinder some conditions of deformat ion it may 
he an axis of shortening. But so tong as there is no tamiriar slut along this axis, that is, 
so long as the symmetry of the deformation remains nionoct in ie, the deformation remains 
pta tie and its geometry is essentially unchanged. 

•Si  ___ 

S 
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an external rotation of one part of the sup plane with respect to another. and 

of loth with respect to coordinates external to the deformed body (Turner, 

(;iiggs. and Heard. 1951.. p. 89 . The deformation remains plane during 

external rotation: and the axis of external rotation of all elements of the 

fabric is normal to the deforniation plane. 

l)uriiuir plane deformation by slip. inactive pre-existilig planes or stir-

faces and lines (or lineations) in the fabric undergo internal ro/ahioli : that 
is, they are rotated through tile fabric by componental movement, with ref-

erence to coordinates within the deformed body, in a manner and amount 

decided by their initial orientation and llic degree of deformation. '''lie geo-

metrical principles underlying the internal rotation of one plane by gliding on 

another have been used by Turner. Griggs, and 1 leard 1954 I in detailed 

analyses of structures produced in single crystals of calcite by experimental 

deformation. Flue axis of internal rotation of one plane by slip 111 0) 1 1  another 

is given liv the line of intersection of tile tu o planes. regardless of the 

	

m 	

direc- 

til of slip I Ilorg and Turner. 1953, p. 1318. fig. 3). 
Surfaces undergoing internal rotation in rocks may contain one or more 

lineations. It is important therefore to determine also the axis of internal 

92 
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Fig. L 	(etv If iltrilat rotation of a plane (111/f and a II)) 	1/f liv alli 

IltiOl) the pla n e IF/Cl). 
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rotation of a line relative to that of a plane which contains it. In figure 1 a 
rectangular prism ABCDEFG contains a randomly oriented plane Gulf, which 

in turn contains a line ill. The prism is deformed by afline slip in direction 

AD on a plane ADGB, the angle of shear being @. The plane Gil/f is internally 

rotated about the axis Gil to the position GilI'J', and the line I/f is intern-

ally rotated to /1/'. No matter bow great the amount of deformation. I' will 

ahNays lie on AD the direction of slip), and Hf will be internally rotated 
so that it always lies in a unique plane containing the direction of slip. The 
axis of internal rotation of any line is thus the normal to the plane containing 
the line and the direction of slip. 

13-axes.—There is still, in structural geology, some confusion surrounding 
the recognition and significance of fabric axes in general and of B-axes in 
particular. It i beyond the scope of this work to trace the evolution of the 
concept of a B-axis; but it is necessary for what follows to define this axis 
for fabrics with monoclinic symmetry. For the moment we shall not consider 
B-axes in fabrics with either orthorhombic symmetry or triclinic symmetry 
resulting from the effects of one non-planar deformation. 

One purpose of fabric axes is to facilitate description of rock fabrics in 
a fashion similar to that in which crystallographic axes are used in descrip-
tions of crystals. This pill- pose may he termed geometrical, or, more properly, 
'syni met rological sym rue! rologiscil ; Sander. 1948. p. 1,12). There is, how-
ever. another and more important purpose in defining fabric axes, and that 
is to describe the movements responsible for the fabric in its present form. 
In this sense the axes are kinematic. it has been necessary, therefore, to define 
two distinct systems of axes which for ideal rock fabrics are identical. Each 
system of three orthogonal axes, a. fi, and c. can be defined in terms of mono-
clinic svmmet rvt he first in terms of monoclinic fabric, the second in terms 
of monocl i nic movement. 

I. In the svmnietrological system rib is the principal fabric plane. This 
is the most prominent surface in the fabric. that is, the foliation. The sym-
metry plane hdiich. since the symmetry is monoclinic, must be normal to 
nfl) is ac: and the normal to the plane of symmetry is b. in many deformed 
rocks nfl is folded with b as fold axis. Since h is therefore a direction of maxi-
mum continuity in the fabric (as well as the axis of symmetry) it is 
designated B. 

2. The kinematic axes are defined for rotational strain involving slip 
upon one s-plane. The slip plane is a/i. the deformation plane is (if, and the 
normal to the plane of deformation,  is b. The direction of slip is a. Defornia-
tion is commonly by flexural slip of (lb; and b, as the axis of external rotation 
is again a direction of maximum continuity, designated B. 

The relationships of these axes are summarized in table i. 
The most fundamental principle of structural petrology—that upon which 

the kinematic analysis of fabrics is based—states that the symmetry of a (he-
formed fabric preserves the symmetry of the movements which have produced 

The two systems of axes as here defined have one fundamental difference. The syrn-
inetrotogical axes are descriptive in that they are applied directly to visible structures. 
whereas the kinematic axes are genetic, apply ing to the movements which have produced 
the structures. 

Ab 
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IA}4IF. 	I 

Axis 	 "Syin met rological" Kinematic 
dr ( genetic 

( descri pt k e ) 

b 	 Normal 	to 	plane 	of 	syin. Normal to 	plane of delor- 

ictrv (ac). ination 	(ac). 

B=b 	Axis of flexural 	slip 	folds Axis of 	flexural 	slip move- 
of oh. ments. 

Axis of symmetry. Axis of external 	rotation. 

a 	 Normal 	to B in the folia- Normal 	to 	B 	in 	the 	slip 
tion 	(ab ) . plane 	direction 	of slip. 

C 	 Normal 	to 	foliation 	((lb ) . Normal to slip plane (oh 

that fabric (Sander. 1948, p. 81-83: Griggs, Turner et al.. 1951. p. 905). 
For any rock deformed by slip or flexural slip upon a single foliation. the 
symmetry plane of the fabric is the deformation plane of the movements s hit-h 
have produced the fabric, and the svmmetrological and kinematic axes are 
the same. This relationship. which is the basis of Sander's methods of fabric 
analysis, admits of no exception so long as the symmetry of the fabric is 

truly monoclinic. 
Modification of pre-de/orniational s-surface and s-p/ane&--Monoclinic 

movements will give rise to monoclinic ammommoft under three conditions 

only: 
I if the deformed fabric was statistically isotropic before deformation. 

If the deformation was sufficiently prolonged or intense to remove 
by transposition all traces of structures in the original fabric. 

If structures inherent in the fabric before deformation agreed in 

symmetry with the deforming niovemen ts. 
1 nder all three conditions the B-axes defined symmetrolOgically coincide 

with those defined in terms of movement. 
Conditions I and 2 do not concern us. The first is a special case of limited 

importance; and the second gives rise to fabrics the full structural history of 
which cannot be determined by fabric analysis. Much more commonly a 
monoclinic deformation acts upon an initially anisotropic fabric in hich 
there is a single set of s-surfaces that may be designated S: for example. the 
bedding of a sediment, the flow banding of a rhvolite, or the foliation of a 
schist. Three cases may he recognized: 

a) S is planar and normal to the deformation plane. This condition 
is generally statistically fulfilled, at least in the early stages of deformation, 
during the primary deformation of horizontally bedded sediments and sedi-
nlentary rocks by slip on and flexural slip folding of the bedding in response 
to tangential stresses in the Earths crust. The initially horizontal bedding is 
folded by movements with a vertical deformation plane ; and the horizontal 
fold axi- cait be demonstrated on synimetrological grounds to parallel the 
kinematic B-axis. Condition 3 (above) is fulfilled, and the resultant fabric 
is monoclinic. But this is a special case reflecting special conditions of de-

formation. 
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b) S is alreadvldecl. but the fold axis is normal to the deformation 
plane of the subsequent movements. Here too the resultant fabric is mono-

clinic(,condition 3) 
(c) The general case is that in which the deformation plane intersects 

S (whether this is planar or already folded generally depends on the scale 
of the field considered) at angles other than 900. The foliation is generally 
unsuitably oriented to act as the slip plane of the deformation, and, under 
conditions of solid flow, a plane of afline or non-afline slip—again depending 
on the scale of the field considered—intersects and internally rotates S about 

axes w liicli vary in orientation with the variation in the initial attitude of S. 
11 this slip plane does not develop as a visible set of surfaces, then S remains 
the most conspicuous set of s-surfaces in the fabric. The symmetry of the 
fabric is triclinic. 

Significance of triclinic symmetry—It is normal procedure in fabric 

analysis on all scales) to select the foliation of a deformed rock as the ab-

platic and the main lineation or fold axis as the B-axis (Knopf and Ingerson, 
193$. p.  213: Turner. 1948, p. 177; Fairbairn, 1949, p. 6). Triclinic fabrics 
(other than those produced by proved triclinic strain) are generally inter-
preted in terms of two or more B-axes lying in the foliation. It has been 
stressed by Sander that this is a tentative identification to await full analysis 
of the fabric for confirmation; nevertheless, it has given rise to fundamental 
misconceptions of the geometry of tectonites as illustrated by Fairbairn's 

1949. p. 6 statement: "If foliation is developed, as is commonly the case, 
b lies in the foliation surface." This statement holds without exception only 

for fabrics with undoubted monoclinicsyinmelr'v on all scales. The fabrics of 
most tectonites, when all structural elements are taken into consideration, have 
slightly triclinic symmetry. By selecting a planar foliation in these rocks as 
ab we are limiting the orientation of B to a single plane, without proper 
regard for the symmetry of the fabric. Likewise, the unqualified equation of 

B with the fold axis in folded rocks with any degree of triclinic symmetry, 
ho ever small, can be an oversimplification of the true geometrical facts. Folds 
with triclinic symmetry can be associated with monoclinic movements in at 
least two ways: 

Folds of a set of s-surfaces (S 1 ) inherent in the fabric before de-
formation on an intersecting s-plane (S 2 ) can survive a certain degree of 
internal rotation, and retain their identity as folds, although not their orienta-
tion or direct kinematic significance. 

Slip or flow folds of a set of inherent planar s-surfaces (S 1 ) can form 
by internal rotation in response to non-afline slip on an obliquely intersecting 
s-plane (5 2  

Although both of the above types of fold can have well-defined fold 
axes, these axes are not as a general rule parallel to the kinematic B-axes of 
the monoclinic deforming movements. The fabrics concerned show, on all 
scales, a tendenc toward triclinic smmetr which expresses an equivalent 
tendency for the kinematic B-axis to depart from parallelism with the folia-
tion. Even fabrics in which on a large scale there is statistical monoclinic 
symmetry can possess, on a small scale, some degree of triclinic symmetry. A 

p - 

- 
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genuinely monoclinic fabric. on the scale of one hand specimen, is very lure. 
In most tectonites a combination of lineations, folds, s-planes, s-surfaces and 
patterns of preferred orientation of minerals collectively defines Iriclinic 
symmetry of fabric. 

To summarize; as a general rule, layered rocks that undergo monoclinic 
deformation by solid flow which does not agree exactly in symmetry with 
structures inherent in the predeformatioiial fabric develop fabrics having 
overall triclinic symmetry. Iii such fabrics the kinematic B-axis commonly does 
not lie in the foliation, and its orientation must be determined by geometrical 
analysis of all orientation data. Common procedure of accepting foliation as 
ab and explaining triclinic symmetry in terms of superposed symmetrological 
B-axes, both lying in the foliation, leaves the way open for fundamental errors 
in interpretation of structural data. None of the B-axes determined sym-
metrologicallv. in effect, may be parallel to the kinematic B-axis. The tectonite 
now to be described will serve to illustrate these points. 

THE TRICLINIC TECTONITE FROM ANGLESEY 

Petro/abric analysis.—The rock is a dark brown quartz-albite-niica 
schist with a well-marked foliation defined by layers alternately richer in 
muscovite and deep brown biotite. The grain size is small average incail 
grain dimension about 0.2 mm) and approximately uniform. In thin sect ion 
the rock consists of a mosaic of equidimensional quartz grains, enclosing 
scattered ion-twinned porphyroblasts of albite full of minute inclusions, small 
undeformed flakes of muscovite and biotite and small rounded granules of 
cli nozoi-ite. 

In the foliation S) two lineations can he seen: 
A Nery fine regular parallel ribbing (L 
A weaker  more imperfectly developed lineation (L 2 ) inclined at 

32°  to L 1 . 

From several thin sections the preferred orientation of the poles of 
001 ).planes in muscovite and l)iotite and the [0001 -axes in quartz were 

measured and plotted on the lower hemisphere of an equal area projection. 
The preferred orientations of these directions are surprisingly homogeneous 
throughout the hand specimen and the data for mica and quartz were rotated 
into the plane normal to L 1  and combined to give two synoptic diagrams 

figs. 2a and 21), respectively) 
The poles of [001 1,-planes of the mica flakes are arranged in a strong 

maximum, actually a double maximum (fig. 2a) inclined to the pole of S, 
and spreading into a perfectly developed girdle about L 1 . The plane (S 2 ) 

statistically defined by the weighted maximum of {001, 1 -poles, intersects S 1  

in L 1 . The quartz diagram (,fig. 21)) shows a preferred orientation of [00011-
axes in a broad girdle asymmetrically oriented with respect to L 1  and the 
mica girdle. An area of maximal concentration of axes is situated close to, 
but not in S 1 . The axis of the girdle similarly is close to. but does not coincide 
with. L. Although no A.V.A. Hanisauer, 1911 : Weiss, 1954. p. 63-70) has 
been made, investigation with a gypsum-plate suggests that the preferred 
orientation of quartz is essentially honiogeneous, that is, unrelated to slip 
surfaces in the fabric. The crystallization of quartz and mica is 1)ostkinenlatic. 
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SI 
 S2  

Fig. 2. 	Preferred orientation data frill a Ii 	ho 	-lute lini \ieiv. 
a. 761 {OOfl.poles of n1uscoite all(] lintite. Contours: 2-4.6i-12 	per l 	area. 
h. 600 10001 i-axes of quartz. Contours: 1-2.3 	per I 	area. 
C. Synoptic diagram to show the geometry o f the fabric. 

S,foliation. 
.5—s.plane statistically Ichneil by the preferred orientation of ultra. 
L. L.--lineation king in the foliation. 
!q—quartz illaxiluliul. 
ILl1l ('a liltIX till 11111. 

B—ax is of quartz girdle. le. 
L 1  is horizontal, trending northeast 	tlthlwest: it is Niewed in tb- 5olltll%l't sense. 
.i dips 76 to the northwest. 

Interpretation of fabric data.—The s' mmetrv of the fabric is Ol)ViOilly 

triclinic. Two alternative interpretations of the data are given below. The first 
is consistent with normal procedure in fabric analysis as outlined in various 
reference books I Knopf and Ingersoit. 1938, p. 213; Turner, 191, p. 217; 
Fairliairii_ 1919. p. 5-6). The second is based on the geometrical considera-
tions outlined above and is that preferred by the present writer. 

1. According to normal procedure S 1  would be selected as ab, L 1  as 
one svmmetrological B-axis, and L 2  as another. L 1  would be interpreted as 
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the earlier axis associated 	ith tile more intense movements responsible for 

the i)ttfr'rr('(i  orientation of mica. and L would be attributed to later much 
weaker movements suliicientiv sti- onc mdv to reorient the quartz and leave 
a faint lineation. Each svmmetrological B-axis t 0111(1 he considered to coin-
cide with a corresponding kinematic B-axis, and the tectonite ouild be in-
terpreted as a B/\/3'-tectonite in terms of tt o monoclinic deformations. 

2. Acompletelv different interpretation of these same fabric data. based 
Ott geometrical analysis, is more satisfactory ill that it explains several features 
of the quartz fabric that otherwise appear merely coincidental. First. the 
girdle of 10001 -axes is more nearly normal to B 2(.) than to L fig. 
2b . Second. as seen in figure 2c. B lies in the statistically defined plane .. 
Third. the maximum concentration of 100011 -axes  also lies in SI and i 
roughly normal to B. All these features can be correlated with deformation liv 
slip normal to B in a slip plane SI.  in which case the main quartz axis iliaxi-
mum NtOlild be equivalent kiuematicallv to the familiar Maximum I of Sanders 
synoptic diagram I Turner. 1918. p. 200). Moreover. S 2  intersects S in 1" . the 
axis of the mica girdle, and it is the 11L1!t(' of preferred orientation of . 001 - 
planes of mica. Ili other words. the moveilients ttioti .5 2  are responsible for 
the preferred orientation of Will mica and (liiartZ. Noti-coincidence of mica 
and quartz girdles can be explained by assuming that mica in the initial fabric 
was oriented parallel to ,S and that S was internally rotated during the stilt-

sequent deformation by slip on S 2  normal to B. We know that this slip was 
afline on the scale of one hand specimen. otherwise Si  would be slip folded 
about L 1  as fold axis. 'I'll( ,  mica flakes rotated from S toward 2 have assumed 
a pattern of preferred orientation in a girdle whose axis is L 1 —the intersec-
tion of S and S 2 —altlioughi this axis is not the kinematic B-axis of the 
deforming moiernents. The only kinematic B-axis recognizable in the fabric is 
B. the axis of the quartz girdle, which does not lie in the foliation (I S,). The 
lineal ion L 2  is the projection or trace on S of a linear structure (most prob-
ably an elongation of quartz grains) lung in S 2  parallel to B. The geometry of 
this trace is show n ill Figure 2c—the plane normal to .5 containing B inter-
sects N, i ll L iClark and McIntyre. 1951. p. 757 1. 

The evolutionary history of the fabric may be summarized as follow 
a rock with either a sedimentary or metamorphic layering (S,) was deformed 
by continuous plane deformation invol\ ing afline slip 111 1 011 a mechanically 
induced slip plane l-1 - The deformation was sullicientiv homogeneous 1(1 

prei1t the development of discrete microscopically visible s-surfaces of slip. 
The kinematic B-axis lay not ill the initial foliation S 1  I but in the me(-hauic-
all induced plane of slip ( 2 ) - The mica flakes initially lung in the foliation 
were rotated about I_i toward the slip plane S 2 . The preferred orientation of 
quartz suggests that there Was an incipient alignment of 10001 -axes in the 
slit) direction I the kinematic a-axis), accompanied, perhaps, by fracture and 
granulation of the previously existing quartz grains. Such a cataclastic history 
of the quartz would be concealed by the complete postkineniatic crystallization 
which has affected the fabric, although the preferred orientation would be 
pr-served. The mica flakes may have recrystallized more nearly parallel to 

-- 	 : 	 -. 
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the actual plane of slip than they crc brought by rotation during the defor-

mation. 
The quartz and mica girdles. although not coaxial, have thus been pro-

duced during a single phase of movement. The kinematic B-ax is of this move-
ment is most clearly (](-filled by the preferred orientation of quartz: whereas 
the slip plane S,-, is defined by the preferred orientation of mica and to a 
lesser extent quartz. The megascopic fabric considered alone gives no guide 
to the orientation and significance of the kinematic B-axis. Neither of the 

two lineations visible in the foliation is parallel to B. although movements 

nornial to it have produced them both. 

(;EERtI. (:o\cI.1SIONS 

Not all visible li n e a tion s  in tectoiiites represent B. or a-axes. Nor are 

all triclinic fabrics produced by two superposed non-coaxial deformations. On 
the contrary. many triclinic fabrics are products of monoclinic deformations 
acting upon initially layered fabrics hich do not agree in svmnietrv with 
the deforming movements. Lineations ill these fabrics commonly parallel the 
intersection of the initial lamination with the slip plane taxi, ,  of internal rota-

Lion 	and do not have constant orientation although the kinematic B-axis 
lying in the slip plane does. This concept niav be stated in a different manner. 
It is commonly assumed that the 13-axis of a deformed fabric lies in the folia-
tion. This may be a general rule for rocks deformed by proved slit) tihiOti the 
foliation but it cannot apply to many rocks which have suffered solid flow 
during plane deformations in which the /3-axis transects structures inherent 
in the initial 'fabric. 

For this reason current procedure of selecting tentatively the most 
prominent surface in the rock as oh. and the 111051 pron1it1e1t lineation as B, 

is liable to give rise to a basically Iwo dimensional interpretation of the 
orientation data, governed by the foliation. A more descriptive primary 
nomenclature is advised: 5,. S 2  and so on for surfaces and plant's. I.,. V, and 

so on for lineations. and F,. F and so oil for the axes of folds. Complete 
fabric analysis, on all scales. of selected specimens and areas should follo 
with particular attention paid to geometry and symmetry of fabric. 

Microscopic fabric analysis is of great importance in structural geol-
ogy as a means of evaluating the significance of megascopically visible li,iea-

otis, folds and so on, and of demonstrating the existence of statistically 
defined s-planes. The constant orientation of quartz girdles, regardless of the 
megascopic fabric, recorded in Bergsdalen by Kvale and in Anglesey by the 
writer, suggests the presence of a constantly oriented kinematic B-axis in these 

two areas. The importance of mica as a guide to the kinematics of a fabric 
lies in its tendency to become oriented with {00i } lying ill l)l1t1es and surfaces. 
The '001)-poles of mica define not only axes of external rotation of surfaces 
but also axes of internal rotation which are not always B-axes. The non-
eqtiidimensional habit of mica means that its initial orientation will exert an 
influence upon its final orientation during movement in a fabric. This property 
it shares with all surfaces in rocks, together with which it may he classed as 
a dependent fabric element. Quartz, on the other hand, with no tabular habit, 

.r -- 
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is more free from influence of an initial orientation and it tends It) rt'llt'tt 

more nearly in its orientation the geometry and symmetry of the movements 

hr NkIlich the orientation is produced. Quartz may be classed as an independent 

fabric element. 

-1.. Non-coaxial quartz and mica girdles have hitherto been considered 

evidence in favor of the view that quartz call acquire a preferred orientation. 

by some unknown mechanism. milliolit appreciable Jwiletrati'%e inuvetnent in 

a fabric. Therefore. fabrics showing sitili girdles 5110111(1 be SLlIljCcte(l to the 

most thorough geometrical and kinematic analysis in order to cottfinni that the 

differently oriented girdles do not merck record different axes of rotation of 

the same in ovetu en t s. 

A C K NOW I ,EO(; \t t:Nis 

The mriter ishes to record his indebtedness to Professor F. J. lurticr 

of the t liiversitv of California who has read all(] criticized the manuscript of 
this paper and made many valuable suggestions. Thanks are also due to Patti 

(;ilniottr of the I. n i\ ersitv of Edinburgh. Scotland. for advice and suggest ions. 

and to Donald l. Mc]ittvre of l'oniona College. California and Martin kiirstcti 

of liotiti. Germany. for itiatty helpful (liSctiSSiOtlS. 
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ABSTRJL.T 

The symmetry 01 the labrics o. some rooks 

aeformea by 110w appears to be different from the 

symmetry of strain. 	It i ugested that symmetry 

of fabric agrees with symmetry of strain, idthout 

exception, only where all the structural elements 

usea to determine symmetry oi fabric have participated 

in a mechanically active fashion in tue strain of the 

fabric. 	Element. which have participated pas.ively 

in strain can define a symmetry of fabric loer txia 

symmetry of strain. 	The terrs iay ana secondary 

ynmetry are su&ested  to denote the two kinds of 

symmetry. 

It is siown tkiaL primary an seconuary 

symmetry can oc ur theore'tically on all scales in 

deformed layered rocks; and tthtt in general, primary 

symmetry is to be orrelated tith S - active flow 

and secondary symmetry with S - passive flow. 	The 

significance/ 
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sinliicance oi fabric axes in L'so c vit mono-

clinic, triclinic anck orthorhombic syimetry is 

ujsoused. Lines of kinematic and structural 

evolution of a horizontally layerea body in response 

to biaxial an triaxial strain are sugestecL. 	It 

is shown that, alonb these lines, symietry oi fabric 

can cane from primary to secondary tis d.eforritiOfl 

proresses. It is shown also that both primary and 

secondary symmetry ca ariLe by 	 01 two 

genetically unrelatc strains. 

1. 	 I1TRODULTION 

One of the most important concepts in 

structural analysis 01 rocks deformed by flow is the 

concept of symmetry. 	It is generally accepted, 

following SnUer, that the symmetry of the fabric of 

a tectonite expreees the symietry of the penetrative 

movements v;uicb have oou.rred in tne fabric as a result 

of deformation: (see, for instance, Knopf and Ineraon, 

1938, P. 42). 	within reeent years the validity of this 

view/ 
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view has been questioned by struLtu.ral 6e01Oist8, 

once by Anderson (1948, p. 121) anti twice by Kvale 

(1946 and 47, P. 194, and 19539 p. 52 and 3). 

Also, the writer (Wei, 1955) has de.,icribeck a 

teetonite from Anglesey with triclinic symmetry of 

fabric attributed to the efiects of a monoclirLic 

movement. 	It must be concluded that recognition of 

symmetry of movement on the basis of symmetry of fabric 

Is not alwayz straIgktforwera. 	It is the purpose of 

this paper to examine the significance of the different 

kinth of symmetry found in teutonites, In oraer to 

deterzIne the factors which limit the extrapolation 

from symmetry of iabric to symmetry of strain. 

In order to examine the siniIIcance of 

symmetry in teetonites it Is necesbary to consiaer 

some geometrical features of flow In rocks. 	This is 

done schematically by reducing the complex processes 

of flow and the complex relationstilpe oi stress and 

strain in rocks to tLeir simplest terms. 	To those 

geologists whom fie has offended, by this oversimplification 

the/ 
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the vriter offers his apologies. 	The simplifications 

are necesary beLor e.ometry &ad symmetry or flow can 

be discussed, in any but te broadest terms. 

The writer must take Lull resonaibility 

for most of the views expressed in tiU6 paper. 	Some 

attempt "as been made to tie t1ese views into a pkiilo-

soIcal framework similar to that of the great 

Austrian structural geologist Bruno Sander; but if 

because of difficulties of translation, tue views 

of Professor Sander are In any way mi8repre..eflted then 

the writer alone is responsible. 

2. 	DEFORMATIONAL FLOW OF ROcKS 

Many strongly xeformeci rocki3 &A present in 

a rigid and brittle state snov. evidence of havin, posseed 

at one or more perioo in their structural nistory a 

mobility similar to that or a viscous flub, or plsti-

cally aeforzuing solid. 	In order to c4$Ote the ,proce 

whereby a rock is ueformed cuntirLuously in space without 

loss of cohesion the descriptive term flov is used. 	The 

mechanisms/ 
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nAecLanisms of deformational flow in rocks are varied 

and imperfectly understood. 	The most complete 

accounts of mociern views upon penomena of flow in 

rocks are to be foud in Knopf and Ingeron (1933, 

pp. 86-191), Turner (1948, pp. 225-237) ona Fairbairn 

(1949, pp. 77-115 and pp. 199-214). 

It is accepted generally that at let four 

mechanisms are important in rook flow, as follows: 

Plastic flow: that is, intracrystalline translation... 

rid twin-1iding. This is demonstrably of great 

importance as a mechanism of flow in marbles anu dolo-

mite rock (see, respectively, Gri', Turner, Bora and 

osoka, 1953 and Turner, Grigg, heard and Weiwe, 050 

anci it is probably of some importance in most rocks. 

Cataclasis: extreme deformation of pure 

quartzite sometimes takes the form of what may be termed 

cataclastic flow, a1thouh this Ihenomenan must include 

mechanisms, such as recrystallization, other than 

cataclasis. 	Flow proceeds by a process ofecomminution 

of large grains by fracture into minute granules. 

3.' 
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Inter6ru1ar slip: cataLl&2tie floA and 

intraranu1ar plastic flow in polycrystalline areates 

cannot proceed unless some degree of differential 

movement of grains by slip ac grain bounaaries is 

possible 

Recrystallization: 6o-eL11eU pseuioviscous 

flow (Pairbairn, 1949, pp. 86, 87) is thought to be 

largely result of recrystallization involving the 

solution and precipitatiofl of ions repeLtive1y in 

stressed and unstressed portions of grains, perhaps 

accoruing to Rke's Principle. 	The presence of a 

flulu interstitial phase may be either desirable or 

iiLpertive for tiiis kina of floe to take )lace. 	Unlike 

other mechanisms, tni. mechan1m, in itself, is unlikely 

to produce a marked change in preferred orientation of 

grains unless grains are diboived selectively nd com-

pletely according to the orientation of tixeir crystal 

lattices. 	Great changes in the shape of grains 

probably arise in this fashion. 

These four mechanisms fall into the eategory 

called/ 
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called by sander (1950, p 2 9  3 ) 'omjonental movements 

(Tei].bewegun). 	The observed strain of a fabric by 

deformation is a result of the interatiori cZ these 

componental movements In a fashion which, on most 

scales, ma be considered spatially continuous. 	A 

fabric strained by flow preserves in the orientation and 

disposition of its comonerits a recora of the nature of 

the movements which have afZeted tnem. A fabric wtilcLi 

bears a structural imprint, on all scales, left by 

penetrative movement of this kind is termed a teetonite, 

and it is with such rocks that this paper is conerne. 

Tae fabrics of tectonites are products of 

evolutionary processes. 	The driving Xorce beiiina the 

evolution is the dynamic environment of the rock and 

its niothis operandi is componental (penetrative) movement. 

Modern methods ox structural analysis, in particular 

those develo.ed and aplied by Bruno sander and his 

coworkers in Insbruck, depend upon the intimate relation 

which, in the fabric or a tectonite, exists between the 

geometry and symmetry of it structural comkionents and 

the/ 
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the 6eometry and symmetry of the moveienta which 

have been responsible for their formation an 

arrangement. In examining the orientation and 

disposition of microscopic structural elementa,a 

structural geologist is examining the components 

involved in componental movement, anu it is beat to 

begin an enquiry into the significance of symmetry of 

fabrics by considering structural elements on a 

microscopic scale; but first of all it is necessary 

to consider two interrelated, concepts which enter into 

all structural investigations in rocks. 

3. 	 3..ALE AND HOMOGEIEITY 

Although three "absolute" sc&le (micro-

scopic, macroscopic anu megascopic) are generally re-

cognized in structural analysis, there is no fundamental 

airzerence to be drawn between them with regard to posible 

degrees of structural romogeneity. A strongly deformed 

mineral grain with twin - and trarialation-lidin can 

be/ 
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Figure 1. Fields o homogeneity with re8pect 
to ; and B. 
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can be LLs izthomoeneous on its on scale with repet 

to its own structural elements as can a mountain. 

When discussing homogeneity in structural analysis 

it is necessary first, to distinguish between homo-

geneity of fabric and homogeneity or deZormtion, and 

second, to determine relative nomogeneity on different 

scales with respect to specific structural elements. 

As an example of the use in structural analysis of 

homogeneity of fabrics, the boy shown in fiure 1 

is considered. 	The absolute scale is imterial. 

A set of parallel urfaee () is cylindroidally 

folded about an axle (B) end the elongate structure 

so formed is bent. 	For this ezmple it is assumed 

that the pentrative structures produced by the bed1ng 

are confined to the immediate vicinity of the bend. 

Fields on various scales (I, II and III in ±iure 1) 

have the followinb degrees o. homogeneity with rpect 

to the orientation of S and 

field I is homogeneous with rebet to botii 

£ielck/ 



.?igure e. 	naxe of statistical hoiogeneity of 

deformation with change of scale. 
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field II is in.homoeneoue ith respect to § but 

homogeneous with respect to BI 

field III is inhomogeneoue with respect to both 

and B. 

If the cylindroidal folain t, of S i by 

flexural slip (S is the surface of slip), the degree 

of deformation in individual layers parallel to 8 of 

finite thickness can vary. 	Such a varistion means 

that, although it is homogeneous vith respect to the 

orientstion of Sp field I is not necessarily homogeneous 

with respect to those elements of the fabric wkiicn reflect 

the amount of penetrative movement distributed through 

any one layer of finite thickness. 	For instsnoe, if 

slip or' S is concentrated in certain layers (a in figure 

2a) which separate layer in which deformtion is les 

pronouxced (j in £i,ure 2a), then the fabric in the 

layers a and k must be correspondingly inhomogeneous in 

crtsin respects. 	Plainly they are homoeneoua itri 

respect to the orientation of ; but if layers a are, 

say, pure quartz and layers k are, aay quartz plus 

feldspar/ 
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feldspar, then it ib probable That the degree of 

preferred orientation of quartz in layers a and 

18 different; that 18, tho field Is inhoznogeneoiaa 

with respect to the degree of preferred orientation 

or quartz. But, because movements in layers a and b 

differ In amount only &nd not in kind, the sixnetry 

(see below) of the preferred orientation of quartz 

probably is homogeneous throughout. 	Alternatively, 

field I can be structurally homogeneous in all respect 

down to the granular scale. Many marbles and other 

monominerallo or inlneralogically uniform rocks have such 

homogeneity. 

Whether or not inhomogerielties of the kind 

just described are significant in structural analysis 

depends largely upon the Eize of tne field consluered 

relative to the scale of the irthomogeneities. 	On the 

scale pictured d1arammat1cally in figure 2a, slip on 

is non—affine and the field is iniiomogeneous; but if the 

field Is part of a very much larger field with the same 

k..nd of small scale inkioniogenelty, then the fabric can be 

ste. tjstloa].].yJ 
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.tatisticaliy homogeneous on the,  lrger 66ale (i1u.re 

2b). 	Thi eani1e is analogous to the affine de- 

formation by slip of a thick pack of very thin caras. 

There is no 811p in the cards theiielves SO that a 

straight line inscribed upon the side of the caru pack 

before deformation becomes, after deformation, "stepped" 

on the scale of e few cards. 	On this scale the Labric 

and movement are inhomogeneous, whereas on the scale 

of the whole pack, fabrics and moverent are itati6tically 

hothogeneous. 	A similar state of aflairs exists in some 

deformed rocks such as the Yule marble ueformed 

*homogeneously" by experiment (Gris and Miller, 1951 9  

pp. 57-862), aithougn in this instance ueformatiori is  

not by slip on a single set of planar 	ices. 	In 

Yule marble each grain behaves in a mariner d.ecideu by its 

own crystallographic orientation and the external strees; 

but because the grains are small relative to the whole 

speciuieutthe change in shape of the specimen is similar to 

what it would be for .. homogeneous deformation. 

There is thus no hard and fast correlation 

between/ 
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betven bc1e uriu nomogeneity un1es the legree of 

homogeneity is established with respet to definite 

structural elements; and, even so, statistial 

homogeneity on a large scale with respect to a 

particular structural element sometimes can be 

e8tblished in rocks in which on a small scale tne 

fabric is innomogeneous witn respect to the same 

structural element. 	This iz not true only on scales 

invoving study of grain orientation such as the example 

cited. 	Differential behaviour of layers and bodies on 

any scale can give rise to the same kind of statistical 

homogeneity. 	For instance, if field II in figure 1 is 

part of a much larger field folded in the same manner 

(figure 3), then this large field may be considered to be 

statistically homogeneous with respect to the orientation 

of g. which i statistically planar. 

Because of the infinite variety of possible 

inter-relations of scale and degrees of homogeneity, no 

absolute scale nas a orrospondirig absolute homogeneity. 

Fr this reason there is no £uidamental diX.erene between 

structural/ 
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Figure 3. Flexural slip folding as a statistically 

ivaogexieous deformation on a large scale. 
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structural analysis on the three absolute scales. 

A diagram shovflg preferred orientation of grains 

prepared from a single thin section can show a degree 

of structural homogeneity anal:gou8 to that of a 

diagram showing preferred orientation of macroscopic 

structural elements prepared from a large body of rock. 

Ttlib fa.t is important because there is a tendency, 

especially among British 6eolo6ists q  to look upon 

structura.l analysis on the microscopic scale as some-

thing fundamentally different from structural analysis 

on other scales. 	For this reason microscopic struc- 

tural analysis is rarely used in Britain, aimi g  mostly 

improperly hen.it is. 

4. 	 ITHE PRIN.IPLE OF SY}METRY 

Tte use of symmetry in study of nature and 

effects of defOrmation probably is eculiar to struc-

tural geologis. 	Other workers dealing vita clef or- 

mation tend to use more precise methods of analysis of 

fields of stress and strain. but tne concept of 

symmetry 16 invaluable in practical evaluation of the 

s1n1ficance/ 
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significance of orientation diagriiA8 proauced by the 

graphical methods of statistical analysis used in 

tectonics. 	With reference to the use 01 symmetry in 

structural analysis, the following facts are important 

Symmetry is defined statistically in the same 

fashion as homogeneity. Although the systems used to 

denote symmetry in structural analysis are the same as 

those used to denote the symmetry of crystal lattic-e, 

they possess none of tne precision of the crystallograhie 

systems. 

In structural analysis, syiwctry can refei to 

fabric, movement (strain or distortion) and stress. 

Symmetry must be coneidereu together with sale. 

As statistical homogeneity can vary with scale in a single 

field of deformation, so can statistical symmetry. 

Symmetry in structural axalyais is defined in 

terms of planes of zailTor symmetry. 	In naturally deformed 

rocks only three systems need be consiierea; a fourth 

kind, axial symmetry (the symmetry of a cylinder) 

probably occurs rarely or not at all in teutonites. The 

three/ 
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taree kinds of syinuetry are: 

Orthornombic symmetry - tnree iuutually 

perpendicular planes of symmetry 

Monoclinic symmetry - one plane of syiiaetry 

. Tr1ciiric symmetry - no plane of symmetry. 

The foregoing remarks are introductory to the 

principle upon Wiiih the edifice of strutuzal analysis 

can be said most heavily to rest. 	This principle may 

be called the rinz.ip1e of sNmwetry, or, as E. M. Anderson 

(1948 9  P. 122) has called it, "the arurent from symmetry". 

It Is simply this, that the symmetry (the internal 

statistical symmetry) of the LabriL of a ttonite re-

flects the symmetry of the movements whion have affected 

it. 

The principle of 4ymznetry covers only the 

relation between symmetry o movement and symmetry of 

fabric. 	A system of external stresses also can be 

expresbed in terms of symmery, but on1, for homogeneous 

deformtiOn of a homogeneous body can analogous principle 

of symmetry be outlined to cover the relstion between 

symlLetry/ 
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symmetry of stress and Symthetry of movement. Like-

wise, the principle of symmetry covering the relation 

between movement and fabric has to be modified to explain 

certain rook fabrics which are aparently exceptions to 

the principle. Before describing the features of one 

such fabric, some observations made during the experi-

mental deformation of Yule marble and their bearing on 

the principle of symmetry are considered. 	These obser- 

vations were outlined to the writer in a personal com-

munication from F. J. Turner of the University of 

California. 

The experLents are compressional or tensional 

deformations with axial symmetry made upon small cylinders 

of Yult nrble in VAi1Ch tne prei'eiru uricxitation oi: [;oiJ - 

axe ol 	ite i known. 	Tile,  fOlOiflL, 0uicitI0h: are 

thus fixed 

1. The symmetry of loaain 01 whic i Ideally axial 

with an axis of symmetry parallel to the loac. But where 

there is eccentricity of load, the symmetry of the load is 

monoclinic anu a shear zone develops. 

2./ 



Erratum, page 119,  .i.ine 13 and following: 

"2. 4here load is parallel to the foliation, the two 

axes of sy1metry tLre mutually perpendicular and the cylin-

ders become ei1iticai ici cross section (urthcrhornbic 

symmetry of stra.u.i). 

3. 4hare lead is inclined, but approximately normal 

to the foliation, the two axes of 8ymmetry are mutually 

inclined anu the cylinders become elliptical in cross 

section parallel to a tr&nscurrent shear zone which forms 

(monoclinic ayrnnietry of strain) I . 
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2. ymietry of fabric, which is axial with an 

axis of symmetry normal to the foliation. The pattern 

of preferred orientation of [000iJ - axes of calcite 

is a single maximum normal to the foliation. 

The symmetry of movement is deuuced from tie 

geometrical outlines of the cylinder after ceformition. 

With various orientations of the two axes of symmetry 

(one of stres-, the other of fabric) the following results 

are obtained: 

Where load is ar.Uei to the foliation, the 

two axes of symmetry coincide; cylinders remain circular 

In cross setIon (axial bywmetry of strain). 

There loaa is parallel to tie foliation, the two 

axes of symmetry are mutually p erpendlcular and trie 

cylinders become ellip1oal in cross section parallel to 

transrrent shear zone which forms (monoclinic 

symmetry of strain). 

Several conclusions can be drawn fom these 

results. 	i'irst, the symmetry of stress equals Bymmetry 

of movement only where the symmetry of structural anisotror 

present in the fabric before deformation coincides with the 

ymmetry/ 
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symmetry of stress (result 1). 	Second, where symmetry 

of stress and symmetry of initial fabric do not coincide 

the symmetry of movement is a compromise bveen the two 

but lower than either (results 2 and 3). 	Tae symmetry 

of stress an(, the symmetry of fabric in the experiments 

are both axial, end the lowest symmetry which can arise 

from a auperpoiton of two axial symmetrieri Is monoolinio, 

Third, the symmetry of the resultant fabric invariably 

equals symmetry of strain (results 1, 2 and 3); that Is, 

the principle cf symmetry is upheld. 

These results are of great importance in that 

they Indicate the effects of structural anisotropy in a 

fabric on the strain which results from a given pattern 

of external stress. 	Further, they provide support fox 

the validity of the principle of symmetry. In the 

introduction it was pointed out that certain fabrics 

appear to behave in a fashion contrary to that dictated 

by the principle of symmetry, and that the principle has 

been questioned by some structural geologists. In the 

view of the writer, both Anderson and Kvale have in-

substantial/ 
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substantial reasons for questioning the validity of 

the principle; but the existence of micro-fabrics with 

symmetry apparently different from symmetry of strain 

sugcests that the principle does have limitations when 

applied to micro-fabrics. 	The factors which, in the 

view of the writer, are responsible for these li1ta -tions 

are now discussed. 

5. PRIMARY AND SELONDARY SYMMETRY OF kL.ROFRABRIC 

As a preliminary to the discussion which 

follows it must be stressed that the symmetry of a fabric 

can be determined only by constdering the symmetry of all 

its penetrative structural elements (folistion and other 

- surfaces, folds, lineations, patterns of preferred 

orientation of mineral grains ana so on). uommonly, 

the symmetry defined by one structural element uoes not 

agree with that defined by another; or two elements, each 

with kiign syiimetry, may combine to define a lower 

symmetry for the fabric as a whole. Also, when studying 

symmetry it is imperative to coniuer scale. 	In this 

section/ 
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section concern is with fields on a microscopic scale. 

In a recent paper (Weiss, 195), the writer 

described a tectonite with triclinic syametry believed 

to have been produced by movements with monoclinic 

symmetry. In other words, the fabric described is one 

in which the principle of symmetry is invalid. How can 

this result be reconciled with the results of the 

experiments on Yule marble in which the principle of 

symmetry 1$ invariably upueld? The reason for this 

apparent Aaactr4miim is as follows; in the experiments 

on Yule marble the important initial structural anisotropy 

is a preferred orientation of 100ol] -axes of calcite 

with a concomitant preferred orientation of planes of 

potential intraranular twin- and translation-sliding 

of which the deformatio, must make use. 	This anisotropy 

thus is estined to control strain and to play a 

mechanically active role in deformation, calcite in 

Yule marble, thereore, is an active structural corn-

pon;nt which, auring deformation, controls the s'mietry 

of strain that can result from a given 6yatem of external 

stresses/ 
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stresses. 	The symmetry of the resultant Zabri. agrees 

with the symmetry of strain because the only structural 

component in the fabric (calcite) particiates actively 

in deformation. In this context active boiayiouz' can 

be defined as intragranui&r strain. 

In the teotonite from Angleey the symmetry 

of preierred orientation of quartz in monoclinic. 	So 

also is the symmetry of the preferred orientation of mica; 

but the axes of symmetry of the two are mutually inclined 

80 that the overall symmetry of the fabric is triclin.io. 

It was suggested (Weiss, 1955 9  p. 235 9  236) that these 

differences in geometry of preferred orientation indicate 

not a difference in the movements responsible for the two 

preferred orientations, but a difference in behaviour 

of the corn;  onents quartz and mica in a single phase of 

deformation. This difference in behaviour seems to 

depend to some extent, upon concentration and mineralogical 

environment of each comonent. The fabric of the tectonite 

is composed mostly of quartz grains with isolated flakes 

Of mica scattered throughout. 	Statistically, most of the 

intergranular/ 
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intergranular contacts in tae rock are between quartz 

and quartz, and between quartz and mica; there are 

few or none between mica and mica. In other words, 

the "strength" of the fabric, that is, its ability to 

resist deformation, is decided mainly by a three dimen-

sional structure of quartz with interstitial mica. The 

term "framework" is suggested to denote a three dimen-

sional arrangement of grains of a single mineral which 

comprises the structure skeleton of a fabric. In the 

tectorite from Anglesey, the framework of the fabric is 

of quartz so that stress is transmitted by this framework 

and, on deformation, strains appear in it. The mica 

is interstitial in the framework of quartz and does not 

constitute a tramework because it is statistically always 

in contact WitlA quartz. 	Stresses are transmitted to the 

mica through the framework of quartz so that mica 18 

deformed in an intragranular fashion (for instance, by 

translation gliding on (ooi) - jdanes or by cata.1asis) 
only if mica deforms in this fashion more easily than uartz 

deforms by intragraiular strains otherwise the mica flakes 

remain/ 
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remain mechanically passive in a matrix of 

mechanically active quartz. An analogy is given by 

smell metal discs enclosed in plasticene. Unbalanced 

stresses which would deform a three dimensional frame-

work of small metal discs where one is in contact with 

another do not deform the discs where these are embedded 

in a framework of plesticene. The plasticene is much 

more easily deformed; and, although the metal discs are 

moved in an intergranu.lar fashion in response to flow 

in the plasticene, they do not participate aetiely in 

the strain of the body. 	They retain their initial x'orm 

aiter deformation but not their orientation. It is 

suggested that the behaviour of the mica in the tectonite 

under discussion was a passive behaviour in a framework 

of mechanically active quartz. In this way can be 

explained the differential orientation of the two com-

ponents in a single phase of deformation. 

In Yule marble, defo.uned experimentally, the 

framework is of calcite which deforms by intragranular 

plastic flow and is always active. The strain of a fabric 

on a lrge scale is an integration of the strain of 

mechanically active components aria is unaffected bi 

changes/ 
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uhanges in the orientation of mechanically passive 

components. The penetrative movements produced by a 

given aYstea of external stresses are decided by the 

beuav-iox oi aechanically active structural components. 

?or iistance, a pack of cards squeezed obliquely to 

the surfaces of the cards by a compression with axial 

symnetry deforms by slip on the cards. The strain 

iiaa monoc.Luu.c stm1etry and so has the resultant "fabric". 

.i..kie axi.al symmetry ol stress is not reflected in the 

symmetry of strain, which is monoclinic ,but the principle 

of symmetry is upheld because the symmetry of fabric 

agrees with the syiametry of strain. This is because the 

framework of cards possesses an internal anisotropy 

which is mechanically active. Structurally passive 

inrkings on the sides of the card pack do not affect the 

strain of the pack, although, if their symmetry after 

strain is inoluaed in the overall symmetry of fabric, 

they may modify this symmetry until it no longer agrees 

with syinetry of strain. 

It is suggested that a structural component which 

behaves actively during deformation can affect the course 

0±7 
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of deformation, that is, the symmetry of strain 

resulting from a stress of given syinetry; and it 

18 further suggested that a component which behaves 

passively during deformation can affect the resultant 

symmetry of fabric. For this reason it is important, 

when studying symmetry of fabric and making kinematic 

and dynam!' interpretations, to determine whether a 

particular cow;onent aaa behaved actively or paively 

during strain of a fabric. It i imossible here to 

state criteria for recognition of active behaviour of 

individual components in deformed rocks because in-

sufficient is known about mechanisms of intraranular 

strain in most minerals; but some factors are conaiaered 

which the writer believes to be a starting point for future 

studies. 	In a given fabric, it is sugested that whether 

or not a given component behaves actively or passively 

depends upon the following factors: 

The physical conditions governing deformation 

are certainly important. 

The intraorytal1ine prokjertiee of the mineral 

decide/ 
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decide whether it can deform by intragranular plastic 

or cataclastic flow under any usual condition.6 of 

deformation. 

The concentration of the mineral within a 

fabric is of great importance. Any mineral AuiQa forms 

a fimework in a fabric is usually etive ihecnanically. 

Whetrer a particular minerbi beaveb atively 

or pasively depends upon the nature and concentration 

of other minerals in the fabric. 	If the asociated 

minerals are more easily deformed and in greater con-

centration, a given mineral is more likely to behave 

passively and vice versa. 

Active behaviour does not depend only upon 

the ability to defo.Lm mechanically by intragranular 

strain. Indirect componental movements likewise may 

produce a behaviour whiCti is essentially active and so 

ease of recrystallization also i.s an important factor. 

From studes of £abris of deformed rocks the 

writer believes that four common rock £oiming minerals 

can be arranged in the folloving order with respect to 

certain,' 
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certain properties: 

Feldspar 

Mica 

Quartz 

alite 

It is suested, first, that each mineral, under 

most conditions of deformation, behaves passively in 

a framework of a mineral lower on tlist, and second, 

that each mineral is active in a framework of a mineral 

higher on the list. 	Thus, feldspar is passive in 

frameworks of mica, quartz or calcite; mica is passive 

in frameworks of quartz and calcite, and quartz is passive 

in a framework of calcite. 	Also, calcite is active in 

frameworks of quartz, mica or feldspar, quartz is active 

in frameworks of felapar. Apart from feldspar, which may 

be rarely active in deformed rocks, any one of tnese 

minerals constitutin6 a framework is always active whether 

the interstitial grains are active or passive. 	In 

iiure 4 are suown uiarsuiiatieally four fabrics (with 

postkinematie crystallization) to demonstrate some of the 

aetive-/ 
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ative-pasive relations between mica, 4uartz anc calcite, 

&L roiio: 

A framework of mica with interstitial quartz; 

mica is active (perhaps by trane1ation-1iaing on (001) - 

planes); quartz is active (perhaps by limited plastic 

flow followed by cataclastic flow or "recrystallization-

flow"). 

A framework of quartz iivlth interstitial calcite; 

quartz is active, calcite ia active (by twin-gliding on 

IV1121 - planes and so on). 

C) A framework of quartz with interstitial mica; 

quartz is active, mica is passive. 

a) A f.amework of calcite with interstitial quartz; 

calcite is active, quartz is passive. 

Examlec of (a) are given by any mica sctiat 

in which quartz shows 	rferfu orientation of DOO] - 

axes. 	Generally the .referrea orientation 1: weak (see, 

for instance, turner, 1948, p. 212, figure 64). 	No 

published example of (b) is known to the writer, but in it 

both quartz and calcite would snow a preferred orientation 

of [booij - axes. An example of (c) is the tectonite from 

Anglesey/ 
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Anglesey described above. An example of (ci) mae been 

described by the writer from near Bartow, California, 

U.S.A. (Weiss, 1954 9  pp 57-58); the quartz is quite 

unoriented in a matrix of calcite with preferred orientation. 

Other relations are possible from the list of four minerals, 

In Leldepatnic gneiesee with a framework of feldspar, 

quartz commonly shows a preferred orientation (Weiss, 1956, 

figure 23 1); and mica, when Interstitial in calcite, 

behaves in the same way as when it is interstitial in 

quartz (Weiss, 1954, pp 57-8). 

It can be seen frorL fires 4c and 4d that 

.pao6ivc components, respectively :  mica and quartz, do not 

always act eymetry of fabric. Mica has a strong in-

eçuidimensional habit and, by its preferred orientation and 

s1tionin can define surfaces of anisotropy in a fabric. 

Because of this it has, generally, a preferred orientation 

prior to deformation (perhaps parallel to sedimentary 

bedding or metamorphic foliation) and a different preferred 

orientation (depending upon tne geometry of flow in the 

deforming framework) after deformation. 	Quartz, on the 

0 t e 
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other iand v  benerally £L no iriti1 diionJ. hA-

equality (for instance tts olasti. and.-rsino in a 

limestone) and no initial or final jreferred orientation. 

Of the common rook foraing minerals, mica is the only 

one whiQh is likely to modify t3yametry of fabric so 

that It disagrees with symmetry of strain. This is 

because It stsre8 many of the features of a surface of 

inhomogeneity, even where it Is btruLturully paive. 

From the above conbiderttioz, the fo1lowin 

eneral conQluaions can be drawn which act as a Culde in 

applying the principle of symmetry to naturally deformed 

microfsbrict. 

1, symmetry of external stress is commonly modified 

by structural anisotropy so that strain has a lower order 

of eynmetry. Examples of W6 are given by the 

expemental1y deformed Yule marble in wzih an initial 

preferred orientation of calcite controls aeformation, aria 

by micaceous rooks in which, on a microscopic scale, 

flexural slip folding of the structural auriace defined 

by the (001) - planes of mica ib jiroduced by a sim1 1e 

co*preaeion. In both examples external stress iam axial 

yetry 	erci tae .zetry oX strain is loner (ortho.'- 

rkoLbic or ozuithio). 

2./ 
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2. Symmetry of fabric equal-t- eynuietry of strain 

(penetrative movement). 	This hola, true without 

exception only for structurally active components, Most 

Struetural anisotropy i. active in deformation so that 

strain has a symmetry uifferent from stress  (1, above) 

but not from fabric. The experiments on Yule marble 

provide strong uppori for this view. However, if a 

structural anisotropy (such as a preferred orientation 

of isolated flakes of mica) remains ps61ve du.ng 

deformation, aria if it has a geometry and symmetry which 

initially disagrees with symmetry of strain, then it can 

modify the symmetry of the resultant fabric so that it no 

longer agrees with symmetry of strain. 

3. For the purposes of structural analysis symmetry 

of fabric trn.ia is of two kundss 

symmetry defined by active components which always 

agrees with symmetry of strain; it is ropoeed to call this 

rimay -;Y-Z-metry of fabric; 

ymzLLetry wLich is a result of the interaction of the 

symmetry of active Qom-wonenU with a cilfierent symmetry of 

Passive oomonents, this symmetry does not agree with symmetry 

of strain/ 
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strain; it is propoBed to call this secondary symmetry 

of fabric. 

In the experiments on Thie marble only primary 

symmetry is involved; in the tectonite from Arilesey 

the fabric has secondary tricliuio symmetry because of 

orientation of passively participating mica. The 

principle of symmetry kio)..ds only for primary ymetry. 

6. 	 S - ACTIVE AND S - PASSIVE FLOW 

So far in true discussion, concern has been 

only with the comonenta involved in comonental movement 

on a microscopic scale. Now it is intended to examine 

the way in which the principles of active and passive 

structural behaviour can be extended to structural 

elements on larger scales. 

Plow in rocks in response to deformation is 

effected by componental movements of the kind described 

above. The symmetry of these comonental movements can 

be studied by means of the principle of symmetry, either 

on the scale of the components concerned, as outlined in 

the 158t section, or on larger scales on which the com- 
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onents are 80 Small relative to the field of 

investigation that deformation can be considered 

ontinuoue and, for certain fields, howo€eneous. In 

fields in which flow is statistically continuous, it 

may be envisaged as occurring by slip on penetrative 

slip-,  or flow—surfaces which traverse a fabric in parallel 

ets. If the 2lip on each suriace is i..nUorm in 

air€tion, sense .nd amount ., them a deformation is afrin2  

or homogeneous. If the slip varies from surface to 

:urfaoe the deformation is nQn-aiiine or ixthomoeneous 

(Knopf and In€erson, 1938, pp 7)77). In some LabriLe, 

such slip surfaces are visibly defined by one or more 

parallel sets of discrete thin layers, in which movement 

is concentrated, separating layers In Y.hich deformation is 

comparatively --light (see Xiure 2a); whereas in other 

fabrics the slip surfaces do not exict es aiscrete surfaces 

ox lyere of inhomoeneity. 	Instead the uria: - s are 

conceptual surfaces bpaced on infinitesimal distance 

apart, but they may be defined statistically in a fabric 

by a preferred orientation of grains. The same criteria 

are/ 
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are used to recognize afline and non-af fine deformations 

nere tie slip surfaces are conceptual. 	It was pointed 

out in the section daling with scale ana homogeneity 

that statistical aomo6eneity L5 a function of scale, 

so that, depending upon the relation between the spacing 

of individual slip surfaces and the size of field, a 

field may be consluered either atbtistically homogeneous 

or statistically inhomogeneous. For a small yield such 

as a hand specimen or thin section to be considered 

homogeneous, the slip surfaces must be conceptual, that 

is, the distance between individual slip surfaces may be 

looked upon as being less than the average diameter of 

grains. 	Deformation, under these circumstances, is 

uniformly distributed by componental movement. In 

larger field, a statistically homogeneous deformation may 

be effected by slip on surfaces spaced on appreciable 

distance apart. 	por instance, slip on surfaces of 

"strain-dip olearage", although generally inhomogeneous 

on a microscopic scale, can be considered a homogeneous 

deformation in most field areas of modrate size. This 

structure/ 
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structure is characteristic of micaceous rocks and 

reflects, to some extent, a behaviour typical of 

rocks vita a fraiiework of mic.i; in most tectonites, 

such as quartzites, marbles, feldspathic gneiBses, 

quartz-mica sctiists and 80 Ofl, deformation is effected 

by cOiuonerital movements uniformly distributed through 

a layer of uniform composition, and conceptual slip 

surfaces are defined statistically by the preferred 

orientation, but not by the position, of grains. 

Before discussing the symmetry of movements 

on slip surfaces, it is necessary to remember that, prior 

to deformation, most rocks possess a structural anisotropy 

in the form of a parallel oet of surfaces of inhomoeneity 

most commonly defined by a differential compositional 

layering and a preferred dimensional orientation of 

grains. 	In the general case of previously undetormea 

rocica bein6  deformed for the first time, this layering is 

sedimentary bethdng or volcanic or igneous layering and, 

on a regional scale, it is statistically planar and 

horizontal. 	In the general case of rocks previously 

deformed/ 
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deformed or metaznorpo sed ur4ergoing t second 

deformation; this layering is a metamorpAic foliation 

(generally derived directly or indirectly fro& bedding) 

which, although it may be planar in small fields, is 

not statistically iiorizontal. In large fields it is 

folded in some fashion. This set of surfaces, whatever 

its genetic significance, is referred to as . 

The great Swiss geoloiat Albert Heim once 

pointed out that folded mountains develop because the 

cruet of the earth is stratified. This thought expressed 

the importance which must be attached in both 6eometrioal 

and kinematic studies of deformed rooks to the effects 

upon the course of deformation of the pres'er*eof . 

Not all undeformed rooks postees ; large plutonic bodies 

may be approximately statistically isotropic. Where such 

bodies are deformed by flow they cannot "fold" in the 

way in which layered rocks fold &nd consequently deform 

much less readily. During deformation such bodies 

sometimes acquire a metamorphic foliation and thereafter 

deform by folding. 

The/ 
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The widespreau presence of flexural slip 

folds in layered rocks deformed by flow suggests that, 

in certain rooks, under certain physical conditions, $ 

is a surface of low shear-strength and behaves as a 

surface of preferential slip, although the orientation 

of the external deforming atreses is such that the 

shearing stress on is not the highest possible value. 

An example is given by flexural clip folding of a hori- 

zontally layered body in response to a simple horizontal 

compressions the shearing stress on S statistically is 

zero. In rocks in which a framework of mica has a 

preferred orientation of (001) - planes defining 5, 

tends to be a surface of slip under most physical 

conditions. But the appearance of strain-slip cleavages 

shows that other slip surfaces can operate even in rocks 

with a framework of mica. However, in this instance, 

the Initial • is bodily rotated (transposed) into a new 

. In rocks such as bedded sandstones, layered semi-

pelitic gneisses or quartz-mica SCLAistS with quartz and 

feldspar frameworks, may function as a slip surface 

under/ 
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under some conditions and not under others. In rocks 

such as pure quartzites, limestones or marble, with 

a very weak 3 defined by slightly impure layer, 

may not be a surface of preferential slip under ioat 

conditions of deformation. The factors which control 

the ease with which slip on S occurs probably are as 

follows: 

external physical conditions of deformation sue"  

as confining stress, temperature and chemical environment 

(ease of recrystallization); 

degree of compositional heterogeneity parallel 

to ; if 8 is parallel by alternating thin layers of 

widely differing comosition it is more likely to be a 

surface of slip, whatever the composition of the layers, 

than if there is lithological uniformity parallel to 

(for instance, thinly bedded shales and sandstones fold 

more readily than a few thick layers of sandstone and 

shale); 

c)in a single uniform layer, composition of the 

layer/ 
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la,er: 8 defined by preferred orientation of platy 

minerals such as mica, forming a framework, is more 

likely to be a surface of slip than where it is defined 

by minerals such as feldspar. 

It is concluded from these coisideration8 that 

two extreme conditions may be recognized in layered 

rocks deformed by flow: 

1. Plow is conducted by clip on S as the only slip 

surface in a rock. 	S is a mechanically active structural 

element in this type of flow which here is termed 

S - active flow . 

2 Plow is conducted on slip surfaces mechanically 

induced in a rock in a manner decided by the axes of 

principal stress, irrespective of the presence of S, 

is a mechanicaU passive structural element in this 

type of flow which here is termed 6 - passive flow. 

It has already been shown that whether a 

microscopic structural cznponent beiaves actively or 

paively durin6 deformation can affect the geometry and 

symmetry of the resultant fabric. In the following 

sections/ 
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sections the beometry and symmetry of fabrics 

produced by S - active and S - passive flow are 

examined in order to decide whether or not primary and 

secondary symmetry occur on large scales. 

7. 	 GEOMETRY AXD SYMiiETR! OF PLOW 

Slip or flow surfaces can be divided into two 

kinds depending upon the overall syxmetry of slips 

The slip surfaces are asymmetrically related 

to the axes of strain. 	These are called hex for con- 

venience, asymmetrical slip surfaces. 

The slip surfaces are symmetrically related to 

the axes of strain. 	There are called here, symmetrical 

slip—surfaces. 

The commonest example of slip surfaces of the 

first kind given by the simple shear of a pack of cards. 

There is one set of parallel suriaces of slip upon which 

slip is aifine or non-affine. A strain of this kind is 

rotational and the deforming body undergoes a rotation 

relative to coordinates external to it. 	This is termed 

an/ 
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an external rotation (Knopf aria Ingerson 1938, pp. 

36 and 37) and is expressed In deformed rocks generally 

by flexural slip folding of the slip—surface. 	The 

geometry of deformation Is best pictured in terms of 

a form ellipsoid of strain produced by homogeneous 

deformation of an initial sphere. Win form ellipsoid 

(see Hills, 1953, p. 26) is not to be confused with 

the strain ellipsoid of elastic strain improperly wited 

by some 6eo1ogists in describing phenomena of flow in 

rocics. 	The form ellipsoid in meant only to sLow the 

qualitative shape or form of a sphere of material after 

deformation. 	If the diameter of the initial sphere 18 

D, then the £orn ellipsoid k rociueed by a.L.iine simple shear 

is a triaxial ellipsoid, greatest axis AV intermeciiate 

axis B ono 1at axis C so that, 

A)D; B D; .<D. 

TnIs is a biaxial strain because one axii (B) is uncnanea, 

(figure 5). 

The most commonly consiciered example of slip 

surfaces of the second kind is given by equivalent slip 

upon two planar sets of slip surfaces smetricai1y 

inclined/ 
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in1ineU to tne axes of strain. 	Tne surface intersect 

in the axis of intermediate principal strain, and the 

strain is biaxial. 	The form ellipsoid for this 

iefor,.tjon i , 	before; 

D; B = D; 	<D. 

But this is not the only £oru 1iip0id which car4 be 

produced by a1ine syetrica1 slip. The following 

aeforstior. of sphere D also can occur; 

1. K )D; 8>D; C<.D (triaxia]. ellipsoid) - triaxj.al 
strain 

B(D; 	<D (triaxia]. ellipsoid) - triaxia]. 
strain 

3 	> D; BD; C<D; A = B (oblate spheroid ) - 
triaxia, 
strain 

4. 	.7L; B(D; 	<D; B = 	(prolate zphero1c) - 
t ri axial 
strain. 

The last two are special cases witzi axial symetzy 

of strain and are releoted in the present uicusion. 

There remain two forr ellipsoids o: triaxial strain. 

The dynazic identity of flow urfaces in rocks 

is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is certain that 

no triaxial strain can be aek4ievea by slip upon two planar 

sets/ 
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eta of symmetrical 6lip surIace. 	Only a biaxial 

strain can arise in this fashion. 	Either iour sets of 

planar ..1ip surfaces are invoj.ve ((Q)ari (Q) - 

surfaces, as siagested by Sande, 1948, p. 82) or the 

surfaces are not planar but have tue form of conceptual 

elliptical cones symmetrically placed reibtive to the 

axes of strain. 	The identity of these surfaces is 

i.ateril in a 	iioh of symetiy. 

Tric1 	biaxiJ. .trL i.L4.. by 	etricl 

slip ai bt c:1tC rotational or non-rotLiona1  deienaing  

upon whetrier external strobe is, respectively, rott.tional 

or non-rotational. The rotation is an external rotation 

of the 'whole field of deformation ana leaves no imprint in 

ttie symmetry of the deformed boay. If this external 

rotation is nelected, the symmetry of strain is ortiio-

riombic, in contrast to biaxial strain by asymmetriial 

slip (simple ziear) wL.icil is a monoclinic strain, with or 

without external rotation. 	Also, ayi.aetrieal slip is 

monoclinic vhher it is affine or non-aff ins. 

Strain by symmetrical slip can acquire lower 

yzimetry/ 
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symmetry than ortxornombio if blip on the sets of 

symmetric&]iplacea slip sura i$ iE non-equivalent. 

Irregularities of this kind are common in small fields 

and are reflected in the slight degree of asymmetry 

common in patterns of preferrea orientation of actie 

structural components on a microscopic scale ( for instance, 

patterns or preferred orientation of [0004 - axes in 

a quartzite). 	Such departures from iueal symmetry are 

usually slight and statistically insignificant on a large 

scale. For what follows, only equivalent symmetrical 

slip is considered. 

- active flow always corresponds, in a small 

field where is planar, to asymmetrical slip (pure shear). 

But, once again, scale is all important; if a very large 

field is considered, in which is a surface of flexural 

slip on a small scale, then the opposin& limbs of flexural 

slip folds may correspond in a very broad fahion to two 

planar sets of symmetrical slip surfaces. i"or this to be 

so the folds must be so small relative to the field con-

sidered that deformation is statistically homogeneous. 

In/ 
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In figure 6 is shown diaraatially a body of rook 

deformed in this fashion by flexural slip of . The two 

sets of statistically planar limbs eorrepond, in effect, 

to intersecting planar slip surfaces, ' and a", which 

rotate tovards the axial plane of the folds with progressive 

deformation in the same way as plaii' li 	ui.ices iotte 

towards the limiting plane which bie.t on 	i1e btit.eri 

them, 

In figure 7a a horizontally layereu body is 

represented in its undeformeu state by a sphere of diameter 

D. 	Ttie body is subjected to a horizontal squeezing 

(Einenung, Sander, p. 68) o that it deforms by S - active 

flow, and the folds which form are so small relative to 

the field consiaered that the deformation is statistically 

homogeneous. The form ellipsoid A> D; B = D; C<D can 

be taken to .Lepresent the external biaxial strain of the 

body (figure 7b). Although on a small scale the flexural 

slip movements are monoclinic (figure 7b, lower), on the 

scale of the whole lielu the external strain is statistically 

orthorriombic (figure 7b, upper). 	Similarly, if the strain 

becomes triaxial so that there are two horizontal directions 

of/ 



Figure 7. Diagrammatical representation of biaxial 
strain (b) and triaxial strain (c) of an 
initially horizontally layered body (a), 

where greatest and mean axes of principal 

strain are horizontal. The form ellipsoids 
represent external strain of the body on 

a scale where strain is statistically 

homogeneous, 
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of 6,ueezint (forA Jiipsoici A?D; 13 <L; L(L)), then 

- active flow produces £olos anti cros folcLe (Querfa1tun.; 

see, for instance, Koark, 19529 	. 253, 254) which have 

internal triclinic symmetry of strain on L,  --mall scale 

(figure 7c, lower). 	Once ain, ii these £olas are o 

small relative to the size 01 tue tiole deformed body that 

deformation is statistically homoeneoUa, then the external 

strain is statistically orthorhombic (ilgure 7c, uper). 

On a much sui11er scale, the same .k.rincip1e8 are 

involved in the experiment. j on Yule warble. 

Each grain of calcite in the marble ha translation planes 

which act as surfaces of monoclinie 1ip; but because the 

grains are small relative to the size of the deformed 

specimen, the aefoxunatiOn is statistically homogeneous 

and the external strain of the specimen- uas benerally 

axial or ortiiorhombiC symmetry. 	ome grains deforming  

synchronously by several kings 01 t,,liding mechanism even 

have trielinic sy etry of strain, but this a0e6 not 

affect the syimetry of external strain of the Anole specimen. 

o  - active flow can, acLording to scale, repreent 

either/ 
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either asymmetrical or symi'etrie1 	as defined 

above. 

In - pasAv flow, undergoes geometrical 

traneformatiorswkiicb depend upon tae orientation and 

yumetry of tae slip surfaces. 	In general, jQ is rotated 

through the fabric, in a more or less regular fasnion, 

as slip occurs. Such a rotation ib termed an internal 

rotation (Knopf and Ingerson, 198, pp. 36 and 37) because 

it is a rotation relative to coordinates within the 

deforming body. The geometry of internal rotation 
I 

depends largely uon the symmetry of the slip burfacesb 

The straightforward case of internal rotation of a planar 

structurally passive burface by slip on a single set of 

planar slip surfaces has been used by Turner, Grigs and 

Heard (1954) In detailed analyses of structures produced 

in single crystals of calcite by experimental deformation. 

The geometry of internal rotation of a passive surface and 

ny line within it is shown in figure 8 (from, Weiss, 

195) modified fAom Borg and Turner (1953, figure 3). 

The rectangular prism ABGDEF contains a randomly 

oriented/ 
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oriented surface jAU wiiicn in turn ontains a line Hj. 

The prism is deformed by affine slip in direction AD 

on surfaces parallel to CB; the anile of shear is . 
is internally totated 

The surface GULT/about the axis GH to the position QkII'J', 

and the line hi is internally rotated to HV No matter 

how great the amount of deformation j' alwya lies on AD 

(the dire(tion of slip) and Aj is iwternall' rotated so 

that it always lies in the unique plane containing its 

initial position and the diretion of slip. Thus, the 

axis of internal rotation of a surface is the axis of 

intersection of the surface with the slip plane, whereas 

the axis of internal rotation of a line is the normal to 

the plane containing the line and the airection of slip. 

So long as deformation is affine, the passive surface (3) 

remains planar. But if deformation is non-afrine, then 

cylindroidal folds in S can be produced. The fold axis 

is the axis of internal rotation of S (F.A. in figure 9a) 

Such folds are called sliD QlUb. 

If jQ is cylindroidally folded before deformation 

the fold is internally rotated in the same fashion as a 

line/ 
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Figure 9. Internal rtatiori Qf passive structures 
Dr no-dfine olip on a single set of 
surfaces. 

a. An initially planar surface. 

L. iUL initially folded surface. 
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line. 	If deformation is affizie, tie fold axis remains 

etri&it and the folds remain cylindroidal, but they 

change their degree of appre8sion in a manner decided by 

the relative orientation of the fold axis and the slip 

surfaces. If deformation is non—aUine, the fold axis 

becomes bent and subsidiary slip folds can be £ormeu in 

limbs of the first folds (figure 9'b). 	The folu axis 

remains in one plane (the plane containing its initial 

position and the direction of slip). 

In all the foregoing examples tzie symmetry of 

strain is monoclinic whether deformation is afiine or 

non—al'fine. It can be assumed that the symmetry of 

active microscopic components (especially the framework 

of the fabric) has acquired this symmetry, according to the 

principle of symmetry. But without exception, te overall 

symmetry of the £bries is triclinic because the passive 

element has not acquired the sy.u.etry of the oveent. 

This triclinic symmetry is seconde ry  

From these considerations it may be concluded 

that passive structural elements have the ability to 

produce secondary symmetry lower than symmetry of strain, 

on/ 
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on all scales in rocks deformed by ilow. 	- 	s.1ve flow 

18 11e1y to produce fabrics with secondary symmetry, 

- active flow can never do o; but riot all S - pive 

flow produces secondary symmetry that iz lower than 

symmetry of strain. In the special case where a set Of 

planar blip surIces intersects a passive o parallel to 

the axis or slip in the clip surfaces, txje secondary 

symmetry is monoclinic and agrees %,, itil,  the symmetry of 

strain because the axis of internal rotation coincides 

with the axis o1 slip. This relationship is particularly 

important in rocks deformed initially by - active flow, 

giving rise to flexural slip folding of S 9 in which further 

deformation in res;onse to the same pattern of stresses 

proGu,,eo 	passive flow in certain layers. 	The outer 

layer of tue fold shown in figure 10 flows , - actively 

throughout a pnse of deformation; but the inner layer 

deforms initially by - active flow anu subequent1y, as 

deformation proceeds, by j - pasive flow, so that it fails 

ona(single set or slip eurlaces ('), subparailel to the 

axial plane ox the fold, in the sense shown. 	This 

deformation/ 
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iii adjacent layers of differing mechanical 

.kiropertie8. 
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deformation by Q - passive flow is non-affine on the scale 

of the whole fold, and fold1n, of the inner layer continues 

by slip foldin. 	The axis or the slip fola (the intersection 

between § an 	') is parallel to the axis of flexural 

slip in the layer deformed by S - active flow so that the 

symmetry of the whole fold is monoclinic. The inner 

layer has evolved through a phase of - active flow to 

a phase of - passive flow with the same symmetry. 

So far, the only kind of 	passive flow 

considered ip that produced by slip on a single set of 

surfaces. 	Slip on .ymDAetrical suriaces, either planar 

or non-lanar, .an also roaUce internal rotation oi pas1ve 

. 	It Is impossible to determine the geometry of internal 

rotition of a paive S by symmetrical slip as simply as 

it is by asytietrial slip for two main reasons 

The orientation and iaentity of the surfaces of 

slip i a matter of conjecture. 

It is certain that the eurA..aces of slip change 

their orientation during progressive deformation of a given 

body. 

Also, the amount of internal rotation of a 

passive/ 
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a passive planar surface (ii) by 

asymmetrical uud 6ymwetrical slip. 
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passive S that can bo produced by symmetrical slip is 

limited. 	The internal rotation oX .uitably oriented 

by slip on a single set of surfaces ideally can approach 

1800 because 8 is rotated in the same sense no matter what 

angle it makes with the slip auriace (' in figure Lla). 

By symmetrical slip, j is rotated in different senses 

dependin6 upon its initial orientation relative to the 

slip surface. (' and ' in figure lib). 	Internal 

rotation of suitably oriented 3 by symmetrical slip can 

therefore aproaoh only 900. However, whatever may be 

the identity and orientation of symmetrical slip surfaces, 

the following conclusions regarding internal rotation of 

are probably valid for af.tine strain: 

iin initially planar remains planar. 

If" initially is cylindroidally folded, the fold 

axis remain linear and the fold limbs become more 

app reseed 

Al]. orientations of 3 approach parallelism with 

the plane AB of the form eisoi (the surface of 

i1atte.ing, see Turner, 1948, pp. 166 to 168). 

The/ 
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The most important case of internal rotation 

of p&ssive by symmetrical slip concerns another 

evolutionary sequence in which a rock deforms initially 

by S - active flow (flexural sli folding) in response 

to an external biaxial strain (figure 12a). 	The limbs 

of the folds are opressed until trie shearing stress on 

£lle so low that slip can no longer continue. The 

folds then are closed to j§ - active flow and § is 

'neutralized as a surface of preterential slip. 	Further 

deformation in response to the same pattern of stresses can 

occur only if flow becomes L - passive. If the conditions 

of deformation and the nature of the rock are .uitable, 

symmetrial slip surfaces are induced in the fabric; and i 

in addition, strain remains biaxial, these surfaces probably 

are Llanar and intersect in the axis of intermediate 

principal strain which is also the axis of flexural blip 

folds. 

The syiunietrical slip suriaces are thus arranged 

symmetrically with respect to the fold produced by - 

active flow (figure 12b). 	Slip on ' and SO  internally 

rotates the limbs of the fold towards the w surfae e of 

flattening"/ 
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flattening" which is the axial 4ane of the fol. 

The fold becomes a type oi aliv fold. 	The syrnmetry 

of the strain in the pnase of 3 - active flow is 

monoclinic on a small scale (it has already been shoi 

that it could be orthorhombic on a very large scale) 

and the synetry of the fabric at the end of that priaee 

i& primary monoclinic symmetry. 	Tue fabric or the 

fold is inhomogeneOus because slip on 8 is non-affine, 

and the movements can be reversed by uxbertding tae fold. 

The symmetry of strain in the phase of - passive flow 

is ortnoruombic on all scales, and the aeforwatioi.i is 

affine. But the overall symmetry of fabric at the end 

of the phase of - passive flow, is still monoclinic 

and in.uomoeneous, because tae folded passive mocifiee 

the symmetry of strain. But tne 6yLiLetry of active 

components (sucti as the quartz or calcite fiamework in 

respectively an impure quartzite or marble) is ortno-

rhombic ant homogeneous. The overall symmetry of the 

fabric Is secondary mox8oclinio symmetry but the uioveuients 

can no longer be reversed by unbenaing ttie fold. 

Flexu2 
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Flexural ilip lolda of the first kind have been called 

by 2. nder "unro11ab1e folds (Sander, 1951), and slip 

folds of the second kind seem to uorrespond with flofl.-

urollable* folds (for examples of these kinds of fold 

from the 3cottish Higniands, see Weiss, Melntyre and 

£iirten, 195). A non—unrollable fold can evolve out 

of an unrollable fold in a single act of deformation as 

flow passes from fr. active to - passive. 

8. 	 FABRIC AXES 

The iLtroduetion into this discussion of 

fabric axes h been elayed because ai understanding 

of the significance and use of these axes in structural 

analysis is imossib1e without some novieuge of the 

different types of syiaaietry found in aeformed rock. 	The 

axes employed by most structural geoio 6its are the 

orthogonal t, -' b() - and £ axes initially proosed by 

Sander (1926, P. 328). 	No really ccpreiensive definition 

of fabric axes for fabrics with difZerin, zymmetry exists 

in t.,-,e En1iii lang..age, and it is doubtful if, even today, 

the full philosophical content of Sander's initial purpose 

in/ 
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iAi uefinine, tLese axes has beome arent to the 

bulk ox Enelish—Dpeaking structural eologist. For 

this reason, great care must be exercised in using these 

term3. 	To continue si;rinklint, papers with references 

to a -, and b - axes the significance ox wLliczl is im-

perfectly lnderstoocL by the writers tL1emselVO can lead 

only to cOflfUbiOfl ani worthless argument. 	In Britain 	and 

eanairkavia, in particular, futile ontroversy on the 

subject of - and b - lineations in the ro:ke of the 

Caledonidee kiss occurred from time to time over a period 

of years. 	In tLe view of the writer tiiS controvery 

arose out of a lack of appreciation, on the part of the 

geologists involved, of the importance of the ymmetry of 

fabric In kinematic interpretation, .nu a on.fion of 

fabric axes zit" kinematic axes. 

Fabric axes are used to aescribe geometry and 

symmetry of fabric, and they correspond, in most £brIos, 

to an icientical set of kinematic axes wnich describe 

movement. 	Tese axes are primarily aefinea respectively 

for (1) Xabrics v,Ith monoelinic syrnmetry, and (2) 

movements with monoclinic symmetry. The efinitiOn8 

favoured/ 
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rwou.rea by the writer 616 ad £l1ow (1ei, 1952, 

p. 229): 

ab is tne prinQipal xibrio p].ne. 	Viib is the 

most rominent surface in the fabric, that is, the 

foliation. 	Tne syiuet17 plane (cri1cb, since sy&aietry 

i monolinic, must be normal to ) Is ac sna the 

normal to the plane Of syux4etry io b. In many deformed 

rocks Eb is folded with b Eis Lola 	 ince b is 

ttierfore uiretion of naximum continuity in the 

fabric .... t Is designated . 

vIne kinematic axes are ueiinea zor rotational 

stain involvinL Llip upon one s — plane. Tne slip 

plane is abq the deformation 1ari€. is 	nu the normal 

to t i e plane o aeoration is . 	The airection oX slip 

is a. 	Deformation is comrnonly by flexural slip of ab, 

and , as the axis of external rotation, is again a 

uiretion of maxiILiuiL continuity designated . I"  

From these definitions the Lollowin6  convlusiona 

can be drawn for fabrics jith monoclinic symmetry: 

1. itoliation invariably contains the — axi6 and  

is/ 
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iz c.ormal to the l, - plane. 	Tai aoss not &ean 

neces.rily that the foliation is a surface of slip. 

The axes of flexural slip fo1us are invariably 

parallel to the A - axis. 

Lineations are eitaer parallel to the I - axis 

or they are parallel to the a - axle. 

The recognition of fabric axes In fabrics 

with monoclinic symmetry Q straightforward. Where 

flow is Q - active the I - axis always lies in 3; and 

there flow is . - passive and syinetry sonoolinic, the 

B - axis also lies ir 1 . 	But where flow is S - passive 

ana ctraln monoclinic (simle shear) the A - axis can lie 

in the slip surface at an angle to Its Intersection with 

(Weiss, 19559 p. 230 The symmetry of such fabrics 

is not nionoelinic but secondarily triclinic. 

All flexural slip folds iiave axes vnicn are 

axes; in spite of this fact, wnlch is tacit in the 

definition of a I - axis, statements like the following 

still occur in the literature of structural geology 

(Kvale, 1953, p. 71): "More detailed information on 

folds/ 
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£olu. in 0 will be Jven in another paper" It 

cannot be 6treazed too strongly that no axes of flexural 

slip folue are parallel to a - axes in fabrics with 

monoclinic synietry. 	Although the axes of slip folds 

in padve 6 produced by non-affine simple shear on S t  

can have orientations other than parallel to a - axis, 

the £abri.s in which they occur alwajy6 nave seconaary 

triclinic syn.etry (Weiss, 195 0  p. 231) and, also, the 

one orientation that the axes of these folds never can 

have is parallel to an a - axis. But flexural slip folds, 

and thus the great bulk of similar Lolds in deformed rocks 

arc.,  alway parallel to D - axes in xabrics with monoclinic 

symrnetry. 	In the sane aper (1923, p.2) £vale gives 

tue foiloving outline of Sanaer's view of the principle of 

symzetry; "The critical test for aner' theory would be 

to apply it to an area where the direction of movement can 

be ietermined with absolute certainty from the field evidence 

Tue real testing areas.........1 are those where 

there Is no doubt as to the direction of the movements 

involved and as to the symmetry of the structure that 

reu1tea from these zuovezenta." 	The particular interest 

in/ 
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in this passage lies first, in tre vagueness itki 

wioh the term "diretion of movement" is used ( a 

usage by no means confined to vale), as if there were 

but one kini oz. strain in deformed rocks (presumably 

a kind of simple shear) which aways can be aecribed in 

terms of a single direction of movement; and secoria, 

in the implication that this direction of movement "can 

be ermined with absolute certainty from the field evidence" 

which presuiiiably does not include field evidence of symmetry 

given by the statistical preferreu orientation of foliation, 

folds, lineation and other penetrative structures produced 

by ..train. Kvale is enthusiastic about airetions of 

movement and ris enthusiasm has coloured his view of fabric 

axes which should be established from a study of geometry 

and symmetry (13t from a study of iireetioxs of movement) 

and used to establish kinemties. 

The problem which has confronted Kvale probably 

is the same one which has confronted geologists working 

in the Highlands of Scotland, namely the difficulty of 

recogiiizin fabric axes in fabrics with triclinic symmetry 

on, 
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on a large scale. 	Iii the Scottish Highlands (and 

perhaps also in Scandinavia) it is becoming increasingly 

obvious that many fields on a large scale nave triclinic 

eyinetry. Lineations oc.u.r ildely tith great variety 

01 orienthtlon ni UT€€ of regularity. 	Most of these 

lineation5 are, on a small scale, demonstrably fabric 

P. - axes. 	In Lpite of this fact, attempts nave been 

made to Interpret them as a - lineations in order to fit 

the lineations into & kiric-tic inter retation already 

made on some otr round. 	Anierson' (1948) eontri- 

bution to the problem is concerned not so much with fabric 

axes as with kinenit1c axes; but be considers in detail 

a type of lineati.n ..ommon ixi the hiil'r4s and elsenere 

in bodies of ro.k deformed by flow which he calls the 

"Tuiaiel 'type" of lineatlon. 	He interpret this lineation 

as an a - lineation parallel to a kinematic a - axis q  that 

i, a direction of slip on a single Bet 01' i,,lip surfaces. 

The description of this lineation biven by £ncereon (1948, 

p. 101) shows that It 18 a structure witn riionoclinio 

symmetry, and there Is no doubt that the lineations, 

iiullionr/ 
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mullions an small folds Lie describes are parallel 

to I - axes as defined above. With this fact there 

can be rLo argument. however, Anerson puts forward 

tLie view that these lineations are parallel to the 

"direction of shear", in other words a kinematic a .  - 

axis. Although Anderson supports his view by drawing 

analogies between flow in rocks and "canal flow" in 

fluids, it seems to the writer that his real reason for 

considering these to be a - lineations becomes a)parent 

in the lollowinpz paragraph ( p. 101): 

"These fo1cs may be large enough to be mappable, but 

it should not be assumed that they are parallel, in any 

cli8triot, to the main system of folding. 	The mullion 

structures of North-West Scotland are well known, and one 

series of tnose i found above the Moms Thrust, in the 

Moine sehists of Strath Oykell. Tney here run west-

north-west, while the strike, and the main folds, are in 

a perpendicular direction." 

Prom this passage it is evident that Anderson 

nas extended iiib field of investigation from the scale 

of/ 
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of the lineations, mullions and small folds to the 

scale on which the"main system of folding" becomes 

apparent. Recent work in the Highlands is at last 

affording evidence of the existence of folds on a 

large scale upon which folds on a smaller scale are 

superposed (Sutton and Watson, 1954) and it is probable 

that the "main system of folding" envisaged by Anderson exists 

in certain parts of the Highlands. However, the 

£udan.ent1 objection to Anderson's view that the 

linetiont aria sal1 folds are a - axes does not rest 

upon the exietence or non—existence of large folds with 

lineations of different trend superposed on the limbs, 

but upon tie fact that Anderson extends his investigation 

from a small field with obvious monoclinic symmetry to a 

large field with obvious triclinic symmetry yet still 

tittempts to use the fabric and kinematic axes defined for 

monoclinic symmetry. 

In order to appreciate the significance of fabric 

axes in fabrics w itn primary triclinic symmetry, some 

features of the deformations which •proauce triese fabrics 
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must be considered. Fabrics with primary triclinic 

symaetry are of two main kinds, Lust, tkose produced 

by a single non.-plane deformation, and eeond, those 

rodced by a su;erposition of two or more unrelated 

deformations. For the present, concern is only with 

the first kind. 

9, 	 TRICLINIC STRAIN 

A single triclinic defoxmation is best 

envisaged in terms o two synchronous monoelinio 

deformati ,,. rio In wiici the deformation planes are mutually 

perje!ulr (3ander, 1948 pp. 73— 33). 	From a 

regional ;ont of& view it i, u&eted that most triclinic 

-tuctures arise in the followin, say. 	A bouy with a 

l_nar horizontal layerin () can be homoenoouly 

atrained by horizontal squeezing either biLxially or 

triaxially. 	If it is aasiea that flow is - active, 

tben biaxial trii - roducez flexural slip fol.z. of § and 

the fabric ias nonocUni cjietry (figure 7b). 	Similar 

folds together with*cross—fols" are here ascribed to 

triaxial/ 
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triaxial strain of the same bouy O that there i a 

subsidiary axis of 6,aortening (c.f. Sander, 1948, pp. 

180 - 191) 9  as aiown in figure 7c. 	Tae strain and the 

fabric have triclinic syiaetry. 	The relation between the 

size nd form of the interfering folds depends upon a 

number of factors. 	In figure 7c they are atiown of 

similar size and form atagesting that the two squeezins 

are of a similar interi3ity and acted synchronously, 	But, 

commonly in roks it is observed that the two sets of folds 

tire expressed very difiereitly. 	Whatever the form of 

the folds their axes lie respectively in two mutually 

perpendicular planes (I and ' in figure 13). 	Some 

possible interrelations in fori 01' the interfering folds 

are shown diagrammatically in figure 13, as follows: 

Figure 13 a; LargE £o1 with axes In Ili lineations 
in '. 

Figure 13 b; Large folds with axes in ; small folds 
with axes in 2 1 . 

Figure 13 c; Large £o1d& with axes in ; large folds 
with axes in t f . 

iigure 13 d; Small folds with axes in ; large folds 
wTtii axes in '• 

Figure/ 
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Figure 13 e; Lineations in ; 1are foluO vitti 
axes in '. 

Piure6 13a and 13e and fiures 13b and 13d 

are geometrically identical. 

Generally, one set of folds is much 1arer and 

more oen than another. Because large folds require 

relatively great freedom of movement in a vertical 

diretion for their formation, whereas lineations and 

small ze&jle cy1indroi&1 structures buge8t restricted 

movement u.xc.ter great confinhlLg stress, it is probable that 

the larger i'olus in triclinlo structures are initiated first 

in a phase of eesentially biaxial strain with monoclinic 

symmetry and the smalltr folds are initiated later when 

strain is markedly triaxial. The two types of fold can 

continue to form synchronously once their general form is 

fixed. 

Whatever may be the size and form of these 

flexural -:lip folds, their axes are I - axes. Each A - axis 

iE normal to one of the two axes of squeez1n6 and for a 

planar orientation of i the two - axes are mutually 

perpendicular/ 
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perpendicular. In a large field,tk2e axes lie in 

two rutual1y perpendicular planes as shown in figure 13. 

In figure 14 is shoin a portion of a triclinic structure 

in which S is planar. Each A - axis is paralleled by 

& lineatiori wiicb, in the formation of the triclinic 

structure, is an axis of rotation in the sense shown. 

It is joible to define a - and c - axes for eaci of the 

monolinic movements represented by the I - axes. at 

and £ are the kinematic and fabric axes for one phase and 

	

', ' taicL z £.Jr the other. 	It can be seen from figure 

L k ::1iLE:l 	o B', 	is 1,arallel to  

I to c'. 	¶ie byrwetry ot the fabric and the 

movements can be described in terms of the two - axes 

only. 	;").uOh a fabric is called a L' - tectonite (Sander 

1949, p. 82). 	There is no fundamental difference on 

genetic grouuds between and ' and it is immaterial which 

axis is labelled B and which 	'. Figure 13 ii an attempt 

to show thig fact in diagranatic form. In dome rocks, one 

axis 16 much more imminent ttian the other. 	The Swiss Alps, 

for instance, iiave an obvious axis of large 8oale folding 

that/ 
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that is labelled ; but the depression and 

culminations in the plunge of this axis, wLioh probably 

reflect a derte of triaxial strain, give rise to large, 

open flexures in the limbs of the rAappes, witn axes normal 

to . 	These may be looked upon as ' - flexures, In 

parts of the Scottish Higniands one axis is expressed as 

lunirig blUe on the limbs of large, open folcis. Locally, 

only this secoxia axis can be detected by geometricaly 

means in a small iiela. 	Which of these axes is labelled 

and which ' ij not important. Movement paral.Lel to 

the axe., of first formed folds of large size may be less 

intense and penetrative than the movements that formed the 

later small scale structures. 

Anderson (1948, pp. 120 - 122) comment6 upon 

3ander's view that tilinic movement can be resolved 

into two syngenetic monoclinic movemtnte (slip in tautually 

perpendicular directions on the same slip surface) and 

uit thL such iioveents woula be expxsed in the 

form of L oblique monoclinic ;lip. His view is 

based upon the assumption that the monoclinic movement 

involved/ 
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involved is a simile shear. This is not 80 on most 

scales in deformed rocks. Flexural slip is more 

important than planar slip when the field of more 

than one limb of a fold is consiaered. Fold axes wnicki 

form parallel to each A - axis control the possible 

directions of slip down to the smallest scale and no 

resultant slip oblique to & and ' is possible. 	Also, 

Sander points out that the two deformations (about I and 

are not simultaneous but act alternately in small 

overlapping phases, 

Anderson's picture, in the Scottish Highlands, 

of large folds with i:orizontal axes and small folds and 

lineations superposed parallel to tfle dip of trie limbs 

augests a A.L,6 1  - structure. Both axes are demonstrably 

- axes and the symmetry of the whole structure is 

triclinic and not monoclinic as Anderon seems to suppose. 

The a - axis, $s defined for monoclinic symmetry, 16 not 

used to describe fabrics with triclinic symmetry. The 

large folds with horizontal axes envisaged by Anuerson in 

parts of the Higalands have left no penetrative trace of 

their/ 
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their existence either because this trace has been 

overprinted by the more intense componentsl moveiienta 

which produced the plunging B - structures, or because 

the large folds formed initially without componental 

movement anu are not teetonitic. This 18 aparent 

because the field of one dipping sheet of rock, 

corresponding, aoording to Anderson, to one planar limb 

of a large fold, can have monoclinic symmetry on all scales 

within it and not the triclinic symmetry expected of B.L 

- teetonites. The only & - axis demonstrable on 

grounds of symmetry in such a field is that parallel to 

the jluiiging folds, mullions and lineations; a dipping 

..nee't does not mean necessarily the presence of a 

horizontal fold axis parallel to the strike. It is possible 

that a similar state of affairs to that described in the 

Highlands exists also in Scandinavia. The criticisms 

of the principle of symmetry made by both Anderson and 

Kvale probably stein from attempts to determine kinematics 

in large fields with primary triclinic symmetry from 

fabrie/ 
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fabric axes determined in small fields with monoclinio 

symmetry. Fields deformed trlax.tally have no large 

scale 'direetion of shear' (kinematic a - axis), and 

more than one - axis may be developed in a single strain. 

However, insufficient work has been done in 

the Highlands to establish whether, on the scale of the 

whole deformed body, the area 18 to be considered one of 

- tectonics or of the A' - tectonics to be 

described below. 

10. 	 ORTHORHOMBIC STRAIN 

On a small scale, ortkioriiombio strains an 

be produced only by - pas...ive flow. 	Consequently, 

fabrics with jrimary orthorkombie syiuetry are relatively 

rare because most rocks only enter a phase of S - passive 

flow after passing through a phase of 0 - active flow, and 

commonly imparts secondary monoclinic or triclinic 

symmetry to the orthorhombic symmetry of active components. 

The fabrics of layered rocks tend to follow, during 

progressive deformation, definite evolutionary sequences 

which/ 
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wuich depend upon the nature of the rocks, the 

hysical conditions oi deformation and the nature of 

the deformin6 stresses. 	The first phases of 

deformation tend to produce irikiomoeneoua strain by 

- active flow, of the kind deeribect in the last 

section, until lu neutralized" 55 a surface of slip 

by flexural slip iolin. If the stresses remain 

unchanged in orientation and intensity, Me further 

deformation is im;ouible without 0 - ja lye flow. 

This can Ldke its appearance in different rooks at 

different times, in a single field of deformation; but, 

Lox a large uniformly stressed field, the form ellipsoid 

of strain for a kiaae of I - active flow can be considered 

to coincide exactly with the form ellipsoid of strain for 

- passive flow. This is why a homogeneous imprint in 

the framework of a microfabrie generlly bears a 

EyllAmetrically relation to structures produced in a previous 

phase of inhomogeneous deformation. 

All deformations by - active flow on 

synetrical surface-,- have orthorhombic symietry of strain, 

if/ 
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if external rotation of the whole field of deformation, 

where external stress is rotational, is nelectea. It 

is imposslble,using the same criteri4used for rIAonoolinio 

and triclinic strains and fabrics,to define either kine-

matic or fabric axes for orinorhombic syuetry. However 

most fabrics, as outlined above, enter a jhaae of ortkior- 

hombio strain by 3 - paive flow after previously passing 

through a phase of genetically conneote 	- active flow. 

The structures produced in the fabrics by 6 - active flow 

(folus and cross-folds in ) remain in the fabric as 

passive structures and prevent the iabrice f.om acquiring 

overall orthorhomblo symmetry. 1Jing these structures 

it is possible to modify the axes as usea for monoclinic 

and triclinic strains for use in aomoeneous ortiorkiombio 

imprints so that they retain much of tnelr kinematic 

significance on a large scale. This can be done because 

on & large scale, deformation by S - active flow can have 

statistical homogeneity, and the structure jroctuced by 

- active flow can have orthorhombic zyaaLetrjy. 	The three 

mutually perpendicular planes OX symmetry defined, on a 

large scale, by the statistical orientation 01 6"ill scale 

structures/ 
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Figure 15.  ieIation of three planes of symmetry 

and ) of orthorhombic imprints 

in active structural components to 
structures in Massive S during an 
earlier phase of syngenetic 3-active 

flow. 
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structures have a symmetrical relation to these 

etru.tures on all scales. Likewise, homogeneous 

orthorhombic strains (either biaxial or triaxial) by 

- passive flow have three mutually perpendicular 

planeo of symetry, here called Z1 , 2. and £3  which 

are reflected in the homogeneous orthorhombic 

structural imprint on all scales. Where a phase of 

honioeneou.s deformation by I - passive flow follows a 

genetically related phase of - active flow (iieteroeneoua 

on a small scale), the orientation of a,, £2 and p3  with 

respect to the small scale structures produced by - active 

flow is as shown diraxr4matically in figure 15. 	For 

biaxial orthorhombic strain, 1, and £2 interect in the 

axis of the flexural slip folds formed in the phase of 

- active flow, and one of them 	aral1el to the 

axial lae o the .olds (figure 15a). 	The other is 

normal to the fold axis U - axis of the monoclinic phase). 

The intemection between I I 
and  12is the A - axis () 

of ti'e orthorhobjo atrain and of the kiomoeneoua 

orthorhombic irint in active atruLtural comonents, and 

it, 
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it coincides with the j - axle of the monoclinic 

structures. The axis normal to B in 	is termed 
0 	

.1

the - axle 	in figure 15a). This usage does not 

correspond exactly with the usage for monoclinic 

symmetry becaue the aB - plane is not parallel to 

surfaces of slip in the orthorhombic strain; also, 

the a axis for the monoclinic phase is not parallel 

to the a - axis fo' the orthorhombic phase, although 

they both lie in the same plane (). 

For triaxial ortnorhombio strain (A7D; B< D; 

C(D) there Is even lees obvious relation between the fabric 

axes (L') for the triclinic phase of 	active flow 

(hetero,eneous on a small scale) and the axes of inter.-

section of the three planes 21, 22 and p3  for the ortkio- 

rhombio phase of S - passive flow (homogeneous on all scales). 

The orientation of the structural elements on a macroscopic 

scale is shown in figure 15b* 21  coincides with the plane 

of 6nd 2 with the plane of ' (see figure 13). 	On a 

macroscopic scale, I and r an have a variety of orientation 

in 2.1  and £3; they are not always parallel to the 

intersections of £1  and £3  with £2' However, on a very 

lare/ 
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1are scle where ttie inA.Joeneitie 	used by the 

development of AIV - structures are izi8iz1iXicant, 

and 11 v  are statistically linear and do coincide 

respectively with the intersections between 2.1
and  £2 

and between £2  and 	Ttese may be called - axes 

(respectively 	and 	of the orthorhombic structural 

imprint although the plane in which they lie is not 

parallel to a :urface of slip, L.nd, in most small fields, 

they do not coincide with the B- and B I  - xe of the 

triclinic phase of - active flow. 

In some fabrics a phase of orthorhombic strain 

by - passive flow does not follow an earlier ;ase of 

- active fio: 6uch fabrics can iave primary ortho-

raouibic symetry on aLL ccales. 	aui exb;le 01 such a 

Zbric is a hr1zo.ntally layered boay deformed by a 

vertical sqeezin, or n unlayerel body deXormed by either 

a vertical or a horizontal squeezing. ho - active flow 

18 possible in either irutanoe because, in the f1rt, the 

shearing stres on § is zero and, in the second, no 

ie prese.nt. 	- passive flow by symietrioal slip produces 
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In such fabrics a homogeneous orthorhomblo imprint 

in active components the symmetry of which 18 not 

cranged by the orientation of passive structures. 

If strain is biaxial such fabrics can be 

orthornonibic I - tectonites, as described above, and, 

if it is triaxial, ortiiornonibic B.LBI - tectonites. 

110. 	 KINEMATIC EVOLUTION 

From the features of tectonite - fabrics 

already discussed in this paper, it is possible to draw 

tIe following conclusions: 

From an initially undeformed i.abrio, a biven 

system of stresses can rduoe tectonite - fabrics with 

great variety of geometry and symietry, uepend1n upon 

the mechanism of deformation within the fabric. 

A given system of stresses cbn praauce ttisti-

cally homogeneous strain of a large body even where 

deformation is inhomogeneous on a small scale. In other 

words, either J§ - active or - passive flov can produce 

an external strain which is statistically xxogeneous on 

a large scale. 

7 , 

.1. f 
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A given system of stresses acting over a long 

period of time can produce a uniform statistically 

homogeneous strain o a body whicu deforms, on a 

scale, by different mecnanisms as deformation reeeds. 

In this fashion a fabric on a email scale can evolve 

kinematically 80 that it poa8eBes, at successive stages, 

different geometry and symmetry. 

A fabric an deform either by - active or 

- passive flow. For moat rocks, a - active Slow 
probably pae8 into £ - passive flow as deformation 

roeeeds. 

External strain of a large body can be either 

biaxial or triaxial and either rotational or non-rotational. 

Also, strain can pass from biaxial to triaxial, or from 

non-rotational to rotational with progresive teformation. 

On the basis of these conclusions, it is possible 

to examine in a broad fashion some of the lines of 

kinematic evolution wiiicti a Lorizontal1y layered body 

u,.d-ergoing :t fir3t deformation can follow. 	Ii order to 

.io trila it is necessary to make some basic aiimptions 

with regard to unbalanced stresses external to the body 

in/ 
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in the crust of the earth, 	follows: 

1. Stress is either two dimensional or tnree 

dimensional, corresponding, in a statistically hoxio- 

eneous deformation, respectively to biaxial and triaxial 

ctrain. 

2. Where stress is non-rotational, one axis of 

principle stress is vertical and two are kiorizontal 

(see, Anderson, 1951, p. 12). 	If the axis of greatest 

principal stress 12 labelled P, then there are two 

possible orientetlons of P; 

is horizontal 

is vertical. 

3. Where stress is rotational, owing to the action 

of a force-couple, the plane of the force-couple is either 

vertical or horizontal. 

An external rotational streis proc.1ces rot&.tional 

strain of i body if deformation is ctat1tic&lly iOmO-

geneous; but, if strain is by syuiietrical slip (waicti, 

on a large scale can include - active flow by £lexi.u'al 

slip folding - figure 6), then only on external rotation 

of the wio1e field of deformation distinguishes the symmetry 

and/ 
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and geometry of the structures produced by external 

rotational stress from those produced by external non-

rotational stre • 	This rotation is about either a 

horizontal axis (if the force-couple acts in a vertical 

;lane) or about a vertical axis (if the force-couple acts 

in a horizontal k 'lne). 	In what follows, only the effects 

of hon-rotations]. 8tre3 are considered. 

On the basis of these asotptions some lines of 

kinematic and structural evolution of s. uniformly Ares6ed 

iorixontal1y layered body are &hOfl diagrammatically in 

figure l. 	The externLl strain of the 'Ailole body, on a 

scle vnere strain is statitio*l1y honoeneous, 1E 6iven 

in terms of the three axes (A, B and C) of a form ellipsoid 

of- strain produced by deformation of an initial sphere of 

diameter D. 	Features of macroscopic fabric tit stages in 

kinematic evolution Lre shown die grazawtically aria the type 

of eyL]JLetry at each of these stages is recorded. 	In the 

phase of - active flow the ayiimetry 0 f active Liro-

acopie structurl components is wonoclic.Liv or trilinio 

anu mcroscoi.&l1y iomoeneous; in the hase of - 

passive/ 
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passive flow the symmetry of active microscopic 

structural components is orthorhombic and homoeneo1.l8 

on all scales. 	It must be Btres5eci thbt the passage 

from - active to I - passive flow shown by some lines 

of evolution is not synchronous in litholoiOallY diflerent 

members of a heteroeneOUs bouy. 	eowe axwber may deform 

entirely by L - active !low- 	An exnile is iven by a 

highly micaceous ro ek in which is iefined so1r by the 

preferred orientation of (001) - planes of mica. 	In 

such a rock, 1, inteaU of beomiflb passive, is transposed 

by folding into a new j so tnat the (001) - planes never 

become pasbive az surfaceb of slip. Other rooks can 

csform entirely by S - passive flow (for instance, a 

uniform limestone or marble with § defined by scattered 

and meoiianioally inactive layers of heavy minerals); and 

others may pass from 	 active to 3 - assive flow as 

deformation proceeds (most rocks vrobably fail into this 

catebory). 	Figure 16 is intendeu to outline in a 

qualitative fashion the behaviour of e body with an 

overall composition similar to most neteroefleOUS geo- 

syxic linal/ 



?igure 16. Idealized lines of kinematic evolution 
followed by the fabric of an initially 
horizontally layered body in response 
to horizontal squeezing (explanation in 
text). 
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synclinal bodies of sedimentary rock. 

From an initially horizontal tnd pian&r 0, 

eight lines of kinematic and structural evolution have 

been pictured in figure 16, as £oilowa3 

Otrein is biaxial EnQ is nor1I.l to 0. 

Shearing strea of is zero so that uo deforza tion is 

possible by - active flow; deformation by - aive 

flov has orttorhombic ey=etry and roc1ueee tabrica with 

prixary orthornou.biv symmetry in Which passive L areea 

in symietry with the active omponente on a micros2o;io 

scale. 

Strain is triaxial and P is norm. 1 to. 	No 

deformation is roasible in tiAe field oJ 6 - active flow; 

- passive flow produces two kindz of strain de ending 

uon the geometry of the form el1isL. 	both types of 

£abri have .rimary ortiaorhombic yetry, althou,ki the 

identity of the syizetrica1 surfaces of olip ic if.'erent 

in the two cases, 

34 T±ie line joins 1 and 2 xepresenting a transition 

from biaxial to triaxial strain. 

4./ 
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Strain is biaxial and , is parallel to . 

Flexural slip folds form in the phase of - active 

flow with axes parallel to B of the form ellipsoid 

(>D; B = D; C< D), which thus is also a fabric - 

axis; movement is monoclinic on a small scale end fabric 

na6 i.;rIinary monoclinic symiretry. 	In field Of a - passive 
flow, syrnxuetrical planar flow surfaces, intersecting in B 

of form ellipsoid further apprees folds by Internal rotation 

of limbs; symmetry of active microseo4c structural 

oncnt. becoo.ee  orthorhombic but fabric is 	ondary 

onoclin1c 	etry. 

Conditions are as in 4, but at the erlu of the 

phase of S - active flow, strain becomes triaxial so that 

the form ellipsoid is 't>D; B>D; G< D. No triaxial 

strain of this kind is possible by - active flow because 

no extension along a fold axis can be 'ciIeved by 2lip on 

; but In the field of S - passive flow the folds are 

further aressed by Internal rotation (the fold axes as 

In 4, remain parallel to 8 of the form el'psoId) as a 

result of slip upon symmetrical flow surfaces (not two 

1anar sets), and the body also extends parallel to the 

fold/ 



folu axiz. A c1efortioxi of this type 	been 

called axial flow by the writer (Weie, 194, P. 76) 

becauie it results in flow &1=6 an alreauy iorwea fold 

axis. Tae eynetry oX the active structural ozonenta 

becomes ortnox'hoaibic 	the 'ietry oj txie fabric becomes 

secondary monoclinic eyuietxy. 

Conditions are as ira. 4, but, ner the en of the 

phae of 	- active ilov, 6triLixi beeo&sL. triaial so that 

the .unr. liil ia .>.; 	<D; 	 ortening 

o IiIeL body irallel to B of the Lox ellipaoiu(!'Old—axis 

o flexural li Lolda jjroauceu by biaxial strain) causes 

cross—folds to develop by slip on , in ti.. 	nnar outlined 

above, so that on a macroscopic scale atrain is triclilic  

(BJ')end the fabric aas primary triclinic oyawietry. 

Pasa,e to 	aive flow iano 	ji1etry of strain 

on all calez to ortnorhobic; but £tbric 	aeconUary 

triclinia syiiitr' because of the 	otru.ture in the 

passive So 	The folds and croe.-1- o1u are further oppressed 

by oomlex phenomena of internal rotation. 

Strain is triaxial imd 2 is pr.L1el to s. 

The/ 
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The form ellipsoid of strain is AD; BE; C<D. 

As in 5, no triEtxial strain is possible for tiis form 

ellipsoid by - active flow. The three climensional 

stress sy.tom produces only biaxial strain by s - active 

flow in the form Qi flexural slip folds with primary mono... 

clinic symmetry. In the phase of S - passive flow, as in 

5, extension alone the already formed fold. axis (axial 

flow) Is accompanieci by further aiiortening normal to the 

axial planes of the folds. Tne active structural com-

ponents acquire orthorhombic symmetry on all Lcales and 

ynetry of £'.bric becomes e.onoary monoclinic symmetry. 

8. 	train is txi.xial Lxnd , i, 	rllel to 

The form ellipsoid of strain is >D; B<L; C<D. 

Polda and cross-folds form synchronously in the przase of 

$- active flow (8j.4' - structure) by triclinic macro-

scopic strain, and fabric has primary triclinic yinietry. 

Transition to phase of - passive flow converts the 

symmetry of active components to orthomomblc, on all scales, 

internally rotates the passive S in a complex fashion and 

produces secondary 'trielinie symmetry of fabric. 

Figure/ 



Figure 16 is intended to stress in simplest 

terms the evolutionary nature of many fabrics of deformed 

roelca. 	It is not auestect that the figure contains even 

most oi the lines of kinematic ana structure], evolution 

possible for an initially horizontally layered body 

deformed by flow; and any one line of evolution can be 

diverted at any point by a complete change in the nature 

of the deforming stresses. But, for a uniform system 

of stresses, the most important omission in the diagram 

Is that no account is taken of structures produced by 

rotational strsin. 	It has already been pointed out that 

one type of rotational strain is the same as non-rotational 

strin with an adued external rotation of the whole field 

of deformation with reference to coordinates external to 

the field of deformation. But there Is another kind of 

rotational strain. 	Anderson (1948, p)O 5) has written 

with respect to strain in tne crust of the earth on an 

orogenic scale; "The writer thinks it Is admitted that 

there are two important processes wtioki play a psrt in 

orogeny, with many others, probably, which cannot be so 

easily/ 
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easily defined. 

The first consists in a lateral cpresion, 

with an increase in the vertical dimensions of the body 

of rook which in affected. 	The folds iroduced by this 

process have axial planes which are nearly vertical, and 

the nature of the distortion is vaown by vertically 

elongated pebbles and fossils. 	It W this, also, which 

gives rise, in the mtiu, to slaty cleavage, in planes 

which bve, again, a tendency to be vertical. 

Lineation may be present vE a vort of striation, 

which sometimes runs in an up.-r4-aOWfl direction alone 

the cleavage planes* 

The second is exemplified by iilpine Nappes and 

otrer recumbent tolUs, and ooniets of relative movement 

which is, typically, torizontal. 

xpressèd in kinematic terms, the first type of 

distortion is roughly a pure strain, while the second is 

more nearly represented by a simple shear, with one set of 

plane surfaces uxaltereU in direction. In the first ease 

there are evident ithits to the po:ible amount of 

deformation/ 



Figure 17. Unrestricted transport by, 
. 6-active flow. 

b. S-passive flow. 
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deformation, while in the second there is much greater 

freedom of movement." 

The first type of movement envisaged by 

Anderson correponUs to restricted transport (1airbairn, 

1949, pp.  215 - 219) and is characterized by symmetrical 

slip, even where strain is rotational. 	The evo1utioi.ary 

lines depicted in figure 16 are all products of restricted 

transport because, on a large scale, lip is on 

symmetrical slip surfaoee, even where £10 is - active 

(figure 6). 	Tne second kind of movement envi aged by 

irLderson corresponds to unrestricted trbnsport (Pairbairn, 

19499 pp. 218 - 222) and has monoclinic sinmetry on all 

scales with or wi -tiiout external rotation of the wnole field 

of deformation. It is characteritio of a atml1orogenie 

level tnan restrictea transport. A deformation represented 

by a simple arear must have, on all scales, "one set of 

•-.lane surfaces unaltered in direction," and auat be biaxial. 

For flow to be - active, the set of plane suraaoes muss 

be 3, and deform. tion is by planar 61ip on , (figure 17a). 

- i...sive flow involves the uiecianica1 inauction of a 

single/ 
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'ing1e Set of l&nar 	 (s'), 	1c tius are 

asyii.i.etr1e1 to 	train c75, intersecting 	in a 
.Liorizontal axis (figure 17b). 	The most likely 
sy$te of stresses to prod-ace this kind of strain 

i ei - c.r o.rt:outL J 	. 	 Ule ctin in a 

it 	t 

I 	
tjLjIs_L 	 i(t1Ofl 

ith S. 	iffine slip on ' races iittrrial rotation of 

S about it: 	of interectiox itr4 ', t 	xlaine 

by ii L ure :R. 	ioxi-iine slip or 	' 	xou.ce 0- lip  

bids of 	so that the fold axis 	 vita the axis 

of internal rotcilon 	tne lcirneiLatic B — axis of the 

ie1'orniru .oveeit. 

	

0VL1flt3 c 	LL 	 tt all 

stages in kinematic evolution of tui6 kind ibve monoclinic 

symmetry. 

12. 	 DEFORMATIONS 

The fabrics of many deformed rocks are products 

01 kinematic evolution in a single prolonged prase of 

deformation, as outlinea in the last section, and can be 

structurally analysed with little difficulty; but the 

fabrics ol some deformed rooks have tricliriio syivaetry 

and/ 
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xi.ci complex 6eometry inaicating a long evolutionary 

Ldstory Involving more than one phase of strain 

correponLLng to essentially urelated orogenic izipu.lsee. 

These successive piases of movement can difier amongst 

them8elves in syiuetry and orientation of kinemtio axes. 

In some fabrics, e. lt phase o1 Intense penetrative movement 

completely obliterates struetu.rei j. , roduced by earlier 

kiass, thereby falsely i !Wing lor the fabrics a 

simile evolution; but, not wicomLonly, fabrics occur in 

whicxi there is only partial overprinting of structures 

produced in one piaase of movement by strutures roduce 

in other ptiases. 	By systeuitic exlysIe oX structural 

data from such £abrIs, sometimes it is possible to 

establish a sequence of unrelated tectonic events (In the 

same fashior as seuexces can be etablisried £o a single 

deformation, s outlined in tre last section) na thereby 

to reconstruct earlier periods in the structural history 

of the rook. 	jucii reconstructions may be possible for 

fields ranging in size from single ory.t.ls  in thin 

section to bodies of folua rock in oroenic zoneb. 

Earlier in this discuaion it was pointed out 

that/ 
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that some fabrics have triclinic symmetry proauced 

by superposition of two unrelated jklases of strain. 

Many strongly deformed rooks tall into this class. The 

time interval between deformations can be small or greats 

the deformation may be successive phases of one oroenic 

deformation separated by relatively short periods of time 

during which relative rotation, or perhaps change in 

relative importance of axes of principal stress, occurred; 

or the deformations may be separated by relatively long 

periods of time, as is true for rocks involved in 

successive unrelated orogenic deformations. 

For the purpose of what follows, the time-

relations and genetic relations of successive deformations 
1-ul 

are/important because concern is only with geometry and 

symmetry. However, the number of deformations which can 

be superposed one uon tkie otner, aria still leave a 

readable trace of their activities in tne form of visible 

structures, probably is limited. 	It is rarely indeed, 

that the k3ructural nistory oL a rock wi1ch has suffered 

more than two phases of enetrtive movement can be fully 

decipiiered/ 
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deciphered. 	For this reason, only superposition of 

two deformations is considered iere; arid, because 

concern is finally with structural analysis on an 

oroen.ic scale, the first deformation is considered to 

act upon essentially undeformed rocks with planar and 

horizontal J. It is proposed to examine in a qualitative 

fashion the geometrical transformations of ,, from its 

initial aorizontal orientation, likely to be produced 

by two siperposed tarelated strains. There are possible 

an infinite variety of tranaformationa depending upon the 

type of strain, the type of £low,the scale of observation 

and sbn. In order to limit this discussion, certain 

assumptions regarding stress and strain are maae as follows: 

1. Stress is either non-rotational or rotational; 

if it is non-rotational, 1 is horizontal; if it is 

rotational, 1 moves in a vertical iJane ( force couple 

acting in a vertical plane). 	These stresses correspond, 

broadly, respectively to tangential squeezing and tangential 

shearing, probably the most common types of orogenic stress 

on a large scale in the crust of the earth. 

2./ 
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5 - active flow correspond s either to 

symmetrical slip (on a scale where deformation is 

statistically homogeneous) or to asyinmetrical slip: 

strain by 8 - active flow can be either non—rotational 

or rotational. 	Q - passive flow corresponds either to 

symmetrical slip or to asymmetrical slip: strain by 

- passive flow can be either non—rotational or rotational. 

Strain is either biaxial or triaxial. Only one 

case of triaxial strain (where A> D; 3<D; C'ZD) is 

considered because the other case (axial flow) does not 

produce fabrics with triclinic symmetry. 

because strain is statistically homogeneous in a 

large field, biaxial strain is represented by the axis of 

greatest principal streis (?l  and Z2 respecti'.y for the 

first and second strains) which coincides with the axis of 

least principal strain. Triaxial strain similarly is 

represented by the axes of greatest and intermediate 

principal stress 	and 2' 	2 respectivty for the 

first and second strains), which coincide respeoti.y with 

axes of least and intermediate principal strain. The 

axes of the second strain are inclined to the axis of the 

first/ 
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first. 

The first strain is by - active flow; the 

second strain 18 by either 8 - active or - passive 

flow. 

Between tne first strain and the second there 

can be an external rotation of the field of deformation 

with reference to the horizontal. 

The procedure followed in determining the 

transformations of I 18 the reverse of that followed in 

the techniques of kinematic uxirollln (Ruckformungen) ana 

levelling (Florizontierung) used by Sander (1948, pp. 170 

to 172). 	S lb assumed initially to be planar and 

horizontal and is transformed by strain, in a diararn&atio 

fashion, in terms of the lower rAemisphere of an equal 

area _projection. 	The representation of fielu& xoIio,eneous 

with respect to S and 	an be made In terms of 	- and 

,d- diagrams; or a statistically regular orientation of ij 

can be represented on the projection as a great circle, and 

a statistically regular orientation of A aa a single point. 

Difficulty is encountered in representing fields with 

triclinic/ 
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triclinic symmetry because of the great variety of 

orientation that § aria & can have in such fields. The 

following graphical conventions are used in the cliagramss 

Cylindroldal flexural slip folds are represented 

by a series of great circles Ul , 1
23 

 and so on) inter-. 

secting in the fold axis (i). 

A triclinic AIr - structure is represented by 

two great circles, one normal to P and one normal to 

P', which are the planes respectively of & and ' structures 

(lineations, mullions and zmall folds) produced by triaxial 

strain and - active flow. It is impossible to represent 

on a single projection, in terms of IYS - poles and 	axes, 

a triclinic structure in which the fold6 are large with 

reference to the field of investigation. a triclinic field 

can only be represented on a large scale where structure is 

statistically hoinoeneous. 

A homogeneous orthorhombic imprint in active 

components produced by Q - passive flow is represented by 

great circles corresponding to three planes of symmetry 

£]. 22 and 

Large/ 
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R 	 p 

8, 

C 	 d 

i.re it. otructres produceãby superposed 

biaxial strains (b—active flow). 
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Large folds usually are formed only by a 

first deformation of horizontal layers. Structures 

produced by a second strain generally take the form of 

small scale folds, mullions and lineations superposed on 

the limbs of the early-formed large folds. 

I. Deformatiorby S - active flow superposed 1APOU 
deformations by S - active flow 

Some examples of these (for biaxial strains 

only) have been considered by Sander in his account of 

techniques of unrolling (Sander, 1948, pp. 170 to 184). 

Some simplified general cases are as Lollowas 

Biaxial strain followed by biaxial strain. 

Triaxial strain followed by biaxial strain. 

Biaxial strain followed by triaxial strain. 

Triaxial strain followed by triaxial strain. 

1. Biaxial strain (P ) of produces either lineation 

(, in figure 18a) or flexural slip folds Q4i' 2' 3 
and so on, with axe8 a, in figure 18b), depending on the 

scale of investigation. The lineation generally is a 

- lineation and the axes of folds invariably are - axes. 

The second biaxial strain () oblique to F61  is expressed 

a8/ 
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Iigure 19. 3tructure$ produced by Buperposed 

biaxial strains (s-active flow). 
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as - structures on a small scale 	If 

still is planar after the first atraii and carries , 

as a lineation, then 2  can be impressed on J§ as a 

second lineation oblique to B1
9 
without changing the 

orientation of a (figure 180). If the second strain 

produces flexural slip folds in the previously ilanar 

then 11  is externally rotated about 22 80 that on 

different positions of 	
-' 2' 3 and so on in figure 

184) it lies on a small circle of the projection, centre 

-42 0  

In the ease where J ib folded about 

impressed as small scale structures with varying plunge 

upon the different attitudes of S, These 22 -  structures 

lie in a plane normal to &2 (129 2-421 3A2  and so on in 

figure 19a). If,& plunges in a field of investigation 

before the second deformation, 1 29  22  9 3,A2  and so on, 

still lie in the same vertical plane intersecting the 

folded S (figure 19b). 	If the second deformation is 

rotational owin, to the action of a Zoree-couple in a 

vertical plane, tnen Z2  is no longer horizontal and the 

plane/ 
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Figure 20. Structures produced by biaxial strain 
superposed on triaxial strain 

(3-active flow). 
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plane of B is correspondingly inclined (figure 19°). 

The first triaxial strain is depicted by the two 

mutually perpendicular planes in figure 20i. 	the plane 

normal to i contains the B.,1 -axes; the plane normal to 
P1  I contains the BI-axes (see, also, figure 13). 

Biaxial strain of the B 1 Al-structure produces }3 2-struct-

ures iyiug in different orientations of S in a plane 

norai to P 
2  (figure 2o). 	If the field is externally 

rotated after the first deformation, then the three great 

circles corresponding to planes of B-structures intersect 

as shown in figure 2Lc. 	Likewise, if ithe s econd strain 

is rotational, the plane of B2  is inclined (figure 20d). 

Folds in 3 about B1 , produced by the first biaxial 

strain, have superposed upon Lhein B 2-structures and 

B;-structures lying in two planes respectively normal to 

and 	, the axes of greatest principal stress responsible 

for the second triaxil strain (figure 21a). 	If B1  plunges 

before the second deforaiation the geometry is as in 

figure 21o. 

Superposed triaxial strains produce 11-structures 

lyiii in four planes (two oblique pairs of mutually 

perkiendicuiar/ 
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Figure 21. Structures produced by, a and b, triaxial 
strain superposed on biaxials train, and, 

c and U. triaxial strain superposed on 
triaxia). strain (3-active flow), 
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perpendicular planes) normal respectively to 

and Z2 , 	(figure 21o). If external rotation occurs 

before the second deformation the geometry is as in 

figure 21d. 0 can have any orientation and - axes 

almost any orientation; but the - axes fall into 

statistically planar sets of common origin. 

These geometrical transformations are ideally 

simplified and it is doubtful if the more complex examples 

such as 3 and 4 (above) are clearly anough represented in 

naturally deformed rocks ever to be recognized with 

certainty. The four cases demonstrate the great complexity 

of structural geometry that can arise theoretically by 

superposition of relatively simple unrelated strains by 

- active flow. Lineations and small folds can be formed 

with any trend and plunge, and in sets with different 

geometry, on the limbs of large early-formed folds; early-. 

formed folds can be bent and twisted by later strains in a 

manner which, on a small scale, apeare to be completely 

irregular. In studying such structures thee- diagrams 

and the D - diagram are of little or no use because they 

are/ 
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are significant only for fields with statistical 

monoclinic symmetry; and, although some fields 

represented by the figures 19 to 21 would in natural 

examples be divisible into smaller fields with mono-

clinic symmetry, the variations in orientation and sig-

nificance of - axes and the identity of individual 

genetically related sets of - axes can be demonstrated 

only on a very large scale. Generaii, the & - axeo 

can be separated into groups with common significance only 

on the basis of their orientation; but, if some of the 

- structures are small folds, the attitude of the axial 

planes of folds can be helpful in determining to which 

group a particular axis belonbs. The axial surface of 

each flexural slip fold tends to be normal to the P. which 

formed it. 

The symmetry of all the structures described is 

triclinic on some scales, but the symmetry is primary 

symmetry and not secondary symmetry. This is because on 

very small scales symmetry of fabric does agree with 

symmetry of strain. If the last strain has monoclinic 

symmetry/ 
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symmetry then it produces, in a homogeneous field, 

monoclinic syznxetry of fabric. The triclinic 

symmetry is an integration of small homoeneous fields 

inhomogeneous amongst themselves. 

On most scales, the second strain is triolinie 

even where it corresponds on a large scale to an external 

biaxial strain with higher symmetry. An example is given 

by figure 21a which, on a very large scale, shows the 

structures produced by the superposition of triaxial strain 

on a biaxial strian. The diagram has one plane of symmetry 

(the plane of the diagram) so that the symmetry of fabric 

on a large scale is monoolinic. So, also is the symmetry 

of strain. 

These S - active deformations correspond on a 

large scale to symmetrical slip and restricted transport. 

On a small scale, slip can be asymmetrical (for planar 

orientations of ). On the other hand, - active flow by 

asymmetrical slip on a large scale, can correspond to un-

restricted transport. For this to be 80, S must remain 

statistically planar although it may become tilted by 

external rotation. 

11/ 
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II. Deformations by - aive flow auerioseu on 
deforatjon by S - €ctive Xlow. 

There are two kinds of L - passive flow 

theoretically possible on a large soale,namely, symme-

trical Blip and asyizaetrioai slip. 	- passive flow 

by 8yILAILetrioal slip transforms L in complex fashion 

by internal rotations which vary according to the 

identity and orientation of the slip surfaces, All 

kinds of linear structures can be produced marking 

1nterections slip surfaces with different altitudes of 

. The most important feature of fabrics produced in 

this fashion is a homogeneous orientation pattern of 

active structural components on a microscopic scale which 

does not have even the parttslly symmetrical relation to 

passive Q possessed by genetically related homogeneous 

imprints, as outlined above. The strain produoed by j - 

passive flow and symmetrical slip is orthorhombie on all 

scales whereas the fabrics L roduced by this strain when 

superposed on structures produced by - active flow have, 

in the general case, secondary trielinic symmetry on all 

scales. 	Vhether strain by 8 - passive flow is biaxial 

or/ 
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Figure 22. a. structures produced by triaxial strain 

(-passive flow by symmetrical slip) super-

posed on biaxial strain (H-active flow). 

U. structures produced by triaxial strain 

(-passive flow by symmetrical slip) super-
posed on triaxial strain (S-active flow). 
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or triaxial (Z2-.) the homogeneous imprint in 

active components has three mutually perpendicular 

planes of symmetry (, k2  and £3 ). In figure 22* 

there are shown superposed upon a plunging oylir4roidal 

fold produced in a first biaxial strain by a - active 

flow and in figure 22b schematically superposed on 

1i-- strut.tures produced by triaxial strain. 	The 

only expression of £i £2 and £3 may be in active uom- 

ponents on a microscopic scale but these plane6 of symmetry 

have constant orientation irrespective of the orientation 

of ., k or  
Most of the trar.aforiations of so far discussed 

correspond broadly to restricted transport* not all 

rotational strain corresponds to unrestricted tranport. 

The last transformation to be considered, namely, - 

passive flow by asymmetrical zlip slip on a single set of slip 

surfaces, belongs, on a large scale, in the category of 

unrestricted trineport. Two orientations for the single 

set of slip surfaces (i')  are considered. 

1. 	' is moderately dipping and intersects te 

horizontal parallel to the axis of slip ( - axis). This 

orresonds/ 
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Figure 23. Structures produced by biaxial strain 

(i-ptissive flow by asymmetrical slip) 

superposed on biaxilstrdii (b-active flow). 
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corresponds to rotational strain about a horizontal 

xia. 2,  is either horizontal (a horizontal squeezing) 

or inclined (a force couple in a vertical plane). 

2. § 1  is vertical and the axis of slip is vertical. 

This eorreaponls to rotationsl strain about a vertical 

axis. P is horizontal. 

In a field which, after the first deformation, 

has a uniformly cupping 0 witri a - axis expressed as a 

lineation, £' intersects and internally rotates in the 

manner shown in figures 23a and b. For ase 1 above, the 

geometry is shown in figure 23a. RS is the axis of internal 

rotation of j, whion, If the slip on S O  Is non-afline, can 

become an axis of slip folding of Z. Th is rotated about 

the axis U (the normal to the plane containing A, and 

', the direction of slip in') in a &ense decided by the 

sense of slip on '. Non-aUine slip produces a bending 

of the axis Pl . The geometry for ease 2, above, is shown 

in tigure 23b. 

There S i. folded about ,& ti'e geometry is more 

complex because each orientation of (, , and so 

on in fIures 23c and d) has its own axis of internal 

rotation/ 
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rotation parallel to its intersection with It 

IS2  U3  and 80 on). These axes u&fl be expressed 

either as lineations, or, if deformation is non-atfine 

as axes of slip folds. The fold axis, k' behaves in 

the same fashion as a line, and id internally rotated 

in the same manner as the lineation (about in a 

sense decided by the sense of 8lij,. on S t . 
	can be 

rotated only towards '; for 11  to reach ', or for 
to become parallel to ' by internal rotation, requires 

infinitely great deformation. The geometry for cases 

1 and 2 is staown schematically, respectively in figures 

230 and 23d. 

These a - A.assive strains by aaymetrica1 slip 

have monoclinic symmetry, but, for the general case, the 

resultant fabrics has secondary triclinic symmetry on all 

cales, 

It was pointed out in the discussion of kine&atjc 

evolution in response to a single deformation that the 

mecjiarijaw of deformation, and thus the geometry and symmetry 

of fabric, can vary in different members of a uniformly strai-

ned compositionally heterogeneous boy; 	- active flow may 

ocur/ 
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occur in one member, synchronously with 3 - passive 

flow in another, and so on. The same is true with 

respect to superposed deformations. The transformations 

of § described above are schematic and would be observed 

only under conditions of uniformity impossible in most 

bodies of naturally ieformed rock. They are included here 

to show how complex fabrics with B - axis oriented in many 

directions can arise by aupei•position of strains. Most 

of the lineations produced by superposed deformations are 

- lineatioiis, twatever their oritation, ria the axes 

of 11 flexura]. slip iolds are - EAXeS; but some 

lineations and some slip folds formed by intersections 

of pasive I with flow surfaces define axes which neither 

- nor a - axes but have an intermediate orientation. 

Pinally, in this discussion of superposed 

deformations, it is necessary to outline the empirical 

argument used by Sander (1948, P. 180) to distinguish 

fabrics with triclinia symmetry resulting from trie].inio 

strain from fabrics with triolirde symmetry resulting from 

a superposition of two unrelated strains. The more 

complex/ 
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/igure 24. a. Triciiiiic strain (BJ..r'-tectonics). 
U. .uJerk)osed biaxial strains 

(BAis'-tecto.ücs) 
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complex examples of superposed deformations, such as 

superposed triexial strains or a biaxial strain super-

posed on a triaxial strain have complex geometry, such 

as LOU1d be produced by no single strain. 	Tie cse for 

which confusion most commonly arises is superposed 

biaxial strains by - active flow, which resembles triaxial 

strain by - active flow. Sander points out that, on 

a large scale, a trixia1 strain (2 and Jklin figure 24a) 

produces - axes (respectively & and ') which are 

statistically mutually perpendicular; hence tectonitea 

produced in this fashion are denoted as j' - tetonjtes 

although, on a small scale, j and ' may not be mutually 

perpendicular. For the general case of superposed biaxial 

strains (Z and P O  in figure 24b) the angle between 8 

is statistically other than a right angle; hence tectonitea 

produced in this fashion are denoted as LAB' - tectonites, 

There P and ' are mutually perpendicular and represent 

unrelated biaxial strains, the structures produced are 

Indistinguishable from L' 	structures, unless other 

criteria for genetically sepbrating and FIcan be found, 

13. 	 SUMMARY OP COL..LUSIONS 

In this paper an attempt is made to present a 

unified/ 
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unified if greatly simplified view of the structures 

produced by flow in deformed rockb, and to show how 

the geometry and symmetry of these struetitea Qan be 

related to the geometry and symaLetry of strain. The 

following conclusions emerge which are important from 

the viewpoint of statistical structural analysis of 

large bodies of deformed rocks 

1, The geometry and symmetry of patterns of 

preferred orientation of mineral rains produced by a 

given strain depend to a large extent upon whether the 

grains have participated actively (by intragranular strain) 

or passively (by intergrartlar strain) in deformation. 

2. In large bodies of layered rok,deforuution 

produces flow which, for a given iieber, is broadly of one 

of two kinds. If the layering is j, then flow is either 

- active or S - passive. In the Liret, is the only 

or the most important ali surface in the fabric, in the 

second, I is not a sli d  surface, and other slip surfaces 

are present. These two terms denote families of paenomen 

which can, in the view of the writer, be justifiably 

separated in large bodies of rock defo med by flow. 
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3. If a large enough field is considered, 

deformation by either 5 - active or S - passive flow 

can achieve statistical homogeneity of external strain. 

Also, because a strain which is inhomoeneous on a small 

scale can be statistically tiomoeneous on a large scale 

a fabric with monoclinic or trielinic symmetry on a small 

scale can have orthorhombic symxietry on a large scale. 

active flow may pass, with ;rogressiye 

deformation, into - passive flow, in certain rocks. 

Because changes in mechanisms of deformation can appear 

with progressive deformation, a given system of stresses 

can produce fabrics which evolve kinematically and 

structurally through ntaes with different geometry and 

symmetry as deformation proceeds. Adjoining members of 

one strained body dirfer1nj in composition, can deform 

synchronously by different mechanisms of internal strain. 

Deformation generally begins by - active flow until 

is "neutralized" by folding. In certain members A retains 

its Identity but becomes structurally passive, in others it 

is tmnspoed Into a new . There is a tendency for strain 

to become homogeneous on smaller and smaller scales as 

deformation proceeds. Where deformation becomes statistiolly 

nonioene ous/ 
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boiuoeneou8 on the granular scale, active structural 

components carry a homogeneous imprint throughout a field 

of statistically affine deformation. 

5. Symmetry of fabric is of two kinds: primary 

symmetry and secondary symmetry. The first is defined 

by structurally active components and elements, and agrees 

with symmetry of strain in a given field; the second is 

defined by structurally passive components &nd elemerit8, 

and does not necessarily agree with symmetry of strain in 

a given field. These two kinds of symmetry can occur on 

any scale. TJae princiDle of symmetry holds without 

exception only for primary syrnjnet. 

6. In fields on all scales, £abr1s produced by 

superposed deformations have, as a general rule, triclinic 

symmetry. Where only 	active flow is involved, the 

symmetry is always primary: where - passive flow is 

involved the symmetry is secondary. 
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Tectonic Features of the Hecla Hook Formation to the 
South of St. Jonsfjord, Vestspitsbergen 

By L. E. WEISS 

ABSTRACT 

A structural study of rocks of the Hecla Hook formation in the 
area of Forlandsundet of Vestspitsbergen reveals the presence of 
two B-axes. The earlier (B 1 ) trends roughly east-west and affects 
only the Hecla Hook formation; the later axis (Ba) trends roughly 
north-south, and affects also rocks of Carboniferous age. It is 
suggested that B, is the main "aledonian" axis in this area, and 
that B 2  and the roughly north-south" grain of the rocks concerned 
are Lower Tertiary phenomena. 

INTRODUCTION 

I N the summer of 1948 the writer visited Vestspitsbergen as a member 
of a small expedition from the Department of Geology at the 

University of Birmingham. This expedition, led by M. F. W. Holland, 
investigated the geology of the area lying between Isfjord and 
Eidembreen (Text-fig. 1). During a traverse from Trygghamna to 
Daiimannsodden one member (B. H. Baker) discovered a fossil-
bearing horizon within the supposed Hecla Hook rocks at Kapp 
Scania. This discovery was made during the last phase of the work, 
and no time was then available for detailed mapping of the area. The 
fossils, mainly corals and brachiopods, are very poorly preserved, as 
the rocks in which they occur have been strongly deformed. It was thus 
tentatively assumed at the time that the horizon was part of the Hecla 
Hook succession and that the fossils were probably of Lower Palaeozoic 
age. Subsequently A. Orvin and 0. Holtedahl, of the Norsk Polar-
institut, in Oslo, identified the corals as Carboniferous forms, thus 
raising a number of tectonic problems necessitating further field work. 

In the summer of 1951 the writer accompanied a second expedition 
from the University of Birmingham, led by E. R. Hitchcock, to the 
area lying between Eidembreen and St. Jonsfjord (Text-fig. I). Kapp 
Scania was visited in the same year by the joint Oxford and Cambridge 
Universities expedition to Nordaustlandet, and an extensive collection 
of fossils were made at the original locality. It is from this collection 
that Forbes obtained the material which he described in a letter to the 
Geological Magazine (lxxxix, 1952, p. 303). 

The writer made two geological traverses in rocks of the Hecla Hook 
formation from a base near Mullerneset, first along the southern shore 
of St. Jonsfjord to the Charlesbreen, and secondly southward along the 
coast of Forlandsundet to the lateral moraines of Fidenibreen. During 
the second of these traverses the northward prolongation of the 
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Carboniferous rocks of Kapp Scania was found in the coastal moun-
tains, where they form a narrow outcrop striking approximately north-
north-west and bounded upon both sides by rocks of the Hecla Hook 
formation. The outcrop stretches from Mullerneset southward to 
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TEXT-FIG. l.—Sketch-map of the Jsfjord—St. Jonsfjorden region of 
Vestspitsbergen, showing its location on inset outline map of 
Svalbard. 

Eidembukta, where it vanishes into the sea to reappear somewhere 
between the south side of Eidembreen and Daumannsodden. 

The purpose of this preliminary paper is briefly to record some 
observations made upon the detailed tectonics of the Hecla Hook 
formation in this area. The newly discovered Carboniferous rocks 
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enter closely into the structure of Forlandsundet coast, and no discus-
sion of the tectonics of the Hecla Hook formation would be complete 
without also considering these. It is hoped at some future date to 
report in greater detail (in collaboration with B. H. Baker) the petro-
graphy and structural petrology of the Hecla Hook formation between 
St. Jonsfjord and Isfjord. Another field season is required before the 
publication of a geological map and accompanying report will become 
possible. 

1. THE HEcLA HOOK FORMATION BETWEEN ST. JONSFJORDEN AND 
EIDEMBREEN 

Metamorphic rocks of the Hecla Hook formation occupy most of 
the area lying between St. Jonsfjorden and Eidembreen. To the east 
they are unconformably overlain by Cuim rocks of Carboniferous age 
along a line running between Vegardfjella, in the north, and 
Trygghamna, in the south. As elsewhere in Vestspitsbergen, the Hecla 
Hook rocks are products of metamorphism of low to medium intensity 
and comprise a mixed series of slates, phyllites, quartzites, mica schists, 
and calcite or dolomite marbles, associated with basic intrusives. For 
the purpose of this paper the Hecla Hook formation in the area has been 
divided into two broad structural and lithological units, differing in 
geographical distribution and possibly age as well. 

The eastern series consists of those rocks lying to the east of the 
newly discovered Carboniferous outcrop. It is exposed along the 
southern shore of St. Jonsfjorden and is unconformably overlain by the 
main Carboniferous formation near the ice cliffs of Osbornebreen 
(Holtedahl, 1912, pp.  67-70). 

The western series consists of those rocks lying to the west of the 
Carboniferous outcrop. It forms the coast of Forlandsundet from 
Mullerneset to the promontory on the north side of Eidembukta 
(Text-fig. 1). 

The main folding and metamorphism of the Hecla Hook formation 
is known to be of pre-Devonian age (Orvin, 1940, pp.  11-15), but it 
seems likely that these rocks should also show some trace of the post-
Carboniferous deformation which has strongly affected the Carboni-
ferous rocks of the Foreland Sound. It seems important that care be 
taken to separate the effects of the two deformations. With this aim in 
view field work in the summer of 1951 was directed towards an accumu-
lation of as many structural data as possible. Altogether over 1,000 
measurements of the strike and dip of s-planes and the trend and 
plunge of fold axes and lineations were made. Work was confined to 
the regions where surface creep was at a minimum, and the traverses 
were conducted largely upon the raised wave-cut marine platform and 
in the excellent cliff sections. The data so obtained have been plotted 
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on a Schmidt-Lambert equal-area projection and analysed in accordance 
with the normal procedure in structural petrology. 

(i) The Eastern Series 
Foliation. 

With the exception of the massive quartzite bodies which occur in 

I FOOT 
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TEXT-FIG. 2.—Profiles of folds about the axis B 1  in the eastern series of the 
Hecla Hook formation. 

Folding in a calcareous semi-pelite. S 2  is parallel to the axial-
planes of the folds affecting S 1 . It pervades the whole rock but 
tends to be concentrated in movement planes spaced a few inches 
apart. 

Folding in a more competent calcareous schist. S 2  is con-
centrated in definite movement planes and arises by transposition 
of S1 . 

Fold in pelitic schist to the west of Mount Bull. S 1  is repre-
sented by the sigmoidal psammitic body. 

Semi-pelitic schist showing complete obliteration of S 1  in 
the pelitic members. The discordant rib of quartzite with incipient 
boudinage is all that remains of S, 

the eastern part of Holmesletfjella and in Gunnar Knudsenfjella, 
most of the rocks of the eastern series show two megascopic s-planes. 
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Sedimentary bedding (S 1 ) is preserved in the slaty and phyllitic rocks 
as highly contorted and partially obliterated colour banding or as lenses 
and streaks of obdurate psammite. It has been intensely folded and 
sheared, with the production of a second megascopic foliation plane 

(52) roughly parallel to the axial-planes of the folds. This is developed 
mainly in the pelitic, semi-pelitic, and calcareous rocks. The massive 
quartzites lack both foliation and bedding. Text-figs. 2 (a) to (d) are 
profiles, that is, sections drawn normal to fold axes (see D. B. McIntyre, 
1950, p.  331), showing the mutual relationship of S 1  and S. in different 
exposures. 

Within the rocks forming the southern shore of St. Jonsfjord, at 
least as far as Løvliebreen, the most pronounced megascopic s-plane 
is in many cases S2 . The traverse made along this shore has shown the 
foliation of the eastern Hecla Hook formation to be disposed in a broad, 
open, assymmetrical synclinorium about an axis trending roughly 
north-north-west and plunging gently to the south. The trough-line of 
this fold reaches the coast between Thorkelsenfjellet and Bulitinden 
(Text-fig. 1), and the fold is probably the northward prolongation of 
a similar fold mapped to the south of Daumannen by B. H. Baker, and 
in Heidenstamfjellet and Kinnéfjellet by the writer in 1948. In these 
areas the fold axis has the same trend, but the plunge is gently to the 
north. It is possible to erect stratigraphical units in the rocks forming 
this syncline, but as the foliation involved is sometimes SI instead of the 
original sedimentary layering S 1 , the units so erected may possibly have 
little value for correlation with stratigraphical units of the Hecla Hook 
formation in other parts of Vestspitsbergen. Only thick competent 
horizons such as the massive quartzites in the east and the even more 
massive dolomite marbles in the west of the area are likely to have 
retained an original stratigraphical continuity. 

Folding and Lineation. 

Two intersecting fold axes can be observed in many exposures within 
the eastern series, but there is a considerable variation of trend and 
plunge of both. 

There is a more or less east—west axis of penetrative folding on 
a small scale, affecting the bedding foliation S as described above. The 
symmetry of folding is monoclinic (Text-fig. 2a—d), and the corre-
sponding lineation parallel to the fold axes and normal to the single 
symmetry plane of the folded fabric is a b (B)-lineation which is 
designated B 1 . 

There is an axis of major folding trending between north-east 
and north-west, horizontal or plunging gently to the south. This is the 
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TEXT-FiG. 3.—Sub-areas of homogeneity for the eastern and western series 
of the Hecla Hook formation. The B-maxima are shown diagram-
matically as circles which correspond approximately with a con-
centration of 20 per cent per 1 per cent area. 
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axis of the major syncline in the eastern series mentioned above. An 
accompanying lineation may be observed in some of the folded rocks. 
A study of the megascopic features of the folds about this axis has 
shown that the fabric has monoclinic symmetry with the plane of 
symmetry normal to the fold axis. This axis is also a B-axis and the 
accompanying lineation will be referred to as B2 . 

There are thus in this area traces of at least two periods of folding 
which have affected the eastern series of the Hecla Hook formation. 
Both of the fold axes are paralleled by lineations, and both are true 
B-axes (they are normal to the deformation planes determined by a 
study of megascopic structures, and to the corresponding planes of 
symmetry). Locally either of the two B-axes may be dominant, 
depending upon the relative strengths of the two deformations. In 
places one axis may be developed completely to exclusion of the other, 
but more generally traces of both may be seen in any one exposure. In 
order to demonstrate the distinct identity of the two B-axes graphically 
the poles of lineations and fold axes at various exposures have been 
plotted upon equal-area projections. As mentioned above, the eastern 
area is not tectonically homogeneous, due probably to local irregular 
tiltings and adjustments caused by the late Tertiary block faulting 
movements which have been operative in the area of Forlandsundet 
(A. K. Orvin, 1940, pp.  49-54), and a limited area only will be con-
sidered. The region between MUllerneset and Holmesletbreen has been 
divided into five sub-areas, and the B-axes measured in the field have 
been plotted for each area. The diagrams so obtained are shown geo-
graphically oriented in Text-fig. 3. Individual sub-areas are not 
completely homogeneous, but the two maxima corresponding to B1  
and B2  can be separated and identified with little difficulty. Text-fig. 4a 
shows the combined data of the five diagrams for the sub-areas plotted 
collectively with common geographical co-ordinates. The two maxima 
corresponding to B1  and B 2  are still readily separable, but they are less 
distinct than in the diagrams for the individual sub-areas. From the 
field evidence alone it is obvious that B1  is the earlier axis ; B2  is the 
axis about which the foliation S. is folded, whereas S 2  itself is a direct 
result of the folding and shearing about B1 . Concentration of earlier 
(B1 ) axes is intensified if the individual B 2-axes of the five sub-areas are 
rotated to mutual parallelism as in Text-fig. 4b. Such a procedure is 
only an artificial means of regaining homogeneity, for the rotations 
have been carried out arbitrarily about a vertical axis; but as the 
angles involved are small it is a useful way of demonstrating the 
relative constancy of the angle between B1  and B2, regardless of their 
trend and plunge in individual exposures. The average angle between 
the two axes in the north-west quadrant is about 65° (Text-
fig. 4b). 
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(ii) The Western Series 
Foliation. 

Unlike the eastern series, the western series of the Hecla Hook forma-
tion usually shows only one marked foliation plane and this is more 
pronounced than those of the eastern series. Compositional variation 
in the rock types, which commonly is rapid, invariably parallels the 

TEXT-FIG. 4.—(a) and (b) B-axes in the eastern series. 109 axes; contours 
2-6-10-14 per cent per I per cent area. 

(c) B-axes in the western series. 70 axes ; contours 1-4-8-10 per 
cent per I per cent area. 

foliation plane. The horizons of massive white quartzite which are 
common along the coast of Forlandsundet lie along the foliation plane 
in a perfectly conformable fashion. For this reason the foliation is 
interpreted as being equivalent to S 1  in the eastern series, as well as to 
52. In the western series the highly competent nature of most of the 
rocks involved seems to have caused the S 2  foliation to develop parallel 
to the pre-existent S bedding planes, as it has in the competent horizons 
in the eastern series. Throughout the whole outcrop of the western 
series the foliation, which will be referred to as S 1 , has a generally 
north to south strike except for local variations. The dip of the foliation 
plane is usually 60 °-70°  due west, but it may also be steeply to the 
east, more particularly in a narrow area immediately adjacent to the 
junction with the Carboniferous rocks. The consistently steep dip of 
the foliation and the regularity of its strike contrast strongly with the 
dominantly shallow dip and variable strike of S 1  and S2  in the eastern 
series. 

In some incompetent beds a second foliation is locally developed 
parallel to the axial-planes of folds the axes of which plunge gently t 
the south. This foliation (S fl) is generally conformable to the regional 
foliation plane, in striking between north-north-west and north, and 
dipping steeply to the west. It is thus likely that the regional foliation 
of the western series (S 12), in addition, owes some of its prominence 
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to the movements which have produced S 3  in the more incompetent 
beds. 

Folding and Lineation. 

Like the eastern series, the western series has been affected by at 
least two systems of folding about axes with markedly different 
Orientations :- 

An early axis, intermittently and faintly developed, and plunging 
steeply to the west or west-south-west. 

A later much more pronounced axis trending approximately 
north—south and plunging gently to the south. 

The second axis agrees closely with the dominantly north-north-west 
trend of the B2-axis in the eastern series, and for this reason the two are 
correlated. In the western series the effects of the B2-axis are very 
strong; it is paralleled by a pronounced lineation which is visible in 
almost all exposures. B2  has become an axis of extension as well as 
one of folding, as is shown by pebbles in a conglomeratic layer which 
are strongly elongated parallel to B2 . Locally, in very incompetent 
schist horizons, an axial-plane foliation (S 3) has developed parallel to 
the axial-planes of folds about B 3 . 

Along the Foreland Sound coast the rocks have all assumed a steep 
and regular westward dip, and the lineation parallel to B2  is intense. 
The earlier of the two axes, which is most easily observed in this area, 
plunges approximately down dip and is weaker than the B 2-axis. This 
axis is correlated with the B 1-axis of the eastern series with which it 
agrees in trend. It is marked by only weak lineation and, with the 
exception of rare, large, open folds, by folding only on a small scale. 

In order to bring out regularity in structure of the western area it, 
too, has been divided into a number of sub-areas. Text-fig. 3 (lower 
portion) shows the four sub-areas with geographically oriented equal 
area projections of the corresponding B-axes ; at least two areas of 
B-axis concentration can be distinguished in each projection, and in 
that for sub-area 2 there is also a third. The data for the four sub-areas 
are combined as a collective diagram in Text-fig. 4c. The sub-maximum 
associated with the main B 2  concentration most probably represents a 
local variation of the B 2-axis, as the angle between the two maxima 
is small. 

In general the structure of the western series a0-es closely with that 
of the eastern series. In both there i den an earlier B-axis 
trending roughly east—west, and a later B-axis trending approximately 
north—south. The average angle between the statistical maxima for 
B 1  and B 2  measured in the north-v.. -'uadrant in both cases is 650  in 
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the eastern series but is 1150  in the western series. Other weak axes 
may be developed locally, but at the present time insufficient informa-
tion is available to systematize the occurrence of these. 

2. THE CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS OF THE FORLANDSUNDET 

General Description. 

Since the writer has had no opportunity to make a study of the 
original outcrop of Carboniferous rocks at Kapp Scania, observations 
in this paper will be confined to the features of those Carboniferous 
strata exposed between Eldembreen and Mullerneset. The greatest 
width of their outcrop is attained near Eidembreen (Text-fig. 3), where 
it is wedge-shaped and about three-quarters of a mile wide at the coast. 
To the north the outcrop narrows until, to the west of Jørgenfjellet, 
it vanishes for a distance of 11 miles. The exposure is poor in this area 
and it is possible that the eastern and western series of the Hecla Hook 
formation everywhere are separated by a small thickness of Carboni-
ferous rocks. Near the southern spur of Svartfjella the Carboniferous 
rocks appear again as a narrow white quartzite exposed in the gorge 
of a river, and the outcrop widens rapidly as it climbs into the 
mountains. It maintains a constant and considerable width through-
out the length of Svartfjella and Thorkelsenfjeliet and thins again 
slightly as it falls to the coastal plane before vanishing into the sea at 
Mullerneset (Text-fig. 3). The series contains massive white, buff, and 
red quartzites, grey limestones, and silicified limestones containing 
many jasperitic fossils. One horizon of calcareous tufa occurs in the 
succession just to the north of Eidembreen. The stratigraphy of these 
rocks is beyond the scope of this work, but on stratigraphical grounds 
alone the rocks appear to represent a large part of the Carboniferous 
succession, ranging from the centre of the Middle Carboniferous 
formation to somewhere in the Upper Carboniferous Cyathophyllum 
limestone (Holtedahl, 1912, pp.  1-34). 

Tectonics. 

Just to the west of Eidembreen, in a deep river gorge, the Carboni-
ferous rocks are in contact with the Hecla Hook formation along a 
steeply dipping fault with a wide zone of brecciation. At the junction 
the foliation in the eastern series strikes south-east and dips at 400 
eastward, whereas the bedding in the Carboniferous rocks (massive 
grey limestones and quartzites in this area) strikes approximately 
east-west. The strike of the fault parallels that of the foliation in the 
eastern series and so transgresses that of the bedding in the Carboni-
ferous rocks. The junction of the Carboniferous rocks with the 
western series is nowhere accessibly exposed, but reasons will presently 
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be put forward for believing that this is of a quite different nature. 
At Müllerneset both junctions are well exposed in the cliff section, but 
as no boat was available for close examination of the cliffs, all that 
could be observed was a marked discordance of strike and dip between 
the foliation in the eastern series and the planar structure of the 
Carboniferous rocks at what is evidently a steeply faulted junction. 

As contrasted with the relatively highly metamorphic Hecla Hook 
formation, the Carboniferous rocks of Forlandsundet are unmeta-
morphosed. At other localities in Vestspitsbergen the same is true, 
and Carboniferous rocks can be seen in a number of places resting 
unconformably upon metamorphic rocks of the Hecla Hook formation. 
In the area of Forlandsundet the Carboniferous rocks, though unmeta-
morphosed, are strongly deformed. In general intensity of deformation 
increases from the south towards the north, and at MUllerneset green 
phyllitic rocks with newly crystallized chlorite have formed locally from 
the mudstone layers within the limestones. Even in the vicinity of 
Eidembreen the Carboniferous rocks are strongly folded with the 
production of an axial-plane cleavage (S 3), in the incompetent layers, 
which has in many cases obliterated the original bedding (S e). The 
intensity of the axial-plane cleavage increases towards the north, and 
fold axes with a gentle southward plunge are more commonly observed. 
At MUllerneset the only visible planar structure within the Carboni-
ferous rocks is the axial-plane foliation (S 3) which conforms closely in 
dip and strike with the contact between the Carboniferous and the 
western series and with the foliation (S 1_2) within the western series. 
All fossils within the Carboniferous rocks have been destroyed by the 
strong deformation, and the green phyllites which were once mud-
stones now somewhat resemble the dark green phyllitic schists of the 
Hecla Hook formation with which they are in contact. The contact 
between the Carboniferous rocks and the western series thus differs 
greatly from the transgressive, obviously faulted, contact with the 
eastern series. 

Fold axes in the Carboniferous rocks agree closely in trend and 
plunge with the north—south axes in the western series of the Hecla 
Hook formation (B2). Towards Mullerneset a lineation is developed in 
the Carboniferous rocks which marks the intersection of the original 
bedding (Se) with the axial-plane foliation (S 3). This, too, is a 
B-lineation. Text-fig. 5a is an equal area projection of fold axes and 
lineations measured within the Carboniferous rocks. The statistical 
maximum in this diagram corresponds closely in position with the B 2  
maximum for the western series shown in Text-fig. 4c, and so the two 
are equated. Of the B1-axis no trace could be found within the Carboni-
ferous rocks; it appears to be confined to and characteristic of the 
Hecla Hook series. 
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3. TECTONIC SYNTHESIS 

Deformation in the region here described has occurred about two 
main B-axes. 

An earlier axis B 1  with west-north-west to west-south-west trend, 
recognizable in both the eastern and western series of the Hecla Hook 
formation, but not in the Carboniferous rocks. It is thus peculiar to 
and characteristic of the Hecla Hook formation. 

A later axis B 2  trending between north-east and north-west and 
recognizable in the Carboniferous rocks as well as in both the eastern 
and western series of the Hecla Hook formation. 

TEXT-FIG. 5.—(a) B-axes in the Carboniferous series of Forlandsundet. 
20 axes ; contours 5-15-25 per cent per I per cent area. 

B-axes in the eastern series (diagrammatic). 
Inversion of the western series about B2, with respect to the 

eastern series. 

Inversion of the steeply westward dipping foliation of the western 
series is strongly suggested by the angular relations of B1  and B2 , as 
measured in the north-west quadrant-65° in the eastern series and the 
supplementary angle 1150 in the western series. Since it is the trend of 
B 1  that is affected by the inversion it follows that the axis of inversion 
could well be B2 ; B2  is an axis of near-isoclinal folding in both the 
western and Carboniferous series. A diagrammatic sketch of the 
relations between the two B-axis maxima with respect to the inversion is 
given in Text-fig. 5b-c. 

In both the western series and the Carboniferous rocks of the 
Foreland Sound area the B2-axis is strongly developed, folding about 
B. is nearly isoclinal, and an axial-plane foliation S 3  is developed locally. 
In rocks of the eastern series, on the other hand, B2  is relatively weak, 
and folds about this axis are open and symmetrical or slightly over-
turned from the west towards the east. This contrast in intensity of 
deformation, considered in conjunction with the strongly faulted 
contact between the Carboniferous rocks and the eastern series, 
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suggests that the coastal zone of strong movement about B2  and the 
terrains occupied by the eastern series represent different tectonic 
horizons with respect to the movements about B 2 . The table below 

gives a diagrammatic resumé of the tectonic histories of the three 
formations. Suggested ages for the various structural features are given 
in the first column. 

Age Western Series 	Carboniferous Eastern Series 

Near-isoclinal 	folding Near-isoclinal folding Moderately 	strong 

of S,_, about an axis of S0 about an axis 
N.N.W. 

folding of 	5, and 
S, 	about 	an 	axis 

Lower 
trending 	between 
N.N.W. and N.N.E. 

trending 
(B,). trending 	between 

Tertiary (B,). < N.W. and N.N.W. 

Axial-plane 	foliation Axial-plane 	foliation  

(S,) 	formed 	in in- (S,) 	developed 	in 
competent beds. incompetent 	beds. 

Formation of original Carboniferous 
bedding (S0).  

Moderate 	folding 	of Intense folding of S, Upper Silurian 

S, 	about 	an 	axis about an axis trend- 
trending between W. ing between W. and 

Caledonides and 	W.S.W. 	(B,), W.S.W. (B,). 
Axial-plane 	foliation 

(Upper Ordo- with the formation ' bedding" of 	a 
_ 

(5,) formed in in• vician-Lower 
Silurian)? foliation (S_,) and 1' 

competent beds and 
metamorphism 	of metamorphism 	ol 

the whole series, the whole series. 

Upper 
Ordovician?  

Cambro- Formation of original Formation of origina 
bedding (S i). Ordovician bedding (S,) 
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The principles and procedure of structural analysis 

of use in a reconnaissance survey are outlined, and more de-

tailed procedure is used in the investigation of 40 square 

miles of Basøment System at Throka, Kenya, The rocks of 

this area are found to be structurally homogeneous with res-

pect to a ..*xis trending north 62 0  east and plunging at p0°. 

This geometry contrasts with that sugpested by the Survey for 

an adjoining area, which assumes the presence of a horizontal 

fold axis parallel to the regional strike of foliation. 

Tectonic profiles are constructed; and on the basis of these, 

and The results of statistical analysis on macroscopic, mega-

acopic and microscopic scale, a broad kinematic and dynamic 

fnterpretatiin of the structural geometry is attempted. It 

is sugr'eated that initially horizontal layers were subjected 

to a prolonged phase of orogenic deformation by flow s  which 

passed from a horizontal squeezing or shearing to a vertical 

flattening. The phase of flow was followed by a tilting of 

the axis so formed about an axis (a') which, on account of 

Its orientation normal to P9 is thought to be genetically 

related to B. The rotation about B 1  may denote a late ele-

ment of triaxial strain in a deformation previously biaxial. 

Fvidcno• / 

I, 
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Evidence is presented suggesting that the area of structural 

homogeneity *an be extended over large adjoining areas. 
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As the Geological Survey of Kenya proceeds with it 

current programme of surveying, which involves the geological 

mapping of the whole country on the scale of 1:125 ,000  at the 

rate of one quarter of a degree sheet ver geologist per annum, 

so it is to be expected that problems of geological importance 

will be discovered at a far greater rate than they can be solved 

by the geologists of the Survey. This has proved especially 

true during the mapping of the substructure of ancient gneieses 

- the Basement System - upon which the younger geology of Kenya 

In built. The degree of structural complexity exhibited by 

this formation in many of its outcrops can only baffle the geo-

logist whose main concern is the preparation in a limited period 

of time of a reconnaissance geological map on a small scale. 

In order to examine problems lying outside the scope 

of reconnaissance geologists, the Colonial Survey, from time 

to time, encourages geologists with specialized knowledge of a 

particular field to investigate the geology of areas of key 

importance in greater detail than is possible for geologists 

concerned with a primary survey. In this fashion information 

may be obtaired which could influence a particular programs 

of surveying or development. 

This / 
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This paper Is the outcome of one such detailed In-

vestigation involving two months of field work in the Basement 

System of Tenya during the suer of 1955. The purpose of 

the investigation was to apply to the reek, of the 1asement 

System some of the techniques of statistical analysis of strue-

tural geometry which are being used to assist in an understan-

ding of the evolution and significance of complex structures 

In other parts of the world. 

The investigation was made under the auspices of the 

Colonial Development and Welfare Fund, the Department of Mines 

and Geology in rairobi and the University of Edinburgh. The 

writer wishes to record his indebtedness to these three in-

stitutions and also to Professor A. o1mes of the University 

of Edinburgh, and to Dr VT. Puifrey and 'r P. Joubert of the 

Department of !Ines and Geology who gave freely of advice and 

assistance. Especial thanks are due to 	Brian Baker, also 

of the Department of Mines and Geology, who assisted the writer 

In the field and in other ways too numerous to mention. 
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I. IT' TRODUCTION 

Searching through the somewhat scattered and certain-

ly confused mass of writings which comprises the literature of 

structural petrology (and tectonics, of which it forms pirt), a 

reconnaissance geologist generally is at a lose to see how the 

apparently introspective principles and esoteric terminology 

so encountered can be of use to him in the routine mapping and 

Interpretation of a large body of deformed rock such as any 

part of the Basement System of Yenya, It Is true, indeed, 

that many of the techniques nowadays employed in structural 

analysis, especially on a microscopic scale, are so time- 

consuming as tobe useless in a reconnaissance survey which must 

be completed in a limited period of time. But there are seve-

ral fundemental principles of structural analysis a grasp of 

which makes easier and more accurate the interpretation of 

structures in deformed rooks, even In an investigation which 

must be conducted rapidly over a wide area. 	or this reason, 

In the regional study which forms the subject of this paper, 

some space is devoted to discussing some of the principles of 

structural analysis which are of use in a reconnaissance sur-

vey and help to generate in a geologist a "feeling" for atruc-

tura]. geometry. There In available in the English language 

today / 
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today no general account of the principles and techniques of 

structural analysis that is of practical value to a reconnata-

•anee geologist. The account which follows is not intended 

even partially to fill the need for a general text rather Is 

It intended to introduce, especially to the geologists of the 

Colonial Geological Surveys, the scope of statistical analysis 

of rock structures, and to outline some of the simpler princi-

ples and techniques of which a reconnaissance geologist can 

profitably make use. 

It remain, in this introduction to outline the sig-

nificanc e which 1s attached by the writer to the term structural 

analysis. Structural analysis of a given body of rock is 

best considered to comprise three phases of investigation, as 

follow.: 

Geometrical analyai. ,  that i, the study of structural 

geometry. The special feature of this phase of analysis is 

that it is concerned with direct observation of visible struc-

tures and it is descriptive. Put a certain amount of inference 

and deduction generally has to be made in geometrical analysis, 

an amount which varies with the scale of the investigation. 

Kinematic analysis; that is, the inference from phase 1 

of the movements which, acting upon an earlier fabric, have 

produced the observed structural geometry. 

/ 
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3. Dynamic analysis: that is, the inference from phases 

1 and 2 of the nature of the streesee responsible for deforma 

tion. 

A reconnaissance geologist generally is concerned 

only with the first of the three phases of structural anal sis: 

but, even in preliminary surveys, sometimes it is possible :nd 

desirable to draw kinematic and dynamic conclusions from studies 

of structural geometry. Particular attention in such instances 

•hould be paid to scale 'and homogeneity, because a movement 

picture or system of stresses deduced for one scale (for inataxxe 

a single quarter-degree quadrangle) may have to be modified 

greatly when applied to a larger scale. 

This paper is primarily intended for the field geolo-

gist and for this reason references to specialised literature 

are kept to a minimum. The principle, which the writer thinks 

are useful in reconnaissance surveying are discussed and some 

of them are applied to the Turoka area. It must be stressed 

that the views expressed in this summary are those of the writer 

unless otherwise stated • But some attempt is made to tie 

those views into a philosophical framework similar to that of 

Sander and the great Swiss mega.tectoniciana, Lugeon, Argand 

and Wegaanr. A great debt also is awed to D.P. Yclntyre 

through / 
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tbrough whose efforts the study of structural geometry, now 

bseoming an orthodox procedure, was initiated in Scotlai1. 
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IX • GENERAL FEAItRES OF THE BASEMENT SYS'1 

Wakliffilpi 

1. Preliminary Statement 

The area to be described in detail is shown as a 

black rectangle on map 1. It is situatd in !,!anal country 

about 50 miles south of ?airobi and 1s administered from 

Xajiado. The total area is about 40 square miles. The rail- 

way line from Kajiado to Magadi just enters the northern part 

of the areas Ttiroka stations the only access tracks are 

shown in maps 2 and 3. 

Apart from a email outlier of Kapiti phonolite, the 

area contains only rocks of the Basement System. The nearest 

quarter-degree sheets iich hmre been mapped by the Geological 

Survey of Kenya are shown in map 1, as follows 

Degree sheet 52 9  south-.west quadrant the Southern 
)achakoe District, mapped by P.!. iaker (Report 
Number 27). 

Degree sheet 5,  north-west quadrant; the Sultan 
Tamud area, mapped by D.L. Searle (Report !umber 29). 

Degree sheet 58, north-east quadrant the Nemenga_ 
Biseel area, map ed by P. Joubert (Report Number39). 

The Turoka area and the 'amanga.-Mssel area overlap 

for an area of 15 square miles. 

The particular interest of the Throka area which led 
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to the detailed investigation now is briefly . The 

3aeement System of the area 18 part of the TurokaSeries named 

and briefly described by Parkinson (1913). It probably is 

the metamorphosed equivalent of a system of sedimentary rocks 

(including limestone and quartzite) together with associated 

igneous, volcanic mid plutonic members. Similar rocks occur 

In the Basement System as mapped in the neighbouring quadrangles, 

and it seems likely that much of the !aaement System in the 

southern part of Kenya resembles the Turoka Series both thinera.. 

logically and structurally. The problem encountered by the 

Survey was a structural one which came to light during the map-

ping by Joubert of what 10 the southern part of the Turoka area. 

Over most of the 1Temanga-PisEel area, of which this mall pro-

blematical area also forms part, the strike of foliation in 

the Basement System is regularly north-north-west and the dip 

Is regularly 200  to 30 0  to the east-north-east. On strati-

graphical grounds, that is, on the resemblance in different 

localities between sequences of layered marbles, quartzites 

and gneissee, Joubart has postulated the existence of a number 

of large Isoclinal recumbent folds about axes which are hori- 

zontal and parallel to the north-north-west strike of the folia-

tion. Joubert also has recorded in the ifamanga-Mesel area a 

regular trend (north 60 0  east) and plunge (20°) of pronounced 

linear / 
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linear structures lying in the foliation-surfaces. Because 

this lineation plunges down the dip of the foliation, and be-

cause the recumbent folds postulated by Joubert require a 

shortening or "transport" along a line trending east-north-

east, this lineation has been interpreted by him as an "as. 

lineation" marking a direction and perhaps a sense of pene-

trative slip on the foliation (Joubert, 195, MS in press 	. 

This general picture, however, is complicated in some places 

by sudden swings in strike and variations in dip of foliation. 

One such place is in the email expanse of bush common to both 

the Namauga-Riesel and Turoka areas. There, a low crescent-

shaped ridge is formed by the outcrop of a thick layer of 

marble the strike of the foliation on the ridge swings from 

the regional north-north.weet orientation through a right.-angle 

to eaat-north..east and the dips range from 20 0  to 90 0. Such 

variations cannot be attributed to the effects of folding about 

horizontal axes trending north-north-west, to which can be at-

tributed the regional phenomena. There appear to be three 

possible solutions to the problem posed by this and other stint-

lar structures found by Joubert in the amangaPiasel area, as 

follows 

1. / 
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The anomalous structures have been superposed in 

response to late movements upon the simple large-scale etruc.. 

tures envisaged by Joubert. 

The anomalous structures are earlier than the large-

scale recumbent folds and represent a tectonic survival only 

partly overprinted by later movements. 

S. The anomalous structures are not in fact anomalous 

but are homologous with all the important penetrative struc-

tures on all scale.. Tf this is true, thn the large-scale 

structures may be otherwise than as envisaged by Joubert. 

In order to decide between these three possibilities, 

or to decide if there were yet another explanation, a detailed 

structural survey was made of the area surrounding Turoka, in.-

eluding the crescentic ridge of marble, followed by a struc-

tural analysis of orientation data. 

2. General Account of the 1uroka *rea. 

The average altitude of the area is about 5 9 600 feet 

and the greatest difference in altitude is about 2,000 feet. 

The area is bordered on the east by the high land of the  Lemi-

lebbu ITille, composed of quartzite and marble, and on the west 

by part of the Kepitt Plateau which owes Its altitude to the 

protection / 
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protection from erosion of the underlying gneiesae by a thin 

capping of resistant PZapiti phonolite. In the tract between 

these ridges are numerous low undulating hills and valleys rhich 

sometimes reflect the composition of the underlying rocks. 

In general, the marbles form the highest ground and the gneiaeee 

the lowest. Exposure is very variable, ranging from locally 

good on some of the ridges and In the river courses to non-

existent in the wide aUuviumfilled expanses between (see 

maps 2 and 3). 

To serve as a base for the structural survey, a map 

showing the principle rivers and tracks and the railway was 

prepared on the scale of 1:2 9 800 from eight aerial photographs. 

This map has no gound control and no great accuracy. The 

spot-heights shown on map 3 were determined by means of a sur -

veying aneroid and sust be considered as only approximate. 

Mapping was done on the aerial photographs by means of 9Xoda 

trace" overlays, and the results were transferred to the 

larger scale bass map. 

For reasons Which are stated below, it was found un-

necessary to differentiate between the different kinds of gneiss. 

The only exception is the gnei.e in the core of the ¶'uroka told 

(see / 
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(see below) which is & litholoioally uniform granulitic gneiss 

distinct from the generally non-granulitic gneisses enveloping 

the fold. Grenulitic gneisaea occur also in the south of the 

area but poor exposure makes their disposition uncertain. 

The rock types in the Basement System which were 

differentiated and mapped are as follows (map 2): 

Undifferentiated gneiss: this is the matrix in which 

are embedded the bodies of other composition. The gneisaes 

range from uniform grnitoid gneieees through biotite gneisEes 

to hornblende gneisses and amphibolites. !any of the gneisa.s 

are garnetiferous. 

Granulitic gneiss: this occurs in the core of the 

large and apparently rootless fold of marble described below. 

Quartz occurs in this rock in granulitic form as long flattened 

lenticles or ribbons. 

Marble: generally a white or blue coarsely crystalline 

marble, in places very impure and with a marked foliation para-

leled by thick layers of snow white diopside and other calcium 

silicates, and in other places very pure with no visible folia-

tion. There are three main masses of marble: 

the crescent-shaped outcrop in the southern 
part of the area 

/ 
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the ring-shaped outcrop at Turoka the ruroka 
fold 

the irregular outcrop of the Leiilebbu TTIlls. 

Other email masses occur as shown in map 2. 

Quartzite: there are many email layers  and lenses of 

quartzite associated with the marbles only the largest are 

shown on map 2. The greater part of the northern spur of the 

Lemilebbu 'Fills is composed of quartzite enveloping marble. 

The other important masses are to be found at the margins of 

the bodies of marble. 

Pegmatites: these occur as bodies of various size 

both concordant and discordant with the foliation. Fone is 

shown on map 2. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe the 

petrograpby of these rocks: but reference is made to some of 

their microscopic features in the discussion of structures on 

a microscopic scale. 

The lithological mapping yielded the information 

(neglecting the lineation symbols) shown on map P. If topo-

graphy is for the moment ignored, then this map can be con-

sidered to represent a plane horizontal surface out through a 

three dimensional body of rock showing the interseotion on this 

surface of the boundaries between important litbologically dis-

tinct / 
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distinct unite within the body. The purpose of structural 

an1ysia, to primarily, U far as possible, to add a third 

dimension to this geometrical picture' and secondarily, to 

attempt a kinematic and dynamic interpretation of the body 

thus exposed. 
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III. $cT4:I2 1SINCIFLE.01 OF STRUCTJRAL r7LYSlT3 

1. Preliminary statement 

This section outlines some of the principles and con-

cepts of structural analysis an understanding of which the 

writer has found useful in field investigation of rocks deformed 

by flow. The discussion is intended to serve as an introduc-

tion to the field of structural analysis for field geologists 

who have had no previous contact vith methods of statistical 

analysis. It begins with an account of homogeneity and scale 

In an effort to ehow bow a view of the structure of a body of 

deformed rock, and of the movements and stresses which have 

operated in it, depends to a large extent on the scale on which 

it is taken. Then follows an introduction to the idea of 

symmetry, to its use In interpreting statistical orientation 

data and to its limitations. The next pert of the discussion 

is concerned, from the viewpoint of statistical analysis, with 

the more important geometrical aspects of structures commonly 

occurring in deformed rocks, especially with foliations, folds 

and lineations, and to some extant with the patterns of prefer-

red orientation of the commoner rock forming minerals (mica 

and quart,). The last part of the discussion branches out 

into the field of kinematics. There Is an increase in the 

difficulty / 
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difficulty of the material discussed in this section. The 

concepts discussed are not easily grasped and a capacity to 

envisage structures mid movements in three dimeneins Is ne-

cessary in the reader. Also, in this last part the oppor-

tunity has been grasped to bring into the discussion references 

to some recent contributions to the geology of the Scottish 

Highlands which are relevant to the study of the structures 

at Turoka. Particularly important are the concepts of PjP' 

and P ,\'-teetonice. 

Some of the material discussed in this last part is 

not of inediate interest to a reconnaissance geologist. 

But it may arouse in him a desire to read further into the 

literature of structural geology, and help him to gain what is 

necessary to all structural geologists, namely, a feeling for 

the geometry, symmetry and essential unity of penetrative 

structures produced by flow in rocks. 

P. Scale and Homogeneity. 

Before introducing the concept of symmetry it is 

necessary to mention two interrelated concepts also of prime 

importance in structural analysis, namely, the concepts of 

scale and homogeneity. 

Three / 
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Three absolute scales conveniently may be iatin-

guished in structural analysis but boundaries between these 

scales are not rigidly fixed and different structural geolo-

gists have different views upon where they should be placed. 

The writer favours the following definitions 

1!ioroscopic This covers any field which can be exam!-

nod adequately by means of a universal microscope stager that 

is, the field of a single thin section. X-ray analysis of 

very small specimens which canrot be examined optically is not 

covered by this scale. 

Macroscopic: This covers fields ranging in size from 

a single hand specimen to a single continuous exposure (gene-

rally but not always of small size) in which data can be measu-

red with sufficient accuracy and continuity to allow determina-

tion of its overall structural geometry. 

egascopic: This covers fields of any size containing 

discontinuously observable structures, It stands apart from 

the other scales in that structures within megascopic fields 

are determined indirectly. 

Although these absolute scales may be distinguished 

for convenience, there is no fundamental geometrical distinc-

tion to be drawn between them with regard to possible degrees 

of structural homogeneity. A strongly deformed mineral grain 

with / 
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Figure 1. Fields of homogeneity with respect to 
3 and B. 
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with twin and translation gliding can be as Inbomogeneous on 

its own scale with respect to Its own structural elements as 

can a mountain. There is, however, a general rule regarding 

the relation between homogeneity of fabric and scale in a given 

body of deformed rook, as follow-. for a -gl3Leu field, with 

sepect to a given srutura1 slemnt 1  homoeney of fabric 

jreaae Inversely with scale. Therefore, to obtain a greater 

degree of structural homogeneity within a given field, the 

field must be examined on a smaller scale. This is one of 

the most important rules in structural analysis. 

When discussing homogeneity in structural analysis 

it is necessary first, to distinguish between homogeneity of 

fabric and homogeneity of deformation, and second, to determine 

relative homogeneity on different scales with respect to spe. 

cific structural elements. As an example of the use in struc-

tural analysis of homo'enefty of fabric, the body shown In 

figure 3. is considered. The absolute scale is ixsuaterial. 

A set of parallel surfaces () is cvlindroIdally folded (see 

below) about an axis () and the elongate structure so formed 

Is bent. For this example it is assumed that the penetrative 

structures produced by the bending are confined to the itanediate 

vicinity of the bend. Fields on various scales (I, TX and XXI 

In, 
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?iure 2. Uhane of statistical homogeneity of 
deformation with change of scale. 
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In figure 1) have the following degrees of homogeneity with 

respect to the orientation of 5 and 

Field I is homogeneous with respect to both S an( 

Field TI is inhomogeneoue with respect to S but homo-
geneous with respect to fl: 

Field III 10 inhomogeneous with respect to both S and B. 

If the cylindroidal folding of S Is by flexura]. slip 

(S is the surface of slip), then degree of deformation in in-

dividual layers parallel to ! of finite thickness can vary. 

Such a variation means that, although it 15 homogeneous with 

respect to the orientation of Sj field I is not necessarily 

homogeneous with respect to those elements of the fabric which 

reflect the amount of penetrative movement distributed through 

any one layer of finite thickness. For instance, if slip on 

S is concentrated in certain layer. (I in figure 2a) which 

separate layers in which deformation Is lees pronounced (b in 

figure 2a), then the fabrics in the layers a and b must be 

correspondingly inhomogeneous in certain respects. Plainly 

they are homogeneous with respect to the orientation of 5; 

but if layers a are, say, pure quartz and layers are, say, 

quartz plus feldspar, then it is probable that the degree of 

preferred orientation of quartz in layers a and b is different: 

that i., the field is inhoniogeneous with respect to thi degree 

of/ 
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of preferred orientation of quartz. That because movements in 

layers a and b differ in amount only and not in kind the sym-

metry (see below) of the preferred orientation of Quartz pro-

bably is homogeneous throughout. Alternatively, field I can 

be structurally homogeneous in all respects doii to the granu-

lar scale. Many marbles and other monomfnerelic or mineralo-

91call3r uniform rocks have such homogeneity. 

Whether or not inhomogenefties of the kind just des-

cribed are significant in structural analysis depends largely 

uron the size of the field considered relative to the scale of 

the inhomogeneities. On the scale pictured diagrammatically 

In fip'ure 2* 9  slip on S is non.efffne (see Ymopf r  Ingerson, 
1938, pp. 76.76) and the field In inhomogeneous; but if this 

field is part of a very much larger field with the same kind 

of small scale fnhoznogen.ity, then the fabric can be 	i- 

cally homogeneous on the larger scale (figure 2b). This 

example is analogous to the affine deformation by slip of a 

thick pack of very thin cards. There is no slip in the cards 

themselves so that a straight line inscribed upon the side of 

the card pack before deformation becomes, after deformation, 

"stepped" on the scale of a few cards. On this scale the 

fabric and movement are inhomogeneous, whereas on the scale of 

the / 
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Figure 3. 	i?iexurai slip folding as a statistically 
homogeneous deformation on a large scale. 
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the whole pack fabrics and movement tre statistically homo-

geneous. A similar state of affairs exists in some deformed 

rocks such as the Yule marble deformed "homogeneously" by ex-

periment (Griggs and Miller, 1951, pp. 87..862), although in 

this instance deformation is not by slip on a single set of 

planar surfaces. In Yule marble each grain behaves in a man-

ner decided by Its own crystallographic orientation and the ex-

ternal stresseal but, because the grains are small relative to 

the whole specimen, the change in shape of the specimen is simi-

lar to what it would be for a homogeneous deformation. 

There is thus no herd and fast correlation between 

scale and homogeneity unless the degree of homogeneity is es-

tablished with respect to definite structural elements: and, 

even so, statistical homogeneity on a large seal* with respect 

to a particular structural element sometimes can be established 

in rocks in which on a email scale the fabric is inhomogeneous 

with respect to the some structural element. This is not true 

only on scales involving study of grain orientation such as the 

example just cited. Differential behavious of layers and 

bodies on any scale can give rise to the same kind of statistical 

homogeneity. For instance, if field IT in figure 1 is part of 

a much larger field folded in the same manner (figure 3), then 

this lage field may be considered to be statistically homo-

geneous / 
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homogeneous with respect to the orientation of 5, WbIch is 

statistically planar. 

Because of the infinite variety of possible inter. 

relations of scale and degrees of homogeneity, no absolute 

scale has a corresponding absolute homogeneity. For this 

reason there is no fundamental difference between structural 

analysis on the three absolute scales. A diagram showing 

preferred orientation of grains prepared from a single thin 

section can show & degree of structural homogeneity analogous 

to that of a diagram showing preferred orientation of macro-

scopic structural elements prepared from a large body of rock. 

This fact is important because there is a tendency, especially  

among British geologists, to look upon structural analysis on 

the microscopic scale as something fundamentally different 

from structural analysis on other scales. For this reason, 

microscopic structural analysis is rarely used in Tritain, and, 

mostly improperly when it is 

S. The Concept of Symetry in Structural Analysis. 

One of the most important concepts in structural 

analysis is the concept of symmetry. The best account of the 

use and significance of symietry in the study of rocks deformed 

by/ 
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by flow is to be found in Thopf and Ingereon (1938, pp. 42.62). 

The use of symmetry in studies of the nature and effects of de-

formation is probably peculiar to geologists. Other workers 

dealing with deformation tend to use more precise methods of 

analysis of fields of stress and strain. But the concept of 

symmetry is invaluable In practical evaluation of the signifi_ 

canoe of orientation diagrams produced by the graphical methods 

of statistical analysis used in tectonics. With reference to 

the use of symmetry in structural analysis, the followlig facts 

are important: 

1. Symmetry Is defined statistically in the same fashion 

as homogeneity. Although the systems used to define symmetry 

In structural analysis are the same as some of those used to 

define the symmetry of crystal lattices, they possess none of 

t1a precision of the crystallographic systems. 

2 9  Tn structural analysis, symrnetry is used in three ways 

corresponding to the three phases of analysis. It may be used 

to describe fabric, movement (strain or distortion) and stress. 

Generally, only for an ideally homogeneous body deformed homo-

geneously do these three have always the same symmetry on all 

scales. 

3. Symmetry aRlet be considered together with scale. Since 

like / 
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like homogeneity, symmetry is defined statistically, it can 

vary with scale in a single field of deformation. 

Symmetry of fabric and movemnt are of much more con-

cern to a field geologist than in symmetry of stress. They are 

defined in terms of planes of mirror symmetry. In naturally 

deformed rocks only three cystame need be considered a fourth 

kind, axial symmetry (the symmetry of a cylinder), probably oc-

curs rarely or not al all in nature. The three kinds of sym-

metry are, in decreasing order, as follows 

Orthorhombie symmetry - three mutually perpendicular 
planes of symmetry. 

Monoelinic symmetry - one plane of symmetry. 

Triclinic symmetry - no planes of symmetry. 

In figure 4 are reproduced three actual exaun1ee of 

statistical orientation diagram. C [00o17 -axes of quartz grains) 

demonstrating,the three kinds of symmetry. ?igure 4a has or-

thorhombic symmetry (planes of symmetry , PC anO AC), figure 

4b has monoclinic symmetry (plane of symmetry ) and figure 

4c has triclinic symmetry (no plane of symmetry). 

The foregoing remarks are introductory to the principle 

upon which the edifies of structural analysis can be said most 

heavily to rest. This principle may be called the principle of 

symmetry, or, as E.M. Anderson (1948, p. 122) has called it, 

"the / 
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Figure 4. The three kinds of fabric symmetry. 

urthorhornbic symmetry; quartz, 300 (coQi) 
-axes from mylonized quartzite in the 
Moine thrust-zone, Stack of Glencoul, 
Sutherland, Scotland (by permission of 
J..Ghristie); contours, 1-3-5-8: per 1_ area. 
I'lonoclinic symmetry; quartz, 301 t000 
—axes from mylonized quartzite near Barstow, 
California, U.i.i; contours, l-2-4-6-8. 

C. Triclinic symmetry; quartz, 309 [000ij 
-axes from quartz-rod on Ben JTutig, 
Sutherland, scotland; contours, l-4-7-10 
per IV area. 
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"the argument from symmetry"'. It is simply this that the 

symmetry (the internal statistical symmetry) of the fabric of 

a tectonite expresses the symmetry of the movements itich have 

affected it. In its simplest forms, une.pplied to the deforma- 

tion of rocks, the principle is taken for granted. The bending 

of grasses and the rippling of the surface of a sheet of water 

by wind are examples of the principle. Deposition of sediments 

in a flowing medium (current bedding) is a commonly observed 

and applied geological example outside the field ct rook defor-

mation. But apart from the irrefutable logic of the principle 

In all its applications there is, for the still sceptical geo-

logists, support for the validity of the principle, with regard 

to rocks deformed by flow, given by the experiments of Crigge, 

Turner e qLl on \'ila marble (Bee, for instance, Turner and 

Ch'ih, 1951, p.  905). 

The principle of symmetry, as outlined, covers only 

the felation between symmetry of movement and symmetry of fabric. 

A system of external stresses also can be expressed in terms of 

smmetry but only for an ideally homogeneous deformation of a 

homogeneous body can an analagous principle of symmetry be out-

lined to cover the relation between symmetry of stress end sym-

metry of movement. In practice, the principle governing the 

relation / 
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relation between symmetry of movement and symmetry of fabric 

also has to be modified to explain certain fabrics *hich ap.. 

parently are exceptions to the principle (Weiss, 1955). It 

was intended to outline the reasons for these exceptions in 

this work but lack of space has made It necessary to transfer 

the material to a later paper. For the purposes of a recon- 

ance survey mostly concerned with structures on a large 

scale, the principle of symmetry can be accepted. 

Finally, it must be stressed that the symmetry of 

a fabric can be determined only after considering the sym.. 

metrj of all its penetrative structural elements (foliation 

and other .surfaces, folds, lineations, patterns of preferred 

orientation of mineral grains and so on). Joints and other 

fmpenetrative structures are not considered here. Commonly, 

the symmetry defined by one structural element does not agree 

with that defined by another. or two elements each with high 

symmetry may combine to define a lower symmetry for the fabric 

as a whole. 

naiss 

4 ,  S 
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4. Structural Geometry. 

General &tatemenj: The problem involved in the first 

phase of structural analysis is basically a philosophical one. 

A certain way of looking at deformed rocks In required in a 

geologist to make possible the accurate visualization in three 

dimensions of the body of rook of which he sees only two dimen-

sions incompletely in the form of a geological map. This 

philosophy is best described broadly as the geometrical approach 

to structural geology. A body of rock deformed by flow has an 

Internal geometry, and it is the main function of the structural 

geologist as far as possible to determine this geometry and re-

present it in some fashion which can readily be understood and 

assimilated by another observer. This is the descriptive phase 

of structural analysis to be followed later by the interpretive 

phases of kinematic and possibly dynamic analysis. 

If the effects of topography are ignored, then a geo-

logical map showing only boundaries between formations or litho.. 

logically distinct units is a two dimensional representation of 

a solid body. The third dimension can be represented in seve-

ral ways: 

1. The most ccmironly employed method is the structural map. 

This is a map which shows, ideally in addition to boundaries 

between / 
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between formations, symbols which define the orientation and 

distribution of structural surface., such as foliation and bed-

ding, and of structural axes, such as fold axes and lineation. 

For such a map to succeed in its purpose of conveying a feeling 

of "depth" to an observer a great many measurements must be re-

corded and the symbols used on the map must be chosen 'ruth care. 

For instance, in representing the attitude of a structural mis'-

face, the symbol which shows a strike.-line and a dip-mark is 

a far more satisfactory means of conveying an impression of a 

dipping surface than is the dip-arrow used by the Prltleh and 

Colonial Surveys which gives no such impression and should be 

abandoned. On the other hand, a single arrow should be used 

to denote the trend and plunge of linear structures since the 

"grain" thereby imparted to the map agrees with the projection 

trace of the linear element. 	xemples of this kind of repre- 

sentation are given by We 2 and 3. The "grain" of the two 

maps is quite different, as it should be. If dip arrows had 

been used for the foliation the two maps would give a very 

similar visual impression. 

2. Another means of locally representing the third dimen-

sion is by means of cross sections or profiles drawn generally 

normal to the plane of the map. This method is legitimate 

only in so far as it is a representation of facts. Too often 
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a profile is a product of a fertile imagination rather than an 

accurate construction baa*d upon observed data. For a profile 

to have validity and significance it must be constructed geo-

metrically as a sequel to a statistical analysis (Wegm.nn, 1929; 

McIntyre, 1981). One Important feature of a profile is that 

It has full significance only when drawn through a body which 

has monoelinie or ortherhombie syitmetry, that is, a body which 

has one or more directions within it along which the geometry 

Is statistically Unchanged. To have full significance, a pro-

file must be drawn normal to such a direction: it then becomes 

a Vanoverse profjle. For a body with a alight degree of 

trielinic symmetry, a transverse profile can be sometimes con-

structed artifically by dividing the body into homogeneous 

subdivisions with monoclinic symmetry, and by producing a com-

posite profile from the partial profiles to obtained (Lugeon, 

1930). Thit, although such a profile may be represented upon 

a plane surface, it corresponds to no plane surface within the 

actual body: it Is merely a qualitative representation of 

structural geometry and as such has its place in structural 

analysis. Further details regarding the construction of pro-

files are given below. 

3, The least used but most satisfactory means of repre-

senting structures in three dimensions 1s by plotting etructuzal 

data / 
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data on the lower hemisphere of an equal-area projection. 

It the structures plotted have a uniform significance and 

orientation, then We mode of representation is probably the 

most forceful in conveying en impression of the geometry and 

symmetry of the body. A projection of this sort has the die.. 

advantage of showing only orientation and not position of 

measured data and for this reason it is best used in conjunc-

tion with a geological map • but it has the great advantage of 

graphically representing statistical variation, allowing im-

mediate recognition of degrees of structural homogeneity and 

symmetry and modes of variation in t 'he orientation of struc-

tural elements throughout a given body. 

Investigation of structural geometry is not confined 

to foliation, folds, lineations and other structures on the 

macroscopic end meg&eeopic scales. The geometry of fabric 

elements on a microscopic scale can be just as important a 

facet of structural analysis, sometimes yielding information 

obtainable in no other way. In general, the method most com-

monly used to plot structural data measured by means of a uni-

versal stage is the equal area projection-, but distribution 

of elements is sometimes shown by means of an A.V.A. map (Rem-

asuer, 1941) which is analogous on the microscopic scale to a 

structural / 
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structural map on the megascopic scale. 

Foliation as aforsur 	The geometrical approach 

in structural geology consists in the study of the internal 

geometry of a body of rook, that is, the shape or form of 

penetrative structures which can readily be observed and 

measured. On m.gasoopic and macroscopic scales the penetra-

tive structures with which a reconnaissance geologist largely 

is cone erned are 

1. A visible set or sets of parallel surfaces of inhomo-

geneity defined either by lithological variation or preferred 

dimensional orientation of mineral grains or both. The des-

criptive term foliation is used to denote these surfaces in 

deformed rocks. 

, Folds in a set of such surfaces. 

3. Lineations lying in the surfaces. 

In this section foliation is discussed from a geo-

metrical point of view, and it is impossible to do this with-

out making reference to the folds which commonly occur in it. 

Geometrical aspects of folds and lineations are discussed in 

the following two sections. 

Most deformed rocks show a single not of surfaces 

which qualify to be called a foliation. There are commonly 

paralleled / 
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paralleled by layers of different composition which have been 

derived either directly or indirectly from bedding (in rocks 

Initially simentary), or which have been produced from an 

initially statitieally isotropic or eninotropic fabric (in 

rocks initially other than sedimentary) by the effects of 

movement and metamorphic differentiation. Other sets of 

penetrative surfaces or planes are commonly present in toll a 

ted deformed rocks in some fabrics they are deflnee visibly 

by preferred dimensional orientation of mineral grains or a 

subsidiary layering; in others they are detectable only by 

statistical analysis. But usually one set of surfaces is 

much more prominent than any other and is selected as the 

foliation. On the other hand, if one set of surfaces is in 

process of forming out of another by transposition (Knopf and 

Ingerson, 1938, pp. 189490) and both sets era more or less 

equally developed, then attention must be paid equally to the 

geometry of both. 

In foliated rocks it is with the geometry of the 

foliation with its attitude, if planar, and with the style 

and orientation of all folds which occur in it, if it is 

folded that the structural geologist to primarily concerned. 

The resemblance between foliation in many deformed rocks and 

sedimentary bedding sometimes stimulates geologists to attempt 

atratigraphical / 
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stratigr'sphical study of the rocks in the same fashion as they 

would study sedimentary rock.. Occasionally, stratigraphical 

columns are erected and argued about; aW then follows a fur. 

thor, often disastrous step (logical and correct in sedimentary ,  

rocks, but hardly, if ever, correct in rocks deformed by flow) 

of correlating one column with another and so deducing major 

structures, Such an approach to the structural study of rocks 

deformed by flow is unsound for two main reasons: 

1. It omits entirely a geometrical study of foliation, sub-

stituting for an actual determination of structures in three 

dimensions a preconceived view of geometry based upon the simple 

structures commonly observed in sedimentary rocks. The com-

monest error made is the assumption of a fold axis parallel to 

the strike of dipping foliation (for a criticism of this basic 

aesuitption, see %cIntyre, 1952, p 263). The reason for this 

error lies in the strong control *ich the initial planar-

horizontal fabric of sedimentary rocks exerts upon the structures 

(generally folds in bedding) which are produced in response to 

a simple plane deformation such as a horizontal .queezing.X 

Plow / 

ItcISqueezingIi is translated from the (erman term r1ninguAg 
(Sander, 1948, p. 48). It is used in this paper to denote an 
external non-rotational strain that can be described in terms 
of one or two mutually perpendicular directions of shortening 
or compression either tangential or normal to the surface of 
the earth. 
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Plow in such a primary deformation is almost invariably by slip 

on the bedding, and the axes of the flexural slip folds so for-

med develop only with an orientation which is, like that of the 

bedding, statistically horizontal. For this reason, the fold 

axes in most weekly deformed sedimentary rooks are either hori-

zontal or very,  gently plunging. But strongly deformed rocks, 

which may have suffered one prolonged deformation or super-

posed phases of deformation, do not have, as a genetal rule, 

such a simple structure. Fold axes in these rocks plunge 

regularly or irregularly at any angle axial surfaces of folds 

are planar and lie at any angle to the horizontal, or they are 

curved and irregular. In addition, phenomena of solid flow 

involving slip on flow surfaces other than the foliation com-

monly operate in such rocks giving rise to slip folds, linea- 

tions and other structures with complex geometry. 

'. The "stratigraphical approach" presupposes that the 

differential compositional layering parallel to the foliation 

is a true sedimentary bedding of very great extent parallel to 

the layers. In some metamorphic rocks foliation is undoubtedly 

mimetic after bedding and a study of the etratigraphy and of 

preserved sedimentary,  structures, such as current bedding, may 

give a key to the geometry of the foliation on a large scale. 

Put such studies should he made as a corollary to and not as a 

substitute / 
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substitute for a geometrical study. ?owever, rocks which 

have suffered strong deformation involving penetrative movement, 

as well as aetaarphfe effects deriving from other causes, com-

monly possess a Compositional layering which superficially re-

sembles bedding. Such layers are generally of great areal ox-

tent relative to their thickness and are like flattened lenses 

in shape (Knopf and Ingsraon, 1938, pp. 189190), A folia-

tion made up of such discontinuous overlapping layers is com-

monly to be observed in rocks formed from sedimentary or non-

sedimentary rocks by one or more phases of deformation involving 

transposition of bedding and other surfaces of inhomogeneity by 

pbases of folding nd shearing. In such rocks, sedimentary 

structures may survive a certain degree of deformation in com-

petent layers as a result of concentration of movement in in-

competent layers (for instance, preservation of current bedding 

In a layer of quartzite enclosed in intensely deformed mica 

schist). The differential behaviour during deformation of 

rocks of different competence and the consequent effect upon 

stratigraphy cannot be emphasized too strongly. 

Although foliation in a deformed rock toes not have 

always the same genetic significance as bedding in a sediment, 

it is, nevertheless, with geometry of foliation that a atructur:I 

geologist / 
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Figure 5. Folded form-surfaces. 



geologist is primarily concerned. Put he is much lees con-

earned with the extent of Individual layers than he would be 

were the rocks sedimentary and the layers bedding. The un-

limited lateral extent allowed to sedimentary beds cannot ne-

ees.aril3r be supposed to apply to discrete layers parallel to 

foliation. Rather, surfaces of foliation must be looked upon 

only as deffning a structural form with a geometry determinable 

In three dimensions. The descriptive term form-.surface has 

been used (McIntyre and Weiss, 1956) to dc scribe this concept 

of foliation or bedding. Wegmarm (1929 9  p. 108) has emphasised 

the tact that whether or not a given layer is attenuated in any 

direction by lensing is invziaterial in the study of foliation 

as a form-surface. This fact in shown diagrammatically in 

figure 5. Figures 5* and Sb show subpara1 el sided layers 

folded olindroidslly (see below) and viewed respectively paral-

lel and normal to the fold axis. Figures Be and Sd show over-

lapping lentic].ee folded and viewed in the same fashion. 

The statistical geometry of the folded surfaces is the same 

in the two examples; the only difference between them is a 

lower degree of parallelism of the foliation with the fold axis 

In the example of the folded lenticles' but if the lenticlee 

are.hin relative to their lateral extent then this difference 

is inappreciable. The form-surface is the same in the two 

examples / 
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explee. This fact is imps' tant in the construction and 

interpretation of tectonic profiles by axial projection of 

eylindroidal structures. 

eometxy Of Cylindroidal_foli Folds (especially flexu 

i-al slip folds) can be looked upon in a broad fashion as the 

expression, by slip upon the folded surfaces, of a crustal 

shortening. In orogenic terms a crustal shortening acts in 

the first instance upon a statistically planar and horizontal 

set of surfaces of inhomogeneity (sedimentary bedding, sills 

of igneous rock, lava flows and so on) and, as already pointed 

out, the axes of flexural slip folds which form in response to 

a simple biaxial strain are horizontal. This ideal orienta-

tion is only statistically achieved. On a small scale, a fold 

axis of this kind Is not exactly horizontal any more than it 

has everywhere the same trend; on a large scale also, culmina-

tions and depressions in t - e plunge of a fold axis cosonly 

accompany variations in trend reflecting compositional hetero-

geneity in the deformed body or a degree of triaxial strain or 

both. Similarly, the ideal monoclinic syanetry of cylindroidal 

folds is generally realized only statistically; even on a 

small scale, triclinic symmetry is by no means uncommon. 

owever/ 
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1iure 6. &raphicl representation of orientation of 
penetrative structures on lower hemisphere 

of equal area projection (diagrammatical), 

Lineations. 

IT-poles ( 
C. Traces of S 

IT -diagram). 
(j -diagram). 
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rowever, the overall symmetry of a large body of deformed rocks 

can be trimlinic, and yet can be easily divisible into smaller 

fields each of which In homogeneous with respect to the fold 

axis and has statistical monoclinic symmetry (for instance, 

the high Caleareous Alps of Switzerland) • In each such 'homo-

geneous field the plotting on an equal area projection of 

measured fold axes shows them to lie in a pronounced maximum 

which corresponds in the field to a sheaf or bundle of axes 

the preferred orientation of which is the regional fold axle. 

The axis of intersection of syngenetic shear surfaces and the 

axes of syngenetic elongate bodies such as boudins, rods or 

mullions statistically define the same maximum (figure 6a). 

Another graphical method of demonstrating the same 

geometrical relationship of the foliation or other syngenetic 

surfaces () to the axis of folding or shearing (P), useful 

where folds are too large or too poorly exposed for the orien-

tation of fold axes to be directly measured, Is by the plotting 

of measurements made macroscopically on planar positions of 

€1ter as poles (normals to the planes) in the form of a 

fl'_:lagreln (figure (Th) or as traces in the form of a 4-diegram 

(figure 6c). In the 1T-clagraxn, the axle of the great circle 

defined by the spread of the Tr-poles corresponds, in the 

fl_-diagram / 
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-diagram, to the etatietical maximum of intersections of the 

great circles, which are the traces of , and represents the 

statistically defined regional fold axis. This geometrical 

relationship holds true only for a body with monoclinic sym-

metrv. Likewise, 1T-. and ,é'-diajrreme have significance only 

for fields homogeneous with respect to & fold-axis. These 

methods of representing the geometry of axes and surfaces are 

the basis of all graphical methods of structural analysis. 

So far in this discussion no explanation has been 

given of the term gird as applied to folds. The term 

fold, when applied to structures in deformed rocks, denotes a 

curved arrangement of a visible set of parallel surfaces pro-

duced by flow in response to applied stress. Several xechaniwis  

are involved in the formation of folds, flexure and slip being 

the most important and great variation 1s possible in the 

geometrical form of folds, as seen in profile, and in the orien-

tation of their structural elements (axes, axial surfaces and 

so on). But, irregardlese of genesis or style, a fold can be 

described as cylindroidal if it has a fold axis as defined in 

the following way, " . . . the nearest approximation to 

the line, which, when moved parallel to itself in space, gene-

rates the fold. The utility of this definition lies in the 

fact that many complex folds maintain remarkably constant 

profiles / 
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profiles (sections at right angles to the axis) even when the 

sections are spaced at distances many times greater than the 

amplitude". (Clark and McIntyre,  1951a, p. 594). From this 

definition it follows that a 1T-diagram for an ideally eylin- 

roidal fold shows till a-poles lying on a single great circle 

of the projectin. Put folds are rarely ideally cylindroidal, 

and the accurac,i of determination of a -axle depends to a 

large extent upon the location and number of the measurements 

made upon a statistically cyliridroidal fold. Tf a fold is 

markedly cylindroldal, then a few measurements generally suffice 

to show this ,  on the other hand, if a fold is not markedly 

cylindroidal but still statistically cylindroidal on the scale 

considered, then a very large number of measurements may be 

necessary. For instance, a few measurements made on the struc-

ture shown in figure 7a may not show that It is statistically 

cylindroidal (figure 7b) whereas a large number of measure.-

merits from the same field may show this clearly (figure 7c) 

Whether or not a fold is to be considered oylindroidal will 

depend upon the nature of the structural problem and the scale 

of the Investigation. Txperfence Is an important factor in 

malEThg a decision because all gradations between cylindroidal 

and non-cylindroidal structures exist. 

A/ 



Figure 7. 	-diagram from statiHtically cylindroidal 
fold. 
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. IT-diagr&n 16 rnot ildely used toeternitn(. the 

axes of fol indirectly in the manner just outlined, but it 

has a subsidiary,  and lees precise use in determining features 

of folds as seen in rNle, As an example of this usage, in 

figure Ra are s'hovn IT-poles measured In a field homogeneous 

ith ree)eet to a fold axle. The 1T -poles lie in a girdle 

which defines the9-axis and they are arranged also in a 

strong maximum elongated slightly in the plans of the girdle. 

Outside this maximum tThe spread around the girdle I. approxi-

mately uniform. The 17-poles represent measurements made with 

approximately uniforr cietribution throughout the field of in-

vestigation and the diagram is thus a measure of the frequency 

of occurrence of individual orientations of S in this field. 

If folds exist, then they can have only a certain range of 

form.. Possible profiles for the folds are shown in figures 

Rb and Re. 	They could be closely appreesed folds symmetrical 

about a moderately dipping axial surface (figure Rb); or they 

could be more open but aayimetrleal folds with an axial sur-

face of greater inclination to the horizontal and one set of 

limbs longer than the other (figure Re). Profiles like these 

would give the distribution of points on the IT-diagram. 

If small scale folds occur corresponding to either of the 

above / 
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Figure b. Determination of form of folds from 
iT-diagram (diagrammatical) . 
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above profiles, then it is probaHe that the large scale folds 

too are of that kind. Structures produced by flow tend to be 

homologous on all scales. 

!.. IT-dfagran with two distinct similar maxima of the 

kind shown in figure Sd suggests symmetrical open folds with 

vertical axial surfaces (figure 80. 

Lineation: The term lineation has been defined by T. Cloos 

(1946, p.  1) as "a descriptive end non-genetic term for any 

kind of linear structure within a rock". For present pur-

poses, this definition is beat narrowed to include only pene-

trative linear structures lying in penetrative fabric surfaces. 

This restriction excludes linear structures such as impenetra-

tive sliekenaides on foliation, joints and other surfaces, and 

linear structures on impenetrative surfaces (such as joints) 

parallel to the trace of another penetrative surface. 

There are three main types of visible lineation.-  

1. Lineations caused by folding on a microscopic scale 

of a fabric surface. This structure is homologous with 

folding on a larger scale. 

P. Lineations caused by elongation of fabric elements 

such as individual grains, groups of grains, small hetero-

geneous inclusions, md so on. 

3. / 



Figure 9. Geometry of projection-trace of lineation 
(type 4). 
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Lineations caused by intersections of mutually in-

dined sets of fabric surfaces. A parallel lineation appears 

In each set of surfaces. 

All three types of lineation generally lie in a folia-

tion, but fabrics occur in which lineations of type 2 apparent-

ly are unconnected with a fabric surface. A particular lines-

tion can be a combination of any of these three types. 

A fourth rather different type of lineation may con-

veniently be distinguished: 

Lineations caused by the trace on one fabric surface 

of the projection of a lineation lying in another. Th the 

same fashion as one,  surface intersects another to leave a 

linear trace (lineation of type 3), so a lineation lying in 

one surface can leave a linear trace on another inclined sur-

face (Clark and McIntyre, lDElb, pp. 757-758). The geometry 

of this trace is shown in figure S. Z1 and 	are two fabric 

surfaces intersecting in 	which is a lineation of type 3. 

But 	contains a second lineation of type 1 or 2 (b). This 

lineation leaves a trace on 11 at 	parallel to its projection 

on 21 . This trace (riven by the intersection on 11 of the 

plane normal to 21 containing L,2  ) is a lineation of type 4. 

Lineations are important kinematic indices, especially 

in, 
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in fabrics With !onoc1inic 	Ti.ztr. 	in such fabrich, linea- 

tione of type P can be either parallel or normal to the plane 

Of aymmetry, but lineations of type 1 and 3 must always be 

normal to the plane of symmetry, Lineations of type 4 occur 

only in fabrics with triclinic symmetry. 

The relation between lineation and movement has 

proved to be one of the most controversial problems of modern 

structw'a]. geology. Because the seine problem baa arisen in 

the 'Threka area it is diecuaeed at some length below in the 

section dealing with kinematic., To be emphasised here Is 

the variety of lineations in deformed rooks ane. the necessity 

of studying all features of the geometry and symmetry of fah-

rice in which they occur. Only such studies enable a geolo-

gist to decide whether the measurement of lineation will be of 

assistance to him in interpreting the structure of a body of 

rock. 	To measure ]:ne±tions t'e n 	of 	c 	 rein- 

ti"n of wc to other Ftructuri eiz ITA a fat.r c are un-

known is a waste of a geologist's time. 

Grain orientation! Study of preferred orientation of grains 

of certain minerals sometimes yields information about the be-

haviour of a rock during deformation additional to that obtained 

from study of structures on macroscopic and uegasoopic scales. 

Study / 
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Study of gra4ne Is earentially a stuty of components involved 

In conponental movements and the information so obtained helps 

In the construction of a movement-picture for the gmll scale 

strain. It is particularly helpful in establishing which sur-

faces In a fabric have acted as surfaces of slip. Also sym-

metry of movement is 'eneraUy '. ntrter clearly 1w t!w i-

metry of orientation OlagrAme. 

Because of the experimental work recorded by griggs, 

Turner and other., the behaviour of calcite in deformed marble 

and dolomite In deformed dolomite rock 10 well understood. 

But marbles and dolomite rocks generally form only minor con-

stituents of large bodies of deformed rock, and, on account of 

the high plasticity of dolomite and calcite, their behaviour 

during deformation may not typify the behaviour of the body as 

a whole. In addition, although interpretations (based upon 

experimentally obtained data) of the microfabric of marbles 

and dolomite rocks are more complete and accurate than inter- 

pretations of the rdcrotabric of other rocks, the time-consuming 

nature of the techniques of measurement involved means that, as 

a general rule, such studies must lie outside the scope of a 

reconnaissance geologist. The same is true of her technicues 

of geometrical analysis on a microscopic scale, such as A.V.A. 

But / 
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That in the view of the writer there are two common rock forming 

minerals, the preferred orientation of which can be established 

readily, that commonly repay in valuable kinematic information 

the extra time spent on their measurement. These minerals 

are quartz and mica. 

Because of its almost ubiquitous presence in any 

large body of deformed rooks, quartz is the most frseuently 

studied mineral in structural analysis on a microscopic scale. 

Preferred orientation of [(=,]-axes can be determined rapidly 

and accurately from a single thin section, whatever the degree 

of preferred orientation may be. If measurements are plotted 

on partial diagrams (diagrams showing orientation of jxoi] - 

axes in different parts of a single thin section), then some 

guide to homogeneity of preferred orfentatinn on a microscopic 

scale also can be obtained from a single thin section (Weiss, 

1964, figs. 59 and 60). 

On the basis of syninetry, orientation diagrams for 

quartz fall into three groups; but there is great variety in 

the form and detail of the patterns. 	ith respect to the 

Turoka area, the following commonly occurring types of pattern 

are important 

1. The first type of pattern has monoclinic symmetry and 

takes the form of a girdle with one or more peripheral maxima 

Inclined / 
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inclined to foliation or Other demonstrable surface of slip. 

All visible or statistically defined slip surfaces intersect 

in a common axis which is also the axis of the girdle of (YOl] 

-axes. Where megascopie lineations or flexural slip folds 

are associated iith these girdles, they coincide with the axes 

of the girdles. There are many varieties of this fundamental 

type reflecting variations in intensity of deformation, compo-

sition, chronology of deformation and crystallization and num-

ber of intersecting slip surfaces. In some varieties the 

girdle is incomplete and a strong maximum is inclined at, a low 

angle to foliation or other important slip surface. The most 

important feature of the type is its monoclinic symmetry and 

the demonstrable presence of a single set of slip surfaces or 

several sets of nonequivalent slip surfaces. An example is 

given in figure 4b. 

2. The second group of di agrams is characterized by ortho-

rhombic symmetry. The patterns range from a single strong 

maximum at or near the foliation through two such maxima situa-

ted symmetrically on either side of the foliation at various 

angles, to a type in which the maximum or maxima spread into 

two complete or incomplete girdles intersecting at or near the 

maxima and symmetrically inclined at lees than 90 0  to the 

foliation. / 



Figure 10. Variations in the (Okl)-girdle type of 
orthorhombic orientation pattern for 

t000 -axes of quartz (diagrammatical). 
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foliation. This sequence is shown in an idealized form in 

figure 10 a, b and a. 	There are infinite variations in detail 

on this general theme. 

3. Any of the above types of pattern may show sutfioient 

asymmetry of pattern for the symmetry to be considered tx'i.-

clinic. One of the two oblique girdles may be consistently 

more pronounced than the other, or the foliation or other 

fabric surface may be asymmetrically oriented (figure 4e). 

Such departures from monoclinic or orthorhombic symmetry may 

reflect local variations in the movement picture which are 

statistically insignificant on a larger scaler or triclinia 

symmetry may be observed consistently through a larger field 

reflecting non-plane deformation. 

The use of the preferred orientation of quartz in 

kinematic interpretations is an empirical one. 'ven today, 

there is no general agreement on the mechanism by which ciluartz 

acquires a preferred orientation in deformed rook., although 

It seems that cataclasis and recrystallization are fax' more 

important in this respect than intracrystalline plastic flow: 

but this fact does not invalidate the empirical use of patterns 

of preferred orientation in determining geometry and syiwnetry 

of flow. The most important information obtained from a study ,  

of! 
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of the preferred orientaton of quartz is the symmetry of 

movement of which quartz, in some rocks, is a particularly 

sensitive indicator. This is true, of course, only in rocks 

In which quartz is sufficiently plentiful or in the correct 

mineralogical environment to participate actively in componen-

ta). movement. The most suitable rocks in which to study pre-

ferred orientation of quartz are pure quartzites, in which 

quarts can show a very high degree of preferred orientation 

but quartz is generally an active structural component in any 

fabric in which: 

it is sufficiently plentiful to ensure that a 
majority of intergranular contacts in the 
rock are between quartz And quartz, whatever 
the accompanying minerals may be; 

it is associated with minerals, such as feldspar, 
which deform less easily than quartz, even if 
most of the contacts in the rock are not be- 
tween quarts and quartz. 

In rocks in which quartz 1s subsidiary in amount to 

readily deformed minerals auth as calcite, quarts grains can 

participate passively in deformation and acquire no preferred 

orientation (see, for instance, Weiss, 1954 9  pp.  51-58). 

The importance of mica in fabric analysis lies in its 

tendency to become oriented with (O01)planes parallel or sub-

parallel to fabric surfaces which may be expressed visibly in 

no other way. Determination of fabric symmetry based upon 

atud3r/ 
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study of macroscopic structures may have to be mod1fiO. after 

study of preferred orientation of mica. In some fabrics, the 

preferred orientation of quartz and 	have different sym- 

metry. This does not mean necessarily that the fabric has 

uaiergone more than one deformation, as is cosmonly supposed. 

Mica can participate passively in deformation in rocks of cer-

tain composition and yet, because of its inecuidimenalonal 

habit, modify the symmetry of fabric. A fabric of this kind 

has been described by the writer (eies, 1955) from Anglesey 

off the coast of Wales, but the problem it raises is outside 

the scope of this discussion. 

Any technique of structural analysis on a micro-

scopic scale employed by a reconnaissance geologist must be 

rapid and must yield information additional to that obtained 

by analysis on larger scales for the analysis to be worthwhile. 

Commonly, the additional information obtained from microscopic 

structural analysis is of a kind that, although assisting 

greatly in the construction of a small scale movement picture, 

is of little assistance in making rapid large scale structural 

syntheses. Put occasionally, as at Turoka, a small amount of 

statistical analysis with a universal stage extends an inter-

pretation made on a larger scale to a microscopic scale and 

thus is worthwhile. 
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5, Kinematic Interpretation of Fabrics. 

General observations: Detailed kinematic and dynamic In-

terpretations of structural geometry must be proceeded by very 

complete study of a deformed body on all scales. P'or this 

reason, such interpretations must lie outside the scope of a 

reconnaissance survey. The following general observations 

may help to outline some of the difficulties involved. 

Kinematic analysis can be made in two way's (Sander, 

1948, p. 171) 

1. It can be made by constructing a Wvem#nt picture. 

On a microscopic scale this is done by considering the nature 

of componental movements which have occurred in a fabric during 

deformation. Movement pictures can also be constructed for 

scales other than microscopic by studying macroscopic and mega. 

acopia structures. For instance, a flexural slip fold denotes 

a shortening of the deformed body in which it occurs in a irec-

tior normal to the fold axis. It may be impossible to may in 

which direction the shortening was greatest commonly it is 

assumed to be the horizontal direction normal to a fold axis, 

even where told axes plunge. Sometimes it is possible on the 

basis of fabric symmetry to deduce that movements have not only 

a horizontal direction (for instance a direction of shortening) 

but! 
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but also an overall consistent sense of rotation or transla-

tion. 1Towever, not all folds dn.ote the presence of an over-

all constant direotton-aense of translation or "transport" 

normal to their axe.. The attitude of axial surfaces can be 

helpful in determining the overall symmetry of movement that 

has caused folding. T?orizontal squeezing tends to produce 

folds with vertical axial surfaces whereas rotational strain 

produces folds with axial surfaces inclined to the horizontal, 

vertical squeezing cannot produce folds in a horizontal 

layering without a preceding phase of horizontal squeezing or 

shearing. 

2, kinematic analysis is made more complete by mentally 

or graphically deriving an observed structure from an assumed 

earlier structure by the minimum amount and simplest possible 

kind of movement consistent with the movement picture. The 

"unrolling" (1ckforiunge) and "levelling" (Qiontjeru) 

techniques used by Sander (1948, pp. 170-184) to determine the 

movements by which an initially horizontal and planar sedimen-

tary layering has acuirsd a folded form are good examples of 

this procedure. These techniques can be used only on a folia-

tion that is demonstrably parallel to sedimentary bedding 

also, the graphical methods of unrolling used are complex and 

time-consuming and can be used only in a very general fashion 

by/ 
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by a reconnaissance geologist. One or two simple examples 

are given below. 

Kinematic analyses are necessarily made upon fabrics 

which show only the last stage of what may have been a long 

and complex evolutionary history, which, for some fabrics, may 

have included superposed genetically unrelated phases of de-

formation. The most important indicator of the nature of de-

forming movements is statistical symmetry of fabric, which, in 

a general fashion, can be equated, by way of the principle of 

syimnetry, vith symmetry of movement. A movement picture is 

best constructed in a cualitative fashion on the basis of fab- 

ric symmetry. The more quantitative process of reconstructing 

individual stages in kinematic evolution by unrolling requires 

important primary assumptions which can be made only after the 

most detailed investigations of the fabrics concerned. 

The problems of dynamic interpretation of structural 

geometry are even greater. The inference of stresses from 

movements is far more open to error than is the inference of 

movements from geometry. Particular difficulty is experienced 

in distinguishing the effects of rotational stress (a force.-

couple) from those of non-rotational stress also, external 

stresses are generally very different from the internal stresses 

they produce in a deforming body, and so scale is very important 
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in dynamic analysis. For instance, rotational and non 

rotational stress can be equated respectively with shearing 

and squeezing, but external squeezing of a body of rook corn.. 

monly pro!uoes heterogeneous internal shearing (for instance, 

flexural slip folding) on surfaces, such as foliation, within 

it. For this reason, proof of rotational stress on a small 

scale does not mean necessarily that stress on a large scale 

also has been rotational. Great caution must be used in 

drawing dynamic conclusions about deformed rocks even wbore 

movements are clear. 

aQq: The introduction into this discussion of 

fabric ALeA has been delayed because an understanding of the 

significance am.i use of these axes in structural analysis Is  

impossible without some knowledge of the different types of 

symmetry found in deformed rocks. The axes employed by most 

structural geologists are the orthogonal i.., b()- and ,..axes 

Initially proposed by Sander (1926 9  p. 328). No really com-

prehensive definition of fabric axes for fabrics with differing 

symmetry exists in the English language, and it in doubtful 

whether, even today, the full philosophical content of Sander's 

Initial purpose in defining these axes has become apparent to 

the / 
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the bulk of Englieh.epeaking structural geolodots. For this 

reason, great care uiet be exercised in using these terms. 

To continue sprinkling papers with references to - and b-  

axes, the significance of which is imperfectly understood by 

the writers themselves, can lead only to contusion and worth-

less argument. In Britain ene Scandinavla q  in particular, 

futile controversy on the subject of - and ..lineations in 

the rocks of the Caledonidea has occurred from time to time 

over a period of years. In the view of the writer this contro-

versy arose out of a lack of appreciation, on the part of the 

geologists involved, of the importance of the symmetry of fab-

ric in kinematic interpretation, and a confusion of fabric 

axes with kinematic axes. It is impossible and inappropriate 

here to examine this controversy In any detail, but a similar 

problem in interpretation has arisen in the Turolca area, where 

a regional fr..lineation has been interpreted as an -lineation, 

and so it is necessary to define and discuss fabric axes. 

Fabric axes are used to describe geometry and sym-

metry of fabric and they correspond, in most fabrics, to an 

identical set of kinematic axes which describe movements. 

These axes are defined respectively for (1) fabrics with mono-

clinic synetry, and () movements with monoclinic symmetry. 

The / 
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The definitions favoured by the writer are as follows (Weiss, 

1955, p. 229)t 

"1. . . . & is the principal fabric plane. This is the 

most prominent surface in the fabric, that is, the foliation. 

The symmetry plane (which, since symmetry is monoclinic, must 

be normal to ) is g1l M30 ti normal to the Diane of aetry 

lab. In many deformed rocks ab Its folded with b as fold axis. 

Since k is therefore a direction of maximum continuity in the 

fah*ic .... it is designated . 

**2 The kinematic axes are defined for rotational strain 

involving slip upon one .plane. The slip plane is ab, the 

deformation plane is 21, and the normal to the plane of deforma-

tion  Is b. The direction of slip is a. reformation is com-

monly by flexural slip of ; and , as the axis of external 

rotation, is again a direction of maximum continuity designated 

P.0 

From these definitions the following conclusions can 

be drawn for fabrics with monoclinic symmetry: 

Foliation invariably contains the -.axis and is normal 

to the =.-Plane. This does not mean necessarily that the 

foliation is a surface of slip. 

The axes of flexural slip folds are invariably parallel 

to theP.-axis. 

3., 
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3. Lineations are either parallel to the .'axis (linea-

tions of types L or 3; see pages 275 Mid 276) or they are 

parallel to the a-xis (lineations of type 2 only). 

The recognition of fabric axes in fabrics with mono-

clinic symmetry is straightforward. Difficulties &C5D when 

attempts are made to recognise the same three axes in fabrics 

with triclinic symmetry. In the Scottish F!igblanda (and per-  

bans also in Scandinavia) it is becoming increasingly obvious 

that many fields on a large scale have trieinic symmetry. 

Uneationi occur widely with great variety in orientati'n and 

degree of regularity. most of these lineations era, on a 

small scale, demonstrably -axes. In spite of this fact, at-

tempts have been made to interpret them as -lineations in 

order to fit the lineations into a kinematic interpretation 

already made on some other grounds. Anderson's (1948) con-

tribution to the problem is concerned not so much with fabric 

axes as with kinematic axes ; but he considers in detail a 

type of lineation common in the P.Ighlands and elsewhere in 

bodies of rock deformed by flow which he calls the "ummel 

type" of lineation. Re interprets this lineation as an a-  
lineation parallel to a kinematic 	that is, a direction 

of slip on a single set of slip surfaces. The description of 

this / 
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this lineation given by Anderson shown it to be identical to 

the regional lineation at Turoka; the details are quoted here 

In full: 

') The lineat ion of infoaceous rocks runs parallel to 
the direction of elongation (corresponding to 

• 2-axis) of the hornblende eryLtals in the 
adjacent hornblende achists. 

(h) 
Itrplurwe]

na  with great regularity parallel to the pitch 
 of minor folds. 

() \Then the rocks are studied microscopically, and 
found to be -tectotites, the lineation is almost 
always perpendicular to the direction of concen-
tration of the mica poles and quarts axes. 

(d) When the rock. are 13-teotonites the lineation is,in 
the great majority of eases, perpendicular to 
the planes of the girdles. 

"The minor folds referred to under (b) appear to be 
a world wide phenomenon. They may be anything from an 
inch or 80 to hundreds of feet in amplitude, and are 
distinguished by the persistence with which they main-
tain a uniform cross-section. The smaller types have 
been denoted as 'mullions', but the term crenulate folds, 
used by E. Clooe, is perhaps better, because of the 
variation in size." 

In this passage, Anderson has given an accurate des-

cription of a structure with monoclinic eynetry, and there is 

no doubt that the lineations and other structures he describes 

are parallel to -axes as defined above. With this fact there 
oft 

can be Mg argument. 1Towever, Anderson puts forward the view 

that these lineations are parallel to the "direction at shear", 

in, 
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In other words, an 	Although Anderson supports Me 

view by drawing analogies between flow in rocks and "canal 

flow" in fluids, it seems to the writer that his real reason 

for considering these tobe !u.lfn*atjorll becomes apparent in 

the following paragraph (p. 101): 

"These folds ma be large enough to be mapnable but 
it should not be assumed that they are parallel, in 
any district, to the main system of folding. The 
mullion structure. of !rorth-.Weet Scotland are well 
1aown, and one series of these is found above the 
Voine Thrust in the !oine achiata of Strath Oykell. 
Pere they run west-north-west, while the strike inc5 
the main folds, are in a perpendicular direction. 

From this passage it is evident that Anderson has 

extended his field of investigation from the scale of the linea-

tions, mullions and a:iiall folds to the scale on which the "main 

system of folding" becomes apparent. Already in this discus-

sion a warning has been sounded against assuming the presence 

of an axle of large scale folding parallel tothe strike of 

uniformly dipping layers of deformed rock without first making 

a geometrical demonetratirn of its existence. Recent work 

in the iTighiands is at last affording evidence of the existence 

of folds on a large scale upon which folds on a smaller scale 

are superposed (Sutton and Watson, 1954) and it to probable 

that the "main system of folding" envisaged by Anderson exists 

In certain parts of the T!igh land a • T1ow ever, the fundamental 

objection / 
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obJeetin to Anderson's view that the lineations and small fold. 

are !axes  does not rest upon the existence or non-existence of 

Large folds with lineations of different trend superposed on 

the limbs, but upon the fact that Anderson extends his investi-

gation from a small field with obvious monoclinic aytmnetry to 

a large field with obvious triclinic syimnetry yet still attempts 

to use the fabric and kinematic axes defined for monoclinic 

symmetry. 

In order to appreciate the Opm1ficance of fabric 

axes in fabrics with triclinic symmetry, some features of the 

deformations which produce these fabrics must be conefthred. 

Fabrics with triclinfe symmetry are of two main kinds first, 

those produced by a single non-plane deformation, and second, 

those produced by a superposition of two or more unrelated dc-

formations. These will now be considered in that order. 

'iplfnic fabrics 131 ': A single triclinic deformation is 

best envisaged in terms of two synchronous monoclinic deforma-

tions in which the deformation planes are mutually perpendicu-

lar (Sander, 1948 9 pp.  73.83). From a regional point of view, 

most triclinic structures arise in the following way. A body 

with a planar horizontal layering (figure ].la) can be strained 

by horizontal squeezing either biaxially or triexially. If 

it, 
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Figure ii. iliiaxial and triaxial strain of 

horizontally layered body. 
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it is assumed that flow to by slip on Sp then biaxial strain 

produces flexural slip folds of S and the fabric has monoolinie 
syinetry (figure llb). Similar folds together with "cross - 

folds" are here ascribed to triaxial strain of the esme body 

so that there is a subsidiary axle of shortening normal to the 

main axis of shortening (cf. Sander, 1948, pp. 180.191), as 

shown in figure He. The movement and the fabric have tn-

clinic symmetry. The relation between the also and form of 

the interfering folds depends upon a number of factors. In 

figure lie they are shown of similar size and form rur -eating 

that the two wueezinga are of similar intensity and acted 

synchronously. But, commonly in rocks, it is observed that 

the two sets of folds are expressed very differently. What-

ever the form of the folds, their axes lie respectively in two 

mutually perpendicular planes ( and ' in figure 12). Some 

possible interrelations in form of the interfering folds are 

shown diagrtnatically in figure 12, as follows: 

Figure 12 a: Large folds with axes in psi  lineations in fl'. 

Figure 12 b; Large folds with axes in ; small folds 
with axes in '. 

Figure 19 a; Large folds with axes in 	large folds 
with axes in J'. 

Figure 12 d; Small folds with axes in 	large folds 
with axes in E'. 

Figure 12 e; Lineations in P1 large folds with axes in P 1 . 

Figures / 
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Figures 1&r'ndlle and figures 1? b and 12 d are 

geometrically identical. 

Generally, one set of folds is much larger and more 

open than snother. Pecause large folds r.qu?re relatively 

great freedom of movement in a vertical directin for their 

formation, whereas lineations and small scale cylindroidal 

structures sugrnt restricted movement under great confining 

stress, it is probable that the larger folds in triclinic strue-

tures are initiated first in a phase of essentially bi axial 

strain wit1  .onoclinfc symmetry and the smaller folds are mi-

tiated later when Etrein is markedly triaxial. The two t:. -pee 

of fold can continue to form synchronously once their general 

form is fixed. Whatever may be the size and form of these 

flexural slip folds their axes are j.exee. Each .azis is 

normal to one of the two axes of squeezing and for a planar 

orientation of p the two B..axes are mutually perpendicular. 

Statistically, the axe, lie in two mutually perpendicular 

planes as shown in figure ir.. In figure 13 is shown a portion 

of a triclinlo structure in which q is planar. lach axis 

Is paralleled by a lineation which, in the formation of the 

triclinic structure, is an axle of rotation In the sense shown. 

It is possible to define !- and .-axes  for each of the mono-

clinic movements represented by the ..axes. ! 	and £ are 

the! 
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the kinematic and fabric axes for one phase and a t , P' and a' 

for the other. It can be seen from figure 13 that a is paral-. 

151 to P 1 1 B is parallel to a ,  and 	is parallel to a , . The 

symmetry of the fabric and the movements can be described in 

terms of the two a-axes only. Such a fabric is called a 

I'-P I 	(Sander, 1948, p. 82). 	There is no funda- 

mental difference on genetic grounds between P and ' rnd it 

is immaterial which axis is labelled Band which '. Figure 

12 is an attempt to show this fact in diagremrnatic form. In 
some rocks one axis is much more prominent than the other. 

The Swiss Alps, for instance, have an obvious axis of large 

scale folding that is labelled ; but the depressions and cul-

minations in the plunge of this axis, which probably reflect a 

degree of triaxial strain, give rise to large, open flexures in 

the limbs of the Nappes with axes normal to P. These may be 

looked upon as '-flexures. In parts of the Scottish T?igh.. 
lands, one axis is expressed as plunging folds on the limbs 

of large, open folds, Locally, only this second axis can be 

detected by geometrical means in a email field. Which of 

these axes is labelled B and which P ,  is not important. !flove-

merit parallel to the axes of first formed folds of large also 

may be less intense and penetrative than the movements that 

formed the later cross-folds, 

Anderson / 
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Anderson (1948, pp.  120.122) comments upon Sander's 

view that triclinic movement can be resolved into two syngene... 

tic monoclinic movements (slip in mutually perpendicular diree.. 

tions on the same slip surface) and suggests that such move-

ments would be expressed in the form of a single oblique mono-

clinic movement. 	Tjs view is based upon the assumption that 

the monoolinlo movement involved is a sinmie shear. This is 

not so on most scales in deformed rocks. 	Flexural slip is 

more important than planar slip when the field of more than 

one limb of a fold is considered, ?old axes which form paral.. 

1*1 to each .axis control the possible directions of slip down 

to the smallest scale and no resultant slip oblique to P and 

1 1  Is possible. Also, Sander points out that the two deforma-
tions (about E  and  ') are not simultaneous but act alternately 

In small overlapping phases. 

Anderson's picture, in the Scottish !Tighlande, of 

large folds with horizontal axes and smell folds and lineations 

superposed parallel to the dip of the limbs suggests a P £ '-

structure. Both axes are demonstrably !-axes and the symretry 

of the whole structure is triolinic and not monoclinie as Ander-

son seems to suppose. The !-axis, as defined for monoclinic 

symmetry, is not used to describe fabrics with triclinic sym-

metry. The large folds with horizontal axes envisaged by 

Anderson / 
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Anderson in parts of the Highlands have left no penetrative 

trace of their existence on a small scale either because this 

trace has been overprinted by the more intense coinporiental 

movements which produced the plunging -structures, or because 

the large folds formed initially without componental movement 

are are not tectonitic. This is apparent because the field 

of one dipping sheet of rock, corresponding, according to 

Anderson, to one planar limb of a large fold, can have mono-. 

clinic symmetry on all scales within it anO not the triclinic 

syninetry expected of B.L '-.teotonite&. 	e onlyL,-axle 

demonstrable on grounds of symmetry in such a field is that 

parallel to the plunging folds, mullions and lineations; a 

dipring sheet does not mean necessarily the presence of a 

horizontal fold axis parallel to the strike. if a geologist 

studies such a homogeneous monoolinic field he is required to 

give a geometrical and kinematic analysis of that field only. 

The plunging axes represent the direction of minimum struc-

tural change within the field considered and in geometrical 

analysis profiles should be drawn normal to this direction. 

Examples of the analyses of monoclinic fields within the T!igh-. 

lends have been given by McIntyre (lcEl, 195). Towever, 

Insufficient work has been done in the 71g1hlande to establish 

whether / 
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whether, on the scale of the whole deformed body,  they are to 

be considered an area of P.L !-.tectonics  or of the P1¼ '-

tectonics now to be described. 

Tricliniefabrics P .1. z The fabrics produced by unrelated 

superposed strains are general. y complex and interpretation of 

such fabrics may lie outside the scope of a reconnaissance gao-

logiat but in order to demonstrate the principle of unrolling 

and show how Sander dietinuiehes fabrics produced by super-

position of two unrelated monoclinic deformations from these 

produced by a single non-plane dcforination of the kind just 

described, one or two simple geometrical relations are described. 

The simplest cases of superposition of two monoclinic 

strains best can be demonstrated by coneid' ring a body of rock 

with a plRnsr horizontal layering () deformed by slip on 

In two successive unrelated phases by mutually inclined biaxial 

strains (horizontal squeezing*). The first phase of squeezing 

produces, normal to the direction of squeezing, a fr..axis ex-

pressed as structures of size and form somewhere between linea-

tions and large tole, depending upon tectonic environment 

and scale of investigation. If the strain is expressed only 

as a -lineation, then the structure at the end of the first 

phase / 
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phase of squeezing is as in figure 14a. 2 is statistically 

planar and carries as a penetrative imprint. If the second 

biaxial strain, oblioue to the first, is expressed in the seine 

fashion, then a second B-lineation (a') is formed In . at an 

angle to R as shown in figure 14b, Trowever, if the second 

deformation is expressed as large folds, then S becomes folded 

as In figure 14c (, 	, , and so on) and the lineation P 

occupies positions 1119 	, 	and so on, on respective atti- 

tudes of S. These positions lie on a email circle of the 

projection, centre ' (Sander, 1948 9  pp. 171.172). 

If the first biaxial strain produces large folds, 

then 	becomes folded about (, 	,, 43  and so on in figure 

14d), 	L1-lineations produced by the second deformation (, 

and so on) are superposed upon already formed folds 

as shown in figure 14d. They lie in a vertical plane normal 

to the direction of ecueezing (') so that each '-lineation 

is normal to this direction. Put the '.-lineations on each 

planar attitude of S have different movement planes because 

the surface of slip () is inclined differently to the hon-

zontal. 

Sander (194, pp. 174-178) points out that these geo-

metrical relations are a means of distinguishing lineations 

r7 
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and small folds superposed on the limbs of a large fold after 

It has been formed from lineations and smell folds already on 

before folding. This is done by unrolling about the axis 

of folding aiK1 levelling it to its initial horizontal and 

planar orientation. If the attitudes of a in figure 14c are 

restored to the horizontal by rotation about ', then the 

lineations (B) come to lie in a single maximum corresponding 

to the initial trend of the lineation before folding (figure 

14.) • The folding therefore is demonstrably younger than the 

lineation. Unrolling of S in figure 14d in a similar fashion 

does not bring the different positions of?' into a single 

maximum (figure 14f). The B 1 .1ineations thus were formed 

after the folding of S. Use of these techniques of unrolling 

is not straightforward and universally applicable for several 

reasons of which the most important are as followsi 

It must be established beyond doubt that the initial 

orientation of S was planar and horizontal, that is, I is 

sedimentary layering. 

It can be seen from figures l4e and f that the dif-

ferences in orientation respectively of B and ' after un.- 

rolling are not great and do in fact grow less as the angle 

between P and B' approaches 90 0  (corresponding to succeselve 

mutually / 
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mutually perpendicular biaxial strains). 

The axes of large folds commonly plunge in a field of 

Investigation and I cannot be unrolled about the fold axis 

Into a horizontal orientation. 

If folds are recumbent, then unrolling and levelling 

may be carried out in the wrong sense unless initial top and 

bOttom of individual layers can be determined. 

5 6  -lineations superposed on large folds by later move-

mente (figure 14d) become geometrically indistinguishable from 

J.. '-str'uotures where two superposed biaxial strains are 

mutually perpendicular (see, for instance, Reynolds and 'olines, 

1964). Sender (1948 9  P. 180) maintains that cross folds pro-

duced by triaxial strain generally can be distinguished from 

those produced by unrelated superposed biaxial strains by the 

mutual inclination of the?-axes. 	axes which form as a re- am 	 am 

sult of triaxfal strain (L I P I  in figure iSa) are mutually 

perpendicular Q 4 k'), whereas, in the general case of super-

posed unrelated biaxial strains Q arid P 1  in figure lEb) the 

-axes which form are mutually oblique ( A n'). These re-

lations must be established statistically. 

Conclusions of importance to a reconnaissance geoio. 

gist which can be drawn from this brief and simplified account 

of/ 
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of triclinic structures concern the different ways in which 

plungixtg flexural slip folds and ?.ltnsations can arise. 

Three main va.ye can be 6.1stingulabedt 

1. A single triaxial strain can produce ..axes plunging 

at any angle in initially horizontal slip surfaces. The plunge 

of the i-axes can change with progressive deformation; in 

general it steepen.. 

". Oblique squeezing of previously folded slip surfaces 

produces .axes on the limbs of the folds plunging at angles 

decided by the dfrection of squeezing and the attitudes of 

the limbs. Folds produced on vertical limbs plunge vertically 

whatever the direction of squeezing. 

. A axis may be tilted by later folding after its for- law  

mation. 

Whatever their mode of origin, plunging fold axes 

and lineations are ..axea if they fulfil the requirements of 

fabric symmetry. It it not necessary to assume that .axes 

can form only with a horizontal orientation or that the axes 

of all large flexural slip folds are horizontal and parallel 

to the strike of dipping layers. 

Qrthorhomb fabrics: Fabrics with orthorhombic symmetry on 

a small scale are relatively rare in deformed rocks. It 1. 

Impossible / 
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Impossible to use in these fabrics the same criteria for de-

finition of fabric axes as are used for fabrics with monoclinic 

and triclinic symmetry because no fabric with orthorhomblo 

symmetry can be produced by slip on foliation. For ortho-

rhombic syetry to exist, slip surfaces in a fabric must be 

symmetrically related, in both orientation and sense of slip, 

to strain axes; no single set of planar slip surfaces can 

have such a symetrical relation. The significance of ortho-

rhombic symmetry is beyonO th6 scope of this piper, although 

some observations on the significance of the orthorhombic 

patterns of preferred orientation of quartz tound in the Taroka 

area are made below. 
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XV, STRUCTURAL A AL(SIS 1 Tfl ¶LUROKA 

1. Preliminary Statement 

Geometrical analysis 1s a search for statiGtical 

structural homogeneity. This may be met with on any scale 

with respect to any structural element. Geometrical analysis 

in the turoka area has been made, to some extent, on all three 

scales. Th* procedure followed in the field and laboratory 

can be summarized as follows: 

General examination of the Whole area to determine 

the Byle of the tectonics end the broad 6 agree of regularity 

In structure. 

Detailed macroscopic investigation of small homogeneous 

fields, such as hand specimens a& continuous exposures, to 

establish the nature of the penetrative structures and the 

highest degree of structural homogeneity to he found within 

the area. 

3, ExtAmston of the investigation to the megaccopic scale 

by examining the degree of variation between macroscopically 

homogeneous fiele. 

4. Supplementing of these field investigations in the 

laboratory by analysis on the microscopic scale of selected 

specimens. 

2. / 
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2 Macroscopic Scale 

çnraltatemj The penetrative structures studied 

in the rocks of Turoka are foliation, folds and lineation. 

!'oat specimens show all tree, but the nature of the axial 

structures seems t*e more variable than the nature of folia-

tion. 

Foliation and foj: Foliation is most pronounced In the 

micaceous gneisees, but in all rocks, with the exception of 

the purer layers of marble and quartzite, a visible foliation 

Is to be observed. Towever, in some strongly lineated and 

mullioned gneisses, foliation is so subordinate to lineation 

as to be macroscotfeally uzvn.aaurrble. The foliation is 

termed I and the followfnpr are some of its more important 

features as determined in individual exposures and hand spec1-

mens: 

1. Cosonly, Is paralleled by layers and lenses of dif-

ferent mineralogical composition. Within the gneiesee, layers 

of biotfte and grsnitofd gneiss alternate with layers of horn.. 

blendic gneiss and mnrhibolite. Also, at contacts between 

rooks of widely differing composition, such as marble and 

gneias or gneiss and cuartzite, the foliation appears always 

to be parallel to the contaet. Tn this it superficially re-

sembles / 
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resembles sedimentary bedding. T3ut, although the rocks have 

generally a flggy, bedded appearance (plate 1), close examina-

tion shows that mueb of the layering, on even a small scale, 

Is lensoid. In figure l'3a is •hon a lens of hornblende gneiss 

In biotite gneiss. Commnonly, such lenses are much more flat-

tened tbarL the one illustrated and only by following md lvi-

dual layers is the lensoid form established. 

2. In some places the foliation Is also defined by a pre-

ferred orientation of platy minerals, especially mica; but in 

other places the miea flakes are seen in hand specimens to lie 

with a preferred orientation in a plane oblique to the folia-

tion as defined by differential lrerftg, and, in extreme 

examples, the mica flakes constitute a second important fabric 

surface ($j) which intersects 2 to f,rm a lineation of type 3. 

In the looalitee in which k is prominent, S is found generally 

to d*part from the regicnal orientatirn observed by Joubert in 

amangaMeael area.. 	is most prominent where is vertical 

(figure 16c). Where folds in I can be seen riscroscopically, 

forms parallel to the axial eurfac's of these folds and 

approaches in orientation the regional attitude of S. On a 

macroscopic seal., a in incompetent layers is loenHy to be 

seen partially or completely transposed by folding Into 12, which, 

In' 
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In limit, is paralleled by a crude layering made up of trans. 

posed fragments of layers initially parallel to s (figure lfd). 

Also, small folded fragments of competent layers occur as tee-

tonic inclusions floating in conformable foliation which might 

be either Q or A, (figure lb). The presence of these folds 

sugesta that the foliation which surrounds them has been pro-. 

duced by transposition of an earlier foliation. 

3. The marbles and quartzites as a rule are poor In mica 

n( the foliation within these rocks is defined solely by 

variations in composition. This Is especially true of the 

marbles that can be seen intricately layered with beds of cale-. 

silicates. Even where foliation in these rocks Is folded In-

tensely on a macroscopic scale, there is no sign of a folia-

tion parallel to the axial planes of the folds (plate 2). 

The presence of mica or other platy minerals seems to be neces-

sary, in the rocks of Turoka for the appearance of an axial 

plane foliation, and the transposition of one surface Into 

another by folding and shearing. The bidding in marble and, 

under some conditions, quartzite, quickly becomes a passive 

structural element after a first phase of flexural slip folding, 

and, although it later may undergo slip fo].dinp, the fate of 

bedding in a marble generally to to survive a degree of defor-. 

mati on I 
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deformation which would transpose a foliation in a surrounding 

gneiss or schist rich in mica (cf. Weles, 1954 9  p. 58). 

Theee are the more important macroscopic features of 

In the Throka area arx the interpretation, placed upon them. 

'sow to be considered is the statistical orientation of on a 

macroscopic scale. In hand specimen,  the foliation is general-

ly planar and regular. Also, in iddividual exposures where 

there is no obvious folding, measurement and plotting of the 

poles of S shows that there Is a high degree of statistical 

homogeneity with respect to the orientation of S. In figure 

17 and 18 the large dote are if-poles (a). Figure 17a shows 

the 17 -poles measured in a large tor of granulitic gnei.s in 

the south of the area; figure l7b shows measurements from a 

similar tor of granulitic gneiss about three quarters of a 

mile west of the first. The diagrams essentially are identical 

and the homogeneity with respect to the orientation of Sq tn 

this part of the Turoka area, can be extended well beyond  the 

scale of a single exposure. Figure 17c shows IT-poles from 

a large crag of quartzite on the southern siit of the part 

of the Lernilebbu Fills within the area. The statistical maxi-

mm of TTS occurs in the same place as in the last two dia-

grams on the other hand, figure l7d, from an exposure be-

tween these last two, shows a slight but distinct change in 

the/ 
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the position of the !i-pole  maximum. Figure 18b, from a 

mnall exposure on southern closure of the Puroka marble, shows 

a maximum of lI.polee denoting a foliation striking normal to 

Abs regional strike and dipping vertically. Thus, the whole 

of the Turoka area is not macroccopically homogeneous with 

respect to the orientation of S although most measurements of 

11-poles fall into a maximum corresponc9ng to the north-north-

west strike and shallow easterly dip observed by Joubert. 

The foliation appears to be folded in some fashion on a mega.. 

seopic scale. This is to be expected because folds on a 

macroscopic scale are plentiful. '!'ey vary in size find form 

even on this scale, but there are features of stie common to 

most of them, as follows: 

1. The limbs are closely appreseed end the hinges are 

sharp (plates 2 and 3). 

P. The axial surfaces of the folds are planar and of very 

low inclination to the horizontal (plates 2 and 3). Cenerally 

they strike north-north-west and dip shallowly eastward. 

3. Where exposed for any distance in the direction of the 

fold axes, the tols maintain very uniform profiles and, on 

the macroscopic scale, are cylindroidal. 

4. 1 
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Folds of competent layers in a lose competent matrix 

(for instance, layers of feldepathic gneiee in biotite gneiss) 

sometimes are rootless and surrounded by gusiss with a oon 

cordant foliation they are"fish" or tectonic inclusions 

(cIntyre, 1951, p. 6). 

Where in the gnelsoes a second visible fabric surface 

CS1 ) is associated with folding, it is invariably parallel to 

the axial planes of the folds, and it intersects the main 

foliation (I) producing a lineation or, where development of 

11  Is extreme at fold hinges, mullions and rods. In such 

places the foliation becomes macroscopically obscure and the 

structure of the rock fibrous. 

. Wherever lineations (of type 1 9  P or 3) are developed 

In association with folds, they are Invariably parallel to 

the fold axes. 

The cylindroidal nature of the folds anO the paral-

lellea of lineations with fold axes define monoclinfe eymetry 

for penetrative structures on a macroscopic scale, It is not 

only the relatively simple folds in marble, uncomplicated by 

secondary foliation, which have monoolinic symmetry, the folds 

with axial plans foliation also are monoclinia structures be-

cause the intersections of all fabric surfaces coincide with 

all linear structures. Also, it is apparent that no funda-

mental / 
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fundamental geometrical distinction need be drawn between 

and S. .1  in places where they occur together. One is produced 

by transposition of the other and it is by no means certain 

in the areas where a single uniform fojiatf on is present in 

the mica..gneiesss whether this is S or 	It is probable 

that in some parts of the area the main foliation is g in 

others 21 . Only in the marbles au! possibly the quartzites 

Is it likely that the foliation is genetically always the 

same surface and to invariably p 

ding* lsewhere, especially in 

foliation must he looked upon as 

equilibrium during deformation; 

being formed, folded, transposed 

sive deformation. 

raltel to sedimentary bed-

the inteaceous gneieses, the 

• structure in kinematic 

• structure continually 

and reformed during proree- 

On the macroscopic scale no evidence was found for 

the existence of folds with horizontal axes treuli!g north. 

north-west of the kind envisaged by Joubert. Two other kinds 

of fold struetuFe with irregular orientation were observed, 

as follows: 

1. Irregular weak flexures, commonly basin-shaped, occur 

affecting both foliation and small folds. Some of these 

f1eires' undoubtedly were formed late in the tectonic history 

of the area in a heterogeneous and discontinuous fashion. 

Some / 
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Some are demonstrably associated with small faults. Others 

are not true folds but are a product of the lensoid character 

of the foliation. The upper surface of the structure shown 

In figure 16a is an example of one of these "folds" in bio-

tite gneiss, caused by a lensoid tectonic inclusion of amphi.-

bo].fte. Such structures occur 6n all scales, and their struc-

tural significance can be evaluated satisfactorily only by 

statistical analysis on a megescopic scale. 

2. Some of the discordant pegnvtitee are visibly folded 

In a more or lees regular fashion &out axes whicb q  although 

macroscopically regular, vary in orientation from exposure to 

exposure and are not parallel to the axes of folds of similar 

style in the foliation of the gnelsses. These fole are of 

particular interest, not from a regional point of view, but 

because they furnish unusual examples of slip folds with ap-

parent monoclinic symmetry which have, in fact, triclinic sym-

metry and axes which are not a-axes. One such fold is shown 

diagrammatically in figure 19. The discordant pegmatite is 

parallel to a surface S o  folded about an axis ' which iie the 

axis of Intersection of 5 1  with the foliation () in the sur-

rounding gn.ies. In S is a strong lineation (Ta) oblique to 

' but parallel to small folds observed in . This axis () 

is / 
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I* the -axis for the gneiss, the symmetry of which is mono-

clinic. If ' is assumed initially to have been a planar 

sheet (many such pegmatites in other parts of the area still 

are), then folding of P. 1  must have been produced by non-affine 

slip on S. This view is supported by the presence in the peg-

matite of a crude foliation parallel to . Put the axle of 

slip (-axis) in 2 is given by the lineation , ane not by the 

azisof the folds in . 	' was a passive structure during 

non-affine slip on S &W was internally rotated (see, for in-

stance, Borg and Turner, 1953, figure 3). Although movement 

was monoclinic the fabric of the pegmatite is triclinic be-

cause ' was passive during deformation. 

Lineatio: Most foliation surfaces in the gneisses have 

a strong lineatlon. This generally is expressed in the form 

of a fine regular ribbing (plate 4); but it varies in charac-

ter between, at one extreme, an almost imperceptible striation, 

and, at the other, a coarse mullioning. Most commonly it is 

defined by an elongation of mineral grains, especially horn-

blonde in the hornblendic gneiaeea and maphibolites, and by 

streaky tracts of feldspar and mica in the feldspathic and 

biotite gneisaee (lineation of type 2); in places it is an 

Intersection of fabric surfaces (S and ) and, ieee commonly, 

a mierofolding of S (respectively lineations of types 3 end 1). 

The / 
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The orientation of the lineation (small dots in 

figure. 17 and 18) is macroscopically homogeneous in Most ex-

posures and, within certain lindte, from exposure to exposure. 

The greatest variation between individually homogeneous fields 

to be found in the whole area is shown in figures 17c and 176. 

Because the axes of all observed macroscopic folds are parallel 

to lineation, no mount of such folding can change the orienta-

tion of the lineation. The slight variations observed in In-

dividual exposures probably are caused by the same phenomena 

as cause the local variations in the orientation of S, men-

tioned above. 

Th* regional lineation of the Throka area is undoubtd.. 

ly the ohe observed by Joubert, in the Namanga-Mesel area, 

with constant easterly trend and shallow plunge 

Joint.: Joints in deformed rooks are not always to be 

correlated with penetrative structures because they can be 

formed by elastic strain leading to rupture without a preced-

ing phase of flow. Put the elastic strain stored in a rock 

after a phase of flow generally is expressed in the form of 

Joints which show a geometrical relation to the structures 

produced by flow. Two types of joint system most commonly 

occur in rooks deformed by flow and both are represented in 

the the rocks of Turoka, as follows: 

1./ 
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The most commonly occurring joints in the area are 

0b11;ue or () joints which are symmetrically intersected 

by the lineation and stand normal to the foliation (plate 5). 

The acute angle between the joints usually 1s bisected by the 

lineation but in many places the joints are nearly mutually 

perpendicular. The symmetry of these joints agrees statis-

tically with that of the penetrative structures and, although 

they formed later, the joint, are genetically connected with 

the flaw  structures. 

Joints normal or subnormal to lineation and fold axes 

occur either in place of or together with oblique joint.. 

Such joints are called ç.-joints. They occur most frequently 

In association with folds, vbweas oblique joints tend to oc-

cur where is unfolded. This is only a very general rule 

to which there are many exceptions. Where they occur in 

folded rocks, 	oints have the orientation of a true profile 

normal to a fold axis, and they provide surfaces ideally orien-

ted for The study of fold forms (plates 1 9  P and 6). The 

symmetry of the s-joints agrees within statistical limits 

with the symmetry of the penetrative structures, with which 

the joints must share a common origin. 

Other joints are developed locally with a variety 

of orientations. 

Homogeneity / 
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U,omozenjitY ant twirt: On the macroscopic scale there 

is throughout the area almost complete homogeneity with res-

pect to the orientation of fold axes and lineations. These 

structures have monoalinic ayntnetry and the axes they define 

It a 1azie. Throughout much of the area there is macro-

ecopie homogeneity with respect to the orientation of but in 

certain areas megascopic folding destroys this. The macros-

copic symmetry of the fabric is orthorhombic where the folia-

tion is flaggy and unfolded and monoclinic where small folds 

or two intersecting foliations occur. 

3 • Msgejcopjc$cale 

General statement: The general distribution of rock types 

within the area already has been described. Of particular in-

terest is the ring-shaped outcrop of marble at Turoka and the 

crescent-shaped outcrop of marble in the south of the area 

with anomalous strike normal to the regional mean. The mega-. 

ecopic structures can be represented three-dimensionally in 

the three ways outlines in the section on structural geometry, 

as follows: 

1. Maps 2 end 3 are structural maps of the area showing 

the orientation and disposition of the penetrative structures. 

Yap! 
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Map 2 shawl the more Important lithological boundaries and the 

trend and plunge of macroscopic folds and lineations. Post 

of the plotted measurements are averages calculated from nume-

rous readings made on individual exposures. In this way, in-

dividual measurements were evaluated statistically and varia-

tions caused by local insignificant Irregularities in structure 

were eliminated. The same procedure was adopted with the 

foliation measurements shown in map 3. In this map, the traces 

on the ground surface of form-surfaces in the gneise are SIC5ti 

chad in by hand in order to convey to an observer a stronger 

impression of the geometry of the surfaces defined by the mea-

surements of dip and strike shown on the map. The maps other-

wise are self explanatory. 

2 and 3. In the next section the results of statistical 

analysis of penetrative structures from the whole area are die.. 

cussed and in the following section these results are used in 

the construction of tectonic profiles. 

tatistical analysis of penetrative .etructuleim Investi-

gations on a macroscopic scale show that there is throughout 

the area & high degree of homogeneity in the orientation of 

foliation, fold axes and lineatlone, Py combining measure-

ments made macroscopically into synoptic diagrams for larger 

areas / 
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areas, it is possible to establish the degrease in homogeneity 

with increase in seal.. Per instance, figure iSa shows ass 

r.nements from the whole eastern limb of the Turoka fold. 

TP'c c'egree of homogeneity of the lineations Is high but the 

IT -poles show a definite tendency to spread from a central 

maximum. Figure lSb shows measurements plotted from a much 

imsUer area at the southern closure of the marble. The de-

gree of homogeneity shown by this diagr hie r1ren0v 7,, n coni-

mented upon, but the orientation of IT-poles is wrk&1v rif-

ferent from that in figure iSa. Figure 18c shows measurement 

aet!e along Us crescentic outcrop of marble in the south of the 

area. Again, the liner structures have strikingly uniform 

orientation, whereas the IT..poles lie not in a maximum but in 

a well marked girdle about the maximum of linear structures. 

The foliation on this ridge thus to folded in the same fashion 

on the megaseopic scale as on the macroscopic scale. Likewise, 

In the gnei.aes of the south-west part of the area, where fol-

ding is strong end two foliations commonly are developed the 

Tr.-poiea of both foliations ( and 	iie in a girdle about 

a strong maximum of linear structures (figure lSd). The de-

gree of homogeneity as expressed in figures 17 and 15 1s so 

striking that synoptic diagrams (figures 20a and b) have been 

prepared showing respectively the orientation of all axial 

structures / 
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structures (lineations and small folds) and of all iI.-poles 

and 	measured in the area shown in maps 2 and 3. The 

synoptic diagram for linear structures shows a single strong 

maximum defining a regional axis trending north 62 0  east and 

Plunging 20 0  to the east-north-east. This corresponds to 

the trend and plunge of regional lineation observed by Joubert 

( 1956 0  vi.S. in press ) In The Namanga-Pissel area to the 

south, but not to the regi nal fold axis which he suggested. 

Further, in order to fit in with his interpretation of the 

large scale structures, this lineation had to be paralel to 

a direction of slip on S, that is, it had to be an -lineatf on. 

Put on grounds of symmetry it is demonstrably a -lineation 

I Is not pral El to a direction of simple trnittve slip. 

The 17 -poles are arranree in - çirdle &out 

in figure POb which coincides with the maximum in figure 20a. 

This axis is the regional fold axis on both the macroscopic 

and megaeeopic scales. Within the girdle is a single very 

strong maximum elongated slightly in the plane of the girdle. 

This maximum defines a regional preferred orientation for the 

collation corresponding to the regional dip and strike ob. 

served by Joubert in the Wamanga..Plssel area. The position 

of le (email open circle) and the W..crirdle are shown on 

figures / 
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figures 17 aw 18 to show the variation from the regional mean 

of each partial diagram. 

Within the Turoka area, the -axle defined in these 

diagrams is the only etatieticall L-gogai _zabla, axis of folding. 

There is no sign of a horizontal axes trending north-north.. 

west. Put it must be remembered that this demonstration holds 

only for the field (the area shown in maps 2 and 3) considered. 

From the symmetry of the two synoptic diagrams 

(figures 20* and b) it is possible to deduce certain facts 

about the maseop1c symmetry of fabric and deformation and 

about the geometry of megasoopic fh •  Figure 20a shows 

that the folds are cylindroidal on a megaacopic scale. The 

fold axis therefore is a direction of minimum structural change 

(statistically, there is no chQnge) and the form of the folds 

can be represented on a plane surface (the plane of symetry 

normal to the fold axis) by construction of a cross section 

or profile. From figure 20b the following qualitative fea-

tures of the megascopic folds can be deduced: 

The folds are recumbent (given by the position of the 

maximum). 

The limbs of the folds are closely appressed (given 

by the single relatively compact msxinum). 

3., 
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The hinges of the folds are sharp and the limbs long 

(given by the greater frequency of measurements corresponding 

to the hubs than measurements correeronding to the hinges). 

The axial surfaces of the folds intersect the horizon-

tal along a line normal to the trend of the fold axes (given 

by the bisector of the maximum, Which can be considered to re-

present the pole of the regional axial plane). 

That these predictions agree broadly with features 

of observed macroscopic folds can be verified by a glance at 

plates 2 and 3. Further information about the form of par-

ticular megascepic folds is given below in the constructed 

profiles. 

Tectonic profileez A planar cross-eectin or profile 

drawn normal to the regional fold axes shows accurately the 

form of the megascopic structures. To draw a vertical sec-

tion is of little value because it is a section out oblicualy 

to the plunging fold axis, showing a distorted picture of the 

fo1 forms. Wegmann (1929 9  p. 107)  calls a profile drawn nor-

mal to the fold axis a jransverss MfIle and one drawn paral-

lel to a fold axis e longitudinal prof. The first 'os 

the true form of cylindroidal structures g  tY:p sec 	oe a not 

show the form at all. rrofiles parallel to all other planes 

show / 
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show the form distorted to a lesser or greater d€gree. A 

a vertical section shows a distorted picture of the form of 

plunging cylindroidal structures, so also (neglecting the 

effects of topography) does the plane surface of e010gioa1 

map. 	'igure 21 ii a simple demonstration of this fact. 

In figure 21* is •hown an inclined cylinder intersecting a 

plane horisontal surface as an elliptical trace (figure 21h). 

In order to see the true form of the cylinder it must be In-

tersected by a surface normal to its axis (fi,ure 21c) on 

which the trace of the cylinder is a circle (figure 21d). 

A cylindroidal structure in a body of deformed rock possesses 

geometrical features similar to those of a cylinder. The 

trace of the form-surface of a cylindroidal structure on a 

map is a distortion of the trace as seen on a transverse pro-

file in the same fashion as the ellipse in figure 21b is a 

6istt [on of the circle in figure 21d. Obviously, if the 

ellipse in figure Qlb is viewed orthographically parallel to 

the axis of the cylinder it is seen as a circle. In the same 

fashion, if the distorted fold forms on the map are view 

orthographically parallel to the fold axis they are seen in 

transverse profile. This viewing can be carried out visually, 

because the eye sees alm.st in orthograrhie projection: but 

a graphical construction can be made to distort a map into a 

transverse / 
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Figure 21. Diagran illustrating geometry of transverse 
profile. 
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transverse profile. The geometry of the eoTutruetion ill 

shown dlagramaticaily for a hypothetical map and axial plunge 

In figure PP. PQRS is a map showing lithological boundaries 

folded er].indro1dal1y about an axis. This axle, parallel to 
PP I thus Is the direction along which the boundaries on the 

map imaat be orthographically projected to produce a profile. 

For convenience, the plane of profile (normal to PP 1 ) is en.. 

visaged as intersecting the map along the line ON. Enob point 

on the map to the left of 01T is projected upwards along lines 

parallel to PP I  to intersect the plane of profile. The four 

corners of the map project as shown P to ', to VI R to ' 

and 6 to '. A rectangular grid drawn on the map so that 

one coordinate is parallel to the trend of the fold axis is 

projected as shown. One set of intervals of this grid (P to 

1, 1  to 2 1  2 to 3 and so on) remains undistorted after projec-

tion, whereas the other set (Z,  to A, A to B9 to and so on) 

Is shortened on the profile. The degree of shortening can 

be calculated from the triangle Fn.P ,  as shown. If the inter.. 

vale before projection are represented by k, after projection 

by p and the angle of plunge by 

then 	kSIn oL = p. 

With the calculated value of p, a grid can easily be drawn 

which / 



Figure 22. Construction of transverse profile by axial 
projection of a geological map (explanation 

in text). 
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which represents the grid on the map distorted as it would 

appear on a transverse profile. The boundaries from the map 

then can be transferred to the new grid to complete the pro.-

file. This construction is that outlined by Wegiann (1929). 

The importance of this method of profile construction 

is that no line appears on the profile which does not appear 

also on the map. Tn other words, no speculation is useO in 

Its preparation. This contrasts with the method eotwonly em.-  
- 

ployed in the construction of vertical structural seetirns in 

which form-surfaces intersecting the line of section on a map 

are projected down dip s  as long or short a distance as the 

fancy of a particular geologist dictates, to produce fold-forms  

which may or may not exist. Projection must be used in con-

struction of profiles, but projection should be made always in 

the direction of minimum structural change (the fold axis in 

a cylindroidal structure) and not in a direction of great or 

maximum change (th4 direction of dip in mwfaees fohed about 

horizontal or shallowly plunging axes). One criticism often 

levelled at transverse profiles is that the shape of fola may 

change radically below ground • As Wegmann (19P9 9  p./ 08   ) 

points out, this ob,lectVrn  is insubstantial if the projecti'm 

is made in an area statistically homogeneous with respect to 
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a fold axis. It is obvious that even in such an area a pro-

file would not be exactly the sane in detail if it could be 

ainstructed for rocks below the grourO, aurfacet tectonic In-

clusions can and do die out even in the direction of plunge: 

folds can change their form along their axes - sntiforms can 

turn into synforme and yje 	Put such variations do 

not effect the overall qualitative features of geometry which 

is called by Lweon the teqt,5nIe jkLe of the structures. 

It is in aequirig a feeling for tectonic style that the con 

cept of a form-surface, independent of lithology and strati-

graphical detail, is most useful to a geologist. A transverse 

profile constructed in the manner outlined assists an observer 

In obtaining a three dimensional view of the geometry of a 

given body. If it is remembered that a profile does not cor-

respond in detail to any one plane surface in the deformed 

body and Is qualitative rather then quantitative, and if it 

Is further remembered that it is valid only for the field of 

the map concerned g  then such a construction Is lej7ftilrate and 

coipletely defensible far more defensible than meet verti-

cal etructurnl crose-sectione which give a wholly subjective 

view of structure iWtet4n'ent of geometrical construction. 

In mm t large bodies with trielinic eynrnetry no  

significant / 
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significant planar profiles of any sort can be constructed 

because there is not a direction of no structural change. 

Any rerresentation of a form-surface on a plane surface cut 

through such a body is an irregular distortion. Put if the 

triclinic symmetry is alight and aprarent only on a large 

scale, then sometimes it is possible to construct profiles 

for small homogeneous fields with rnonoclthic syvretry and to 

combine them artificially on a single plane surface (see, for 

instance, Lugeon, 1930), 

Two transverse profiles of the Turotca area have been 

constructed. Profile 1 is a transverse profile in which 

minor corrections have been made to neutralize the effects of 

topography. Profile 2 is a series of coulisse profiles (Veg.-

mann, 1929), that is, individual transverse profiles drawn 

across map 2  from a to a l l b to b', c to ' and so, showing 

the topographical profile along each line. The three dimen-

sional effect of cou].isse profiles is more striking than that 

of a simple trnsverse profile. The plane of projection 

throughout strikes north 28 0  west and dips 70 10  west. 

Prom a study of the profiles the following atruc-

tural conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The Puroka fold is a flattened cylindrical body of 

marble floating in gneiss. Within the cylinder Is an isolated 

body / 
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body of marble embedded in the gneias of the core. Although 

this body is shown in the profiles isolated from the Turoka 

fold, it is possible that the two are joinee underground along 

the -.axle. ""hether or not the two join or die out does not 

affect the tectonic style  of the Turoka fold as expre.ae! in 

the profile. 

The foliation () in the gneleses enclosing the Turoka 

fold Is conformable to the outline of the fold. Around the 

northern closure of the fold, the foliation in the grielases 

also closes. Fowever, around the southern closure S does 

not appear to close in harmony with the foliation in the 

maitle, although this is not certain because of poor exposure 

in critical localities. As far as can be determined by map 

ping, S on opposite sides of the fold cornea together with no 

Intervening marble and continues uniformly southwards as the 

regional foliation. The Turoka fold apparently is roLese 

and the features of the surrounding pnefseic foliation sug-

gest that it once rooted towards the south. 

The Turoka marble once could have been contiguous 

with the crescentic body of marble floating in gneiBE in the 

southern part of the area. It was the unusual structural 

features of this marble which initially led to the investiga-

tion / 
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Investigation at Turoka. The reason for the unusual features 

displayed by this body on the map becomes apparent on the 

profiles. Although internally it is intensely folded, the 

marble has a fairly regular outline cutting across the regional 

foliation. The boundaries of the body are essentially ver-

tical and strike on the map parallel to the axial trend. P.-

cause the other folds in the area are recumbent, this trend 

is normal to the regional strike. The outcrop of marble ith 

steeply dipping foliation striking normal to the regional 

foliation in the gnef sees is thus in no way anomalous. The 

body of marble has the appearance of a partially transposed 

told of great size. This view is supported by the fact that 

the secondary foliation(S 1) of the south-western part of the 

area projects onto the profile parallel to the axial plane of 

this fold. 

4. The marble and quartzite of the northern spur of the 

Lemilebbu TIlls is probably part of another great tectonic 

inclusion floating in gneiss. It is possible that this body 

Is a closely appressed fold of quartzite around a core of 

marble but poor exposure in the vicinity of the supposed 

closure makes this interpretation a matter of speculation. 

8. The tectonic style, as expressed in these profiles, 

shove / 
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shows that attempts to determine the structural geometry or 

the body by stratipraphical means are unlikely to be success-

ful. The individual outcrops of marble and quartzite within 

the area are all, as far as can be determined, rootless in-

clusions of roughly 1er'9 form embedded in gneiss which has 

been pervaded by intense movement. To join up indivf'utl 

ez.oeuree of, say, marble, into discrete layers on a map is 

a gross oversimplification of geometry that can lead to a 

misunderstanding of the large scale tectonics. 

, The coulisse profiles demonstrate which outcrops on 

the map owe their form to the effects of topography. The 

apparently small closed bodies of marble on the Leznilebbu 

Tills are seen to be inliers caused by erosion through an 

overlying sheet of quartzite. Also a circular pattern in 

the gneissic foliation just to the west of the Turoka fold 

Is seen to be a result of irregular erosion through a small 

anti form. 

4. Microscopic scale 

General statsme : Study of microscopic structures was 

made in ten specimens selected from the localities shown in 

map A. The following are brief descriptions of the macro- 

scopic / 
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macroscopic and microscopic structural features of the apeci.. 

mane important from a structural point of views 

128: quartzite; weak foliation defined by scattered 

grains of feldspar and mica strong lineation defined by 

elongated tracts of feldspar and mica; quartz occurs in 

squidimensional grains with interlocking boundaries, enclosing 

email grains of feldspar and mica; poatkinematic crystalliza-

tion. 

152: quartzite; very weak foliation defined by india-

tinot colour-layering,; strong lineation defined by elongated 

tracts of feldspar and diopsicie; quartz occurs in large equt-

dimensional grains with interlocking boundaries enclosing 

fragments of feldspar and diopside poatkinematic crystalli-

zation. 

378: quartzite; very weak foliation defined by crude 

layering of tiny fragments of feldspar, mica, diopeide and 

calcite no lineation; quartz occurs in large equidisnensional 

grains with interlocking boundaries enclosing tiny fragments 

of other minerals; posticinematic crystallization. 

530: micaceous quartzite; foliation defined by layers 

rich in mica and feldspar; weak lineation defined by elonga.. 

ted tracts of mineral fragments quartz occurs in squid imen-

efonal grains with interlocking boundaries enclosing tiny 

grains of mica and feldspar; poetkinesnatic crystallization. 

674/ 
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674: quartzite; weak foliation defined by layers 

richer respectively in mica and feldspar; impereletent 

lineation defined by ribbing on certain surfaces; Quarts 

occurs in large equidimeneionsl grains with interlocking 

boundaries enclosing grains of feldspar; poetkinenatio cry- 

stallization. 

1001 granulitic gneiss; weak foliation finpereistently 

defined by surfaces of easy fracture; lineation defined by 

elongated tracts of cuartz, feldspar and mica; quartz occurs 

in granulitic form (long flattened lenticlee composed of 

slightly elongated grains) enclosing small grains of feldspar 

and mica; postkin.matic crystallization. 

102: granulitic gneiss with same features as 100, but 

with no lineation, 

3: granulitic gneiss with same features as 100. 

112: hiotite gneiss; strong foliation defined by alter-

nate layers respectively richer in mica and feldspar, and by 

preferred orientation of mica flakes; faint lineation de-

fined by tracts of feldspar and mica; quartz in small .qui-

dimensional grains enclosing tiny fragments of feldspar and 

mica; postkinemiittio crystallization. 

190: feldspathic gneiss crude foliation visible as a 

colour-layering; no lineation* quarts occurs in small equl.. 

dimensional / 
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equidimensional grains interstitial to the feldspar ,  poet.. 

kinematic crystallization. 

These specimens, although they range from almost 

Pure cuartzite to feldapathie gneiee, exhibit certain features 

in oomrron the most important of which is the absence of signs 

of poeterystalline strain. The only evidence of deformation 

after crystallization is a email amount of undulose extinc-

tion in the larger grains of quartz. There is no sign of 

movement along boundaries between quartz grains and the 

fact that the quartz grains comonly enclose fragments of 

feldspar and mica suggests that the grain size of the quartz 

was once email and has since been enlarged by complete reory-

etallization (see, for comparison, the Ord Ban quartzite 

Weiss, McIntyre and draten, 1955 9  plates ha dnd b). 

The marbles of the Turoka area are very coarse 

grained and only a few grains appear in a single thin section. 

For this reason, and because complete analysis of the fabrics 

of marbles is time consuming and of little value in a recon-

naissance survey#  no studies of preferred orientation of cal-

cite have been made. The only minerals studied for prefer-

red orientation are quarts ( [OOOiJ -axes in all specimens) 

and mica ((001) -planes in specimen. 530 and 100). 

Preferred / 
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sfer'.d oriertion ot cuarts and mice: The diagrams 

showing preferred orientation of quarts and mice are shown 

In figure 23. Data from each specimen were measured in two 

mutually perpendicular thin sections (both normal or subnor-

mal to ) and rotated into a single plane. In specimens 

with a lineation this plane is normal or subnormal to the 

lineation, but in the specimens showing no lineation (37, 

102 and 190) the plane of one of the sections was chosen at 

random. Wherever possible, a total of 300 grains was mae-

eured in each specimen; but some of the specimens are so 

coarse grained that & smaller number of measurements had to 

suffice. 	owever, in q1l specimens eriugh grains were mea- 

sured to determine the salient features of the pattern of 

preferred orientation. 

With the exception of figure 23d (152), the diagrams 

for the preferred orientation of [000i.J -axes are variations 

on one basic type. The range of variation in this pattern 

is expressed by the following sequence of diagrams: 

Figures 23b (674) and 23e (530); two well-defined 

closely-spaced maxima symmetrical to the -axis. 

Figure 23c (128); the maxima are joined by incomplete 

(0k1)-girdles. 

Figures "3a (37), 23g (403) and 231 (100); the ()-

girdles are complete. 

/ 



Figure 23. Preferred orientation of quartz and mica in the 
rocks of Turoka, 

Cuartzite (378); qtartz, 168 D00]J -axes; 
contours, 1-3-5-7-9-11/  per 1/ area. 

uartzite (674) ; quartz, 300 )0U. -axes; 
contours, 1-5-9-13-)7-21/  per 1i'area. 

o. 	uartzite (128); quartz,3300 ooj -axes; 
contours, 1-3-5-J-9-11  per 1/ area, 

Quartzite (152); quartz, 209 L)00  -axes; 
contours, 1-3-5-7-9  per 1'' area. 

Micaceous quartzite (530);  quartz, 250 t)00-axee; 
contours, 1-3.5..7.9..11f per 1 area. 

itioaoeous quartzite (53u); Alica, iOO (001)-planes; 
contours 11-3-5-7-9-11 per 1/ area. 

Granulitic gneiss (403.5; quartz, 310 1L0O -axes; 
contours, 1-2-3-4-5/ per 1/ area 

ii. Granulitic gneiss (102); quartz, 300 fC)00 -axes; 
contours, 1-2-3-4/ per 1q  aea. 

1. Granulitic gneiss (100); quartz, 314 t)002j -axes; 
contours 1-2-3-4-5-6/  per 1/ area. 

Granulitic gneiss (1005; mica, 104 (001)-planes; 
contours, 1-3-5-7-9/ per 1/ area. 

Biotite gneiss (112); quartz, 262 J)00 -axes; 
contours, 1-2-3-4-5-6/  per 1/ area. 

1. Feldspathic gneiss (190); quartz, 300 g)00 -axes; 
contours, 1-2-3-4/ per 17,  area. 

V.U. - vertical up; V.D. - vertical down; 
S - south; N - north. 
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4. Figures 23h (102), 23k (112) and ZSe (l.0); the 

patterns are poorly defined but suggest a general area of 

high Concentration spreading into two (Oki)- or cleft (small 

circle) girdles. 

This eecuence is important because it coincides with 

two other trends in the specimens: 

all  From 1 to 4 is a general decrease in Importance of 

lineation, 

b. From 1 to 4 is a general (ecrease in the amount of 

quartz in each fabric. 

It is probable that the patterns represent much the 

same movement-picture modified locally by changes in Intensity 

of movement and in composition. These two factors may be 

linked very closely; the amount of penetrative movement In 

any one fabric may depend upon its composition. The main 

constituent in the quartzites io g  of course, quartz, which Is 

an active structural component. Towever, in the gneissee, 

Including the more feldspathic granulites, the main constituent 

Is feldspar with interstitial quartz; but feldspar deforms 

lees readily even than intez 4etitial quartz, which thus remains 

an active component (in contrast to Its passive role when 

Interstitial in calcite) and acquires some degree of preferred 

orientation / 
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orientation. quartzite, being more easily deformed than 

felspathic gneiss, tends to have more penetrative movement 

concentrated within it; and, in turn, marbles and highly 

micaceous rocks tend to have more movement concentrated in 

them than do quartzites. 

Theao views are put forward to explain the vane-

tion in detail between patterns of preferred orientation of 

quarts in a body which appears to have suffer ed a single uni-

form deformation. Powever, although thd diagrams show the 

Throka area to be inhomogeneous with reepeotth the degree of 

preferred orientation of quartz they suggest that it is homo-

geneous with respect to Its symmetry. The difference in the 

strain of different rocks seems to be one of amount and not 

one of kind. 

The symmetry of most of the diagrams is monoclinic. 

The patterns ehow a symmetrical relation to the lineation, 

confirming this as a Lk-axis, but the maxima and girdles are 

not symmetrically arranged with respect to foliation. 

Figures 23b (674), 23e (530) and 231 (100) show this asym-

metry most clearly. Also, the patterns are not of the -. 

girdle type indicating translative slip on one set of slip 

surfaces or more than one set of non-equivalent slip surfaces; 

they / 
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they are of a type most frecuently associated vltb ortho-' 

rhombic synetry. Tf the orlentati'n of the foliation is 

neglected, the symmetry of most of the diagrams is statis-

tically orthorhombic. 	xination of individiRl diagrams 

In figure 23 suggests that the plane of the horizontal (bro-

ken line) has a more symmetrical relation to the patterns 

of preferred orientation of quartz than does the foliation 

(full line). This fact is shown most clearly in figures 

23b (E74), 23c (128), 93* (530) and ?3g (403). In order 

to detect any regional homogeneity in the preferred orienta-

tion of quartz (apart from that decided by preferred orienta-

tion of lineation), the maxima from all diagrams are plotted 

on a synoptic diagram for the whole area. This diagram is 

shown viewed along the plunge of the regional axis, as de-

fined by macroscopic and megascopie structures, in figure 

24. The black circles are maxima of 8% per 1% area and over, 

and the open circles are maxima of between 37, and 8% per 1i 

area. The pattern which emerges in this diagram indicates 

a striking degree of regional homogeneity with respect to 

the preferred orientation of quartz. This pattern is sym-

metrically oriented with reference to the intersection of 

the plane of projection and the horizontal and with reference 

to! 
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to the regional L-xis. It appears to be similar in form 

to the patterns from individual specimens, namely, an area of 

high concentration spreading into two (j)..girdl.e. The 

symmetry of this diagram ta statistically orthorhombic and 

agrees with the syiretry of the -diagrar (figure 20b). 

But fabrics on a macroscopic scale have monoclinic ey1iEnetry 

because § is folded and individual fields on a microscopic 

scale also have monoclinic symmetry because S is oriented 

asymmetrically with respect to the planes of symmetry of the 

orthorhombic patterns of quartz. There is no doubt that in 

all the analysed specimens quartz is an active structural com-

ponent. Mlea q  on the other hand is, in the view of the wri-

ter, a passive component. It occurs in isolated flakes 

either in quartz (in the quartzites) or in quartz and felds-

par (in the gneisses). Likewise, on a larger scale, the 

foliation in some of the cuartzitee and felapathie granulites 

and gneissee is a passive structural element. It is defined 

only by weak compositional layering and appears to have no 

mechanical significance. Only in the micaceous gneisses 

does it appear t4he a surface of slip in the last stages of 

deformation and in these it becomes alternately passive and 

active by transposition, as outlined above. The teetonite 

from/ 
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from Anglesey described by the writer (Weiss, 1955) shows how 

the symmetry of a passive structural component, if it is dif-

ferent from the .ynrn.try of active structural components, can 

change the symaetry of a fabric until it no longer agrees with 

eyetry of strain. In the rocks of Ttnoka, on a macroscopic 

scale, it is only sere is folded that the symmetry is mono-

clinic. In the analysed specimens too, it is the passive 

structural elements that define monoclinic syianetry for the 

whole fabric. This is demonstrated by figures P5* (530) and 

2t (100); the three planes 5, ' and F are respectively the 

foliation, the plane defined by the preferred orientation of 

mica-flakes (from figures P.3f end 23j) and one of the planes 

of synmietry of the pattern of preferred orientation of quartz 

(from figures 23* and 231). The three surfaces intersect in 

and the overall symmetry of the fabrics is monoclinic. 

If the s'mnetr'r of the passive components (a and ') is ne-

glected, the snmetry defined by the preferred orientation 

of quartz is orthorhombie. 

5. Kinematic interpretation of structural data 

The regional foliation of the Turoka area cannot be 

unrolled and levelled in the same fashion as a sedimentary 

because / 
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because the foliation of the gneisses to, at least in part, 

mechanical in origin. Fowever, it is probable that the boun-

ding surfaces of the larger bodies of marble correspond, in 

a broad fashion, to original sedim.ntarr surfaces; and, if 

It is assumed that these layers of marble once were planar 

end horizontal, then the following general conclusions can be 

drawn from their present forms as expressed in the profile? 

A phase of intense unrestricted transport early in 

the kinematic history of the structures must be invoked in 

order to explain the rootless condition of the large folds 

of marble, the existence of large tectonic inclusions of one 

rock type in another end the lensoid form of the lithological 

unite on all scales. 

The eyHndroidal folding of the marbles implies a 

shortening or a monoclinic transport or both in a direction 

normal to the fold axis (a). 

The deformation did not consist only of a simple 

horizontally directed eueezing or shearing, because the axial 

surfaces of the larger folds are inclined at a low angle to 

the horizontal, and the fold axes plunge. 

If the plunge of the regional fold axis is neglected, 

the synoptic diag'rns for S, F end the preferred orientation 

of quartz collectively define orthorhombic symmetry for the 

whole / 
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whole area. Because of the plunge of P the three planes of 

symmetry of the orthorhombic synoptic d agrns have only a 

partially symmetrical relation to the horizovtalt two of them 

(one containing and one normal to L) intersect in a horizon-

tal line, the remaininE,  piano is vertical (respectively p l , p, 

and 23 in figure 26). Before proceeding to a kinematic Inter-

pretation of these and other structitral data, it is necessary 

to make'several assumptions regarding the orientation of axes 

of principal stress in the cruet of the earth on an erogenic 

scale, as follows: 

1, Where external stress is non-.rotational, one axis of 

principle stress is vertical and two are horizontal (see Ander-

son, 1951 9  p. 22). 

2. There external stress is rotational (a force-coip1e) 

the plane of the force-couple is either vertical or horizontal. 

If these assumptions are made, than it is apparent 

that the structures produced by unbalanced orogenic stresses 

in the crust of the earth must bear, on an orogenie veal*, some 

geometrical relation to the horizontal. Pecause of the effects 

of structural anisotropy present in a rock before deformation, 

strain does not always correspond in symmetry with external 

stress, so that axes of principal strain cannot he always equa-

ted, on all scales, with axes of principal stress: it has 

already / 
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already been shown how a simple horizontal biaxial strain 

with orthorhombic symmetry,  can produce monoclinic movements 

(flexural nip folding of a layered body) on a email scale. 

But if a field is Large enough for strain in it to be con-

sidered statistically homogeneous (even if deformation is by 

flexural slip folding), then axes of principal strain can be 

equated in a general fashion with axes of principal stress. 

This is true not only of non-rotational stress but also of 

rotational stress (a force-couple) which can be resolved in-

to three mutually perpendicular axes of principal stress in 

the same way as non-rotational stress but, where stress is 

rotational, two of the axes of principal stress rotate about 

the third axis (the normal to the plane of the force-couple) 

so that, on an orogenic scale, a force-couple acting in a 

vertical plans produces a consifteTltaeYTflmetrY in the orien-

tation of structural elements iith reference to the horizon-

tal. The effects of rotation are difficult to detect where 

the force-couple acts in a horizontal plane because rotation 

Is about a vertical axis and no asymmetry is produced with 

reference to the horizontal. 

The synoptic diagrams for the Turoka area suggests 

that the strain of the area as a Whole may be considered 

statistically / 
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statistically homogeneous because the monoclinie symmetry of 

fabric caused by the presence of flexural slip folds is statis-

tically insignificant on the scale of the whole area. Put 

the orthorhombie synoptic patterns depicting statistically 

homogeneous strain are asymmetrically oriented with reference 

to the horizontal (13 plunges) • Overall rotational strain 

thus is present. It is obvious that there Is an axis of 

rotation inclined to because P itself is rotated into a 

plunging position; but the plunge of B alone is no guide to 

the orientation of this axis because an axis can acquire a 

plunge by rotation about any other axis which is not vertical. 

Prom the orientation of the three planes of symmetry of the 

synoptic diagrams it can be seen also that P ,  is not an axis 

of rotation, in the last movents, on the scale of the whole 

area. If it were it would have rotated the horizontal axis 

of intersection of two of the planes of symmetry into a plun-

ging orientation. The only single axis of rotation which 

can explain both the plunge of Ll and the horizontal orienta-

tion of the axis of intersection of the planes of symmetry is 

the axis of intersection itself (' In figure '6). The rota-

tion of the whole field about P 1  could have occurred either 

before or after the formation of E. For each of these eases 

there / 
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there ue t'o po&iblt Ritern&tive kinematic interçictuUona. 

The fold axis could have formed initially vith a plunging 

orientation on a d jpi  1mg in one of two ways: 

' could lave teen procucet by trixftl ntrLin in 

which the ci f reateat shorteninE &s initially normal to 

' but became normal to P in the later stages of deformation. 

This deformation corresponds to that outlined above for parts 

of the Scottish Tigh1c&a on the baie of Anderson's observa-

tions (Fl.. T-0-tectonics). The later movements normal to P 

were more intense end penetrative than the earlier movements 

normal to I'. 

1 enild have been produced by biaxial strain of rocks 

In which A  already had a rlr e ter1y dip produced by 

earlier unrelated movements (T A i-tectonics). 

If I was formed initially in horizontal J9 then it 

acquired its present plunge in one of two ways: 

1. E was tiltec in the last stages of or after its forma-

tion in response to the appearance of an element of triaxial 

strain in a deformation previously biaxial (L...• '-tectonice). 

2#  r, was tilted after formation by later genetically un-

related movements (LA -tectonics). 

On the basis of SL1n or' a empirical argument (1948 9  

P. 180) / 
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p. 1&) it is possible to eliminate the second of each of 

these pairs of alternatives, because, from the synoptic dia- 

is statistically normal to B ': and it can be assumed 

that the two axes are genetically connected. There remains 

the problem of the chronology of movements about P and R'; 

but before considering this it in necessary to determine the 

nature of the strains and stresses w1!iCh produced the pene-

trative structures associated with B. 

In the symmetry of the synoptic diagrams is preser-

ved the symmetry of the lest stage of wbat may be a long line 

of kinematic evolution. The three axes of principal strain 

of this stage are the interseetione of the three planes of 

symmetry one of vh1ch Is and another E l . The presence of 

flexural slip folds proves that at one stage of kinematic 

evolution deformation was by slip on S. If the strain in 

ts stage is biaxial, then Pq as the fold axis, is an axis 

of no change, and one of the remaining axes of principal 

strain is an axis of extdnsion and the other an axis of com- 

pression. On a email scale, a fabric produced by this strain 

has monoclinic symmetry, and, on a large seals, orthorhombic 

svrnetry (deformation is statistically homogeneous on a large 

scale). / 
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scale). if strain is triaxial, , also, Is either an axis 

of compression or extension. it has already been shown that 

triaxial strain by slip on 21 where B is an axis of shortening, 

Ideally produces J. 11 0 -structures with trielinic symmetry on 

all scales. Although movements of this kind could account 

for the plunge of p q  as outlined above, the triazial element 

of strain must have been present before or after the phase of 

movement which produced P because the •ymnetry of the penetra-

tive structure, is monoclinic and not triclinic on a email 

scale. There is, however, another kind of triaxial strain 

Where B is an axis of extension. This strain cannot be achie-

ved by slip on S alone. It belongs properly to a late stage 

In a line of kinematic evolution where § is passive and other 

flov surfaces appear in a fabric. But an initially biaxial 

strain by slip on foliation can pass into a triaxial strain of 

this kind, with no chng. in the pattern of deforming stresses, 

giving rise to fabrics which have, according to scale of Inves-

tigation, either monoclinic or orthorhombic symmetry. Such 

a deformation has been termed axial flow by the writer (Weiss, 

1954 9  pp. 76i..78) because it results in extension along an a]-

ready formed fold xis. The penetrative structures of the 

Throka area could have been produced by this kind of deformation 

because / 
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deformation because their syráetry is of the right kind; but 

this kind of tri axial strain cannot in itself account for the 

plunge of B, and structural evidence of extension along 13 is 

alight. It is simpler to view the folding about P as a pro-

duct of biaxial strain by slip on foliation. The symmetry 

of this deformation can be statistically the same as that of 

axial flow • If the strain that formed the penetrative struc-

tures is assumed to be biaxial, then what remains to be con-

sidered is the identity of the mutually perpendicular axes of 

principal strain normal to B. If the axis of extension is 

labelled A and the axis of compression is labelled C, then 

there are two possibilities: 

1. A is normal to B in a vertical plane end C is horizon-

tal (!' coincides with C). 

. C is normal to in a vertical plan. and A Is horizon-

tal (V coincides with A). 

The symmetry of both of these strains agrees with 

the symmetry of the s:mnoptic diagrams. 1eoause the strain 

is statistically homogeneous, it in possible to equate axes 

of principal strain with axes of principal stress whether the 

external stress is rotational or non-rotational. A is paral-

lel to the axis of least principal stress, I to the axis of 

intermediate / 
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intermediate principal stress and C to the axis of greatest 

principal stress (irection of compression - ). Thus, in 

the Turoka area, there are two possible dynamic patterns which 

could have produced the penetrative structures, an follows: 

P is horizontal and normal to . 

P is normal to P in a vertical plane. 

At first sight, the first possibility Is most attrac-

tive; but examination of the folds, both in the field and in 

the profile, shows that although on a large scale they have 

the symmetry required by this orientation of Pf  they do not 

have the necessary geometry on any scale. Folds produced by 

a horizontal P have vertical axial planes, not shallowly dip.. 

ping axial planes like the folds of Turoka. Likewise, the 

geometry of the preferred orientation of ouartz does not sup-

port the first interpretation the presence of (Q])-gird lea 

probably indicates an element of "flattening" in a direction 

symmetrically intersecting the angle made by the planes of the 

girdles (see, for instance, Turner, 194, pp. 222..223). At 

Turoka, a horizontal £ would coincide with the axle of Inter-

section of these planes. 

The second possibility Is more promising. The axial 

planes of the folds are normal to P and so is the bisector of 

one / 
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one of the angles between the (Qç)...girdles in the quartz 

patterns, But two difficulties arise: 

1. It was assumed above that axes of principal stress in 

the cruet of the earth, v1iere stress ti non-rotational, are 
either vertical or horizontal. In the Turoka area, the sym-

metry of the synoptic diagrams shows that the stresses which 

completed the kinematic evolution of the penetrative struc-

tures were non-rotational about P, and yet , is inclined. 
The axle of rotation responsible for this inclination is Bt 

and it must be concluded that the rotation about ' which 

caused B to plunge occurred as an impen.trative movement af-
ter the formation of B by the, action of P. Although the 

P. J2 1 -relation of the two tectonic axes suggests that they 
are genetically related (according to Sander) and a product 

of overall triaxtal strain, the above features of the penetra-

tive structures favours the appearance of triaxiel strain late 

In the kinematic history of the rook body after a phase of 

Intense biaxial strain which produced the penetrative struc-

tures,' This interpretation corresponds to the second of the 

two possible P.L 1 1-relations listed above. The plunge of 
, in this instance, is probably analogous to the plunge, be. 

tween depressions and culminations, of the a-axis of the Swis 

Alps. 

2.1 
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P. It is difficult to envisage the formation of folds 

where P initially is normal to the surfaces which become fol-

ded. From features of the profile it already has been con-

eluded that an early phase of unrestricted (monoclinic) trans-

port must be invoked to explain the form of the folds. It 

is further suggested that all flexural slip folds of jq were 

Initiated in this early phase of movement during which P had 

a different orientation. A possible evolutionary seouenoe 

for thepenetrative structures of the Turoka area is as follows! 

Horizontal squeezing of horizontal layers produces 

flexural slip folds with vertical axial surfaces. Overall 

symmetry is orthorhombic (figure 27*). 

External stress becomes rotational owing to the action 

of a fbrce..couple (El  and 	and r rotates in a vertical plane. 

There is a transition from horizontal squeezing to horizontal 

shearing as the orogeny enters the phase of greatest strain. 

The axial planes of the folds become uniformly inclined and 

symmetry of the whole field becomes monoclinic (figure 7Th). 

On grounds of symmetry alone it is impossible to deduce a 

sense for this rotation on the Throka area. If the view 

that the Turoka fold rooted in the south is correct, then the 

sense could be antioloekwiee as viewed dawn the plunge of P. 
C. / 
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a. Inclination of P increases until tangential shearing 

passes into flattening or vertical loading, as a result of 

deep burial wer a great erogenic thickening, and P becomes 

vertical. Transport is once again restricted and the sym-

metry,  of deformation and fabric becomes orthorhombic: but 

the geometry of the fabric 1s different from the geometry of 

phase a, above, because the axial surfaces of the folds are 

rotated into a horizontal orientation (figure 27c). It is 

at this stage that the mechanism of flow changes finally in 

the non-micaceous rocks so that flow is independent of q as 

a slip surface and strain is homogeneous even on a microscopic 

seals, This is shown by the development of a homogeneous 

preferred orientation of quartz independent of S on the micro-

scopic scale. The foliation has been neutralized as a our-

face of slip, by folding. Only in the micaceous rooks does 

remain a surface of slip; in these rooks, on account of 

the properties of mica, 5 can become transposed by folding in.-

to a new foliation and does not become structurally passive. 

In the quertzos rocks the flakes of mica become passive like 

the foliation. Figures 25a and 25b suggest that the mica 

flakes in the last stage of deformation are in process of 

passively rotating from S towards th "plaiting surface" 

(surface of flattening normal to ) defined by the homogeneous 

preferred / 
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preferred orientation of quartz. 

After the formation of these penetrative structures, 

a slight flexing about ' produced the observed pluns'-e of P. 
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Statistical analysis shows that the Turoka area is 

homogeneous with respect to a ..axis of cylindroidal folding 

plunging at 20 0  In direction north 62 0  east. This is the 

only statistically recognizable fold axis In the area. There 

is no sign in the Turoka area of the horizontal fold axis 

trending north-north-west proposed by Joubert to account for 

stratigrapMc repetition of beds in the Nemanga.Pisael area. 

The folds observed about the easterly plunging axes are recum-

bent on all scales, so that repetition of etratigraphical 

horizons with constant strike and dip can equally well be a 

result of folding about this axis. The apparently anomalous 

steeply dipping layers that strike normal to the regional 

strike (the initial problem in the investigation) are not 

anomalous, they are layers near the hinges of large folds. 

They have this strike because where folding is cylindroidal, 

all vertical attitudes of the folded surfaces strike parallel 

to the trend of the fold axis, and, where recumbent folds have 

plunging axen j  this trend is normal to the regional strike. 

The most important general conclusion which can be 

dran from the geometrical analysis concerns the dangers at-

tached / 
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attached to the assumption of an orogenic axial trend parallel 

to a regional strike. Commonly this assumption can be justi-

fiably made, especially where axial surfaces of folds are steep 

or fold axes are horizontal. Put, where folds are recumbent 

or fold axes plunge, the regional strike can depart widely 

from parallelism with axial trend. Such structures are par-

ticularly confusing In areas of low relief and poor exposure 

as in Kenya. 

In the view of the writer the sequence of tectonic 

events in the Turoka area may be summarized as toliowsi 

1. Intense monoclinic strain of a layered body produces 

flexural slip folding on all scales about a regionally con-

stant fold axis. Shearing and unrestricted transport tear 

apart initial sedimentary layers of marble into isolated tec-

tonic inclusions of various sizes. One layer, in the north 

of the area, is rolled up into a cylinder about a core of 

granulitic gneiea. In this phase, deformation is inhomo. 

geneous on a small scale, although it may be statistically 

homogeneous on the scale of the whole field. As deformation 

proceeds, q in the micaceous gneieeee is transposed by folding 

Into a new , whereas in the non-micaceous rocks the initial 

layering is "neutralized" by folding and becomes structurally 

passive. Strain tends to become statistically homogeneous 

on 
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on smaller aTid smaller scales. 

Change in the pattern of stresses, probably caused 

by deepening burial undez an ever-growlng orogenic pile, 

changes the symmetry of strain from monoclinic (unrestricted 

transport) to orthorhombic (restricted transport), and P ro-

tates In a vertical plane. Its initial orientation may have 

been either horizontal (tangential squeezing) or Inclined 

(tangential shearing), but It rotates towards the vertical 

(vertical squeezing). The axial surfaces of the folds are 

progressively' rotated in a constant sense from their initial 

orientation (vertical or inclined) to a horizontal orientation. 

Peformati on becomes statistically homogeneous on all scales 

and active components (quartz) In the microfabric aeguire a 

homogeneous preferred orientation with orthorhombic symmetry. 

After the completion of these penetrative movements, 

the whole field is externally rotated about a horizontal axis 

'), normal to P, to give the observed plunge. There is no 

penetrative imprint of this movement in the microfabric and 

It must have taken place in a non.tectonitio environment. 

The fact that this axis is normal to P suggests that it is 

genetically related, representing, perhaps, a late-stage 

element of triaxial strain. 

In! 
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In the Turoka area s  the main tectonic axis (the 

orogenic trend) is the plunging&--axis. On an orogenic scale, 

the axis of greatest principle stress () lay in the plane 

normal to the axis, although it occupied successive positions, 

as outlined above. This picture of stresses contrasts sharp-

ly with that necessary for Joubert's Kinematic interpretation 

which reouiree the axis of greatest principal stress to have 

a low inclination in a vertical plane striking east-north-east. 

The cuestion raised by the new interpretation is, over how 

great an area of the Basement System of southern Kenya can 

this interpretation be extended? Some clue to the answer is 

obtained from figure 28 which shows fl .-poles and lineations 

measured outside the Turoka area. The position of the 1T-.girdle 

and the -maxiium from Turoka are shown on each diagram for 

comparison. Figure 28a is from a mall hill of gneiss at 

Lorinoto in the centre of the Nainanga..Pi.sol area about 40 miles 

south of Turoka. The geometry and symmetry of the structures 

In the seine as in the Turoka area. 	?owever, in the extreme 

south of the Namanga-fliesel area on the southern spur of 01 

Doinyo Orok, granulitic gneisies have a lineation the trend 

of which has swung through some 400  to the south-east with 

reference to the lineation in Turoka. In another direction, 

figure / 
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Figure 28. Partial diagrams for areas outside the 

Turoka area (megascopic scale); large dots, 

IT -poles; small dots, lineations and small 

folds, 

I 

n. 
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figure 28b shows the orientation of penetrative structures 

from the area to the west of Ylu p  about 20 miles east of Turoka. 

Again, the structures have the same orientation as those of 

Turoka. Further to the east, however, near Opete in the east 

of the southern Machakos quadrangle mapped by Baker, IT-poles, 

lineation and small folds show a different pattern (figure 20). 

The regional axis in that area appears to plunge gently to 

the east-south-east. But the structures are far lees regular 

than in the Turoka area, and figure 280 has been prepared 

without proper regard for local variations in homogeneity. 

The structural picture found in the Turoka area pro-

bably is widespread in the surrounding rocks. From figures 

28a and 28b the area homogeneous with respect to k can be very 

roughly extended over an area of many hundreds of square miles 

compared with the 40 square miles of the Turoka area. The 

actual extent of the area of homogeneity and its structural 

relation to adjoining areas with different geometry is a pro-

blem which must remain with the geologists of the Survey. 

The writer believes that, using the correct methods of gee-

metrical analysis, this problem could be solved by geologists 

in the course of reconnaissance survey. It is hoped that the 

general principles outlined in this paper help to &taw how this 

can be done. 
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.PJ.ztte 3. 	Jillolds of feldspathic gneiss in 
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Plate 4. Lineation in feldspathic biotite gneiss. 
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Plate 6, ac-jo ints and lineation in hornblende gneiss. 
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I. INTR0DUCTI0? 

The formation of deformed rocks surrounding the 

upper part of Loch Leven in ArgyllsMre and Inverness-shire 

presents an interesting study of differential deformation in 

rocks of contrasted mechanical properties. For many years 

now, it has been recognized that current bedding and other 

phenomena of sedimentary origin are well preserved in the 

great bodies of light-coloured quartzite which occur in the 

formation, and these structures have been used, especially 

by Bailey (see, for instance, 1930, 1934) in determining 

upper and lower surfaces of individual layers of quartzite, 

and, beyond this, in erecting stratigraphical successions. 

Most of the quartzites have suffered so little internal re-

construction in response to deformation that they hardly fall 

Into the category of tectonites. However, the layers of 

mica schist, some of them very thick, which separate the in-

dividual bodies of quartzite, are intensely strained and in-

ternally reconstructed. The survival of sedimentary struc- 

tures in the quartzitic members of otherwise strongly deformed 

bodies of rock is not universally found, even in the TTighlands, 

and such a survival suggests special conditions of deformation. 

One of the special conditions in the Loch Leven area is the 

presence / 
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presence of the strongly laminated structurally incompetent 

micaceous rocks in which the quartzites "float". The strain 

which, during deformation, would have been disseminated uni-

formly throughout a compositionally homogeneous body of rock 

has been, in the Loch Leven area, differentially disseminated 

in the quartzites and the mica schists so that most of the 

penetrative movement has been concentrated in the kinematically 

susceptible mica schist. This fact can be established readily 

by contrasting the structural features of the two rock types 

in almost any roadside exposure near the shores of Loch Leven. 
4. 

The deformation which has affected the quartzites and 

mica schists has produced in these rocks penetrative structures 

of various kinds. The movements concentrated in the schists 

have formed folds, lineations, slip surfaces and so on, with 

great profusion and perplexing complexity. It is the purpose 

of this summary to describe briefly the geometrical features 

of some of these penetrative structures and the interpretation 

placed upon them. The "stratigraphy" of the rocks is beyond 

the scope of this summary; enough has already been written 

on the subject by previous workers. The structural synthesis 

made by Bailey is an example of a determination of structure 

by pure stratigraphy. On the basis of sedimentary structures 

(such / 
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(such as current bedding) and lithological resemblances be- 

tween individual bodies of quartzite or schist, Pailey has 
a 

erected 'stratigraphical column for the formation. Departures 

from this ideal stratigraphical sequence, shown by the rocks 

in certain parts of the area, have then been used to establish 

the presence of folds and slides (for example, Bailey, 1934, 

PP. 500-501). In the view of the writer, such a procedure 

is philosophically unsound as an approach to the study of 

structures in deformed rocks (Weiss, 1956). But, whether 

or not Bailey's synthesis is valid, the fact remains that no 

satisfactory studies of structural geometry in three dimensions 

have yet been made in this part of the Highlands. 

This summary presents the preliminary results of a 

much more extensive study, as yet uncompleted. The area dis-

cussed here is the part of upper Loch Leven extending on the 

south side of the Loch, from Invercoe to L1oc1 - 1even, in-

cluding Sgor na Ciche and Garbh Pi.ein', n( 7., on the north side 

of the Loch, from Callert to Kinlochieven, south of a line 

Joining the summits of Mam na Gualainn, Beinn na Caillich and 

Sgr an Fhuarain. It is not intended in this summary to des-

cribe large scale structures such as those mapped by Bailey, 

although the orientation of the axes of some large folds is 

determined indirectly by statistical analysis; concern here 

18/ 
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is with structures on a macroscopic scale. Also, in the 

interests of brevity, the results of studies on a microscopic 

scale are omitted from this work; and descriptions of struc-

tural features of rocks, and of diagrams showing preferred 

orientation of structural elements, are given in a brief and 

simplified form. In the next section the most important 

features of the penetrative structures on a macroscopic scale 

are briefly described, and, in the section after that, the 

results of the statistical analysis of these structures are 

summarized. In the concluding section a few preliminary 

conclusions of regional significance are drawn. 
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II. PENETRATIVE STRUCTURES 

General statement: A small scale geological map of the 

West and Central Highlands of Scotland shows clearly the large 

"kink" in the generally north-east regional strike of folia-

tion which appears in the metamorphic rocks of north-west 

Argy].lshire, just to the south of the upper part of Loch Leven. 

When contrasted with the areas to the north and south (as far 

as can be judged from published accounts), another structural 

peculiarity of the rocks in the vicinity of Loch Leven, obvious 

to an observer in the field, is an abundance of fold axes and 

lineations showing complexity of form and variety of orfenta-. 

tion.whlch remain unexplained by Bailey's structural synthesis. 

Bailey was no doubt aware of this when he wrote (Bailey, 1934, 

p. 465), with regard to the area immediately to the south of 

Loch Leven: "clearly, pre-existing folds have been bent side-

ways as well as downwards". The complexity of the structures 

leaves no doubt, as Bailey surmised, that the rocks of the 

area have more than one generation of fold-structures. Some 

of the rocks have several sets of lineations and most show 

development of more than one set of penetrative structural 

surfaces. The orientation and mutual relations of these 

axes / 
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axes and surfaces never have been satisfactorily described or 
explained. 

It is easily established that the degree of struc-

tural complexity in the area is such that the symmetry of 

fabrics on most scales is triclinic and inhomogeneous with 

respect to most structural elements. The area has been 

divided into four smaller areas to reduce the degree of struc-

tural inhomogeneity 	The first division into two areas is 

by the natural boundary of the Loch. This boundary corres-

ponds roughly with the change in regional strike of foliation. 

A further division of each side of the Loch into two smaller 

areas, one to the west of the narrows at Calasnacon and one 

to the east, can be conveniently made. This division places 

the most massive body of quartzite in the area, the Glencoe 

quartzite, together with much of the Pinnein quartzite, into 

the western areas (W 1  and W29  respectively, to the north and 

south of the Loch), and places the thickest layers of schist, 

the Pirmein and Filde schista, together with some thick layers 

of quartzite, into the eastern areas (E l  and E21  respectively, 

to the north arid south of the Loch). In the following see-

tions the salient features of the penetrative structures of 

regional significance that can be distinguished in these areas 

are briefly described. 

Structural / 
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Structural surfaces The dominant penetrative structural 

surface of the area is the foliation, which, in the quartzites, 

generally is parallel to sedimentary bedding. The current 

bedding of some of the quartzites is justly famous- an example 

from an impure micaceous quartzite at Rudha Cladaich (area W 1 ) 

is shown In plate 1. The presence of such well preserved 

sedimentary structures suggests that the quartzites have es-

caped Internal strain. This is true on most scales for most 

of the quartzites, but, nevertheless, the quartzites are folded, 

and many bedding surfaces in even the most massive bodies have 

acted as surfaces of slip. This is not so true of the sur-

faces of current bedding, which are commonly not surfaces of 

mechanical weakness and do not have a constant orientation; 

rather it is the essentially planar surfaces of normal bedding 

separating the Individual current bedded layers which have be-

haved as surfaces of slip during flexural slip folding. But 

in the thin quartzites within the layers of schist, and even 

at the margins of bodies of massive quartzite, surfaces of 

current bedding, if suitably oriented, tave acted as surfaces 

of slip. Plate 2 shows an example in Which penetrative slip 

on current bedding in the thicker layer of auartzite to the 

right of the plate has caused the angle between the current 

bedding! 
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bedding and the normal bedding, defined by the margin of the 

layer, to be increased. 

Foliation in the schists also has, in general, a 

close relation to sedimentary bedding, demonstrated by the pre-

sence parallel to it of thin current bedded quartzites (plate 

2 and plate 3). But the foliation in the schist is in many 

places a surface of intense penetrative slip and flexural slip, 

and is locally a structure produced by transposition of bed-

ding. The complex relations between schist and thin layers 

of quartzite which can arise in this fashion are demonstrated 

by plate 4 1  'which shows folded and shredded layers of intensely 

internally deformed quartzite floating in Binnein schist on 

the small bill Torr a'Phloda at Calasnacon (area E2).  A still 

more advanced stage of deformation on a smaller scale is shown 

in plate 5 from the Elide schiats in the east of area E 2 . 

The light-coloured layers are disrupted lenticles of mixed 

quartzite and vein quartz, torn apart by folding and traneposi-

tion embedded in a matrix of complexly folded and sheared 

mica schist. These plates demonstrate the errors wch could 

arise from the use of stratigraphical criteria in 	examin- 

ing both the variation in thickness of individual layers of 

schist, and the significance of contacts between schist and 

quartzite. / 
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quartzite. The differential behaviour of the two rock types 

during deformation means that every contact between quartzite 

and schist and every foliation surface in the sehists is a 

tectonic contact or "slide". The internal and external form 

of the schists on a large scale has been greatly modified by 

penetrative movement, if the visible strain on a small scale 

is to be taken as a guide to overall deformation. 

The foliation (that is, the differential layering) 

of the area is thus in part sedimentary bedding and in part 

sedimentary bedding much modified by deformation. Whatever 

its origin, this foliation is here termed. S to distinguish it 

from two other penetrative structural surfaces distinguishable 

in the area, as follows 

1. Where S in the schiste is folded about one group of 

moderately plunging fold axes (B - see below) a fine fissility 

is locally developed parallel to the axial planes of the folds. 

In figure 1 9  drawn from an exposure in Bnriein schist on Torr 

nan Crann (area E0 this surface is labelled S i. In its 

weakest development, in thin schists in quartzite, it is sub-

ordinate to S and does not appear to he an important surface 

of slip, rather, it resembles slaty cleavage: but in the 

thicker layers of schist it is an obvious surface of slip and 

produces / 
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produces shear folding of passive layers parallel to S (figure 

2 1  drawn from Binnein schist a mile east of the narrows in area 

E1 ), and, in limit, transposition of S. The two sets of sur-

faces S and S have both acted as slip surfaces in the phase 

of deformation that produced t1 folds in question, S as a sur- 

face of flexural slip, and 91 as a surface of slip. It has 

already been pointed out that some of the foliation (S) in the 

schiets has been produced by transposition of sedimentary bed-

ding, inthis process Is seen in its initial stages. 

Thus, S and S can be mutually distinguished in the schists 

only where S is weakly developed or w1ere transposition of S 

is incomplete. 

2, The second set of penetrative surfaces (here called ') 

is genetically unrelated to , § and the folds with axes B, 

to be described below. Throughout the area it shows a seouence 

of development, as follows: 

In its weakest development, ' is defined by the 
short limbs of minute regular asymmetrical 
wrinkles in mica schist. 

With progressive deformation, these short limbs 
are replaced by surfaces of slip and a "strain-
slip cleavage" is formed. 

The final stage is reached there slip on 8' becomes 
pronounced W. a new planar foliation is formed 
almost indistinguishable from S and S1 . 

In 
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In the early stages of its development 5' cannot be 

mistaken for 2, because it never resembles slaty cleavage. 
But it is locally associated with folds in S or 

5 
 homologous 

on a large scale with the minute wrinkles mentioned in a, above. 

5' is parallel to the axial planes of these folds. In figure 

3 is shown diapranratically a sequence of development of 5' 

from a "strain-slip cleavage" parallel to The axial planes of 

syngenetic folds in S (figure 3a), through a stage of shear 

folding of S (figure 3b) an5 a stare of disruption of com-

petent layers parallel to S (figure 3c), to a final stage of 

complete transposition of S in which even disrupted fragments 

of competent layers are rotated Into conformity with S' (figure 

3d). The folds associated with 5' are not to be confused 

with the B-folds, mentioned above, with axes parallel to the 

intersection of S and S • Where 5'occurs with B-folds It 
- 	l 	 - 	 - 

usually intersects B at a very high angle, and is never paral-

lel to the axial surfaces of these folds. In figure 4 is 

shown part of a B-fold where S is parallel to a boundary be-

tween quartzite and mica schist. S' is dve1oped almost nor-

mal to P. In the mica schists it Is a "strain-slip cleavage" 

whereas in the quartzite it Is defined by no visible surface 

but Is nevertheless rresent In some form because its intersec-

elon / 
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intersection with S is defined by a faint lineation. Where 5' 

is associated with large scale syngenetic shear folding of S 

It produces bending of the axes (B) of previously formed folds 

in S, as shown diagrammatically in figure 5. A lineation and 

an axis of small scale folding mark the Intersection of S' 

with S around the B-fold as shown diagrammatically by the line 

B'. This lineation always lies In the plane of S t  but it 

varies in plunge and, if S' is not vertical, in trend, accor-

ding to the point on the a-fold at which measurement is made. 

Structural relations such as these leave no doubt that 5' 

formed after the B-folds and thus after the formation of $ 

(where this is a shear foliation) and 	they also demon- 

strate that more than one generation of axial structures exists 

In the area. 

Structural axes: Three main ctegorc of fold in S can 

be distinguished in the area, on the basis of style and orien-

tation, as follows: 

1. The aforementioned folds with axes B are easily dis-

tinguished from the other kinds on the basis of their style. 

Present in all rocks, ther are most]v recumbent about moderately 

plunging axes, and range in size from small folds of the kind 

shown in plate 3, through folds of intermediate size as shown 

in/ 
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in plates 4 and 6 (thick quartzite tr Elide schist in the east 

of area 	to large recumbent folds many hundreds of feet in 

amplitude some of which, like these exposed in the Binnein 

quartzite ôn 3gor an Fhuerain, are closely appressed. Although 

the plunge of the axes of these a-folds generally is s,iall, 

the trend varies greatly. In the r: uartzites,the folds are 

e,;iinclroldal on ;croacopie scale,but,in the echlsts,the 

fold axes are sinuous on even a small scale. Where the sur-

face 21  Is developed, it Is parallel to the axial surfaces of 

these folds, as described above. They are the earliest de-

veloped folds of the area anl re no doubt homologous with the 

very large scale folds mapped by Bailey. All other structures 

are superposed upon them. 

In the areas 7,71 and W2, folds of various sizes occur 

with axes plunging regularly and steeply to the WSSte The 

largest of these folds locally resemble the -folds but are 

distinguished from them by the regular and steep plunge of 

their axes (here termed B'). In suitably oriented S-surfaces 

the '-folds can he found superposed upon previously formed 

B-folds. They are :enetIcally related to the third type of 

fold. 

In areas 	nd Ep  small folds in S are present in great 

profusion / 
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profusion, with axes parallel to the intersection of S and S t . 

The trend of t1 ee folds is fairly constant, between north-

east and east, but the plunge can have any value in either 

sense. Some of the folds are flexural slip folds and some 

are slip folds: and the axes (S X s') of most of the folds 

plunge, like the B'-axes of areas W l and W27  steeply to the 

west and are superposed upon the earlier B-folds, as shown In 

figures 4 and 5. 

On grounds of symmetry, the axes of all the flexural 

slip folds (, ' and § X ') are axes. But, as can be seen 

from figure 5 9  not all the S X 5' folds are 13-axes. If slip 

on S' is in constant sense (normal to the kinematic B-axis) 

then the curved fold axis labelled B' in figure 5 cannot every-

where be parallel to the kinematic B-axis. Folds produced in 

this way are slip folds and do not have overall monoclinic 

symmetry of fabric. 

The axes of all three types of fold may be parafled 

by lineations of various kinds, most of which are B-lineations; 

but lineations, in the area as a whole, are much more variable 

In orientation than folds and most rocks show development of 

ixnperalstent and locally irregular lineations. These linea-

tions indicate the presence of sporadically developed flow sur-

faces, suggesting local variation of the movement picture during 

deformation / 
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deformation. The exposure shown in plate 7 (near Alit Nath-

rach in area E1 ) is of a foliation surface (8) with many linea-

tions oriented in different directions. In the rock concerned, 

at least four penetrative structural surfaces can be recognized 

by microscopic structural analysis, namely S, S, S' and another 

surface " genetically related to S'. The mutual intersection 

of these surfaces give a three dimensional framework of struc-

tural axes which together with their projection-traces have a 

geometry of great complexity. The geometry of such fabrics 

can be fully established only by detailed analyses on macro-

scopic and microscopic scales and is beyond the scope of this 

summary. But these locally developed lineations, and other 

structural complexities, when statistically evaluated on a 

large scale, are insignificant in the geometry of the whole 

area: the only axes of regional significance are B, B' and 

S X S'. 
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III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

General statement: Procedure in structural analysis fol-

lowed in the present investigation is the same as that outlined 

by the writer for the Turoka area in Kenya (Weiss, 1956). 

The iithomogeneous eastern areas have been subdivided into sub-

areas with greater structural homogeneity with respect to selec-

ted structural elements. All data shown in figures 6 to 8 and 

maps 1 and 2 are plotted on the lower hemisphere of an ecual 

area projection. The only structural elements considered in 

this summary are S1 , B, B', S' and S X 5 1 . 

S: Figure 6a shows all ITO-poles measured in the four 

areas. The poles lie in a broad girdle defining a fl-ucla for 

the whole area plunging at about 450  to the north-west. Be-

cause this-axis corresponds to no generally observed fold 

vithin the area, it must be concluded that it is a "pseudo 

A-axis" resulting from the fortuitous arrangement of iTS-poles 

measured in a field with overall structural irthomogeneity with 

respect to a single axis of folding. If the 113-poles for 

areas E,, W1  and areas E2 , W2 , are potted separately (respec-

tively, fi,cures 6b and 6c), the change in strike of S across 

the Loch is clearly expressed in the digrams but each dia-

gram still faintly defines the "pseudofl-axis" of figure 6a. 

Prom! 
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From the study of folds in the field it was established that 

the two western areas showed a high degree of homogeneity with 

respect to orientation of small folds and lineation parallel 

to the axis B', and so 1V2-pole. for areas W1 and W2 have been 

plotted together in figure 6d • A very clearly formed girdle 

emerges defining a,,-axis ') corresponding broadly with the 

orientation of B'-structures. The areas W and W are homo-

geneous on all scales with respect to B' (41), and the form 

of the great body of Glencoe quartzite is a large single fold 

closing westwards with email folds and lineations on the limbo 

parallel to its axis (B'). There is no evidence in figure 6d 

that iTS-  in areas W1  end 	is folded about any axis other 

than ', but observation, in the field, of B-folds with shallow 

plunge and variable trend proves this to be untrue. However, 

the folds about B must have been either very weak or recumbent 

and closely appressed, otherwise it would have been impossible 

for the quartzite to have the form of the great uniformly dip-

ping sheet it must have had before the movements that produced 

the regularly plunging flexural slip folds about B'. 

The remaining 172-poles show no simple preferred. 

orientation in either E or E2  and it must be concluded that 

these areas are structurally irthomogeneous with respect to any 

single / 
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single fold axis. On the basis of field investigation, areas 

E1 and E2 have been divided into 20 subareas as shown in maps 

1 and 2 • Each projection on the maps shows data measured in 

the vicinity of the projection. In general, a projection cen-

tred in a layer of schist shows measurements made in that par-

ticular layer of schist. Similarly, a diagram superposed on 

an area of quartzite shows data measured in that particular 

outcrop of quartzite. Measurements were made over the whole 

area shown in the map with, where exposure permitted, approxi-

mately uniform distribution. 

In most of the subareas the IT S-poles define clear 

-axes 	but the orientation of these axes varies from 

subarea to subarea. The exceptions are subareas 1 1  7 7  8 1  9 

and 15, most of which are from thick layers of schist with 

little cuartzite. These layers are structurally inhomogeneous 

on all scales (some even on a microscopic scale) because of 

strong development of st  and S X S'-folds and lineation. The 

area of map 1 can be divided into two areas of homogeneity, 

with respect to the trend 	by the thick broken line. 

This division shifts some of the southern part of area E1  into 

area E2. To the north of this line the trend of 144 is approxi-

mately north-east, to the south the trend is approximately 

north-west :1 
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north-west and this change in orientation oft-4  coincides 

in amount and location with the change in strike of S mapped 

by Bailey. There can be no doubt that S was folded about B 

before the movements occurred which caused the "kink" in the 

regional strike at Loch Leven. 

The 4'-axis defined by iTS-poles in subareas 19 and 

20 of map 1 is the 1 1 -axia of area 1,W2 to which these subareas 

are immediately adjacent and structurally related. 

B and B': All axial structures measured in areas E1, E2 

Wl and W2 are shown in figure 7a. They lie in a broad girdle 

striking roughly east to west with a strong maximum plunging 

at 600 west. If the S X S'-structures of areas F, and E2  

are removed from this diagram it appears as in figure 7b. 

The maximum, which still does not coincide with the "pseudo 

1 -axis" of figure Ga, has become more pronounced and agrees 

closely with the 4 1 _axis of figure 6d (areas W1 and W2). 
The B'-structures for these areas, when plotted separately, ap-

pear as in figure 7c and have a very high degree of preferred 

orientation: the maximum agrees exactly with the 4'.-axis of 

figure fk!i, confirming the structural homogeneity on all scales 

of areas W1 and W2 with respect to B'. When the B'-structures 

are / 
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Figure 7. 	'iioptic diagrams for axial structures. 
a. 523 axes measured in the whole area; 

contours, .L-3-5-7-9 per lfA area. 
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contours, 1-)-5-7-9 per 1j., area. 
e • s7 b-axes .aeasureu in areas W1 and 

contours, 1-2-3-4-5/1 , per 1 area. 

f 41 B-axes iaeasured, in areas W2 and 1; 
contours, 2-4-6-8-10% per 1% area. 
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are removed from figure 7b the resultant synoptic diagram is 

as in figure 7d. The measurements that remain are for B-

folds and lineations measured mostly in areas E and E2  • A 

further subdivision of this diagram gives patterns for E and 

E2  as shown respectively in figures 7e and 7f. The first of 

these is obviously inhoinogeneous with respect to B, the second 

is less so. In map 1 1  the orientation of B-structures is 

shown in each of the subareas used for plotting ff S. In 
most of the subareas homogeneous with respect to 4, the B-
folds show a preferred orientation close to 4 confirming the 

common origin of the structures. B and 4' are homologous 
structures on different scales. The change in trend of AS 

occurring to the north and south of the broken line is exactly 

mirrored by a change in trend of B. 

In subareas ]., 7 and 9, the cistribution of B-struc-

turea shows these areas to be structurally inhomogeneous with 

respect to B on all scales. The spread of B-structures seen 

in the diagrams for these subareas corresponds broadly in form 

to the spread of B-structures in the whole of areas E l and E2  

as expressed in figure 7d. The inhomogeneity of the subareas 

Is homologous with the inhomogeneity of the whole of areas 

and E and arises from the same cause: the only difference 

between the phenomena is in scale. 

S  S / 
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S X S' and 5': The orientation of all S X S'-folds and 

lineations taken from figure 7a is shown in figure 8a. They 

lie in a marked girdle with a single steeply plunging maximum. 

The orientation of S' in areas El  and E2  is shown in figure 8b. 

Irrespective of the structural inhomogeneity of these areas 

with respect to B and S, 	has a strikingly constant orienta- 

tion. There is little difference In the orientation of S' 

between areas E1 and E2 as can be seen respectively from figures 

8c and Sd. Because S was folded about B before the formation 

of 5', 5' can intersect S at any angle and the S X 5' struc-

tures must lie In the regional statistical preferred orienta-

tion of 5'. This relationship is expressed in the girdle of 

S x S'-axes (figure 8a) oriented roughly normal to the maximum 

of 1TS'-poles (figure 8b). 	The maximum in figure 8a indicates 

that, before §' was formed, § had a preferred orientation con-

taming this direction. 

In map 2 the orientations of S X 5' and 5' are shown 

in the twenty subareas. These structures are most strongly 

developed In the zone where the change In strike of S occurs 

(for instance, see subareas 1, 4 9  7, 12 and 18) and it must be 

concluded that 5' (arid, consequently, also the S X S'-structures) 

were formed at the same time as the to]1 axis B and the regional 

strike / 
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strike of S were rotated almost through a right angle in the 

vicinity of the Loch. The B'-structures of the western areas 

were formed at the same time and are homologous with the S X S'-

structures. The uniform orientation of B' in the western 

areas, when compared with the orientation of S X 5' in the 

eastern areas, indicates a uniform orientation of S in the 

western areas before the formation of B': S must have been 

oriented with a statistically uniform dip (although folded 

about B), and B' formed parallel to the statistically linear 

intersection of S with 5'. The movements that produced B' in 

the regularly dipping layers of quartzite in areas W, and W2 

produced a girdle of S X S'-atructurea in the more strongly 

folded schista of areas El and E2 . Some of the S X S'-struc--

tures are B-axes but others are not. In figure 9 is shown 

diagrammatically a B-fold in subarea 1 internally rotated by 

non-affine slip on 5 1 . This subarea is squeezed below the 

great arch of quartzite of the western areas, and the slip on 

' is normal to B 1 , the axis of the arch. The internally 

rotated B-axis follows the path shown in the projection (see 

Weiss, 1955, pp. 228-229). The spread of B shown in subarea 

1 is in part a result of this kind of internal rotation and in 

part a product of irregular flexural slip on S. The B-folds 

which / 
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which survive in this and other similar subareas (especially 

7 and 18) have very complex geometry, on even a small scale, 

and are not sufficiently cylindroidal for their axes to be 

measured. 
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IV. CO1CLUSIONS 

Two distinct generations of structures can be recog -

nized in the rocks of Loch Leven, as follows: 

The earliest formed folds in the area are homologous 

with the great folds mapped by Bailey; to the north of the 

broken line shown on maps 1 and 2, which corresponds in part 

with the Loch, the trend of this axis () is north or north-

east; to the south of the broken line, the trend is to the 

south-east. From the structural features of the neighbouring 

areas it must be assumed that the trend of B before the Loch 

Leven "kink" was formed was north or north-east, as it appears 

to remain in much of the area to the north of the Loch. Kine-

matiCall3r, these -folds can be correlated with an axis of 

greatest principal strain (F) lying in a plane normal to B, 

striking roughly north-west and dipping steeply or vertically. 

Folds and lineations in S occur statistically oriented 

in a plane striking west-south-west and dipping steeply or 

vertically. The axes of these folds are parallel to the in-

tersection between S (folded about B) and a surface S'. In 

the western part of the area, the fold axes are B-axes () 

and plunge uniformly and steeply to the west. To the east of 

the! 



Aire 10, jp1opais of structural elements in 
tue i,ocn ievea area (expiuration in 
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the great sheet of Glencoe quart7ite, the schists and thinner 

quartzites were more closely folded, about B, and 3' Intersects 

S at a variety of angles. The greatest complications occur 

in the thick layers of schist where the axes of B-folds are 

bent on a very small scale. Some of the S X S'-folds have 

axes which are B-axes (also labelled B'); but others are slip 

folds with axes that are not s-axes. The statistically de-

fined plane S' corresponds to aBI-plane (see Weiss, 1956) 

normal to which is an axis of greatest principal strain (P'). 

This axis trends north-north-west and thus is oblique to the 

plane of P. The overall geometry of movement and fabric In 

the area is shown in figure 10. P is shown as horizontal and 

trending north-east. The axis of greatest principal strain 

in the first phase of movement is in the plane of P. The axis 

of greatest principal strain in the second phase of movement is 

P' normal to which is the plane (S') of B'-structures (S X 5'). 

The preferred orientation of S before the second phase of move-

mént is responsible for the observed maximum of E'-etructures 

with a steep westerly plunge (B' in figure 10). For the gene-

ral case B' is oblique to B and the triclinic symmetry of the 

area seems to be a result of P A' tectonics (superposed unre-

lated monoclinic strains) rather than B j. B'-tectonl.ce (a 

single triclinic strain). 

In / 
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In figure 11 is summarized in a very diagraLrnatic 

form the structural relation between quartzite and schist in 

the area of upper Loch Leven. The great body of quartzite 

in the left of the diagram represents the Glencoe quartzite of 

areas W1 and W2 weakly folded about B (shown as horizontal). 

The schists and thinner quartzites of areas Rl and E2 are re-

presented by the more closely folded rocks to the left of 

figure 11. Squeezing norma]. to Sl  folds the Glencoe quart-

zite in the fashion shown in the block diagram so that it 

forms a great westward plunging arch with minor flexural slip 

folds and lineations on Its ii lbs. The schiats in the core 

of this arch are either folded by flexural slip of S about 

axes lying in the plane normal to the axis of squeezing, or 

they fail by slip on S' producing slip folds of S. The direc-

tion of slip in S', where S Is slip folded, is decided by the 

axis (P') of the great arch of auartzite. S' may be looked 

upon as a sheer foliation arranged in a fan roughly centred on 

the axial surface (the trace of which is given by the broken 

line in maps 1 and 2) of a great plunging fold (B'). The 

fan-like form of St on either side of the axial surface Is 

Indicated in figures 8c and Sd. 

It is unlikely that the second phase of movement 

which / 
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Figure II. i)iagrafflrllatica.L representation of the 
tructUXai relations between quartzite 

(stippled) and schist by upper Loch 

Leven. 



which has modified the "Caledonoid" B-fo].de is confined to 

the neighbourhood of Loch Leven. The irregular sinuous out-

craps of the formations to the north and south suggest that 

later structures may be superposed upon the earlier north or 

north-easterly trending folds over a wide area. 
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APPENDIX 

h' JOHN M. CHRISTIE, DONALD B. McINTYRE AND L. E. WEISS 

' 	 Received 11 June 1954 

1 HE VIEWS EXPRESSED in the paper were reached after a detailed study of 
the literature, and were greatly influenced by the following: 

I. The schuppen of the thrust-zone, as shown in the published sections, 
define a B-axis trending NNE.-SSW. 

Frequent references in the literature to lineations in a. 

The author's observation at Glen Coul of B-structures trending NNE.- 
SSW. 

The author's observation at Knockan and Eriboll of brecciation along the 
thrust. 

It is stated in the paper that 'the tectonics of the mylonite-zone have 
never been adequately described, but an investigation which promises to 
fill this gap has now begun'. After the paper was written, one of us (J.M.C.) 
spent several months in Assynt studying the structures related to the thrusts. 
As a result of that work and of subsequent laboratory study of the speci-
mens collected, it was discovered that the lineations in the mylonite-
zone, previously taken to be a-structures giving the direction of thrusting 
(e.g. Bailey, Geol. Mag., 1935, 72, p. 158), are in fact B-structures inti-

mately connected with the widespread B-structures in the Moine Schists 
to the east. Following from this discovery, we have made a joint study of 
a number of exposures of the thrusts from Skye to Fair Aird. It need hardly 
be said that a great deal of further work is required and is proceeding, 
but the following new facts are so relevant to the present discussion that 
we feel they should be recorded here. 

1. There has been a single penetrative movement about a common B-axis 
in the Moine Schists, the mylonites above the Moine Thrust, and the de-
formed Lewisian, Torridonian and Cambrian rocks below. The mylonites 
do not merely constitute the milled-down schists of the Moine Series. The 
conspicuous B-axis in the Moine Schists must have been imprinted in post- 
Cambrian time. 
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2. Many of the 'quartz-rnylonites' (including certain deformed Cambrian 
rocks) associated with the Moine Thrust are not true mylonites sensu stricto 
(see Turner, Mem. Geol. Soc. Amer., 30, 1948, pp. l() II, 201), but have 
undergone partial, sometimes considerable, rccr\ stall sation. Re-crystal-
used quartz-mylonites have also been found to the east of the Great Glen 
(Weiss, McIntyre & KOrsten, MS. in press). 

S 	3. Repeated movement is indicated locally (e.g. at Knockan, Loch an Nid, 
Loch Ailsh and Loch Hope) by brecciation, movement on joints, and even 
mylonitisation of the older mylonites of the Moine Thrust. An upward 
age-limit for these movements has not yet been determined. 

At some localities, notably the Knockan Crag and Loch an Nid, the Moine 
Thrust-plane is a clean break separating rocks of different composition; 
but elsewhere (e.g. at Stack of Glencoul) it is represented by a movement-
horizon of considerable thickness in which Moine and Cambrian rocks are 
both involved. Yet again (e.g. at Alit nan Earhagan) it is in places possible 
to map a thrust-plane on the basis of lithologicat differences, although the 
rocks both above and below are tectonites with similar fabrics. 

Sedimentary structures have been reported from several localities in the 
Moine Schists. in Strath Oykell the structures, which look like current-
bedding, can frequently be seen to be tautozonal about the B-axis. It may be 
that the structures are indeed of sedimentary origin, but, if so, only those 
of a particular orientation have been preserved (cf. Green, Quart. foam. 
Geol. Soc. Loud., 1931, 87, p.  529). 

The symmetry of the fabric both of the Moine Schists and of the rocks 
intimately associated with the thrust seems to be characteristically nearly 
orthorhombic. The association of these fabrics with large-scale transfer 
of Moine over Cambrian raises fresh problems. 

DISCUSSION 

MR. J. M. CFIRISTIE pointed out that too much importance may have been attached to 
the imbricate zones in attempts to determine the direction and sense of movement 
of the Moine and underlying nappes. in the field, the schuppen-structure is seen only 
as a repetition of stratigraphic horizons, and the orientations of the intervening thrusts 
are usually difficult to determine. The speaker had stratum-contoured the major 
thrusts as shown on the Geological Survey One Inch Sheets, and he had found that the 
intersections of the thrusts gave a strong maximum indicating an axis of intersection 
or flexing plunging at 10-20 to N. 100' E. This 0-diagram was exhibited. The speaker 
also exhibited quartz-fabric diagrams of strongly lineated Cambrian quartzites from 
the thrust-zone showing B-axes plunging at tow angles to N. 100-120 E. 

DR. GILBERT WILSON congratulated Dr. McIntyre on his most interesting and useful 
review of the story of the Moine Thrust, and on the work he had done in checking the 
evidence upon which the age of the dislocation had been based. Like Francis Bacon's 
acquaintance, however, the author had '. . - put that which was most material in the 
postscript . . .', and left not only the speaker, but probably many others in the room 
wondering where we went from here! The information given by Dr. McIntyre, that 
he and Mr. John Christie, working in the Assynt region, have found structures in the 
mylonites and in the Cambrian rocks of the zone of dislocation, which are co-linear 
with the south-eastward plunging, minor structures in the Maine Ser1s themselves, 
is of the greatest importance, but one wonders what is its significance. Does it mean that 
the movements in the thrust-zone were lateral, normal to these B-axes which were briefly 
mentioned; could these B-axes of symmetry be parallel to the direction of tectonic 
transport, as was suggested by E. M. Anderson in 1948 (Quart, Jour,,. Geol. Soc. 
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Land., 104. p. 	tO),  by A. Kvale in 1953 (Quart. Jour,,. Geol. Soc. Land.. 109, p. 51), 

and b\ 	R. lt,rIk in 1952 (Jour,i. Ge,I.,60, P. 415); or are we faced with the possibility 

that tIi 	minor structures, lineations, mullions and the like, of the Moine Series and 
of the Moirie Thrust Zone have really only minor 'ornrIlcance? One is reminded of 
Wcgniann's warnings that the magnitudes or 	e,iIes uppri which structures occur in 
the field must be taken into consideration when as 	- 	 their tectonic importance. 

Dr. Wilson said that he realised that the facts were M being gathered, but the brief 
summary of them outlined this evening whetted one's appetite for the final conclusions 
of Mr. Christie's investigations in Assynt. It will be particularly interesting to compare 
them with those of Mr. Peter Wilkinson. from the Loch Eriboll area, and of Mr. 
M. R. W. Johnson, who is studying the same general problems in the ground between 
Loch Kishorn, Loch Carron, and north of Achnashellach, in Wester-Ross. 

DR. 3. SUTTON congratulated Dr. McIntyre on an absorbing paper. It was well worth 
tracing back accepted ideas on Highland geology to the circumstances in which 
they originated. The speaker believed that much of the growth of the concept of 
Lewisian inliers came about because the surveyors, fresh from their triumphs in the 
belt of dislocation, carried ideas developed there eastward into the folded crystalline 

schists. 
Geological myths were not confined to the past, however. He thought there was 

probably one depicted on the blackboard tonight where Dr. McIntyre had shown 
the Moine fold-trend as running from NW. to SE. The speaker thought this quite 
erroneous. The notion was apparently supported by the existence- of certain folds, 
such as those at Fannich and Strath Oykell, which ran in that direction, and byobser-
vations that lineations and the Maine petrofabric B-axes plunged into the south-
eastern quadrant in many localities. The picture changed when every structure over 
an extensive area was examined. The speaker and Dr. Watson had examined an area 
in Ross-shire where one third of the all south-easterly plunging lineations noted 
by Dr. Coles Phillips in the Moines, were located (fig. 5 ofColcs Phillips, Quart.Journ. 

Geol. Soc. Loud., 1937, 92). They had found a considerable variation in the trend of 
the linear structures and of the folds. This suggested that an adequate sample of 
the lineations might not yet have been obtained in other Maine areas. 

Secondly they had found that the nature of the major folds could not be deduced 
with confidence from the small axial structures alone. There were several possible 
relationships between small and large structures which they had noted in Ross-shire. 
The linear structures frequently ran parallel to the nearest fold-axis. Sometimes, 
however, a fold was accompanied by few or no linear structures. Elsewhere the linear 
structures reflected the interaction of two differently directed folds. Particularly 
striking examples of this had been found near Loch Mortar by Mr. Ramsay. 

The Maine folds in Ross-shire ran in a number of directions and appeared on the 
whole to indicate a westerly or west-north-westerly movement of the overlying beds 
relative to those below. The classical view on movement in the folded Moines and 
Coles Phillips pet rofabric work could be reconciled and both shown to be substantially 
correct in Western Ross. 

He thought this was worth bearing in mind before reorienting the accepted direc-
tions of movement in the thrust-belt in the light of the important new observations 
made by Mr. Christie. He enquired if the small structures could be related to the large 
displacements, such as those indicated by the well-known thrust-slice containing 
rocks identical with those seen in the Foreland near Loch Laxford. 

DR. L. E. weiss noted that the statement in the appendix, that a common B-axis exists 
in the Moines, mylonites and other rocks of the thrust-zone, has at once raised the 
question of the movements which have affected these rocks. Dr. Sutton suggested that 
this statement implies a reorienting of the accepted directions of movement in the 
thrust-belt; the speaker suggested that to look for a direction of movement in either 

the Moines or the mylonites is, at the moment, premature, since it has not yet been 
established whether the penetrative movements which have occurred in these rocks 
were of a symmetry and style which can be described in terms of one, two or, indeed, 

any directions oJ,novemnent. The continual search forasingle direction of movement or 
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transport to explain the complexities of the Moinc and associated rocks has led to 
much futile controversy. Pr KVak has used the term to describe a direction of exten-
sion in a rock-mass, and he has equated this with the believed direction of discontinuous 
movement on nearby thrust-faults. Consequent lv he had to reject fabric-symmetry 

as a guide to symmetry of movement. The exampic 01 the quartzite discussed by Dr. 
Balk, also cited by Dr. Wilson, is one in which LLfl m-empbask of fabric-symmetry has 
complicated what may be a simple picture. Th vmne*r oh Dr. Balk's diagrams 
agrees, for Lhe most part, with the symmetry of the movements he suggests. 

Since In Several localities the Moines rest on top of (ambrian rocks, we are justified 
I n saving that at some period in the history of the thrust-belt there have been large-scale 
discontinuous movements, probably with monoclinic symmetry. It does not follow 
that the fabrics we now see in these rocks were produced by and reflect the symmetry 
of these discontinuous movements. Indeed, the widespread orthorhombic symmetry of 
fabric (and thus of the last penetrative movements in the rocks), observed by Mr. 
Christie in the thrust-zone, suggests otherwise. Yet to be established is the chronology 
of penetrative movement, thrusting' and crystallisation. Once this has been done, we 
shall be in a better position to discuss direction and sense of translation, axes of rotation 
and directions of elongation and shortening in the rocks of the thrust-belt. 

MR. P. WILKINSON, 10 welcoming the paper, wished to take the opportwtlt of correcting 
a possible misunderstanding which had arisen from a contribution made to the dis-
cussion of Dr. G. Wilson's paper on mullion and rodding structures (Proc. Geol. 

Assoc., 1953. 64, p.  145). On the ground east of Loch Eriboll, visible lineations, in-
cluding quartz-rodding, as described by Dr. G. Wilson, were to be found in quartzites 
(and to a much lesser extent in qua rtz-chlorite-sericite schists and sheared Lewistan 
gneisses) of the Eriboll Nappe. These were described as lineations in B. These rocks lie 
beneath a thrust which separates them from presumed Moine siliceous granulites. 
Stereographic plotting of macro-lineat ions shows the Eriboll and Moine Nappes to 
have homologous fabrics. The ambiguous statement mentioned above apparently 
led Dr. Wilson to believe that the speaker's belief in a B-lineation in rocks close to the 
thrust was based on comparison of fabric with known B-lineations in Moine rocks—
actually the reverse of the true situation. This result is in harmony with the findings 
described by Dr. McIntyre. 

Another point, which has been the cause of a great deal of confusion of thought in 
Highland geology, was the varying usage of the term mylonite. The term had been 
coined by Lapworth and rigidly and clearly defined by him (Nature, 1885, p.  559) 
with reference to the rocks of the Eriboll region. Unfortunately no type-locality was 
nominated and his field-notes and maps appear to be ofno assistance in this connection. 
The rocks of the speaker's Eriboll Nappe, i.e. rocks lying between the Eriboll Thrust 
(?Moine Thrust of Peach & Home) and the higher Moine Thrust (unnamed by Peach 
& Home, above which lie siliceous granulites of presumed Moine age) had been map-
ped by Peach & Home on Sheet 114 variously as quartz-schist, 'crush-rocks', frilled 
schist, schistose marble, and thrust' Archaean gneiss. The same tectonic unit, traced 
south on to Sheet 108, is mapped as 'Mylonised Rocks and Green Schists above 
Moine Thrust Plane' and on the Assynt Sheet as 'Mylonised Rocks'. The common 
practice seems to be to refer to all these as mylonites. This is unfortunate as it is 
often thought to imply that cataclastic structures predominate and hence that thrusting 
took place in cold rocks. In fact, rocks of the Eriboll Nappe are extensively recry-
stallised and conform more to Lapworth's definition of'augen schists'. This accorded 
with A. G. MacGregor's view (Trans. Edinh. Geol. Soc., 1952, p.  241 el seq.) that the 

Moine rocks were hot' when thrusting took place. Further evidence supporting this 
view was the discovery of apparently syntectonically crystallised green tourmaline 
in rocks of the Eriboll and Moine Nappes. True mylonites were to be found, but were 
surprisingly rare, and late movements had been present in the cooling or cold rocks 
and had resulted in folding and rucking of lineations, faults dislocating the thrust-
planes, and local cataclasis. The problem was emphasised by the presence of quartz-
chlorite-sericite schists, identical with those in the Eriboll Nappe, well back in the 
Moine Nappe. Indeed, Cadell had recorded Eriboll Schists' in the west face of Ben 
Hope, four miles east of the main dislocation (Central Sutherland Mern.. p. 29). 
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DR. MCINTYRE, in his reply, said that Dr. Wilson and Dr. Sutton appeared to suppose 
that he ascribed all importance to minor structures. This was quite wrong; in all his 
papers on Highland structures the author, as a pupil of Wegrnann, had emphasised 
the scale or scales on which the structures being discussed were displayed, and he had 
pointed out the necessity for information on as wide a varty of scales as possible. 
In the present instance, Mr. Christie had presented data ranging from the scale of the 
thin-section to that of the one-inch map; no wider range of scalcs was as yet possible. 
The author (Geol. Mag., 1950. 87, p.  428) had listed ike 	a 	known to him for the 
determination of the axial-plunge of the grand-scale structures. lie wondered how Dr. 
Sutton and Dr. Watson determined the form of the major folds. 

Dr. Sutton was referred to the author's note (Geol. Mag.. 1951, 88, pp. ISO-I) on 
the complex pattern of the fold-trends in the Highlands and to the reference therein 
to the special interest of the Loch Monar area. Dr. McIntyre had been privileged that 
afternoon to see some of the results of Mr. Ramsay's work at Loch Monar which, 
when completed, would undoubtedly prove to be of great importance. In 1951 the 
author had urged the need for further work on lineations in the Highlands, and he 
welcomed Dr. Sutton's and Dr. Watson's work in this field. He wished to stress the 
necessity for the correct identification of B-lineations. since the possibility of confusion 
with axes of internal rotation seemed to be real. 

Dr. Sutton's final remark presumably referred to the displacement of the Laxford-
Stack line. The author pointed out that, previously, this had been used to give an 
estimate of the amount of travel of the Glen Coul nappe on the assu,nptio,, of a north- 
westward direction. A clear account of the argument had been given by Sir Edward 
Bailey (Geol. Mag., 1935, 72, p.  158). Dr. McIntyre thought that Dr. Weiss's remarks 
on direction and sense of movement were particularly timely, and he wished to express 
wholehearted agreement with them. 

It was especially gratifying to find that Mr. Wilkinson's detailed work in Eriboll 
had led him to conclusions so similar to those put forward in the appendix. The full 
results of his investigation were awaited with interest, Dr. Wilson had asked where we 
went from here. Since Dr. McIntyre was shortly leaving for California, he said that he 
would watch with keen interest the progress of research on the fascinating and difficult 
structures of the Highlands. 
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